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SUMMARY

This study concerns the application of a model of effective interpersonal relationships to problems arising from staff assessment at I.C.I. Ltd. Corporate Laboratory between 1972 and 1974.

In collaboration with academic and industrial supervision, the study commenced with a survey of management and supervisor opinions about the effectiveness of current staff (work) relationships, with particular reference to the problem of recognising and developing creative potential. This survey emphasised a need to improve the relationships between staff in the staff assessment context.

A survey of research into creativity emphasised the importance of the interpersonal environment for obtaining creative behaviour in an organisation context. A further survey of theories of how interpersonal behaviour related to personal creativity (therapeutic psychology) provided a model of effective interpersonal behaviour (Carkhuff, 1969) that could be applied to the organisation context of staff assessment.

The objective of the project was redefined as a need to improve the conditions of interpersonal behaviour in relation to certain (career development) problems arising from staff assessment practices. In order to demonstrate the application of the model of effective interpersonal behaviour, the research student recorded interviews between himself and members of staff designed to develop and operate the dimensions of the model. Different samples of staff were used to develop the 'facilitative' and the 'action oriented' dimensions of behaviour, and then for the operation of a helping programme (based on vocational guidance tests).
These interactions have been analysed, according to the scales of measurement in the model and the results are presented in case study form in this thesis. At each stage of the project, results and conclusions were presented to the sponsoring organisation (e.g. industrial supervisor) in order to assess their (subjective) opinion of relevance to the organisation. Finally, recommendations on further actions towards general improvement of the work relationships in the laboratory were presented in a brief report to the sponsor.
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CHAPTER ONE

I.C.I. Corporate Laboratories and Problems of Creativity with Research Staff

Administration: In 1969, the Swann joint industry university committee urged bold experiments with the Ph.D. in the national interest. Aston University was, at that time, developing the Interdisciplinary Higher Degrees Scheme as an attempt to provide new means of post-graduate training, (I.H.D. department pamphlet).

Initially, the Aston scheme was funded by the University Grants Committee but, an important feature of the scheme was the intention that projects would be relevant and acceptable to outside organisations, who would co-operate with university supervision of the projects, as sponsors as well as supervisors. The sponsors' willingness to use and support the scheme would thus serve as a measure of the scheme's success in training students in solving problems of immediate practical importance.

Another important feature of the Aston scheme was the interdisciplinary nature of project work. Thus, a problem might be tackled by the application of more than one discipline, and with the help of more than one academic supervisor. Although the generation of new knowledge was a hoped for product from project work, the primary aim of the projects was to serve practical rather than fundamental interests.
The Background and Preliminary Survey of the Problem:

The Sponsor: The formal sponsor of this project was Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., (I.C.I.) However, the problem that concerned the project existed in a particular part of this company, the Petrochemical and Polymer Laboratory, (re-named Corporate Laboratory in 1972).

The main characteristic of I.C.I. is its size and complexity. The recent annual accounts (1973) provides some of the common statistics to describe this size and complexity, e.g. half a million ordinary stockholders; £1500 million of capital resources; 150,000 full-time employees, both at home and overseas; sales, by value exceed £2000 million per annum, a quarter of which are exported.

The company is principally a manufacturer of basic chemicals from natural feedstocks. These basic chemicals are either processed further by other divisions of the company or sold for further processing by other manufacturers. There is a developing interest in selling directly to the consumer.

The location of most of the original company sites is in the U.K. industrial regions, (e.g. N.E. and N.W. England,) determined most often by access and proximity to suitable raw materials. There is also an administrative centre in London.
The amalgamation of smaller manufacturing companies that created I.C.I. was primarily a response to the development in size and power of overseas competitors. However, a loosely federated structure of operating divisions has maintained considerable local autonomy in commercial decisions. Some administrative procedures have been centralised, and achieved a high degree of application throughout the company, (e.g. in the Personnel functions, the Haslam job evaluation system.)

The Petrochemical and Polymer Laboratory was formed in the early 1960's as part of the company's Head Office Research Function. At the time of this project, about 350 people were employed on the site, which is shared with a division headquarters in Runcorn, Cheshire.

The Laboratory, as the name suggests, was originally set up with the intention of developing specialised skills in the company's principal scientific areas of interest, enabling a more fundamental and longer term view of research needs in the company's business areas. However, this role has developed, and in 1972, the Laboratory was re-named Corporate Laboratory. This change in role has given the Laboratory a more central interest in other areas of science relevant to the company and now enables concentrated and high quality research into novel and developing areas (e.g. Biological sciences) as well as maintaining work in traditional research areas.
Work is organised primarily on the basis of projects in respective technical areas. Many working contacts are maintained by staff at various levels with research needs arising from a division, apart from the usual heirarchical organisation of relationships within the laboratory work teams.

The overall management of the laboratory is undertaken by a small "Policy Group". Projects in a particular technical area are administered by a "Group Head". The scientific staff in the laboratory, (e.g. about 130 with Ph.D. or above technical qualifications) are divided according to relative experience and technical qualifications. These scientific roles are research associate, (usually denoting the most senior scientists with company wide influence, and not usually based full time at the laboratory); research specialists (a laboratory role for senior scientists who would be involved in various laboratory projects simultaneously; senior research scientists (Ph.D. level and above); Junior Research Scientists (other technical qualifications) and Laboratory assistant (not necessary qualified). (See Tables 1(a) and 1(b)).
Table 1(a)

CORPORATE LABORATORY ORGANISATION

LABORATORY DIRECTOR (1)

POLICY GROUP (4)

(Work Groups)

Bioscience
Business
Catalysis H
Engineering Services
Materials
Patents
Polymer Chemistry
Polymer Science
Solid State
Structural Chemistry

Research Associates
Personnel Officers
Table 1(b)

CORPORATE LABORATORY

A Typical Structure of a Work Group

Group Head

- Project 1
- Project 2
- Project 3
- Research Specialists

(SRS)

(Project Leader)

- SRS
- SRS
- SRS

- JRS
- JRS
- JRS

- LA
- LA
The Outline of the Problem: The original form of the problem area was described in an I.H.D. department circular to prospective students as "The Relevance of Higher Education to (chemical) Industry". However, this broad definition, agreed at the earliest stage of contact between the sponsor and the university was later re-defined when the Petrochemical and Polymer Laboratory became - in effect - the sponsor.

As a result of discussions between the laboratory's industrial supervisor (a personnel officer) and the I.H.D. tutor concerned with the project, alternative interpretations of potential problem areas were defined as:

1. the problem of selecting and appraising staff in order to detect creative potential,
2. the question of university recruitment
3. post graduate training induction
4. follow up of staff who have left the laboratory

A decision on selection of the problem for attention was made after the selection of a research student to undertake project work, and the constitution of a panel of supervisors. Largely as a result of the recommendation of the industrial supervisor, the problem we selected was Number one above: "The problem of selecting and appraising staff in order to detect creative potential." This was
seen, by the industrial supervisor, as the problem of greatest importance to the organisation.
CHAPTER TWO

Opinions on the Different Aspects of the Problem

A Preliminary Survey of the Problem: In order to obtain a clearer definition of the problem situation, a survey was undertaken of 'key' staff in the laboratory. It had been made clear in informal discussion, for example, with the industrial supervisor, that there was an unsatisfactory situation at the laboratory - which was felt to be something to do with a lack of creativity. However, the supervisory team decided that the situation should be more clearly defined before any attempts towards a solution were attempted.

'Keyness' was determined by consultation between the industrial supervisor and the policy group. Two factors were taken into consideration in determining which staff to survey; one - "that they would have something useful to say," and two - "they could spare the time." (The words are those of a policy group member).

Seventeen people were selected; several people from each of the principal levels in the organisation where interest, and responsibility, for creativity was evident, (i.e. group heads, research specialists, and senior research scientists). The survey was conducted by a personal semi structured interview with the research student. It was
considered by the supervisory team and the research student that this form of survey would be most likely to obtain accurate and detailed information about the circumstances at the laboratory.

The research student was introduced by the industrial supervisor to the member of staff concerned in the sample. General details of the project were given, and, if he was agreed to undertake the interview, a time and location was fixed to suit the subject's own convenience, usually his own office in a week's time. Each interview lasted approximately one hour. Questions were introduced by the researcher on the themes already defined, (viz selection, appraisal, creativity) and the subject was asked to describe how he saw these as relevant and important to his job at the laboratory. From this basic structure of the interview, the interviewer attempted to obtain the personal opinions, of each subject, of the circumstances he experienced at the laboratory, by seeking as much specific detail as the subject was able to give, (see Ridge 1970).

No formal record of the interviews was made, except jottings and notes made by the research student of the main points raised during each interview. A summary of the main points raised is presented here.
1. Conflict between different work functions

Evidence concerning this aspect of the problem situation was given in almost every case. With some individuals, the strength of feeling was considerable and demonstrated quite frankly. Conflict arose most often concerning the specific issue of evaluation and support of research effort. For example, members of staff with a predominantly academic or scientific-technical experience often had difficulty in accepting or understanding decisions and directions given by the management staff, who interpreted research needs more from intangible commercial criteria. In an area of industrial research, anyway, conflicting opinions were probable. However, in this situation the conflict was considerable. The exact nature of the origin or cause of this conflict was not clear - e.g. that the nature of the laboratory's research role was shifting from more routine technical problem solving to more speculative longer term research. However, it was clear that some relationships were often deteriorating due to inadequate communication or understanding of the points of view of the different roles. This had consequences of preventing effective co-operation on research work.

Regarding the specific topic of creativity, there was also much evidence of conflict over what work was "creative". Notably, the management function gave evidence that every member of staff had a contribution to make towards the achievement of the laboratory's objectives, and each contribution was important and to be valued.
The interview, at this laboratory, was structured primarily, to obtain data relevant to the overall management of laboratory manpower resources. However, management staff saw the interview as having other purposes as well - concerning the general motivation and organisation of subordinate's work and development. In practice however, much evidence given concerning how the interview worked in practice suggested that, again, there were frequent conflicts or limited interactions concerning these potential issues.

Although most of the evidence concerning the operation of the assessment system was critical of supervisor supervisee relationships, some evidence was given of successful and effective practices.

3. The Anxieties of the Staff concerning Careers:

Another outcome of the interviews, and their relatively unstructured form, was much expression of concern about 'careers.' Quite often, this was a concern about 'jobs' rather than 'careers', i.e. was there going to be work at all rather than was the individual able to develop the nature of the work he was undertaking.

From the discussions, it was clear that various factors concerning the position of the laboratory were coincident at this time, and were threatening the confidence of staff regarding the availability of work. For example, the Laboratory, itself, had not been very successful, and there were rumours and fears that it might be shut down.
Other opinions, expressed most often by technical staff, indicated a pre-occupation with outstanding contributions only. Thus, on the one hand, a manager would value, a novel approach to a problem situation by a junior member of staff, even if the problem was routine to the more experienced manager, whereas staff with notably technical backgrounds and work responsibilities gave no indication of any interest in any creativity less than the spectacular — for example, a discovery such as the invention of nylon. This was further evidence of conflict regarding criteria of successful work performance in the organisation.

2. The Inadequacies of the Assessment System

Similarly, the evidence given regarding the assessment system in this situation was frequently critical. In many cases, individuals demonstrated strong feelings about the subject, either as for example, a supervisor who viewed it as an administrative nuisance of little help to him, or as a supervisee, who had to waste time going through the motions of a pointless exercise.

The 'Assessment System' consisted of a compulsory once-a-year interview between boss and subordinate on the subject of the subordinates work performance. However, this annual interview was not intended as the only occasion for direction and decisions about work between boss and subordinate, but as an attempt by the organisation to ensure that it did happen at least once a year.
The Laboratory had a policy of "flow through" whereby it expected the majority of qualified technical staff to remain at the laboratory from three to five years and then move to another job - usually elsewhere in the operating divisions of the company - ideally with a successful research project. The Laboratory was known to be under pressure to reduce its total numbers of staff. Jobs, however were not easily available at the moment, because of the general economic and other circumstances; the company, generally, was cutting down on numbers of staff.

All of these factors were mentioned by the members of staff - usually as an example of how the assessment system should be helping, in particular, to alleviate these problems, either to help a member of the technical staff to find some valuable work or project, to help a member of staff find alternative jobs in Divisions, (not necessarily research) or outside the company.

CONCLUSIONS to the Preliminary Survey of the Problem

The original definition of the problem "relevance of higher education to (chemical) industry" had suggested that this problem was concerned with the effectiveness of human resources, at work, in some manner. Although, at this stage, the situation had been outlined in a very general form, it suggested that a problem existed in an industrial organisation with the lack of effectiveness of staff who had received higher education, (notably Ph.D. training).
The definitions of problems agreed between I.H.D. tutor and industrial supervisor also confirmed that the problem lay in an industrial organisation's concern about the effectiveness of university trained graduates to perform work roles relevant to the organisation's industrial objectives.

This preliminary survey of the problem situation confirmed that these opinions existed in a practical situation - that staff with formal responsibility for the achievement of industrial objectives had difficulty in obtaining satisfactory cooperation from staff with predominantly technical training and experience.

This preliminary survey also indicated that, as far as this project was concerned, in practice, the sponsors of the project were the management staff in the organisation who held the formal responsibility for obtaining this cooperation and more effective performance. Apart from the formal responsibility in the form of the organisation, these staff also held the practical means for altering the unsatisfactory situation.

However, the means for changing the system - the assessment system, where decisions about performance and work, and their organisation and development were made, was not regarded as functioning effectively. This suggested a means of approaching the
problem, however, - rather than by examination of selection methods. The evidence indicated a greater willingness to change the situation by assessment and development than by some attempt to recruit different staff.

This survey further indicated that the term 'creativity' would require more careful attention, because of differing interpretations and opinions offered by various staff. It was clear, however, that the problem, in some way, lay with the opinion of management that graduate staff performed less effectively than they could potentially do so; and, it was the responsibility of management staff to take action to change the situation.

Finally, the problem, or rather - symptom - of career problems was seen to be further evidence of inadequate performance. As a result of these conclusions, a further survey was undertaken of the assessment system, in order to obtain further information about the problem situation - interpreted as inadequate assessment - and the opportunities for using this approach to the problem situation by the project.
CHAPTER THREE

The Problem of Staff Assessment

As a result of the conclusions drawn from the survey interviews, a detailed examination of the Laboratory staff assessment procedure was made with the help of the Personnel Groups at the Laboratory.

The procedure of "staff assessment" at Corporate Laboratory is based on originally a General I.C.I. policy regarding "performance appraisal" (see Appendix la) The Company policy stipulate a code of 'minimum practice' - for example, that boss and subordinate must discuss performance at least once a year, and that the subordinate should have access to another opinion if he desires. However, although this is the minimum practice required in the company, it is open to more detailed attention as and when desired. This was the case in Corporate Laboratory where the once a year discussion had been more formally structured and designed as a result of various years experience. The system at Corporate Laboratory was designed in order to suit the particular circumstances of the laboratory. The system or procedure often changed as a process of improvement from year to year. For example, a significant change that had recently been introduced was the self assessment form. This had been introduced (i) because of the particular emphasis on staff development at the Laboratory and (ii) because staff were judged to be competent to complete such a form.
The forms were constructed by the Personnel Group at the Laboratory, after consultation with management, and one complete set was distributed at the appropriate time of year to each assessment relationship, i.e. each supervisor received one set of forms for each supervisee.

The set of forms (see Appendix 1b) consisted of an introductory sheet (including the objectives of the assessment exercise and a summary of the procedure) and four separate "sections" - Section One - self assessment; section two - immediate supervisors comments; Section three - line manager's sheet, (i.e. the Group Head who usually carried out an interview of the supervisee); and Section four - career development and training. In addition, there was a Summary Sheet (including basic administrative information such as job grade) and an aid to performance appraisal (- a rating scale).

The procedure was undertaken in as informal - and relaxed a manner as possible. The Personnel Group set a deadline for completion and return of the forms; each supervisor had to arrange the completion of the forms to suit his particular circumstances. In some groups the group head might delegate much of the work to senior research scientists; in other groups, the group head might undertake to interview every member of his group. As the form suggests, a great deal of the detailed supervision of work was undertaken by senior research scientists.
Conclusions on the Survey of the Assessment System

The achievement of the objectives of this assessment system, stated in Section 1, (see Appendix 1b) was not formally quantified or monitored, either by the Personnel Group or management. However, despite the informal and loose administration of the system informal opinion, (e.g. of the Personnel Group and industrial supervisor) considered the system to be an important mechanism for directing attention to some important laboratory objectives, for example, agreement and definition of technical objectives; development of standards of performance.

The nature of the scheme, as it stood, placed a strong emphasis on the need for good judgement and interpersonal skills of both supervisors and supervisees. Thus, supervisors were required to decide on fair and accurate evaluations of individual performance in relation to expected standards, and decide, also on the relationship of this individual performance to a wide range of organisation needs, for effective work performance and achievement of technical goals and individual needs, such as training and development. Furthermore, supervisees were required to exercise skills in judging their own performance. This was considered to be developmental, in requiring each supervisee to take more responsibility for his own performance and development. However, differences of opinion, and conflict, were probable, as earlier evidence had indicated, as it was left for each member of staff to decide on the rating, and little help or training was provided in the rating of behaviour and performance.
As the basic statement of minimum practice indicated, much of the attention to the various aspects of this assessment system was optional for the particular members of staff involved. According to the Personnel Group, the most frequent use for the assessment interview was as a formal, written record of the individuals progress in the organisation, and as an opportunity to discuss career issues. Discussion about the technical work usually occurred 'at the bench', during the year, as and when occasion and opportunity arose. At this laboratory, where a policy of 'flow through' was exercised, some formal attention to career development was necessary, and the assessment interview usually provided the most suitable occasion.

It was now possible to conclude that an approach to this particular problem situation might be made by effecting some attention to the assessment system, the relationships between supervisors and supervisees and thus the basic problem of unsatisfactory performance of technical (graduate) staff. The assessment system was concerned - apparently with limited effectiveness at present - to examine and develop various aspects of performance (see the rating scale in Appendix 1b) other than technical. Thus, despite the project's (and research student's) lack of technical (chemical) knowledge, other areas of assessment (such as career development) might provide opportunities for improving the effectiveness of the operation of the assessment system.
CHAPTER FOUR – REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK ON CREATIVITY

At this stage of the project, attention was given to previous research relevant to the problem situation. A literature search was undertaken, primarily into work on "creativity". This approach was chosen as an attempt to discover and define the different approaches that have been made in various research in this area, in order to help define further the nature of the problem in this situation. As stated earlier, the definition of creativity by key staff had not been satisfactory. For example, it was not clear whether it was a single particular factor of behaviour, like an ability, and a separate category of behaviour as indicated in the rating scale used in the Assessment System, or, a term used to indicate general effectiveness and development of all factors of behaviour. In developing a solution for this problem it would be important to take into consideration the state of present research discoveries in relation to the various approaches to, or definition of creativity. Project work would have to be designed on practical considerations as well as academic. Some approaches to creativity might not be feasible in this project's circumstances, for example, the use of 'experimental' techniques may be limited by the constraint of minimum disruption to the normal operations of the laboratory.

It is important to emphasise that the emphasis on 'Creativity' was due to the enthusiasm of the sponsor (and industrial supervisor) and their belief that there was something relevant in current research into creativity, to the laboratory and the problems that had been presented to the researcher.
Creativity

Definitions: There have been various approaches towards the interpretation of and research into the concept of creativity. Each discipline of the social sciences, for example, reflects a particular point of view. Thus Simnett (1959) as a biologist, views creativity as "a characteristic of all living matter", and its evolutionary development can be traced right up to, and including the human level. Whereas, Parnes (1963) describes how the stimulation of productive ideas, from an educational point of view, may be defined as "the facilitation of the expression of the preconscious imagination in a group situation, by deferring conscious critical evaluation."

Similarly, Torrance (1962), from a more sociological viewpoint describes how lack of creativity is due to "the repression of creativity among children by the conformist pressures of American school teachers parents, and peer groups. The psychodynamic psychologist, however, is concerned to research the role of unconscious impulses in creativity, and thus Freud (1908) pointed to the relations between the work of the artist, ordinary day dreaming and children's play.

Other psychological approaches regard thinking as high level skills, for example, Bartlett (1958) shows that these are similar in many respects to complex psychomotor skills. Bartlett, like, for example Guilford (1959) distinguishes thinking processes as occurring in opposing forms - such as 'closed systems', as opposed to 'adventurous thinking'. Research based on this approach (e.g. Cropley (1967) has thus sought to identify
"the cognitive characteristics of creative thinkers", using concepts developed in modern learning theory and information theory.

Finally, research based primarily on clinical or psycho-pathological study has developed the approach such as Kubie (1958), who maintains that inspiration "originates at the preconscious level, and is more likely to be blocked by, than to derive from, neurosis". And, also, Rogers (1961) sees creativity as "a process of self realisation of the unusually sensitive and well integrated personality."

Various writers have investigated creativity without any overt theoretical reference. For example, from personal accounts such as Poincare (1924), Spender (1946), Mozart (1789), writers have formulated an analysis of creativity as 'stages in thinking', (Wallas 1926).

By the 'art' of thought Wallas emphasises the development of greater skill and effectiveness through self-training of one's 'natural' thought process. Many such analyses of creativity have been 'popularised' by other writers e.g. De Bono (1967) - 'lateral thinking'; Hudson (1970) - 'convergent and divergent thinking'; Rokeach (1960) - 'the closed and open mind'; Koestler (1958) - 'Biosociation'; Schon (1960) - 'the displacement of concepts'; Witkin (1962) - 'field independence'; Ray (1959) 'trial and error thinking'; Thouless (1952) - 'straight and crooked thinking'; Wertheimer (1961) - 'Productive thinking'; Wallach and Kogan (1964) - 'associative fluency'.

Indeed, from a historical point of view, Vernon (1969) emphasises the influence of popular social interpretation on the actual content
of research into creativity. Thus - in the late nineteenth century society was not primarily concerned with an analysis of its resources of outstanding ability but was more intrigued by the lives and tribulations of great artists, writers, scientists and leaders. General Social reform - the technological welfare society had focused interest in creativity as an ability - behaviour with particular social value.

Thus, Galton (1869), recognised as having undertaken the first major empirical work on the subject, was the first attempt at an empirical study of human abilities, which viewed men of genius, not as a kind of race apart, but as the extreme end of a continuous distribution. However, the emphasis of this work was primarily genetic, to the neglect of family upbringing and other factors. Terman and Cox (1947) gave greater recognition to the role of personality factors, of favourable environment and conditions of schooling. Similarly, as with Galton, the selection of the subject population for the research is a significant indicator of the developing social trend of interest in creativity. With Galton (1869), subjects were socially eminent judges, statesman, generals, poets, painters, musicians, divines and scientific men. With Terman and Cox (1947) the subjects were primarily children. Roe (1952) demonstrates the development of less wholly psychometric, more clinically based conclusions regarding the upbringing and personalities of eminent scientists, and other, more common occupations, such as lawyers, engineers, teachers, and journalists.

The factors examined in empirical investigations of creativity have been varied. For examples, heredity, childhood, adolescence,
adult personality, intelligence, perceptual processes, problem solving behaviour have all been considered in studies of creative behaviour. However, as Stein (1960) points out 'No one factor has been common to every study'. Stein (1960) continues: "There are those who have designed experiments, or used psychological tests, or conducted interviews, or some combination of these approaches while others speculated about creativity on the basis of biographies they had read or experiences they had had. There are those who selected their subjects on the basis of scores on intelligence tests; others used number of citations or number of lines devoted to a person in histories or biographies of famous people; a third group utilised the judgements of professionally qualified people; a fourth group concerned itself with people of generally acknowledged eminence; and a fifth group have studied persons who were in professions that require creative behaviour."

This diversity of research may be seen in various comprehensive symposia of collections of articles on the subject, for example, within the last fifteen years, notably Anderson (1959), Gruber, Terrell and Wertheiner (1962), Vööney and Rajik (1967); Taylor (1964 a and b); Taylor and Barron (1963); Golann (1963); Barron (1965); Cropley (1967) and Tyson (1966).

In summarising research undertaken on the subject, Stein (1960) identifies three major areas which characterise the literature concerning
creativity. One, is the individual - his characteristics, and the process which he arrives at his creative product; "the environment" through its facilitating or inhibiting effect on creativity; and lastly the 'relationship of creativity to the transactions between the individual and the environment'. Although this summary emphasises creativity as being a very individual phenomenon, i.e. behaviour unique to a particular person, and the complexity of behaviour and its origins in interaction with environment, a further summary by Mooney (1967) added still further to defining the options for approaching creativity in this particular situation.

Mooney (1967), again, distinguishes various interpretations of creativity that have been adopted, and the consequences on the organisation direction of research work, thus "different strategies and their results will be relevant to different problems." Table 2 outlines Mooney's summary. In Table 2, Mooney relates the study of various 'aspects' of the study of creativity to the practical relevance of the approach. Thus a study of "the process of creating" is most relevant to those who are themselves creative. A study of 'the person of the creator' is most relevant to those with responsibility for selecting such persons. Further each aspect is studied according to different criteria, and different research methods.

Aspect number 4 in Mooney's Table (Table 2) provides a description of an approach towards obtaining creative behaviour by those 'who are responsible for the cultivation of personnel' - i.e. the supervisors in the sponsoring organisation.
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Conclusions

This review of the research into creativity provided a satisfactory understanding of the relationship of research on creativity to staff assessment problems. Staff assessment, primarily the (interpersonal) relationship between a supervisor and subordinate, and creativity which is the product of the interaction between an individual (subordinate) and his environment (supervisor). In order to examine means of improving staff assessment practices, research on creativity emphasises the need to study the interpersonal environment in which creativity comes about.

Much of the evidence concerning the organisation problems had concerned the interpersonal aspects of the organisation, for example deteriorative conflict between work functions, and unsatisfactory assessments.

Furthermore, this review of previous research into creativity suggested that a further review of therapeutic psychology might provide material concerning the interpersonal environment in which creativity comes about. Other psychological approaches concerned with individual (creative) behaviour were oriented towards other ultimate criteria, which appealed to different interest groups (see Table 2) e.g. psychometric psychology would be relevant to 'those who are responsible for picking individuals to fit particular positions'. Whereas, the managers and supervisors in this environment would have a concern for the greatest possible development of individual work behaviour. This concern had already been identified (see chapter three) as a key purpose of the staff assessment procedure (e.g. career development).
CHAPTER FIVE: THERAPEUTIC PSYCHOLOGY

Writing in the early 1950's, Rogers (1954) puts forward a "theory of creativity" to account for some of the symptoms of problems which he considered were resulting from "inadequacies in the organisation of society in general". To Rogers, many of the serious criticisms of the culture and its trends at this time could be formulation in terms of a "dearth of creativity". Thus, he makes the following points in order to illustrate this hypothesis:

"1) In education, we tend to turn out conformists, stereotypes, individuals whose education is "completed" rather than freely creative and original thinkers.

2) In our leisure time activities, passive entertainment and regimented group action are overwhelmingly predominant, whereas creative activities are much less in evidence.

3) In the sciences, there is an ample supply of technicians, but the number who can creatively formulate fruitful hypotheses and theories is small indeed.

4) In industry, creation is reserved for the for the few, the manager, the designer, the head of the research department, whereas for the many, life is devoid of original or creative endeavour.

5) In family and individual life, the same picture holds true. In the clothes we wear, the food we eat, the books we read, the ideas
we hold, there is a strong tendency toward conformity, toward stereotypy. To be original, or different, is felt to be dangerous."

Rogers' explanation of creativity is defined at the level of 'process' and the theory put forward is concerned primarily with the conditions under which the 'process' occurs, and the ways it may be facilitated. Roger's definition of the creative process is "the emergence, in action, of a novel relational product, growing out of the uniqueness of the individual on the one hand, and the materials, events, people or circumstances of his life on the other."

The further definition of these conditions is made under the headings of internal and external to the individual person. Thus, the conditions within the individual which are most associated with a potentially constructive creative act are:-

a) openness to experience.

b) an internal locus of evaluation

c) ability to toy with elements and concepts.

Furthermore, the conditions which must exist to foster and develop the internal conditions described are summarised as:-

1) psychological safety

2) psychological freedom.
In his exploration of the construction of these conditions, Rogers, and others, have focused especially on the "social" or interpersonal conditions that surround an individual, which reflect the nature of the psychological freedom and psychological safety conditions. More especially, the social conditions at the level of what Brummer and Shostrom (1960) have termed "therapeutic psychology."

Brummer and Shostrom (1960) summarise various other approaches as well as Rogers - towards the problem of constructing the social interpersonal conditions in which creativity occur. Therapeutic psychology is primarily developed from studies of situations that border on the psychopathological - where breakdown of behaviour has occurred to the extent where an individual is behaving destructively or not at all in comparison with normal standards.

Indeed, much of the early research relevant to therapeutic psychology originates from psychoanalytic theory. However, Rogers, for example, maintains that the scope and scale of attention required for the development of behaviour is greater than the extremes of abnormality or breakdown that have become the province of psychoanalysis or psychiatry. Brummer and Shostrom use the term "equalisation counseling" in order to describe the area of behaviour that is properly the province of therapeutic psychology - as Rogers (1954) describes it "the desperate social need for the creative behaviour of creative individuals"
and Brammer and Shostrom (1960) describe "the need to help a person becomes one's true personhood, to realise all the potentials within one's self, to become actualised into a responsible, fulfilled human being."

Brammer and Shostrom (1968) summarise the theories that contribute to therapeutic psychology (see Figure 3) and present a summary of the main principles - or assumptions underlying the approach - which, as yet "lacks any one theory sufficiently comprehensive or systematic enough to guide the counselor through the multitudinous problems he meets in everyday practice."

These are presented as five - key - dimensions of the activity which they term - philosophical, structural, developmental, dynamic and research.

The philosophical dimension is an essential consideration because of the assumptions that are made regarding the existence of goals of actualisation or life and behaviour in its social context.

The nature of these goals may be summarised as

(a) uniqueness: even though a person shares much 'human nature' - especially at a physiological level - in common with others, the nature of life is such that behaviour at more complex levels (central nervous activity) develops according to experiences unique to the individual.
Table 3

The Emerging Eclectic Approach to
Personality in therapeutic Psychology
(Brammer and Shostrom 1968)
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(b) moment to moment: again, such is the nature of behaviour that the 'present' is the most important time modality. An individual is capable of different states of mind - of experience and purpose of different times - according to circumstances. Any counselor must focus on the 'here and now' state - the conflict.

(c) freedom to choose: whereas behaviour is often determined largely by person history and forces beyond his control, there is an implicit assumption about an individual's opportunity to influence his own future by his own actions.

(d) Responsibility: the burden of action to influence events must be carried by each individual for himself. Even though growth occurs in a social context, the individual is ultimately responsible for his life circumstances.

(e) learned behaviour: while some - primitive - behaviours are reflexive or genetically determined, and some are the result of chemical or neurological events beyond the control of the individual, much behaviour is learned and is also primarily a consequence of social influence.

A Structural dimensions is another element necessary for actualisation or therapy. At any point in time an individual will exist in a state of personal conflict between needs and desires and
external environmental mastery of conditions required to meet the
needs and desires. A key feature for actualisation is the
reconciliation of these forces - of the realities of living in an
environment of real people, objects and institutions, and creating
the behaviour (or structure) for effective adaptation to external
and internal conditions.

A developmental dimension is an element concerned with the
understanding of the implications of psychological conditions beyond
the individuals control on the actualisation process - for example -
death, and factors of (physiological) maturation. Thus various
stages can be isolated as common to individuals, which will influence
his attention at particular stages during life. Thus: -

(a) dependency (birth to 2 years) during this 'helpless'
stage of human life the child is dependent on his environment (parents)
for the organisation of the gratification of his needs.

(b) independence (2 to 3 years) increasing physical
autonomy introduces opportunity to learn and differentiate elements of
the environment, and thus to seek to influence more effectively the
events surrounding him.
(c) role taking (4 to 6 years) curiosity and exploratory activity expand in many directions - the social organisation of behaviour begins to become important (e.g. sexual roles).

(d) conformity (6 to 10 years) the child encounters new social environments where other behaviour is emulated in an attempt to understand and explore.

(e) Transition (9 to 13 years) the major developments occurring at this stage are efforts to promote separateness and individuality more fully (e.g. in relation to parental influence) and maturation of sexual function.

(f) synthesis (13 to 30 years) rapid body growth and genital maturation - and approach of adult responsibilities bring increasing pressures and restrictions. Within this framework, the youth relives early conflicts and experiences and new conflicts in his struggle to find himself and his life.

(g) Experimentation (20 to 35 years) For the first time, the young adult is completely on his own - testing out areas of relationships and work.

(h) Consolidation (35 to 50 years) Energies, interests and values have taken direction, in many cases some reformulation is required.
(i) Involutional (45 to 60 years) physical and psychological deterioration may commence, which may either create new problems or re-introduce old—ignored conflicts.

(j) Evaluation (60 to death) Retirement and loss of income, loss of spouse, and degenerative illnesses may promote pre-occupation with a retrospective view of the individuals life—a concern for memories of happier times.

A **Dynamic** dimension attempts to outline another vital aspect of behaviour that therapeutic psychology recognises as fundamental to actualisation counseling and psychotherapy. This dimension is primarily concerned with the forms of interactions between the individual and his environment, the ways that re-structuring of behaviour occur. A **common** dynamic of personality is a defense system, such as protection "which is an attempt to attribute to a present, by false, source material which really exists at a deeper level within the personality. The personality is unable to tolerate the painful experience of seeing that which is within itself"; e.g. the difference between actual and desired environmental mastery. (Brammer and Shostrom 1968).

A **Research** dimension is essential in the attitude of therapeutic psychology, and practitioners, in order to overcome "anecdotal accumulation of therapeutic wisdom, (which) at its worst reverts to the occult and mystical" (Brammer and Shostrom 1968). "Although there are pressing ethical and scientific obligations to validate
results with the best experimental means possible, scientific methods have not previously been completely adaptable to counselling settings," (Brammer and Shostrom 1968). More recent research in this area (see Carkhuff 1969) has attempted to specify more effectively the nature and effects of various interpersonal processes where the various personality theories have been examined and evaluated as to the practical consequences of their respective approaches.

Thus, the psychoanalytic approach stresses the importance of the client's life history, the influence of impulses (instincts), a "life energy" (e.g. libido), the influence of early experience on later personality sources of much of human behaviour. A significant feature of this approach is the general postulate that the origin and solution of human problems lie deep within the personality, (rather than within the perceptual organisation) and require such techniques as abreaction, free association, interpretation of resistance, dreams and transference material.

In contrast, self theory and more phenomonological approaches emphasise the client's creative responsibility for reperceiving his problem. Thus Roger's position became known as "non directive" because it was counter to the traditional counsellor centred methods (e.g. psychoanalysis) of solving client's problems. The principal method of the self theorist in counselling is to help the client to examine the areas of his experience which may be either accepted, distorted or denied. More specific techniques for achieving this are counsellor attitudes of honesty, trustworthiness and genuine concern,
in an attempt to build and maintain a non threatening anxiety reducing relationship.

Although the dynamically oriented theorists seek to understand conscious and unconscious conditions through inference, the behavioural group concentrates on objective study of client behaviour and the learning process in particular as the source of hypotheses about counseling. Gestalt theorists, similarly, stress learning and systematic behaviour observation. Carkhuff (1969) summarises the varying research approaches in Table 4.

Recent developments in therapeutic psychology can be traced from various evaluations of psychoanalytic approaches, (e.g. Eysenck 1952, 1960, 1965). Important conclusions were drawn regarding the lack of congruence between psychoanalytic systems and the experience of the people treated. Thus, for example, other practitioners, (e.g. Shafer and Shoben (1956); Rogers (1957), began to make formulations that were more relevant to the experience of the person with whom they were interacting. This nondirective mode of treatment has been developed into a comprehensive model in which "helper and helpee are assessed on the same dimensions and in which all sources of learning the didactic, the experiential and modeling, served to influence the helpee to function more and more in ways structurally similar to the helper" (Carkhuff 1967). This model has been developed further from
Table 4

DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO TREATMENT FOR BEHAVIOUR CHARGE
(CARKUFF 1969)
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this base (Carkhuff 1969) and offers yet further opportunity for development towards its prime concerns - demonstrable human benefit, as well as the scientific concern for effective understanding.
CONCLUSIONS

Research developments in therapeutic psychology emphasise the difficulty of establishing a theoretical model that identifies the core dimensions of effective interpersonal behaviour, whatever the situation. Previous theories have had limited effectiveness; psychoanalytic theories have been most effective in the situation of outpatient clinics (see Table 4); trait and factor theories have been most effective with some categories of situationally distressed normals (e.g. college students).

A model proposed by Carkhuff (1969) proposes a set of core dimensions for effective interpersonal behaviour in any situation; this model would be relevant to clinics, counsellors and any situation where one person - a helper - is seeking to provide a relationship to a second person - a helpee - with the aim of influencing the helpee to change his behaviour to become more effective in the helpee's environment.

In the practice of staff assessment, a more knowing manager or supervisor has the responsibility for influencing a less knowing supervisee towards coping effectively with his work environment. The Carkhuff model which proposes a means of providing effective interpersonal conditions offers an opportunity for evaluating and improving the interpersonal relationships in the laboratory's staff assessment system.
CHAPTER SIX: THE CARKHUFF MODEL OF EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

The model presented here, in proposition form, is adapted from Carkhuff (1969). It attempts to outline the variables and their necessary interrelationships relevant to behaviour change as occurring in the processes of adaptation and maturation. Whereas both maturation and adaptation occur at various behavioural levels (e.g. biochemical as well as cognitive), the model develops the concepts of growth and developments at the 'whole organism' level i.e. between the individual and his life situation rather than between particular systems of the organism and the relevant environment (e.g. visual perception).

A key assumption of the model presented here is that the inhibition to growth may be removed by a significant and effective human relationship capable of discriminating and communicating the nature of the block to the person concerned, in such a way that the person is able to change (adapt) his behaviour to the preferred mode.

6.1. Three Propositions on Growth and Development

According to Carkhuff (1969), the ultimate goal of life for the human organism is conceived as the full development and growth of its physical, emotional and intellectual capacities. Prevention of growth may occur, and this deterioration may be the result of a number of factors, both internal and external to the person concerned. Whereas, when conditions are meeting the needs of growth and development, the individual is freed to make and act upon further sensitive discriminations of his physical, emotional and intellectual environment both internal and external. Three propositions of the model, which seem relevant to the present study, are stated and discussed in the next three sections.
6.1.1. Growth and Deterioration are physical, emotional and intellectual (Proposition 1)

The conditions for growth may be summarised as physical (e.g. the need for food and shelter), emotional (e.g. the need for understanding, love, respect) and intellectual (e.g. the need for a functional assumptive cosmology). The actualisation of resources is dependent upon the developmental stage of an individual. Growth is reflected in the individual's increasing ability to:

- understand his physical, emotional and intellectual worlds
- act upon these worlds, both internally and externally

Similarly the deterioration of resources is dependent upon the individual's stage of development and is reflected in the individual's decreasing ability to understand and act.

6.1.2. Physical, emotional and intellectual growth are dependent on First Person (helper), Second Person (helpee), contextual and environmental variables. (Proposition 2).

The conditions affecting the physical, emotional and intellectual growth of an individual may be influenced as the result of significant human relationships. The effectiveness of this relationship on the process of growth (and deterioration) may be described in relation to First Person, Second Person, contextual and environmental variables.

The facilitative dimensions of behaviour are:-

- empathy: the extent to which the helper adds to the expressions of the helpee
- respect: the extent to which the helper generates regard by the helpee in himself
- genuineness: the extent to which the helper can communicate an honesty or spontaneity of his own experience
- specificity: the extent to which the helper can guide exploration to specific feelings and their exact nature
The action oriented dimensions of behaviour are:

. self disclosure: the extent of which the helper can communicate significant information about himself in the helping situation

. confrontation: the extent to which the helper can communicate discrepancies in helpee behaviour to the helpee

. immediacy: the extent to which the helper both acts upon and directs the actions of the helpee immediately to the situation

. concreteness: the extent to which the helper can lead a thorough examination of all aspects of a helpee problem situation

The facilitative and action oriented dimensions of behaviour are defined further in a set of scales (numbers' one to seven) in Appendix 2.

The Second Person variables, mentioned in Proposition 2, and relevant to the construction of a helping relationship may be categorised either as independent or as a consequence of the helping situation.

Independent variables include:

. the various demographic or actuarial characteristics of helpee populations

. helpee level of functioning as measured by traditional indices and diagnosis categories (emotional-intellectual-social/interpersonal-vocational)

. other helper variables not readily identifiable by traditionally available techniques - helpee set, expectations and motivation
Consequential variables are those describing what the successful helpee does during helping:

- helpee exploration (see Scale 8, Appendix 2)
- range of problem expression
- immediacy of experiencing and relationship

The Contextual variables of proposition 2 relevant to the construction of an effective helping relationship refer to all aspects of the setting within which helping takes place. Although there are potentially a great many such variables, a few may be selected as specially prominent, and categorised as physical or personal.

Physical contextual variables include:

- the location within the community at large; the internal and external characteristics of the setting (e.g. clinic or hospital)
- the appearance of the actual setting (e.g. furniture, decor, lighting, music)

Personal contextual variables include:

- helpee's experience with all of the persons associated directly or indirectly with the helping agency.
- arrangements surrounding the helping programme (e.g. payment terms, appointed schedules, waiting experiences)
- availability of different methods of treatment (e.g. modes, duration)

The Environmental variables in helping refer to the conditions from which the helpee comes and to which he must return after help. As with contextual variables, a great many may be relevant; a few may be isolated as especially prominent and categorised as physical or personal.
Physical environmental variables include:

. those relating to physical nourishment (e.g. food, shelter, rest, comfort, security)
. those that have to do with physical support (e.g. community or organisational facilities)

Personal environmental variables include:

. significant reference groups (e.g. family, friends, neighbours)
. the home-work-school environments (e.g. colleagues, superiors)

6.1.3. The Critical Categories of Variables in the construction of a helping relationship are the helper offered dimensions of behaviour, and the helpee behaviour arising during the process or occasion of helping (Proposition 3)

In general, the helping relationships may be described as a cycle of expression of experience between helper and helpee. The effectiveness of help depends most on the interaction between helper and helpee during this process. In general, help will be most effective when the process is oriented towards the particular needs of the helpee, and expressed by the variables arising during the helping process. Helper behaviour should offer facilitative dimensions of behaviour in response to helpee behaviour, whereas the action oriented dimensions of behaviour are initiated by the helper during the process. The pattern of interaction that is most effective in the construction of helping relationship may be further described in terms of stages in the cycle. The two basic phases of the helping process may be described as:

INWARD, representing the stages of exploration and understanding, and

OUTWARD representing the stages of emergent directionality and action that results from achievements in the Inward phase.

The duration of the cycle of the helping process will depend on the state of the helpee, and the ability of the helper to relate facilitative and action oriented dimensions of behaviour. This interaction is further described in Tables 5 and 6.
REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS OF THE CARKHUFF MODEL

The development of the model proposed by Carkhuff (1969) has taken place in research done in the U.S.A. For example, Carkhuff traces his own work to a Wisconsin University Schizophrenic project (see Carkhuff 1969 P 192) which was attempting in the late 50's to establish the effectiveness of the non-direct mode of treatment with schizophrenic patients. The project discovered significantly greater variability in its treatment group than in its control groups, and the investigators were able to trace back the recorded cases and establish the differential processes that lead to differential effects: counsellors and therapists who were functioning at high levels of empathy, unconditionality, and congruence had patients who demonstrated positive outcomes on a variety of indeces, while counsellors and therapists who were functioning at low levels had patients who demonstrated negative outcomes (Truax and Carkhuff 1967).

While the number of patients was small, and the significance of the investigation not considerable, other studies produced results consistent with this analysis (Darron and Leary 1955; Cartwright and Vogel 1960; Mink and Isaksen 1959).

Later work by Carkhuff (1966a, 1966b, 1967, 1968) extended the analysis of significant helper activities towards the assessment of facilitative conditions he or she offers, and the consequent level of helpee process involvement. Thus, the helpees of psychoanalytic, or client centred, or existential, or trait and factor or behaviouristic helpers who are functioning at high levels improve in functioning on a variety of change indeces with perhaps little regard for the helper's particular cognitive map of what is taking place and where it is going, (Carkhuff and Berenson 1967).

Widely different orientations to counselling and psychotherapy have emphasised the critical nature of the counsellor's empathic understanding and respect for the helpee, his genuineness in the therapeutic encounter, his specificity in emphasising emotional
experiencing, his concreteness in problem solving, his ability to confront the helpee when appropriate, and his ability to interpret the immediate experiencing of the helpee's relationship with the helper. (See Carkhuff 1969).

Other sources of research have variously supported dimensions such as self disclosure, openness and flexibility, confidence, commitment, and other more dynamic personality characteristics. Many of the dimensions, especially empathy, respect, genuineness, concreteness, confrontation, and immediacy have been related to constructive process or outcome or both in hospitalised schizophrenics, including those in both individual (Berenson and Mitchell 1969; Rogers et al 1967; Truax and Carkhuff 1967) and group psychotherapy (Truax and Carkhuff and Kodman 1965) as well as with outpatient psychiatric populations (Pagell, Carkhuff and Berenson 1967) and outpatient neurotics or situationally distressed populations (Barrett Lennard 1962; Berenson and Mitchell 1969; Carkhuff and Berenson 1967; Halkides 1958; Pagell et al: 1967; Truax and Carkhuff, 1967). This accumulation of studies offers substantial support for the relationship of these core facilitative, and action oriented dimensions to client and patient outcomes.

These findings also constitute a response to the challenges of such works as Eysenck (1965) Levitt (1965) and Lewis (1965) concerning the control factor in research in this area, i.e. that the treated helpee may get both 'better' and 'worse' than the controls. The effective ingredients of counselling and psychotherapy may not be what have traditionally been considered to be the critical dimensions of therapeutic interpersonal processes. Facilitative conditions may be available to the control group clients and patients from other than the professional helper, i.e. the control group may not be a control group. Thus, clients under control situations may benefit from a facilitative relationship with persons selected from those in the group around them (Bergin 1965, Frank 1961, Powers and Witner 1961).
CONCLUSIONS

The Carkhuff model emphasises the complexity of variables that can influence the outcome of an interpersonal relationship. Research has focused on the 'helper' and how this variable can change, as much as the 'helpee' and how different behaviour requires various 'helper responses' before help is effected. As well as the complexity of helper - helpee interactions, context and environment offer greater complexity when decisions on helping and its effectiveness must be made.

However, by drawing from all contemporary research, and undertaking extensive research on the generalisations that were developed concerning what lead to effective interpersonal behaviour, the Carkhuff model, itself, has developed a considerable degree of sophistication, and a history of effective testing.

On the basis of the detailed explanation and definition provided by Carkhuff (1969), the model could be used to evaluate and operate helping conditions at the industrial laboratory. The staff assessment procedure already provided a clear emphasis on the 'more knowing' and 'less knowing'. The purpose of staff assessment clearly emphasised the need for effective relationships between the two parties, in various areas, thus the context and environment at the industrial laboratory could be clearly interpreted in the terms of the Carkhuff model.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: RE-DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

With the aid of the constructs and theoretical model outlined earlier (ch. 6), it was now possible to define more fully the objectives of the project. Although the objective had been stated generally at an earlier stage of the project, such as the solution of a particular problem of concern to the sponsoring organisation, in order to undertake project work for the achievement of this aim, it was necessary to state the problem in a manner which enabled the project to undertake specific (operational) actions.

Definition of the Problem: The initial survey of the problem, the problem as seen by those responsible for the situation in the sponsoring organisation, provided evidence of conflict between different work functions; anxieties concerning careers and employment; and concern about the ineffectiveness of the staff assessment system. Further investigation of available research literature indicated that this situation could be interpreted in terms of the organisation environment, in particular the inadequate conditions of interpersonal behaviour between members of the organisation. The interpersonal conditions of concern to this project could be further specified as the (heirarchical) relationships between supervisor and supervisee that existed as the formal organisation of staff at the laboratory, and, also, could be seen to operate in the staff assessment system, which was intended to be a formal description, and means of operation of the various aspects of the employer/employee relationship in this situation.

The objectives, and potential issues, involved in the assessment
relationships, were wide ranging and complex both technical (chemical-scientific) and non-technical (legal). For the effective operation of this staff assessment system, high levels of accuracy in both the discrimination and communication of the potential issues were required by both supervisor and supervisee. However, in these circumstances, where little formal training, other than 'on the job' or 'trial and error' was available, mistakes, and consequent deterioration in the effectiveness of the working relationship was a possible consequence. Again, the evidence of the initial survey tended to confirm this analysis.

Some of the issues in the assessment interactions had been specifically mentioned in the initial survey of the problem. For example, performance ratings by the supervisor often differed with the performance rating, the self assessment achieved by the supervisee. These differences in ratings were often difficult to reconcile, and the issue was often felt to be vital to the supervisee, perhaps because of the impression (mistaken) that a supervisee's performance rating was related to financial reward. Again, decisions concerning the organisation of the supervisee's work had sometimes been poorly communicated, for example, sophisticated and complex objectives were imposed with little concern for the needs of the supervisee concerning his understanding of the requirements. These various inadequacies in the conditions of interpersonal behaviour could lead to conflict, and the deterioration in the working relationship between a supervisor and a supervisee, and, also, on the effectiveness of the supervisee's own work performance.
According to the theoretical model outlined by Carkhuff (1969) effective conditions of interpersonal behaviour would be a principle means of obtaining improvements and changes in the behaviour of staff that was the particular problem, at present, in the organisation. The (operational) objective of the project could thus be defined as "to improve the conditions of interpersonal behaviour at the laboratory".

The Plan of the Project Work: In order to achieve the general objective of the project, "provide improved conditions of interpersonal behaviour at the laboratory," project work was organised to take into account the particular circumstances of the project (e.g. resources) and the sponsoring organisation (priority of this particular problem). The condition that most influenced the plan of the project work was the need to avoid disruption to normal work operations in the laboratory. The situation was sensitive, especially towards 'experimentation' with issues of deep concern to the various members of staff. In order to overcome this problem, the project chose to demonstrate improved conditions by as limited an intervention as possible. Thus the research student would provide the improved conditions; (rather than attempting to change or train present supervisory staff). Furthermore, the project would attempt to provide improved conditions for a small sample of staff, on one particular staff assessment problem e.g. career development.

The development of the levels of functioning of helper conditions of behaviour was organised into separate stages, in order to provide reasonable developmental stages for the research student concerned.
The first stage involved the facilitative dimensions of helper dimensions of helper behaviour. The second stage in the development of helper behaviour would involve interactions concerning action oriented dimensions of behaviour (as well as facilitative dimensions). A final stage of the project, with a different sample of staff, would enable the operation of a helping programme, where improved conditions of interpersonal behaviour would be provided.

The Redefinition of Creativity. It is important to emphasise at this stage how this process of defining the problem has focused on particular aspects of creativity.

The original definition of creativity (during the original survey) focused on creativity as a form of behaviour at the level of the organisation (i.e. behaviour consistent with the creative objectives of the laboratory, e.g. a scientific invention).

In order to define a problem for the purpose of this research, the project focused first of all on the creative behaviour of individuals in the staff appraisal context (i.e. towards the objectives of staff appraisal not the (larger) objectives of the laboratory).

Eventually, a specific helping programme was operated in one particular area of staff appraisal objectives, (see Chapter three) career development.
PART TWO - THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HELPING PROGRAMME

Chapter eight  The Helper - Facilitative dimensions of behaviour
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Chapter nine  The Helper - Action Oriented Dimensions of Behaviour

9.1. Purpose
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8.1. Purpose

The purpose of this first stage in the development of the project may be described generally as an appraisal of the major variables involved in the problem situation, i.e. helper, helpees, context and environment, where these variables were tested in relation to the research student's adopting the role of potential helper.

The appraisal, at this stage of the project, was necessarily of a simple nature, due to the need for the research student to begin to develop the relevant dimensions of behaviour in relation to this potential helpee situation. (e.g. empathy required the development of discrimination and communication regarding the nature of this helpee populations problems; although as a graduate himself, the research student already possessed some relevant experience).

Thus in order to appraise the potential for applying the helping model more fully, it was necessary to attempt and evaluate interactions between helper and representative members of the helpee population where the interaction was at a level that could be managed by both. At this stage, the helping programme was intended as an interview - where the helpees were asked to help the helper.

In terms of the Carkhuff model, the objectives of the formal work or sample interviews, at this stage of the project may be defined as:

(a) Primarily, to develop and appraise the level of helper
skills relevant to the helpee population to the minimum levels of the facilitative dimensions of necessary helper behaviour (i.e. not too high levels of empathy, even if the sample helpee commences a high level of exploration, because environmental factors would be critical towards the effective exploration of some concerns. As yet these were not involved in the design of the helping programme, as they would need to be).

(B) and secondarily to appraise and develop the project's ability to manage other relevant variables necessary to operating a helping programme e.g.

The Helpee: what were the observable characteristics of potential explorers that might be used in the eventual operation of a helping programme.

The Context: what was the best way of managing the physical aspects of the intended helping programme e.g. the tape recorder.

The Environment: what were the observable characteristics of a potentially helpful environment which might thus influence the choice of a helpee population later in the project.

In operational terms, the primary objective may be stated as to attempt to obtain high levels of self exploration in a sample of the helpee population - at least as high as the minimum level required for process movement.
8.2. Design

The means of achieving this objective was designed as a set of tape recorded, semi-structured, depth interviews held with a randomly selected group of the helpee population, i.e. the graduate staff at the laboratory of all levels, research specialist, senior research scientist and junior research scientist.

The Sample: Fourteen subjects were selected at random from the staff list; five RS's, five SRS's and four JR's. One selected, the subjects were approached individually by the research student by calling at their office. The research student introduced himself and general details of the project - "on creativity" and asked "if I could have some of your time to ask you about your own work at the laboratory". Various assurances were also given about the name having been randomly selected, and that the discussion would be totally confidential. This approach obtained an adequate response (13 out of the 14).

The Interview: Two separate interviews were conducted, with each subject, each of approximately one hour's duration, at times of convenience to the subject (i.e. to fit in with his work schedule). The interviews were to be conducted generally in offices made available by senior laboratory staff being absent from the laboratory - usually on a visit. The offices for group heads, policy group or research specialists were not shared, and therefore would not be liable to
interuption or inconveniencing other members of staff.

The interviews were structured in order to enable a relative comparison of subject response (see Table 7a and 7b). The structure of each interview was intended to provide equivalent helper conditions at both content and process level (see Table 7b).

The content of the interview was designed in order to allow the subject sufficient opportunity to develop both confidence in the interviewer and some confidence in his own ability to respond to some of the depth aspects of the interview.

The first interview was thus conducted primarily on content and themes that the subject - in this work context - would find relatively easy to respond to - about the facts of his own organisational situation. The structure was based on a system of task classification developed by Singleton (see Ridge 1970) (see Table 7b).

The second interview was conducted primarily on content and the themes where response would depend primarily upon the individuals own opinion or attitude or judgement, i.e. where personally relevant material (see Carkhuff self-exploration scale) was required.

The tape recorder used throughout the project was a Sony TC800 with internal condenser microphone. Although a sizeable machine
(15" x 13") using 5" spools, the internal condenser microphone enables the tape recorder to be used anywhere (i.e. unobtrusively) within the room, (it adjusts automatically to the sound level) and without the encumbrance of throat or other external microphones and wiring.
Table 7 (a)

The design of the interview process used in the development of helper facilitative dimensions of behaviour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S1</th>
<th>Interview 1</th>
<th>theme: the job - tasks</th>
<th>Interview 2</th>
<th>theme: the individual: skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Interview 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Interview 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 7 (b)

The Structure of the Interview used in the Development of Helper Facilitative Dimensions of Behaviour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERVIEW 1</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Topic/Theme</th>
<th>Usual Question Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>&quot;how do you spend most of your time?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Career History</td>
<td>&quot;would you give me a pen picture of your career to date in the lab?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>&quot;what sort of a laboratory is this?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>&quot;what are the raw materials of your work?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>&quot;what are you trying to do exactly?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>&quot;what help do you have available?&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERVIEW 2</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Topic/Theme</th>
<th>Usual Question Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Most Valued Experience and Rest of Career History</td>
<td>&quot;what is the most important and most valued experience in your career?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Method of Work</td>
<td>&quot;do you have any particular pattern of approach to problems?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>&quot;do you have any idea what you would like to do in the future?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Magic Wand</td>
<td>&quot;what would you do with a magic wand?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hobbies</td>
<td>&quot;what do you do with your spare time?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Criticism</td>
<td>&quot;How do you react to criticism?&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.3. Results

The results of this set of interviews are analysed in relation to the descriptions of the purpose in 8.1. The achievement of this purpose is assessed by applying the relevant Carkhuff scale to selected samples of data.

In the case of the primary objective - analysis and development of helper behaviour, the data selected consists of a complete interview transcript, (plus another complete transcript in Appendix 3) and a comparative analysis of the whole range of responses in the sample to one particular theme. This is intended to demonstrate how the general model operates in the interview situation as a whole, and how the data in relation to one particular theme may be assessed in relation to the specific point about the levels of exploration that were achieved by the overall interview process.

In the case of the secondary objective - analysis and development of other relevant variables, a summary of conclusions is presented, with individual examples of data where necessary.
Primary Objective: Helper variables

Some results may be presented at a general level of achievement, for example, that 13 of the 14 subjects, volunteered and satisfactorily completed the interviews can be taken as some indication of effective Helper behaviour. The one who did decline will be discussed later (see Helpee Set).

However, the intention of the project was to demonstrate in some detail the nature of the construction of an effective interpersonal relationship, and in order to do this, the interview results are analysed in two ways.

A by analysis of the total interview transcript of the subject (with a comparative transcript of another presented in appendix 3).

B By analysis of the self exploration demonstrated in response to one Question theme by all the subjects. (The method of work Q8 in Table 7(b)).
The total transcript presented here, (and in Appendix 3) consists of the two separate meetings between a subject and the research student.

The structure of the interviews (see Table 7b) was intended to present a particular theme (Problem Area in Carkhuff terminology) and then to attempt to facilitate as much exploration of that theme as possible.

The themes introduced in the first interview concerning "the job" were generally answered more readily than those introduced in the second which focused on "the individual". In the sample presented here, the subject is able to present a fairly detailed account of the events in his career at the laboratory, however, in the second interview when asked to give an account of his past career in more personal terms, the responses are not as detailed, and require greater facilitative behaviour by the interviewer. Despite the discrepancies expressed by the individual regarding his work situation, no action oriented behaviour by the interviewer was introduced.

In the transcript, 'S' refers to subject, and 'I' to interviewer.
A Sample of the Total Interview of Subject 6

After initially clarifying the objectives, and conditions, relevant to the interview, the subject (page 2) is asked to describe the way he spends his time, during a typical day. In order to further develop the ease of response of the subject, the interviewer then asks about the history of his work at the laboratory (page 3), and also previous to the laboratory. The subject is, by this means, able to begin to talk freely about his situation, whilst also introducing material relevant to his own feeling about his work situation (e.g. page 6). Eventually, discussion of his own present project leads naturally to greater detail concerning his work situation (page 8). By page 10, the conversation develops with special regard to one particular aspect of his work environment, his relationship with his boss, where he has further personal feelings concerning the situation. By page 14, the interviewer avoids too detailed exploration of this area, returning to the topic of 'Output', and repeating some exploration of previous areas. Eventually, by page 20, the subject is beginning to share more of his experiences of working at the laboratory, which is later developed further in the second interview.

In the second interview, held approximately one week later, the introduction is far quicker, and the subject begins to express himself freely, if not with greater ease, as questions now require more personal insight. In this case, the subject immediately, (page 1), presents a particular concern he has concerning his career. In these
circumstances the interviewer develops this particular theme, (page 3) in some detail, and to some length, including the topics of 'future' and 'magic wand' (up to page 7). In order to 'rest' from that particular problem area, the topic of criticism is introduced (page 7). Here, the subject can use non work experience to develop an answer. Similarly, hobbies are introduced on page 8. And then, the topics more closely related to the work situation are re-introduced, e.g. method on page 8. Eventually, the interviewer presents the subject with an invitation to return any of the probing if he desires to do so.
RESULTS : A

Subject 6 : Interview One
Ah, it works ... great! Now, presumably, I've got to clarify what this is about.

Yeah - creativity, and that's about it.

I'm associated with creativity?

Yeah.

I suppose that's what I ought to be because that piece of paper said it was a creativity project didn't it?

Yeah.

It's a dangerous word! What I'm really here to try and do is make a nitty gritty ... take a nitty gritty look at how ordinary people work hard - by having a fairly deep chat - by bringing in some theoretical ideas about people, and how they work - some fairly new ways of thinking about it - especially about more complex jobs like mental working - as opposed to bricklaying!

At the moment, I'm taking a rough sample of people working at the Laboratory and wonder if they would put up with my asking all sorts of questions.

As opposed to what it is exactly, I'll feed it back afterwards; I don't want to influence your replies too much.

Uh huh; sure ...

So what I'd like to do in the first session is try and look at the sort of raw materials you are given - in the laboratory - when you come here as a sort of particular human being - and are faced with some sort of situation - to get at this situation. And then in the next interview I'd like to get at what the hell you do about it! OK ... does that get across ...

I think so; yeah.

Roughly ...

Yeah, Yeah.

Are there any particular questions you've got in mind - you know - that you would like to ... ask, and I'll see if I can clarify. You can always ask anything you do want to ask afterwards.

Yeah ... presumably this is confidential.

Oh Christ! Yes, I'm sorry - yes. This ... no one will hear this. No "confidential" will get anywhere near it. This is my own research, and it's strictly doctor-patient sort of thing. I don't agree with certain doctors who think it's in the patient's interests to tell parents ... anyway. Yeah ... If you want the tape back, or if you want it rubbed off that's fine. It will be rubbed off eventually. But if you want the actual tape to make sure it's rubbed off - whatever you want - you know - it's your pigeon. It's in my interests to make sure it is confidential. Unless you feel free to speak your mind and - you know - and say what you want, I might as well pack up and go home. Um, so, yeah, it will be strictly confidential. In fact, any of the replies that I actually want to write up, I will ask you if you mind these being used. They won't be attributed to you by name. They will be 'a particular person who was being interviewed', but you know there's some chance that you might be recognised and not want to be -

Sure.

- and again I'll check on this.

Yes.

- before anyone has a smell at it.

Ash, that's OK then; that's fine.

That's fine then. I tend to take this for granted. I'm sorry that I didn't get it over - thanks very much for asking about it ... Anything else?

I can't think of anything at the moment!

Well ... I'd like to try and look at the situation you're faced with in terms of an environment, which you find yourself in, and the sort of usual inputs, and outputs that you are - in fact - faced with; and the - sort of - control you are allowed over it. Um, for example, if we could start off by thinking how you spend most of your time - in a typical day.

Uh huh.

Does that make any sense?

Er ... Yeah, I guess so. Um ... I would say - dividing my day, I would probably spend 80% of my time in the lab working on the bench ...

Yeah.

and about 20-25% reading in the office - literature - circulation. Er ... and the rest of the time, a mixture of probably ... time that's wasted, and, talking to other people - whether it's about chemistry, or - communicating with other people in the group - or other groups, which may or may not be relevant to the work.
How long have you been in the lab?

Er ... 3½ years.

How long did it take you to feel ... Uhm ... at home?

Er ... I'm probably ... I probably still don't feel at home!

Hah! ... Yeah.

You know, we're here on a temporary sort of basis anyway and - er - I don't feel that I've - sort of - made my mark. Comments have been made at assessment time etc. You know, I get the feeling that the sooner I'm out of it and get a permanent place in a Division, probably the better for me ...

What group ... this is (Pol Chem) Group.

Yeah.

and that's (Gp Head) is it?

Yeah. I've only been there for ... Oh - when did I move? I forget whether it's last July or last July-December before. I think I've been there about 18 months; and I was with (a senior research scientist) before.

Were you? You were with him on a project?

Yeah, that's right.

That's what you were primarily recruited for? Or - that's not the way it works is it?

Er ... No ...

You get in and then choose something that you want.

More or less, yeah. I, you know, I wasn't really recruited ... I - if you want to talk about that I will -

Yeah, fine ... I do ...

To me, there didn't appear to be any selection process at all when I came here for interview. There was a general sort of chit-chat to see whether you were a reasonable guy that would get on with the fellow that worked on the bench next to you. There wasn't any attempt to find out - you know - my technical ability.

No penetrating questions in the interview?

Well, if there were, they went straight over my head!

Hah! You weren't tested to find out how far you could go - sort of thing - in the technical field.

No!

Uhn!

As far as I remember, it was 3½ years ago - or 4 years ago - I think (X) asked me one technical question ...

And did you answer it?

And I bailed that up ... hah!

Hah - yes - excuse me!

I don't think this is terribly unusual; at that time, it may have altered now, but I have not other people who have ... you know - it seems that ICI are more interested in the fact that you can - sort of - get along with your mates, rather than your technical expertise ...

Well, there's something to be said for that ...

Oh! sure. I ... If this was the policy they've applied over the last - lets a reasonably successful company ...

So how in fact did you originally choose to apply here in the first place?

Er ... well, you know, I got my PhD in Brum. I went to the States. I had made preliminary contacts before I went. And these had - sort of - been maintained - with ICI!

Which? With one of the Divisions?

I think I came up to see P and P itself before I left ... before I left for the States - sort of - at that time it was circularising your particulars to the Divisions - I think it had started - maybe it hadn't.

I came back, and did a Cooks tour sort of - round the Divisions ...

Maybe I should say there was other reasons for ... well, I came back from the States, I was only going to stay for 2 years ... Er - which influenced what sort of job I took, and where it was. Uhn, since that time - well; immediately when I came back, they altered the immigration restrictions into the States. Prior to that there was unlimited quota from this country. About a month after we got back, they cut eight back, and immigration to the States was virtually impossible without a long long wait.

Well, well well! - you were actually going to emigrate over there.
I was going to go back, yes. On reflection, I think I'm probably not one of the people who've completed a whole year's work. I was probably still writing my last-year thesis out, and I'm not sure I was then ...

Yes. I was probably spending more time on the PhD work than anything else.

I was probably writing my last-year thesis out, and I'm not sure I was then ...

Oh! Yeah ... I'm glad I've written the last year. I think it's probably better for us to have out here. I think it's probably better for us to have out here more than anything else.

I was probably spending more time on the PhD work than anything else.
Fine. What sort of patterns of - uhm - talking - talking around with other people do you have? You know - in the laboratory is there much - in your particular laboratory, is there much talking about particular experiments or do they keep to themselves in the work that they are doing?

You know - well I - you know - I'm not the best of communicators. huh!

I know the problem!

I guess ... I think ... One other guy in the lab certainly isn't either, and, you know, I think we keep pretty much to ourselves - on a day-to-day basis. We know generally - overall - where he's going although (S) changes from day-to-day so it's difficult to keep up with him. But, as far as individual experiments go ... there's not much known from one to another.

Presumably you have a laboratory with half a dozen other people in it - is that the case, or is it just you and one other bloke?

Oh no, there's 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 - 8 people about in our lab.

8 people, and that's all SRSs?

No - there's only 3.

1 - and the rest ...

About 3 EOs and a couple of lab assistants.

I see. And are the 3 SRSs in the same office?

Er, no, 3 different offices.

3 different, - 3 separate offices, I see.

All in the same (PO) group.

So the 3 offices are in the same area?

Yeah, there's ... they're not next door, but almost

Uhm, does this - how many other SRSs are there in (PO) group?

Who's an SRS? Oh, I see, an old TD.

Yeah.

Er, how many ...

I'm trying to train myself to use the latest jargon ...
I  How often do you see (NG) - is he your immediate boss?
S  That's right. Er ... I see him most days to say good morning; that's
as far as it goes a lot of the time. I've had more contacts with
him now over this tie up with (Pharms). But, you know, this has
really been of an admin. nature then - a technical -
I  You made the comment before about type of feedback you've had from
him - at assessment times.
S  Yes.
I  What sort of ...?
S  Well, this was just one - He's only assessed me once. This was last
August.
I  Has there been any other assessment things that have gone on before?
S  Er - well, I've had 2 - 2 before that, which were very harmless -
"well, you're settling in".
I  This is (1G) is it?
S  No this was (EH).
I  Nah!
S  You know, he didn't - sort of - say a thing. I knew I wasn't doing very
well but, he didn't tell me that.
I  Did he know you weren't doing very well?
S  Presumably, yeah. (NG) told me so. When (NG) assessed me this was
the first time anybody had told me to my face.
I  Did you know about it beforehand?
S  Er ... well I knew myself ...
I  - but you didn't know that everybody else knew! sort of thing ...
S  You know - I thought ... they must be either blind or ...
I  This was what they wanted anyway! ... OK. Can you go into this one
in a bit more detail, the assessment.
S  Yeah, if you like.
I  Did he just call you into his office one day?
S  Well, everyone goes through this at assessment time, with Neil. You
know, a timetable is put telling you when you're going to be assessed,
and what time. And you come in, and hear what he's got to say. And -

S  1-2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9-10, 11-12, 13-14.
I  Fine, that's quite a lot. How much do you actually meet the rest of
them? Is it once every 6 months in a group meeting or do you ... Is
there a fairly frequent interchange on what the (FC) group ...
S  I guess I meet 75-80% of them every day. Er.
I  to discuss actual matters of - current problems.
S  Er - Yeah - Yeah.
I  Can you give me an idea of what sort of - an instance of the sort of
thing you might actually spend discussing?
S  Phew! Well, one of them - say someone may want to get hold of a
particular chemical, and I may have been the last one to have it - to
use it, you know. He will ask me whether I've got it - or OK what you
are going to use it for? OK, well that's interesting, perhaps we could
use it - for a similar sort of use sometime - instances such as that.
I  Is there any discussion about more technical matters?
S  Uhm.
I  As opposed to where are the chemicals?
S  Not too much, as far as I'm concerned. Discussions like this do go
I  - where - where? Now?
S  Well, with other people, I'm talking about from my point of view.
I  You say it's typical for these sorts of discussions on technical problems
to take place quite often? - in your - experience.
S  Er - that's difficult ... I suppose ... reasonably often, I guess,
reasonably often.
I  This is presumably in the offices, or the lab.
S  That's right, yeah.
I  What formal mechanisms have been set up for people to actually meet and
discuss.
S  What formal mechanisms?
I  Perhaps there aren't any ...
S  No, I don't think there are ...
you know - most of what he said - ALL of what he said - I think - was reasonably fair. It was a bit shattering to hear it - nevertheless. You know - absolute lack of initiative - and - you know - producing nothing new, I was bad at communicating with him, and one or two other things.

I And he blamed you for this did he?

S Well, you know, I was sort of a bit perturbed about the lack of communication, cos communication's a two way thing. I explained - to him - I thought I was communicating to him everything I thought he ought to know - you know - anything new or interesting I would come in and tell him. Now, because things weren't going too well, I guess - well I didn't see him very much.

I Yeah.

S Now, there are guys in the group who - well they don't exactly run in and explain everything. It's purring on this - which - is not - my way of carrying on.

I Oh dear! ... So how long did it last - the assessment, how long was the chat?

S Well there was a lot of ... (NG) is trying to introduce NSD.

I Is he?

S Oh yeah - I say trying! And at assessment time, you write out your key task etc, etc, your objectives that you hope to meet over the next 12 months. Then you shove it in your drawer and nothing's done about it until the next 12 months and you take it out, read it, and then - cries - you know! And then (NG) goes through and ticks it or marks it right or wrong where you've got 'em - you know - it's a bit like a school exam really?

I - is there anything hanging on the result?

S Umh - well, we had a number of group meetings when this was introduced - you know - and - how did he put it - it's still in an experimental stage, and when and if we see that it's working, it will be used - at assessment time. Now, I mean, whether he uses it at assessment time now - only he knows.

I Yeah ... it wasn't used in this particular one last August?

S I don't really know - you know - I mean - whether it influenced him about what he wrote down or not, I can't really say.

I Well, how long did the interview last?

S About - I guess - about 40 minutes.
Oh yeah - he did try and apologize for it a bit. "Well (T) he said, I'm afraid this year I've given you - rather a bashing" or words to that effect anyway - hah!

I see ... bloody hell! Or rather I don't see ... but, I do.

Hah!

So, what were your feelings afterwards? What er ...

Well in some ways I wasn't too surprised. But, it still left me feeling a bit shattered - you know - when I heard it from his mouth. It seemed to me - that - you know - a lot of things could have been pointed out to me - during the twelve months rather than waiting - waiting for assessment time - and - er ... You know, and since then, I haven't had any message about whether he has noticed any improvement, or whether he thinks it's the same or not ... I don't really think it's my job to go and ask him.

Incredible! Yes - excuse me. He didn't suggest anyways you might get found this? He didn't suggest any training or anything - going on a course - or whatever? ... Or has it every been mooted?

No ... Yeah ... You know - I think - when you're talking about technical ability now - which - a lot of it is hinged on - I think - lack of ... you know, projects folding up when (T) gets his hands on them!

Hah! Oh dear!

I don't really think it's going to help by going on a course for two weeks. You know, I've - one's done PhD training, and postdoc experience... One ought to be ...

Isn't this rather a defeatist attitude?

I suppose it is, yeah ... and maybe I wouldn't be so defeatist if I was more interested in it; but I'm not really.

Yes - well; bloody hell - that's quite understandable!

In fact, if you want to go way back - In retrospect, the foolish mistake I did was to stay on and do a PhD.

Yeah ... Yeah ... it figures ... as you're only fit for research whereas ...

At that time it was the easy way out, and like a bloody fool, I took it; you know. I had to work damn hard to get my 21 at Brum, and I thought, if I get accepted for it it's a dead cert (T) got one - 99.5% it is - certainly in chemistry at Birmingham anyway. Err, and, I had three more pleasant years at University. It also got me a ticket to the States for two years, so there are a lot of pluses on that side. But, er ...

You feel that missed out a lot.

Now, I do yeah ... I half bankered, at that time ... I made enquiries about ... After the first degree, there were courses available for - 1 year MSc courses in accountancy, or something like this. I guess I probably lacked the initiative to follow these up. And I suppose there was a bit of glamour attached to the MSc.

Yeah ... OK ... well, we'll go into that a bit later. What would you say your output was ... you know - even a negative output is an output! Even if you decide ... what sort of decisions do you - are there any papers or experimental results that you - give over - or what.

Uhm, as far as written evidence of my presence here - there is very little - you know!

Hah!

- I think I've worked hard - as hard as most people - if not harder as far as experiments performed, and work in the lab ... OK, now, whether those are the right experiments - you know - it's open to debate, I guess. But, er ...

So, do you keep a notebook?

Uh huh

What happens to it? Who sees it?

Well, the ordinary lab notebook, nobody sees.

Except you! And do you - sort of - store them somewhere?

Oh yes, sure, they're handed into the office here and ...

- they're all filed away.

Oh yeah. There are ... I've written a couple of reports - on topics that have folded. I mean, with (T), during that couple of years, I said, presumably you want this written up, and he said "well, I don't know, don't bother". So, as far as those two years have gone there's no record at all.

Anything else, apart from the notebooks and reports?

No, you know, at this place it seems that - you know - it's these yellow back reports that are the only way management knows you are there - sort of thing.

Have you ever had to write REMs?

No, I've never written an REM.

... Uhm ... Can you think of anything else? ... that would show that you've been here!
No! I think the yellow back reports are the only... OK, well you can shove our meaningless bits of paper, if you like which...

... that nobody reads or listens to...

Yes - PPR men or something. You can circulate anything with your damn name on I suppose, if you really want to. Some people do - it's not my...

You said you'd written 2 reports.

Uh - Yeah - they are still waiting to be issued or whatever... You know, they're topics which have folded and nobody is really interested.

Yeah... Yes.

Do you have anyone who, at the moment, is working with you?

Yeah, I have an Indian guy.

This is an LA?

No, he's an EO.

What sort of working relationship do you have? How do you handle this?

Well it's... or... I suppose it's... I come in... Well it's not quite coming in in the morning and saying what shall I do but - we don't plan ahead more than a week anyway. Er, OK, we know what we are going to do during the week and we come in in the morning and say what part of that work are we going to do today and then we just - sort of - divide it up between the two of us and get on with it.

Yeah...

You know - I'm going to be away for 3 weeks coming and I think he is getting a little worried about what he is going to do. Like me, he doesn't show too much initiative. You know, I can't expect that, er, seeing as I don't... It's a bit...

So what will you do?

Well, you know, I'll have a chat. I'll work something out.

Stoke him up...

Sure...

How far ahead do you plan your work.

Probably only a week - er - depending on... depending on - you know - the results that week, or, the following week's work. You know, I'm talking about reasonable details now.

Yeah.

One can, I suppose, one can talk in generalities about planning one's work for the next 12 months, but... it doesn't seem to mean a lot to me.

Yeah. Can we go back to the sort of information you try and search for. Uhm, you know, there's a system set up here to get you the right technical information, and another to get you supplies. So - is the library up to the sort of things you want? How easy is it to use it? Do you go outside?

For technical information, I go down to the library and find it myself. Usually, it's chemical abstracts. As far as I think I gave you some 2 of my time as spent going through...

20-25%

That's right, yeah. This is looking at the rubbish which gets circulated - which - you know - 95% of the time spent is wasted. It's... I mean... somebody saw a prime example in a list of ICI reports - the title of one was "the length of cigarette ends in the German republic".

Hah!

It was connected with Nobel and their tobacco replacement, I imagine, anyway - it was a Nobel report.

And this gets circulated all around?

No, the report didn't get circulated. It was one on a list.

Oh, I see. How many journals would you say you read? Apart from the abstracts.

Well, this is going down every year actually! I used to - well I say read - turn the pages - of... about half a dozen - this was last year - and I read the title pages of about a dozen more.

Yeah. These were all chemistry?

Yeah - general inorganic chemistry and so on. But, just recently I'm becoming... well, the (project) work is purely development work, and I spend less and less time doing this.

Yeah. That's interesting, can I ask about the (project) work. What form did this take? It was the American product, that was made...

This involves a lot... It was further removed from chemistry really. It meant - sort of - going out and looking for suitable (materials) and finding it; and going out and chatting to the guy that made it, and getting him to make it properly and er - going over to (a company) and getting them to wrap it up in proper (materials).

Uhm...
I had to communicate with Nobel to get them to make this (chemical).

Well, well, well! So it was starting with a straightforward analysis of what that product was, and then how can we make it ourselves - and different enough to get away with it.

Yeah.

And this entailed a fair bit of travelling around the country?

Well, a fair bit from what I was used to, yeah.

That's fine! ... In the typical way you spend your time, how much do you spend in the lab, and how much, around about?

Well! I'm going to a course at plastics next week. I shall probably say 5%. What's that in a year ... I suppose an average 7 to 10 days away.

That's one particular day you'll go away somewhere - to a company and have a chat, and that'll be it?

Yeah.

Is there any data coordination that has to be done on those sorts of things? You know, like administration, and sending exchange of information?

Er, well, these particular trips - no - because I was on the scrounge, or, going to put an order in - you know, it was just a matter of getting then to make the stuff to our specifications.

Uhm ... How much tramping round the Divisions do you do?

Ooh, none.

None?

No.

Do other people? Do a lot of tramping round?

Some people do, yeah ... A typical SMS, I would say ... well it depends on what group you're in - it depends a lot.

What groups would go most?

Fibres and Films seem to spend a lot of time travelling round, probably because there is quite a close tie up between Fibres Division and Fibres and Films Group. I - you know - don't quote me - but that's a feeling I have.

Yeah! Fine! Whereabouts ... the sort of system for getting things done, getting things from the stores, getting odd bits of things that you want, you find you can get fairly easily!

Oh yes. No trouble ... And money really is not much problem either - in buying small pieces of equipment.

What, say up to £50?

Yeah.

Uhm. Is there any particular control on what you spend, on what you do? Are you aware of any temperature being taken ...

Oh hey, every so often, towards the end of the month, they say go easy on such and such a number because we're overspent, or something - this is the sort of thing you ...

Yes. This is merely financial control.

Yeah.

Is there much ... exchange of equipment, or does everyone keep very much to themselves?

Uhm.

You know what happens to pieces of equipment you no longer want, does it go to a central store, or what - in the corner until it's needed again ...

... I guess ... Certain pieces of equipment go to a central store - there is a loan pool - for mainly electronic equipment ...

Is this local?

Yeah, it's over here - in the huts. But on the other hand, there is a fair amount of stuff that - sort of - sits around - until it's comes around and says we've got Duncan Davies coming round, clean the labs up.

Ha!

And then it gets checked out, or ...

Yeah, yeah, fine ... Is there anything you think I've missed? You know there are often things I've missed - that are obvious to you - like project numbers or account numbers - formal bits of the system - any admin or paper pushing ...

I don't think so, no.

Do you have any control over the accounts, any budgets you control yourself?

Uhm ... well, you know there's ... I've not written one, but we're all working under an REM. Oh, now the fact that you've asked me what REM I'm working under now, I couldn't tell you!

Ha!
No - wait a moment, perhaps I could - yes I could. But, every month, we get a sheet come round and we have to say how many days we have spent on that number, and how many days our subordinate has spent on it. Yeah, we might spend our time on two different topics. So we divide it up. And you get the graph going up - towards the line - of money you've been allocated...

I see, sort of man years thing?

That's it, yeah.

How many people are there working under the same REM?

Having just thought of the REM, I can now answer that ... there's - I guess - you mean total, or just REM's.

Let's say REM's.

Well, there's just ... it's complicated (a project) has gone to another group.

This is (X).

So, it's gone to (Y).

Oh, I see.

One of their guys was half on and half off ... I guess it's about three guys.

And they have about 2 or 3 people under them do they? On average - 2.

I would say the average was a bit less than 2.

So - 4 in all.

Yeah.

Fine. Are there any ways that you could think of that you would like to improve the system? ... Is there anything that's stuck in your gut, so to speak?

Er - No, not particularly, because I've got the overriding factor that I don't consider myself good at the game, and I want to get out. You know, that's the main, my main course rather than being liked by spending 5 minutes waiting at the stores sort of thing. You know, it's no longer important to me, that sort of thing, niggly things.

Are there any technical courses you go on to?

The one at Plastics I'm going on to is reputedly a technical course. It's supposed to be polymer chemistry and science for new starters and (the group head) sent me on it! Now, it wasn't a lot of use. We've been to two so far, of 2 days each, and I would say one of those 4 days was useful or interesting.

What sort of use?

It was discussing Plastics Division's products, how they started, how they were made, what troubles they had had, etc., which is really something I ought to know about but which I think very few at P & P do.

Yeah, umm, what about the rest of the people in P & P, like Policy Group, personnel and management. Do they ever come within your encompass?

In fact, I have a feedback that our (project) was big stuff - you know it was going to solve all ICI's profit problems in the future - sort of thing - but - or - none of the management have ever talked to me about it...

What sort of grapevine is there? You know, does a lot of feedback come via the grapevine - chatting with the other REM's and someone says something.

I suppose a fair amount - yeah - huh! I've just thought of something I heard yesterday?

Can you say what?

Yeah, if you like. It was apparently a meeting that ... there's a big machine in block 6 - a molten state extruder, and, this was heard - no - that's right - apparently had made the decision they were going to sell it, and the best and only offer they'd had - they'd valued it at £15,000 - was £5,000 from (X) University and made the decision that in order to foster good university-industry relations, we'll sell it to them.

(X) heard about this and "over my dead body" and (Y) and the chap who was using it apparently went in to see - and the meeting had gone on for about a minute, when they said - "I realise what you're here for - I realise what you're trying to do. I've made my decision - got out!"
RESULTS : A

Subject 6 : Interview 2
Well - now - yeah - I'd like to go a little broader - wider - the questions may appear a little less relevant, but I assure you they aren't. I'd like to ask you a bit more about how you personally try to cope with the situations you're faced with - for example what in your previous experience do you value most in doing what you're doing at the moment?

What in my previous experience I value most? You mean what in my previous experience have I found most useful in my present job? Or ... is this what you're trying to get?

Yeah - yeah

Um ... that's a bit of a tough one, that is. I don't know that - you know. Obviously I wouldn't be able to sort of - cope with my present job without the educational - you know - environment and all that. With it, that I've previously been through - with the educational training that I've had.

Fine. OK

It doesn't really answer your question.

It does! It says its an unquestionable question and I appreciate that. Let me put it in another way. Um. There might not be an answer to it. If you had to do it all again, is there anything you might miss or anything you would have more of? ...

Yeah, well, obviously, I mean if I had to do it all again I wouldn't be where I am now.

Can you expand?

Yeah, I wouldn't be in my present job; I wouldn't plonk for this job. What would you? ...

I think I would like to be - have more involvement - more involvement with people - more relationships with people - and whether I succeed or fail I can tell by the person I'm dealing with; his reaction - something like medicine. Oh, so I'm just pushing pills - but it matters to the old lady, if I'm pushing them to. In my present job, if I didn't come in from 9 to 5, on one particular day a week, no-one would know, no-one would care, nothing stops - we don't stop asking polychrome.

Yeah, I see; I interpret that as meaning that - the fact that you did good chemistry wasn't appreciated - even though that is all that one can do. One cannot guarantee making an invention yet you are judged on something which is impossible really to do.

I don't think - I'm not inventive - I'm not very good at innovation I don't think.

Why not?

I don't know.

You were telling me you've had some success.

Well, this has come from somebody else. It wasn't my ... it was being applied to something else, and somebody else found it and developed it.
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OK, why do you say you're not ensnared with yourself?

I don't think I've really invented anything at P & P.

Does that mean you're not an innovator?

Um, no, it doesn't necessarily; but, you know, inside, I think I'm not. The way the experience in the States Post-marking, and at University, the good ideas always come from somebody else and I always latched on to them. Very few originated from me, I think.

And you think that unless you have the original idea, recognition of that idea isn't innovation?

I reckon so, yeah.

OK, you're the patient - I mean, you're the customer, sorry? Um, OK, uh, so you'd like to push pills at the old lady?

Yeah, yeah

Can you see an actual step where you might have trodden differently to get this?

I guess so, yes, back in schooldays when you don't really realise the importance of decisions you make then. Er, no, OK you come back and say you could have jumped off the line at some stage, sort of thing. But, I think, you know, that's where it started, back at school. I didn't think, or, it wasn't put to me ...

Yeah, can you point to a specific ...

Er, well, the lack of career guidance, I guess. You know, a guy comes in once a week - well, it wasn't even that, I guess I chatted to him for about thirty minutes during the 6th Form. But this is really laying it on somebody else's doorstep when it should really be on mine.

Difficult. Interesting problem that. How much should you expect a child to know?

Well, yeah, you knew it would have been easier for me to jump off the line further on - or you know - where the responsibility was mine - say after a 1st degree or ...

That's - well - that's fairly difficult though - in this day and age it's not easy to parcel five years down to good experience.

No, it's risky. OK, you jack it in and try 5 years somewhere else and OK you get kicked out, or you don't make the grade, or ...

- there is that as well, yeah? Were you actually aware of the possibility you would have liked to have done this at that age?

No, no, I wasn't ... you know, it was put to me at that time I thought I'd be quite happy working in a chemistry department playing around with the chemicals.

Were you happy playing around with chemicals at that age?

Yeah, I was. Now, why I was I don't know. Maybe it was because I get
good marks at it. That seems to be the criteria most people use
in choosing their career. And as it happened, it was either chemistry
or maths. This guy who came in for 20 minutes pointed out that there
would probably be more opportunities for chemists than mathematicians.

I

Really! Fantastic!

S

On the basis of that really, I chose chemistry over maths.

I

Goodness gracious! Mind-bending! Yeah, yeah ...

S

Now, you know, it's the maths coming in again now. You know, I talked
a bit last time about operations research and numbers and figures
coming in again. Now, ok, it doesn't put one on a doctor-patient
relationship sort of job, but I could ... if I was more satis ... more
happy in the job, I could sort of, at least it would be sort of
satis ... a step up anywhere, rather than being, er - well I guess,
as unsatisfied as I am at the moment anyway.

I

Yeah, fine. Do you see your future career in any way?

S

Huh! Yeah, I hope I've made a few futile attempts ... thinking along
the lines of, sort of, going into this sort of operations research
thing ... I don't know. I've got a look out of the Library at the
moment about management accountancy, something like this. I don't
quite know what stage I've got to take to pursue this any further;
b.t.w. I've got to tread a bit cautiously, if I'm going to make
what seems to be, quite a radical change. You know, Christ, look at
this guy, he's talked up research and now he's come here. You can
only make a few mistakes before people start er ...

I

Huhh - er - sorry, I was wondering again why you feel you've
built up research. You don't feel you've invented something.
You don't feel you've been recognized as having invented something,
or you don't feel that you've contributed anything towards the
solution of a problem.

S

I don't think I've made too much contribution.

I

Have you done any work?

S

Oh yeah, I think I've worked quite hard. Maybe it was misdirected - by me.

I

Why, in what direction did it go?

S

Er, how do you mean exactly? I mean it is - this is my opinion, and this
is my boss's opinion.

I

Well, you say it was misdirected, which means to me that ...

S

Well, maybe I was working along the wrong lines, or maybe I was along
blind alleys sort of thing.

I

Yes

S

Rather than doing a particular type of work not relevant to the problem.

I

Uh huh

S

You know, I was doing the wrong type of experiments whereas a guy who is
brighter than I am would work out the right experiments to do.

cont'd ...

Do you, um, do you mind me harking on this?

I

Carry on ...

S

You recognize that there's a certain type of person who sees things
that suceed that you don't seem to be able to do to the same extent
in such an area. Is this what you were getting at?

I

Yeah ... Yeah .. uh .. Yeah, I get the impression ... I compare myself
with a guy who's really done well. And I get the impression that if
our topics were changed round and he was working on what I was working
on, then he would be successful and I still wouldn't.

S

Um ...

I

It all boils down to the fact that I don't consider I'm a very good
chemist. You know, maybe this is, and, probably, I've lost interest in
it, that's why.

I

Why do you say you're not a very good chemist? Can you say what sort
of chemist you ought to be? I imagine it to be a matter of ...

S

This was first brought over to me when I was in the States. I went into
seminars; this was with graduate students - an post doc I was supposed
to be on top of all this; they were answering questions where I was
floundering.

I

What sort of questions?

S

Technical questions - how would you synthesise compound A, how do A & B
react - stuff I ought to know.

I

Well, where do you feel your abilities lay?

S

Huh!

I

When you were faced with an examination to take, what sort of way did
you try and approach?

S

The examinations were such, or they were in my day, anyway, at Birmingham
you could easily get a list class honours degree by reproducing lecture
notes.

I

Well, you were able to reproduce lecture notes?

S

Oh sure, I mean, isn't anybody?

I

(smile) therefore you were able to sit down with a page of lecture notes
and in fact memorise them.

S

Virtually - yes - you know, synthesis of complicated compounds it's just
a matter of sitting down and ...

I

You say you have a fairly good memory?

S

Well, yeah, probably for certain sorts of things. If it's, um, ... for
logical types of arguments - step A, step B - I think I've got a reasonable
sort of memory for that, yeah.

I

But you were attracted to certain particular types of information or

cont'd ...
knowledge - to do with - what - the synthesis?

S

Yes, that's right, the questions in the exam were sort of descriptive, and essay. I steer clear of, and kept to the stepwise type of answers.

I

The close-ended problems?

S

Yeah ...

I

You see, I steer clear of close-ended problems! which makes me ... so the lecture notes you could reproduce for an exam?

S

That's right, yeah.

I

When it came to the PhD, what sort of work did you do for that?

S

This is, you're given a research topic. You don't have to hunt around and find one. Well, at least, for the last year, I was given a reasonably easy one, and I had close supervision from the mother of staff in charge, who was a post-doc - between him and me, and er, it was probably - in the last six months - thrashed out half of my thesis, and I had 2 years to scratch around for the other half. Which I did really. It was a bit of a struggle to get the other half, to put the results. But, er, you know, don't think anyone in the organics side of Birmingham ever got refused a PhD. They may stay on a 4th year to get results. So it's a foregone conclusion ... that you'll get the appropriate 3 letters ...

I

... and that's it ...

S

... and a ticket to the States ...

I

That's automatic as well?

S

It was in those days. Which was very short-sighted of me to look at it in that way ...

I

To have actually gone?

S

No, to look at it as 3 years and a ticket to the States. That's as far as I looked in those days.

I

I should think that's as far as anybody looks.

S

But, er, I guess there's a certain amount of - Christ - Dr (x) you know, this sort of ...

I

Yeah, yeah, can we go now to the graduate class you mentioned, you found yourself in certain difficulties, difficulty with regard to what ... you had questions posed of a certain type - that you were ill equipped to answer.

S

Exactly, yeah.

I

Can you say more about what type they were?

S

Yeah, they were ... they were questions of a different nature obvious to questions in your final exam where you have half an hour to write. These were shorter questions but of a similar sort of material - that - maybe if you had asked me on the morning of the exam, I'd have made a better attempt at answering some of them. Although, I doubt it because, you know, I explained I put through the exam by reproducing lecture notes. These things hadn't been talked about in lectures. This is how exams ought to be ...

cont'd ...
I
Yeah – I think you got the essence of it over beforehand. The immediacy of the relevance – person to person – the old lady – would recognize your existence whereas you walk in and walk out and...

S
Yeah

I
Yeah... fine... well, I’ve cleared that up in my mind. I don’t know whether I’ve helped clear it up in yours. I feel as though I’ve left you – sort of...

S
No – no... I’m not, sort of, the world’s best communicator or... expression of ideas I’m afraid.

I
Well – I get the message fine. Could I ask what your reaction to criticism is?

S
Er, yeah, sure. I guess I don’t like it really.

I
Uh huh

S
Yeah, when was it... this is harking back to a couple of years ago – before my last assessment. You remember me talking about assessment last time?

I
Yeah

S
Well, I wrote a report on some of this work. And... it had just been issued or something – and there was a lot of... huh!... sort of comments and... well, they weren’t very complimentary to me anyway. And the boss sort of called me in... he sort of... “Well, Fred” he says, “I’ve got to kick you in the balls” or something “about the report”. There was various people’s comments on it, about the standard of the work, the way the report was written, etc. Er... and, I think probably most of the comments were justified but, er, I still didn’t like hearing that.

I
Are there other forms of criticism which you find yourself have to take? What about personal criticism or, you probably took that as personal criticism.

S
Er... personal criticism as distinct from technical criticism, is that what you mean?

I
Or criticism of work, or your person.

S
Well – “he’s an awkward sod to work for” sort of thing or criticism outside work...

I
Yeah... Yeah, I don’t know that I get too much of it... I don’t mean to sound big-headed but... you can’t give me a sort of naive example, can you?

S
Well, it’s quite conceivable that you don’t get any! Well, you know, if someone says they don’t like your particular views on a subject; or they think you’re a “Mickimag” type, whatever.

I
Yeah – well, it’s not so much outside work... I think it’s the sort of boss-subordinate, uh, that I don’t like hearing... you know, if one of the bright lads in the Lab comes along and says “What are you doing this for Fred” – this sort of business – well, I think that’s great – cont’d...

I
I don’t mind hearing that at all – er – it’s when the boss says it to me I don’t like it.

S
What about when the mother-in-law says it?

I
Er... bah-hah! I don’t think I mind that too much because I can come back on an equal footing!

S
Come back on an equal footing – you mean – put her in her place?

I
Well, not exactly, but er... I can sort of...

S
Hold up your own?

I
Yeah, I can sort of come back with criticism of my own or something, but I find it easier to do with the boss.

S
Yeah yeah. OK. What sort of hobbies do you have?

I
Uhm... sport, mainly. I play rugby... gardening, photography, well, only in a – sort of – you couldn’t really call it a hobby. I don’t develop my own films or anything – I’ve just – I’ve got a camera, and a lens!

S
You like to take care in how you take photographs?

I
Sure

S
How did this originate?

I
Well, I was always mildly interested before I went to the States, and the standard of living was such there, and camera equipment was cheap – and I was able to obtain some reasonably good equipment. As you say – take care in taking photographs, I guess.

S
Do you join a club or any such...

I
No, no, it’s not that strong an interest.

S
How do you spend your spare time?

I
I like working with my hands, I guess. I like woodworking.

S
Do-it-yourself sort of thing?

I
Yeah – just messing about the house – put up some shelves. It’s a sense of achievement you see – that I don’t get at work – it’s – sort of – crap awful job, you know, but I get a kick out of doing it.

S
Yeah

I
It’s – sort of – I had to – well, my father teaches woodwork I have had something to do with it. And I had to – heh! – now don’t laugh! give up woodwork to do chemistry at school!

S
... thereby hangs a tale! (laughter)... goodness gracious... yeah... who...

I
help run a scout group in (X), it takes up a couple of evenings a week – you could call that a hobby I guess.

S
Is there any particular approach to problems that you have sort of developed?

cont’d...
Er - problems in general - is this what you mean?

No, I was thinking of work problems, although I suppose there will be some similarity.

Uhm... I don't.. maybe I have got a technique, but I don't know how to describe it or... uhm.. on the - on the other hand, maybe I haven't got a technique and that's partly the problem!

Uhm! I think it's far more likely that you do have a technique and you don't know how to put it into words.

Yeah - a bit automatic - and, er...

It's difficult to think of it - answering all these damn fool questions that I've been and ask you...

Uhm...

Well, you sounded as though you might have something to say about general problems.

Er no, I think if I can reduce something to numbers I'm a lot happier, and if I can, I will. Er...

How? Can you give me an example? I bet you're a wizard with tax forms aren't you?

Yeah, I like filling my tax form in.

You must sub-let your services, you're sure you'd make more money.

I quite enjoy doing that, you know, maximising my tax code etc.

Bloody hell! Is that what you're supposed to do?

Oh yeah, the higher your tax code, the less tax you pay.

Yes! Go on!

I don't know that I can.

OK, well, you're going to take a photograph, how do you reduce that problem to numbers?

Well, apart from getting the numbers on the camera correct, I guess I don't. You know, I go through the motions and get the right numbers on the camera, and then it's just general - artistic - sizing things up.

Yeah, OK, you're given a problem, by the boss, which is probably pretty general - you know, a work project, and you're given a point to start at presumably, do you reduce any of that to numbers?

Not really, no. Uhm, well one sort of naive trivial example, I suppose, is after this meeting with (pharo) and they quizzed us for coming out with a copy of this (litho copy) we had to come up with other ideas, and we had three ideas, and er, he asked me to do a critical path analysis for each one - you know, that's a bit trivial, but I quite enjoyed doing that - you know, putting times to the - whether it was useful or needed or not, I'm a bit doubtful...

Have you had any other experience of doing anything like that?

cont'd...
OK, What about your political views?

S
They're pretty A-political actually.

I
A political?

S
Yeah .. er .. you know, it seems to me I'm always voting against the Government in power.

I
Great!

S
Which, you know, seems a bloody stupid way to go about things. It's .. how many times have I voted .. twice - I've voted twice - both times against the Government in power .. there in .. I find a lot to be said for the ideals of both parties .. and quite a bit that I don't agree with as well!

I
Yup, fine

S
I also, you know, probably the stupid view that own vote is not going to count for too much anyway, but er ..

I
Very human! Yeah, OK

S
Would you like to ask me some questions now. I've finished with my lot. So is there anything I can say about what it's been about?
The second sample of data presented in order to illustrate the achievement of the primary objective, at this stage of the project consists of all of the subject's responses to one of the Question themes of the interview.

The theme is concerned with "method of working". This was usually introduced towards the end of the second interview, when the individual had had as much opportunity to develop his exploration and understanding of himself in his work situation. This theme attempted to elicit self exploration (e.g. self understanding) by the subject of his dominant form of problem solving skill - resulting from his being involved in a particular level of job (e.g. RS? SRS? or JRS). It was expected that much maladjustment would originate from the individual being involved in a problem situation that either made too much or too little demands on the particular skills of the individual concerned, and that the problem existed due to the individual's inability to understand and act on this (see Ridge (1970) for the relationship of Tasks to Skills in work situations). Similarly, this underlying maladjustment could form the origin of career problems, (see Carkhuff 1969).

The Results, or samples of interviews transcripts are presented in alphabetical order in three groups - RS (S1 to 5), JRS (S6 to 10) and LA (S11 to 15) and are analysed in relation to the Carkhuff scale 8 - levels of Helpee self exploration in interpersonal processes. The rating that is given for each subject is a rating of the evidence given
by the subject of self exploration of their present work situations, while responding to the question theme.
RESULTS: B

: Individual subject responses to "method of working"
In this case, the subject only responds directly to the theme after some initial exploration of the question. Even then, exploration is emotionally remote and mechanical. The individual appears to be introducing personally relevant material regarding his usual approach to work situations, albeit in a hesitant and unsure manner. (Level three of self exploration).

Q: How easy is it to say that the other part of the work - the scientific work - is a matter of fact?

A: It's not always a matter of fact. You've got to extrapolate, certainly, lots of times when your facts, which you've got - to different situations. One's got to use ... guesswork I guess. One's got to make ... a decision; how far you can extrapolate you know, how valid it will be ... In the main I think one is dealing from the hard facts which you know are right, one is extrapolating from them. One has got to use some ... some judgement. At least your ground is firm, you know. They are either experiments you've done, or experiments that other people have done, that you know - you feel - you can trust. And you are taking A) information and you are pushing it around and doing this that and the other and ... I think ... O.K. one is pushing, you know, at times, you know the matter is extreme, but ... I'm not saying ... I mean ... you certainly make wrong decisions. One says there facts lead me think this, and lo and behold it leads to the opposite of what you in fact said. And one has to go back and say, why? what went wrong, and one can usually then, eventually, rationalise it, and say - that extrapolation wasn't valid because ... of something else which you may or may not have relaised had an effect, which has interfered, and so, O.K., it's gone off on this Tangent, gone that way. I find it relatively easy to say, these are the facts we've got, we've got to make some extrapolations, this is the extrapolation we made, and this is the judgement we've come to. If that extrapolation is wrong, O.K. then that fact will be wrong you know .... But, I don't find any difficulty in saying - Ah, well you know these are all the facts we have got, we have got to make some extrapolations, working out what the possibilities are, and saying O.K. this is most likely so we'll do it. O.K., it turns out wrong lots of times, but that's never worried me, you go back and say where you have gone wrong - that's the next step. To me, in a way, research works like that. You have a certain set of facts, you make a jump from those and you see whether your jump is correct, if so you carry on, if not, you go back to square one and say where did our logic, our thinking go wrong. They may point you in another direction and that's the way research develops, I think.
In this case, the subject, again, asks for further information about the nature of the question. However, he eventually responds quite freely - and with some evidence of emotional proximity and inwards probing to discover new interpretations of ideas. (Level Four of helpee self exploration).

Q  Do you have any particular style of work?

A  Now, you mean?

Q  Yes; I imagine it may have developed out of some experiences beforehand, e.g. university.

A  (pause) 'I am not sure what ... what I am trying to answer'

Q  Presumably when were taking your exames, you arranged your work in some way; can you take that as an example? Do you have a photographic memory?

A  No, I don't have that. What I do find is that .. hmm .. you know, looking back on such work that I'm best please with, I think one can see the origins in that much further back. It may have been information that I'd picked up when browsing ... which has lain .. in the back of one's mind. When one comes to a problem, one seems able to recall a bit of information - not information in photographic detail - but one knows where to go and look for it.

One can do that, and ... uh ... things seem to tie up, and I can start of a reasoned and logical research program, and this is what one does. But the initial starting point very often comes from trying to analyse it ... on paper, and see what approaches one could do, but the initial starting points comes after you've been staring at the paper somewhat blankly for some time ... a piece of information that one has met before - and is not deliberately looking for, as a solution to your problem - pops into your mind, and starts you off. At least on a different train of thought. This has happened a number of times. I think it is a reasonable pattern of how things DO happen.

What I like to do is to read background material and absorb it; it very often acts as an unconscious bank of information to be tapped when you need it.

But there are other problems where one cannot use a logical approach one starts searching for a new approach - forget preduces and hobby horses - this is what a research chemist ought to be able to do. I don't think it is the way to have a chance of finding any dramatic new industrial process, but it does contribute a few pieces of useful information.
In this case, the subject simply presents his response to the question with little evidence of exploration. However, after further attempts to interpret (empathise) the response the subject begins to explore a particular aspect of his work situation with more emotional proximity, as though he is faced with an unsatisfactory work situation, although this is not explored further. (Level two to three helpee self exploration).

Q Is there any particular way you go about solving problems that come up in the scientific field ... is there any particular pattern?

A No I don't think so, I treat each problem on its own merit. Well, if you take two problems I have been presented with this week, where I think it might lead to very important commercial innovation, this guy came to me and said ... "Could you do such and such a thing?" well he said ... "I have had a wild idea could you - can you think of a way to do such and such a thing?" and - after thinking about it for half an hour or so, I gave a very specific suggestion as to how he could do it. Discussing it with others, we have actually devised a few experiments to actually ascertain whether we can actually do this ... so that, this advance, if it turns out, is based on knowledge that I have actually got at this moment. Now, that's one way it can happen.

The other enquiry I have just received which came in was a vaguer type of enquiry, but nevertheless, after rooting around in the literature bit, I was able to come up with a suggestion and point him in a particular direction, which he has agreed he will try .... Does that help?

Q I get the impression that you have the facts at hand, and on the other side there is the problem - what about the area between - fitting one to the other.

A Umm. Yes - well I think this is different to define really - how does one get ideas, but .. I mean, this is what makes a man rather than a system.

Q You mentioned that you found other people very helpful in getting ideas going, can you say a bit more about this?

A Yes, I find it very difficult to work in a vacuum. The basic problem with our position is that we need to have the opportunity to comment, and this requires more formal contact between people in the lab.
In this case, the subject voluntarily introduces personally relevant material with both spontaneity and emotional proximity. (Level four helper self exploration).

Q  Do you find there is a particular pattern of work that you have, a routine ...

A  No, I don't think I have got any routine at all really, ... no ... The nearest approach to routine is ... that I sort of get ... if left entirely to my own resources, you know, I sort of fiddle around, and go sort of broody, finding an idea for hatching, and then all of a sudden .... This means virtually doing nothing - just meandering around and not really appearing to do anything - any work at all. Without really knowing ..., well, not exactly not knowing what I'm doing, but, nothing very important, put it that way. Then, all of a sudden, something happens, and I get galvanised into a period of very rapid action, when I try out whatever it is I want to try out. And there will then be a sort of pause, and another rush attack. You see, the first one, the first idea - and it works - and then there will be a time lag after that while I congratulate myself, really, while I am thinking of the next move.

It is a much more calculated move the next one. The first one isn't calculated, the second one is much more calculated. The second one is laying out a design; what am I going to do with it, whereas the first one was - I wonder what would happen if I do that.

I think they can follow one on top of the other. They can follow out simultaneously without having tried out the idea. But, usually it can ... it usually happens ... well it does happen that way. Anyway, you have this gap when you try out the idea initially.

Or ... you're doing something, you're seeing something, or some problem that you've noted that interests you, and then you have a think gap. This is a genuine THINK gap; not the other type of INVENTING gap. And then the second stage, that could include inventing, but it also has a think attached to it, a LOGICAL THINK, not just an INVENTING THINK, a LOGICAL THINK ...
In this case, the subject voluntarily introduces personally relevant material with both spontaneity and emotion proximity. (Level four helper self exploration).

Q Is there any particular method of working that you have for tackling problems?

A No ... I don't think so ... It's difficult, you see, if you take a rigid and fairly closely defined problem, then one adopts the normal procedures of, sort of ... finding out what information is available, see what everyone else has done ... co-ordinate it, analyse it, make predictions, test it. It's almost an instinctive routine that one has learnt to do. But because problems don't usually occur in these forms - or - the problems I have tackled have not usually occurred in those forms. You see, when you say what you did with a problem, the problem might well be maintaining confidence in (an area of work in ICI) that is a problem. That is the real problem. The narrow one - how you actually set up the particular (work), or how do we develop (the work), this doesn't worry me as much. Ultimately, I am sure we can do that. I'm never sure that we can do the first and ... that is the challenge. So when you say how do I tackle a problem ... I suppose that, in essence, one tackles it in the same way as the scientific way - find out as much as you can about what is going on. how the situation developed, why it developed ... People ... I suppose it's not too dissimilar. One is doing an ordering in your own mind. You aren't using scientific jargon - you are using a diffuse jargon, a series of information that you could not easily put into words. ....

If I have written down 'he is an oriented person whose motivation is this and the other," I could find myself in trouble, because when I actually come to talk to him, what is required is an instinctive response to him - a feel for what I should do ...
Q Is there any particular approach to problems that you have developed?
A Problems in general?
Q I was thinking of work problems. Although I suppose there will be some similarity.
A I don't ... maybe I have a got a technique, but I don't know how to describe it, or talk about it. One the whole ... on the other hand ... maybe I haven't got a technique, and that's partly the trouble.
Q What about general problems?
A No, I think if I can reduce something to numbers, I am a lot happier; if I can I will.
Q Can you give me an example? I bet you're a wizard with tax forms aren't you?
A Oh yes! I like filling my tax for in; yes, the maximising of my tax code etc.
Q Has this had any application at work?
A No really, no. Well, a naive, trivial example, after this meeting with Pharms, we had to come out with other ideas, and I was asked to do a critical path analysis for each one. I quite enjoyed doing that.

S7

In this case, the subject introduces personally relevant material and demonstrates some probing to discover new formulations of the material, eventually relating the material to feelings and experiences in general. (Level three to four helpee self exploration).

Q What about your personal method of work?
A Oh, nobody ever told me anything about that. I am one of the world's most inefficient people at organising my time! ... I find one of the most helpful things, although perhaps it's a compulsive thing with me is to write down every day what I have done - you know - just in a rough note-book just to write down what I've done - partly to convince myself I have done something.

Uhm, certainly I have found this very useful in the past. I
I started doing it when I was a postgraduate student. I found these notebooks very useful then. You know, a formal working in a thesis don't tell you everything you have done, and you can look back in the diary and find out what went on when you actually did the work. This kind of thing is very useful to refer back to.

Q Did you have any particular way of approaching exams?

A No, nothing special. I suppose I was a rather naive student; I just took what I had been told I ought to learn, and learned as much of it as I could and hoped for the best.

Q You sound as though you have a good memory.

A For some things — yess — but I haven't got the type of mind that can absorb a large amount of homogeneous information ... the sort of thing I imagine history students have to do. I tend to ... I have a convergent sort of mind — which wants to pick on an idea which can be applied to a number of situations — it may be a mathematical equation — and really understand this — and go and apply it to ... a few things. The things that interest you are much easier to remember than the ones that don't.

In this case, the subject introduces personally relevant material, but only with difficult, in a mechanical manner and with little evidence of emotional proximity. The subject also suggests that probing for new formulations of ideas, and thus new feelings and experiences also comes with difficulty. (Level two to three helpee self exploration).

Q Would you say you had any style of working? ... any routine of working now?

A I think I try and work very slowly and methodically, well I work slowly, hopefully it's methodically.

Q Can you put words to what the method is?

A Uhm ... well, I try to get it fairly clear in my mind what I am trying to do; and then try and do experiments which will give me as much information as possible about the system that I am looking at, and hope that I can tie all this together in one, and look to find the answer in there.

Q Where does this approach come from — originate?
It's probably basic - sort of - education of doing physics, which is a fairly logical subject ... it isn't logical as much as understanding. And this is probably one of the aspects of the general education, nothing specific ... this is all part of the whole.

You also mentioned slow - own pace?

Yes

You think slower than average?

Yes to find each step, to get it clearly in my mind, if I go any faster I tend to get a bit lost.

Clearly in mind refers to picture - pattern?

... trying to work out the last bit of work that I did, and what it actually means ... possibly try and put it in the context of everything else. But, it is trying to understand that particular bit ...

In this case, the subject introduces personally relevant material, with some attempts to probe into new formulations and expressions of the material. There is not, here, any demonstrable evidence of emotional proximity.

(Level three to four helpee self exploration).

Have you found any training valuable for solving problems?

When I first came, we had a few days lectures on the background organisation of ICI a general introduction to ICI, rather than anything specific on how to carry out research, .... and, what would be the best way of doing it, and ... how to look for ideas this, one has to get out of books from the library.

Do you find you have any method of turning things over in your mind, in your work?

Well .... I try to gradually ... reduce problems into more and more specifically into one single problem. I have to solve one specific question, and I try to think as hard as I can how can I answer this question .... If during the work ... No ... it has to be ... if ... personally I feel if I am to come up with any answers, I have to ask a question. If I can't ask a question I just can't find the answer. Maybe it is too difficult to get the answer but the question has to come first.
I have to select out of various possible — suppose we were looking for a polymer system that would satisfy certain requirements, I still have to ask the question, what is it I want from this before I can start answering the question. So, I have to start, and it keeps on narrowing down — to very detailed questions. I cannot solve problems in general ... in generalities ... you know.

Q How did this develop?
A Well, it was by experience, of previous projects ... 
Q What — in your own experience has been of value to you?
A ... I think ... there is, in some ways ... there is a limited amount one can do with experience really. It is a characteristic feature of scientific research is less reliance on previous experience, than there is in everyday life. Techniques change, and we have to keep up with the times.
Q Is there any particular way in which you go about this up-dating?
A We are obliged to keep up with reading current literature .... And then one searches out specific information about the project that you're on — or uhm — another way, a lot of times of course is spent on trying to find experts ... instead of trying to read up one tries to contact people .... If there is some experimental work, I just continue with this — until some data is collected where one can start drawing some conclusions, and then you go back to the literature and see whether they have been reached before, or whether they have to be supplemented by some scientific background ... or can be made — pushed still further by knowing that scientific background.........

S10

In this case, the subject introduces personally relevant material with ease, and spontaneously seeks and probes alternative formulations of the ideas. (Level three to four helpee self exploration).

Q Is there any particular way you have of approaching a work problem?
A uhm ... yes ... what I try and do is get an ... go to the library or ... get as much information as I can, but a lot of it might be irrelevant. Have that at hand for a start, and then I like to get into a practical situation, and ... mainly it's the practical side of things I like; and then, having got the practical situation, I can see which parts of the information are going to be more relevant than other parts — write a few notes — you know on what the main points are, and ... being in the typical situation
and also find out from the people who perhaps know more than I do. There is a lot of cross-over between their knowledge and my knowledge - I like to find out from them - you know - see if they can ... put on the board ... something fairly simple. Papers are usually very complicated. If you've got somebody already in the field that you can just have an hour with to take on ... to give you some pictures - some physical picture - it's a great help.

So talking to someone, getting a lot of reading matter, and ... uhm doing a few experiments. Those are the three things when starting off on an experiment.

S11

In this case, the subject introduces some personally relevant material, but with some initial difficulty. However, eventually he demonstrates with some sponteneity and emotional proximity his tendency to explore some areas at a high level. (Level three to four helpee self exploration).

Q    How do you go about your work?
A    Well, I find that often it is just a matter of asking (X) X sits down with a piece of equipment and thinks, and waits until somethings comes out, and says what ... what we can do with that type of thing. I'm not quite as far away as that, really ... I like to have a little more of a ... you know ... well - perhaps we ought to make something for the car industry - you know X gets sidetracked, and either comes up with a completely different idea than the first ... or her original thought anyway - after a week locked away in the laboratory. I like something a bit more ordered ....

Q    How do you set about doing it?
A    A lot of it depends on the work anyway - you know, you might have, say ... well, not hard and fast rules but you might try to work to a set pattern and then find that you can't.

Q    So what do you do when you can't find any rules?
A    Well I normally play it by ear as it were, just see what's what.

Q    How far have you been involved with (a project), how far do you understand it all?
A    Ah .. there's a lot to understand about (a project). There's a lot - but - it gets a bit too technical for me as well. I enjoy getting into the workshop and using my hands.
In this case, the subject has some difficulty in articulating and expressing personally relevant material, but, eventually achieves some expression of his self understanding with both sponteneity and emotional proximity. (Level three to four helpee self exploration).

Q In terms of experience that you have had so far, what do you think has been most valuable in helping you to do your work?

A Uhm - I shall have to think about that ... Finding out - you know - just where everything is in the lab. and ... er ... getting to know people. If you know people in various labs then you can get something done - very quickly ... I think that's a help to ... er ... actually get things done. I've been lucky with the people I work with. They've all been very helpful, quite willing to spend time to help me along ...

Q What skills do you think you've got as a result of your experience at P & P?

A I am much better at practical work than theoretical work. I don't know why; it's just something that happens, you know.

Q Any idea what experience you have that on?

A I find that I can use my skills a lot better in development - where I know what the end product is going to be ... and it's not a question of developing something where I don't know what the end is going to be ... I find I can do much better at that than pure research.

In this case, the subject barely introduces personally relevant material, situations are often described impersonally and mechanically. The subject responds remotely to attempts made by the interviewer to probe for information of a personally relevant nature. (Level two to three helpee self exploration).

Q Can you think of a typical everyday problem that crops up ... can you give me an example?

A Well, in this proces, you have to watch the level of various things ... if you stop thinking, you can let air in which causes trouble ... if you're not careful. Things like this. We are used to it now. It happened in the lab but down here we do it on a bigger scale. You've just got to get used to the controls, and how to operate these things. It can happen ... it does happen, you know - especially if you've got a new operator come over, and you've got to get him used to it.
Q  Any others?

A  Well ... part of the reaction is done at a certain temperature - cooled by ice ... if you're not thinking, the ice can melt - you know, if you're busy in some other part. You have got to keep your eye on these things all the time.

Q  Do you have a check list or something?

A  Oh no - it's just a matter of experience, and knowing that a certain stage of the process this thing is likely to - can happen.
Secondary Objective: Other Variables

It is not intended to present here detailed evidence concerning the development of the project's ability to manage other relevant variables described by the Carkhuff model. However, a general record is presented of some significant points that arose during the achievement of the primary objective, the development of helper dimensions of behaviour.

ENVIRONMENT: As has already been suggested in the definition of this particular problem, it was not expected that environment (as defined here) would be the origin of many factors that would affect a potential helping programme in this situation. For example, individuals were not expected to be suffering significant dietary problems. However, it was foreseen that some individuals may be experiencing difficulties at home. Although this had not yet been the case, potential subjects were first cleared with the Personnel Group for any information they might have regarding such significant factors.

CONTEXT: Much of the relevant context to the development of the helping programme has already been outlined - the function of the laboratory, the role of the assessment system, the function of supervision. As far as possible, interviews were conducted according to the convenience of the subjects, in either their own, or an office freed for that occasion. The individuals in the laboratory were well
used to the office environment. Similarly, the tape recorder proved to be no significant distraction. If and when possible, offices were used which were better rather than sparsely furnished; (a group head's office chairs are well upholstered.) Other office chairs were usually hardback.

HELPFE: Similarly, much of the relevant helpee characteristics have already been defined (e.g. graduate staff). Indeed, although some qualifications, it was found that with the lesser qualified staff, problems of articulation lessened the value and benefit of discussion. Furthermore, other helpee variables of set and expectation were suspected of influencing the possibility of an effective discussion. For example, one subject in this sample declined to be interviewed on the grounds that he thought that the social scientists that he had experienced to date - including those who had previously worked at the Corporate Laboratory "were all useless". It was also considered possible that the undergraduate background of the research student tended to put off some of the more practically oriented staff before any attempt was possible to establish some contact at a more personal and facilitative level.

CONCLUSIONS

The interviews conducted at this stage of the project provided an adequate means for the development of Helper (research student) facilitative dimensions of behaviour.
As intended, no action-oriented dimensions of behaviour were used by the research student in the interviews. The interaction was designed primarily to obtain impersonal information about an individuals circumstances with no attempt being made to obtain helpee/subject self exploration by the introduction of relevant helper/research student behaviour (e.g. confronting a subject about his real desire to alter some discrepancy between his present situation and his desired situation).

The subjects had been generally quite willing to take part on this impersonal - information basis and did not seek to obtain such help from the researcher.

Although the results of the interviews have been analysed here on the basis of the evidence as related to the Carkhuff scale of self-exploration, other criteria were available for an indication of the effectiveness of the interviews, although not formally recorded or presented here. For example, most of the subjects reacted favourably to the interaction in terms of offering further help, volunteering as a subject again if required. Similarly, these results, (excerpts) were presented to the group heads for a reaction. This reaction was generally favourable, consisting of such comments as "how it is important to get people talking like this" and how different people do seem to develop very idiosyncratic approaches to problems, like this"
Chapter nine  The Helper - action oriented dimensions of behaviour

9.1.  Purpose
9.2.  Design
9.3.  Results
9.4.  Conclusions
9.1. Purpose

At this stage of the project it was intended to focus effort primarily on the action-oriented dimensions of behaviour relevant to this potential helpee situation. In more detail this may be described as the development of the discrimination and communication of the problems relevant to career development that arose in staff assessment situations in the laboratory.

Thus, the general intention was to examine and understand the issues of career development for the graduate staff in order to enable the eventual operation by the researcher of a helping programme designed to help with career development problems, and thus demonstrate how the general hypothesis of effective human relations could help improve the operation of the staff assessment system overall.

In terms of the Carlhuff model the objectives of the work at this stage of the project may be defined as primarily to appraise and develop the levels of helper skills relevant to this helpee population to include action oriented dimensions of behaviour, and further developments of facilitative dimensions of behaviour, and secondarily to continue to appraise and develop the project's ability to manage other variables relevant to the eventual operation of a helping programme.

E.g. Helpee: again, the observable characteristics of potential Helpees that would aid in the effective operation of a helping programme.
Context: To examine more closely the characteristics of the immediate supervisory context to which a potential helpee would have to return to after help, and the implications this would have for the operation of a helping programme.

Environment: To examine the use made by the individuals concerned of other helping agencies in the environment (e.g. Professional and Executive Recruitment register) that might influence the nature of the intended helping programme.

In operational terms, the primary objective may be stated as to attempt to obtain the necessary discrimination and communication skills relevant to the maximum levels of subject self exploration possible in the chosen problem area of career development arising from the assessment situation.
9.2. **Design**

The means of achieving this objective was designed as the observation of a sample of actual assessment interviews, at all levels of graduate staff.

The Sample: As this was considered to be a more threatening intervention, or experiment, a fairly high refusal rate was expected. Thus, a fairly large sample of assessment relationships was initially approached. Some six weeks prior to the commencement of the annual assessment interviews, a random selection of assessment relationships was made. **First,** four work groups were selected from the total list of the exploratory (not service) groups (see Table 1 (a)) and the respective group heads were approached with the general proposal of "observing the actual assessment interview". **Second,** with their acceptance of the proposal, eight assessment interviews from each group were then selected at random, (a supervisor could be involved in more than one assessment) by choosing - again at random - various supervisors in the group (including the group head). The respective supervisors were then approached. **Finally,** the respective supervisors were approached either by the researcher alone, the supervisor alone, or both (see Figure 8 (a)).

The Observation: In detail, the proposed observation was to be primarily by tape recording the actual assessment interview - i.e. without the physical presence of the researcher - to enable the researcher to analyse the interview later.
In addition, it was proposed that the researcher would interview both parties to the assessment interview separately both before and after the actual assessment interview. (See Table 8 (a) and 8 (b)). Again, confidentiality was assured.

The Interviews: As Table 8 (a) outlines, the interviews involved in this observation are categorised as pre-assessment, assessment and post-assessment.

The pre-assessment interview: This interview between either the researcher and supervisor, or researcher and supervisee was primarily similar to the interviews given earlier in stage one of the project. It was, however, a single interview and general of an average 3/4 hour duration. As well as including questions by the researcher on topics of spending time at work, career, and work method, the researcher asked about expectations of the actual assessment interview, and generally probed more specifically into the individuals feelings regarding his work situation (e.g. what do you enjoy about your work).

The actual assessment interview: When supervisor and supervisee arranged the time and location of their meeting, the researcher bought along and set going the tape recorder at the start of their interview, and provided instructions on how to turn the recorder off, and which office to return the recorder to.
The post assessment interview: apart from at the occasion of the initial request for participation, the post assessment interviews were not specifically mentioned or arranged by the researcher. However, some informal attempt was made to meet the individual concerned - usually in the corridor - or by calling at his office to ask briefly "how did it go". In some cases further contact might then be requested by the supervisee or supervisor.
Table 3 (a)

The Design of the Interview Process used in the Development of Helper Action Oriented Dimensions of Behaviour

Case One

Pre assessment interview with supervisor

Record Assessment interview

Pre assessment interview with supervisee

Post assessment interview with supervisor

Post assessment interview with supervisee

Case Two etc.

Case Three etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Topic/theme</th>
<th>Usual Question Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pre Assessment- (with supervisor)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>see Fig 7 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Career History</td>
<td>see Fig 7 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>(&quot;what do you enjoy most/least about work?&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Magic Wand</td>
<td>see Fig 7 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Assessment Intentions</td>
<td>(&quot;what are you trying to achieve in this assessment interview?&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii Pre Assessment (with supervisee)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>see Fig 7 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Career History</td>
<td>see above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Method of work</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>see above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Magic Wand</td>
<td>see Fig 7 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Assessment Intentions</td>
<td>see above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2i Post Assessment (with supervisor)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reactions</td>
<td>(&quot;Any reactions?&quot; - and explore each one fully).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>(&quot;What do you think will happen as a result of the interview&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii Post Assessment (with supervisee)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Any reactions</td>
<td>see above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>see above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Other help</td>
<td>(&quot;is there any other help you would have liked to have had?&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.3. Results

The results of this series of observations are analysed in relation to the description of the purpose in 9.1.

The primary objective, at this stage was the development of the action oriented dimensions of behaviour by the examination and understanding of the issues of career development for various graduate staff. To this end, eleven assessment relationships were fully observed.

One group head declined to have assessments in his group tape recorded - but invited the researcher to take part directly in the assessment interviews. Although the results of these interviews do not form part of the formal data presented here, the researcher did take part directly in these assessment interviews, and the experience was useful - generally for the development of the project.

Another group head had decided to delay the career development section of his assessment interviews for several months (see the operation of a helping program) and so no observations were made of assessment interviews in this group.

The individuals who declined to participate in the observation in every case put forward grounds of privacy - most often due to the importance of the issues to be raised, and the fear that the intrusion may cause some harm to their cause.
The remaining eleven assessment interviews are analysed here according to:-

A : the results of the facilitative dimensions of behaviour offered by the researcher in the pre-assessment interview.

B : The results of the facilitative and action oriented dimensions of behaviour offered by the supervisor in the assessment interviews.

The Secondary Objective: a summary of conclusions reached regarding other relevant variables from these observations is also presented.
The PRIMARY Objective:

The data for presentation in order to demonstrate the achievement of the primary objective is selected from the pre-assessment interview between researcher and supervisee, and the assessment interview. The samples are presented in the form of a case-study in alphabetical order, of each supervisee, and the development of the respective variables of level of exploration, range of problem expression, and immediacy that are cibsequential of the (helping) process between supervisor and supervisee.

Three samples of data are thus presented for each case-study.

A: One from the pre-assessment interview between researcher and supervisee on "what do you expect from the assessment"

and B Two from the actual assessment interview, one being the initial moments of the interview which best demonstrates the facilitative conditions offered by the supervisor, and the second excerpt being selected from the end of the assessment interview to represent the action oriented conditions that the assessment achieved.

Some selected total transcripts of these interviews are presented in Appendix 4. of both pre-assessment interviews between researcher, supervisor and supervisee and also of actual assessment interviews.
Although some post assessment interviews were actually held, some being recorded as some supervisees used the opportunity to seek help from the researcher to explore more fully some of their problem situations (e.g. requests for vocational guidance). This is not presented here as formal evidence of this primary objective.

In the transcripts presented in each case study, 'S' refers to subject, and 'I' to interviewer.
RESULTS: PRIMARY OBJECTIVE

: Case Studies
CASE STUDY ONE

This assessment was by a group head of a senior research scientist.

The initial level of supervisee self-exploration achieved in the pre-assessment interview by the researcher was between levels 2 and 3 on the Carkhuff scale of self-exploration. Although there is a great deal of expression by the supervisee, it is predominantly of a mechanical nature. Personally relevant material is introduced into the discussion, regarding the forthcoming assessment, but with difficulty (Case one a). Similarly, inward probing to discover a new interpretation and understanding of his problem situation only seems to come with difficulty (e.g. "maybe I feel stranger in that the problem seems to be getting worse").

The range of problem expression that this supervisee bought to the assessment situation concerned almost exclusively this concern being described as "I can't find something reasonable to move into" (career development). Although, he also expresses concern regarding assessment of performance during the previous year.

The level of process movement achieved during the assessment interview was not considerable. The supervisor and the supervisee had been involved to a considerable extent before this occasion in attempting to solve the problems involved (primarily career development). This interview lasted a long time (approx 2 hours) and the supervisor only offered action oriented dimensions of behaviour on a limited number of occasions. From the extract presented (case one b), it was clear that personally relevant material was often avoided, and effective discussion by the supervisee of his situation came only with difficulty. Case one c demonstrates the predominant attempts at action oriented dimensions of helper behaviour - attempting to direct the supervisee's exploration towards a more constructive attitude to his situation.

Similarly, case one d demonstrates the typical communication in more detail. The supervisee does not demonstrate any evidence of discovering new ways of looking at his situation - despite supervisor attempts to elicit specificity. These attempts at developing more specificity of self-exploration might have been developed further, however, the supervisee's 'set' was more concerned with the expectation that 'therapy could solve this particular problem.

The eventual level of supervisee self-exploration achieved by the supervisor in the various problems of concern to the supervisee did not exceed the initial levels achieved by the supervisor, or the researcher in the pre-assessment interview.
This supervisee did not seek any further contact with the researcher, although many further discussions were held between supervisor and supervisee subsequent to the assessment interview regarding the particular problem situation.

Case One (a)

I

S

Oh! ... well ... there's not a simple answer to that ... the background to my assessment, this year, is ... this time last year I was riding exceedingly high as the leader of a project, or an almost project, with about 6 or 7 people working for me, and that ... eventually died the death around September - October time, and there was a period of withdrawal, of quickly disbanding, and loss of empire, until Christmas, and since Christmas, I've been back in the exploratory area, trying to make a new start, essentially, uhm ... this had been a fairly difficult period really, one thing we did between Christmas and Easter was a leftover exploratory option to the project, which was - sort of obvious to follow, and we didn't have anything else in a way of ideas, from March to about now, we've got a new area, where were trying to wind up the enthusiasm, for this, a completely new area, so I spend a lot of time going around Divisions, literature work, trying to assess it commercially, maybe we'll write an R.E.M. in another 3 months or so ...

I

Yeah

S

So that's ... a potted history of the work background, under the personal problems, I ... or I think, God knows what (group
Well, I don't think it's been a very good year. It's been a painful experience, however logical in terms of job strategy.

I think it wasn't your decision, was it.

No, no... I can see things I did wrong, but there are always diverse views. One has to be fairly thick-skinned, not to get off into a little self-examination about how one might have played it differently... too much.

I see. Yeah.

But, even being a mini-manager, having a feel of power, over people and organization, and then somebody taking it away from you...

Yeah. Yeah.

This is... or this is unfortunate...

Yeah.

Now, the other major thing that is apparent... is... the fact that I've been pretty keen, since I think... had I not been involved in this project situation about a year ago... I would have said... I want to move... and I probably would have moved... several contemporaries have moved... now, I was expecting to move... into this last project... leader's position... now, in my last assessment... it was agreed that I should... think about moving... in this last year... and especially when the... project died... I didn't really want to start again at... look at an exploratory end... now, that meant the crunch... setting in a pretty big way... swamping... with lack of job availability in division... in spite of a fair amount of effort on my part... miscellaneous interviews... both inside, and in fact, outside the company, I haven't been able to engineer a move... and... or... despite I feel there's a sort of... that the problem seems to be getting worse... in fact I'd like to move... but... I can't find something reasonably to move into... that... that is going to feature fairly strongly in the assessment this year...
Sir - Hang on it's too far away from me, can you move it a bit nearer to me?

See - Our ...

Sir - Right...

See - (smile) completed this for you

Sir - including the little tear off slips about career development?

See - Yeah...

Sir - That's a good vocational guidance counsellor, isn't she?

See - Oh, yes... you want to have a look at the other one...

I'm positively embarrassing... it seems like... yeah... I don't... er... um...

Sir - got a new job for you, then...

See - um... um

Sir - I'd... mistaken... about whether you were doing anything about it...

I'm assumed... I'd assumed, if I didn't hear anything about that you were... but I'd always had the impression from the beginning that you weren't.

See - No...

Sir - ... So there are no real problems then... for these two...

See - No... we must make sure we got the follow up right... in career development...

Sir - ... O.K., then... let's start on you... who... you've come with your usual page full of notes...

See - I don't... I'm usually not that organised... I'm more organised than I usually am... have you got a copy?

Sir - Yes... I've got a copy...

See - well... um...

Sir - what do you want on the agenda

See - I... everyone has been in agreement... this year... well... let's talk about the assessment... what you've written to begin with... and then about training... and then about career development... I don't think the training will take very long...
Ser: ... well... what you've given me is... a - sort of - standard agenda... are there any specifics within those points... that you can give me?

See: Nothing that stands out... I mean, the career development is probably going to take longer than anything.

Ser: - yeah - what use do you want to make of Form 1, you're the first one that's filled one out... that suggests that you want to use it.

Case One (2)

Ser: I mean... I've always had the impression that you want to get on... and... you're not incredibly choosy about whether you pick up your "1b" or "15" at the moment...

See: Even less choosy than I was last year.
Case One (c)

S'ee. .. It seems to me. .. it. .. that one might as well approach it from there on in on the basis of. .. who do we know best. .. and. .. and whose arm might. .. night. .. it would be easiest to twist. .. Er. .. because. .. I'm not inclined to stick out for any strong preferences. .. which hopefully would give us more room for manoeuvre. .. in terms of who to approach. .. a Division. .. or an individual. ..

S'er. .. so we're saying that R & D is. .. the function we should focus on. ..

S'ee. .. it's probably the one where we've got most going for us. .. but. .. I really don't think it matters very much. .. uh. ..

S'er. .. well, it matters from the point of view of who the hell do you probe. .. I mean who do you go to in a Division and say (S'ee) wants a job somewhere in this Division. .. you know. .. I just don't think that's an approach you can use. .. you've got to be a bit more specific. .. you've got to go. .. I suppose. .. actually pick out a guy who can actually do something about it.

S. .. uh.

S'er. .. you know, personnel department can't actually do much about it. .. what can they do - they can tell all the head of departments - and things. .. but. .. you know that's all getting second and third hand. .. But, if you can - take (colleague's) example. .. get (policy group member) to go along and see (division department head) - who's the guy that is actually going to employ him. .. and say - how's about taking this guy on - when you've got a slot. ..

S'ee. .. Yeah. .. uh. ..

S'er. .. that to me is infinitely preferable to doing it through a central personnel thing. ..

S'ee. .. Yeah. .. uh. .. there's a circular argument going on - here.

S'er. .. all I'm asking is - where do you want us to do the probing. .. if you can help us by telling us where you want us to probe - we can help by. .. perhaps. .. doing the probing. ..

S'ee. .. Yeah. .. then. .. the development end of R & D. .. the training end of Personnel Department. ..

S'er. .. can you think of others.

S'ee. .. I think so. .. for a personal approach, I think those are the two where I was most inclined. .. the thing I'm concerned about is that this won't exclude any others. .. I want to get that clear.
S'ee it doesn't exclude the others .. it's much more difficult to get at the others through this channel.

S'ee .. Yeah

S'er there are ways of getting at the others - like .. (policy group memo) writing and saying there's a chap here who's pretty keen to get out .. he's got a broad spectrum of interests - have you got anything .. but he can't write that to other than personnel managers - and things -

S'ee - Yeah

S'er - who have then got to work through their departments.

CASE STUDY TWO

This assessment was by a Senior Research Scientist of a Junior Research Scientist.

The areas of problem expression demonstrated in the pre-assessment interview conducted by the researcher concerned performance appraisal (Case two (a) - 'the main thing is the grade', there's two criticsims) and career development ('I might go up another Haslam'). Also, in the pre-assessment interview the supervisee demonstrated a considerable concern (emotional proximity) regarding these - connected - problem areas ('the one - bad thing on the assessment'). Without further specific data it was not possible to understand the level of self-exploration in relation to this problem.

However, from the very commencement of the assessment interview the supervisee demonstrated a high level of communication skill - the immediacy of 'I don't really see the need for the interview'. This was met by high levels of facilitative behaviour on the part of the supervisor (in Case two (b) the accurate empathy of 'you feel there's no need .. because ..') and considerable attention was then paid by the supervisor towards developing understanding of the supervisee situation by the supervisee.

Thus, the eventual outcome is that the supervisor achieves a continued high level of supervisee development (self exploration) in the
particular problem areas (see Case two (c) "written work and oral work" and a plan of actions to be undertaken in order to solve the problem.

Informal comments by both parties subsequently indicated that both were satisfied with the outcome.

Case Two (c)

I ... Do you know what you want to get out of the assessment?

S ... the main thing is the grade ...

I - the main thing is the grade -

S Yeah

I do you think that is the same for everybody?

S No .. No .. well, you see, I've seen my assessment - this year - but I've not had the assessment interview ... sorry, were you referring to the whole assessment - or just the interview?

I well, the whole assessment, actually .. but the interview is the central focus of it all, really ...

S um ..Yeah ..

I so you've seen it

S Yeah .. I'm fairly happy with it, really, there's two criticisms

I Yeah .. uh-huh ..
S: one .. I can accept .. and one .. I can't, really ..

I: Yeah

S: So, the whole interview .. in my opinion, will be centred around .. the one .. bad thing, on the .. assessment ..

I: Yeah .. Yeah .. so there's the grade ..

S: Yeah, the most important thing is the grade

I: .. and then there's another thing .. a criticism

S: um ..

I: .. anything else?

S: No .. in my case, I won't be recommended for further training .. I might go up another Haslam .. but that was wholly dependent upon the grade ..

I: Yeah .. O.K. ..

Case Two (b)

I: O.K. that's on .. never mind, we can always edit the tape afterwards! .. right now .. well, have you had a think about it?

S: -Yes -

I: - is there any major thing you would like to discuss? .. ...

S: uh-huh

I: Right then, what are they ..

S: .. well, I can't say really that there is that much I want to discuss, but .. what .. what I wouldn't mind talking about .. is .. the relevance of this interview .. bearing in mind that .. you suggested a rating .. Keith endorsed it .. well, as far as I'm concerned, that's it

I: Yeah .. you're satisfied with that

S: Yes .. so, you see, I don't really see the need for the interview ..

I: .. Ah, yes .. right .. well .. you feel there's no need for the interview because you're just training at the moment .. and your career .. had been dealt with adequately .. by our relationship in the lab
S Yes

I - would you say we've got a reasonable relationship?

S oh yeah

I - and that's been dealt with anyway

S Yeah .. and no matter what .. happens here now .. this interview
is not going to effect the final grading

I oh, no .. it's not going to effect your grading .. the thing
that will effect your grading is your performance over the past
year..

S .. so this interview has got little relevance

I it's got little relevance as to your last year's work .. because
that's been done .. and your last year's work has been good ..

S well .. it wouldn't influence it anyway if it had been bad because
all I could do then would be to disappear -

I - Yes, but .. that's to date .. but what about next year .. what are
you going to do next year

S uhm .. yeah

I - because .. you can't stay the same .. you've done well ..
got a good grading .. but how .. can you improve ..

S Yeah.

I Now, the assessment is first of all to say what you did last
year .. second, to say, in the short term, to improve .. the
poor points in your assessment .. O.K. .. 'cos it's not all
good .. and that's the purpose of this interview .. to plan
what you're going to do next .. and what I'm going to do..

S - uhm -

I - in terms of your career in the short term .. and if we can do
anything for the long term ..

S .. uhm, yeah .. I agree .. I agree ..

I So .. you can divide it into the rewards side .. which is a
very important thing - you know - how much money can you take
home .. but also .. there's the very important side of how you're
going to continue to get good gradings .. and in that way ..
progress through the Haslam gradings .. because .. if you
performed last year as you did this year .. it's almost certain
that you wouldn't get as good a grading ..
S  oh yea .. yeah ..

I  So .. is there anything else you've got down?

S  ... Yeah ... only that you've been changing the work so many times .. it's a bit unsettling -

I  - Yeah - Yeah .. it is

S  but then, again, you've suffered that yourself ..

I  - myself .. yeah .. that's the nature of the work, really .. how do you feel about that - you don't feel insecure in your job?

S  No .. I feel I'd like something more long term .

I  Yes .. you feel the work's being done superficially?

S  what do you mean superficially

I  well, that .. um.. we're not necessarily going deep enough -

S  - or long enough

I  yeah ..
Case Two (a)

S'er  Now, written work and oral work ... you've sorted out the problems on the oral work ... you know what you want to do there, now, are you quite happy about that?

S'ee  ... um, well ... I don't know whether it'll crop up again next year ... just have to make sure it doesn't ... I think ... I think I know what I've got to do ...

S'er  ... and written work?

S'ee  well, I don't see much problem there ... not that experience won't cure

S'er  more practice - huh?

S'ee  Yeah

S'er  and the professional knowledge ... so we've got a good few things to do this year ...

S'ee  ... yeah ... a few things have come out ...

S'er  Yeah ... now ... would you like to review these points

S'ee  Yeah ... I'd like to review the ... whole performance

S'er  Yeah ... now ... I tend to do it ... almost on a daily basis ... you know

S'ee  Yeah

S'er  - I feel that, assessments ... this is the interview to sort out the points ...

S'ee  Yeah ... since the last assessment, I've been conscious of it all year ... I don't think there should be just one interview ... we should stop ... consider ... and mention it soon

S'er  before Christmas

S'ee  Yeah

S'er  - and this is - other than reviews of our work

S'ee  Yeah
CASE STUDY THREE

This assessment was by a Senior Research Scientist (project leader) and a Laboratory Assistant. This assessment was thus in addition to the initial performance appraisal conducted by the immediate supervisor in the work situation.

The areas for discussion - where personally relevant material was liable to be introduced concerning this supervisee were described in the pre-assessment interview as (Case three (a) "work during the past 12 months .. environmental factors .. personal factors."). Most supervisee concern apparently existed in the latter area "the career development side". The level of self exploration in this problem area was high - a fair amount of emotional proximity and concern to explore the problem - possible alternative solutions already considered -problem isolated and defined.

The supervisor in this area was not expecting much helpExploration of the assessment situation and provided a strong action - oriented approach, immediately in Case three (b) "let's put some structure into the interview alright", although there was also a demonstration that the 1st person was concerned with the personal attitude of the supervisee.

The supervisor provided his own structure of problems for attention "Case three (b) - "past year's performance and frustrations stroke .. limitations" and career development" ambitions and the next few years.

Eventually, the supervisee introduces his most concerned problem "repetitive" work.

Towards the conclusion of this interview, the supervisor is acknowledging the inadequacy of his action oriented dimensions of behaviour and - accepting the S'sc's concern "I was getting a little worried last year" and a need for the So to help. The main action is to go into the - See's work situation more thoroughly.

In this case, the supervisor requested the researcher to indicate whether he could help in any way with this situation. Various interviews were held separately with supervisor and supervisee. The supervisee requested whether some vocational guidance might be possible in the light of the supervisor's eventual encouragement to think widely about alternative work. This was undertaken by the researcher with the supervisee. The nature of the helping programme is described in more detail in Part 4.
Case Three (a)

I  Yeah, Yeah ... what - er - coming back to the assessment interview ... is there anything you are going to ask to get sorted out?

S  well .. I just write a precis .. meet three main headings .. work during the past 12 months .. the second section is environmental factors .. and third is personal factors .. so, in the first I'll just say what I've done .. the second, I won't say a great deal .. and the last section .. I didn't say very much except that I was a bit frustrated with the career development side .. I think that's my biggest problem - not having H.N.C.

I  You think you would solve the career problems - having H.N.C.?-

S  well it would be very useful

I  Yeah .. Yeah .. what do you think is going to happen?

S  .. I don't know, really .. I don't know what they are going to do .. I think there must be a shovel waiting for me down at Castrone's!

I  Not a broom - a shovel?

S  - something like that .. I think one approach is for people to do some sort of plant work.

Case Three (b)

S'er  .. um .. assessments ... ... let's put some structure into the interview ... alright?

S'ee  - um ..

S'er  - I'll call the interview 'assessment' ... I'll suggest a structure .. and anything we're not covering .. you can tell me .. right?

S'ee  m

S'er  the first one .. let's call it 'historical' .. in other words what your past year's performance has been .. good things .. achievements .. right ..

S'ee  wh huh

S'er  and things like .. frustrations .. stroke limitations .. O.K. .. well we'll cover that .. O.K. .. then secondly we'll look at a broad area, which we'll call development .. and this section .. we're concerned with things like .. life goals .. in other words .. what your ambitions are .. what you want to do in the future .. then .. we'll try and put this in the context of the next few years .. and try and sort out what might be in the future .. Right ..
S'ee uh huh

S'er So .. is there anything else you want to cover?

S'ee well, I'd like to say something about certain things I'd like to look into

S'er Yes .. well I wanted this list .. really to cover than - You know - things like .. education .. and alternative opportunities ..
So .. how shall we start .. how do you think your last year's work has gone? .. have you read that

S'ee - mm .. fairly well, fairly well, it's just a continuation of the year before ..

S'er how do .. how do you feel .. do you feel you're doing anything different?

S'ee I'm learning more about the same .. topic

S'er uh huh .. do you think you're as interested, now, as you were before?

S'ee er .. I hope so, yeah .. I hope so

S'er have you found .. you know any problems down there .. either with .. the people .. or the (chemistry) .. I mean both environmentally and er .. I mean is there a good work attitude down there?

S'ee .. I think it's er .. repetitive .. what you might call - repetitive .. I suppose you can say any job's repetitive really ..

S'er how do you feel about how much you know about why the experiments are being done .. do you find that a limitation?

S'ee er .. well, I found these monday morning meetings very useful .. because .. I learned a lot about .. er .. other people .. in the group..

S'er Yeah
Case Three (c)

S'ee - I think now's the time when I've really got to push ahead

S'er - Yeah .. this form, here - I'll fill it in, and come back
to you .. because I think we've got to have a second go at this..

S'ee - um .. Yeah

S'er I can fill the form in .. but in terms of finding out what can
help .. what will happen to you .. we can set up various things
that .. and determine .. which of the paths we examine .. we
don't have to make any decision just yet .. alright?

S'ee Yeah

S'er .. in other words, the alternative will be explored and various
ones will be presented to you .. and you will be the one to
decide ..

S'ee .. Yeah ..

S'er .. I was getting a little worried last year, because you only
had one line - I'll be honest .. you were doing it very well -
but you've done that, now .. right?

S'ee um

S'er so .. in terms of being a member of the team .. over the
next three years .. I can see you as a member of that team .. a
flexible team - member .. the type of work .. I don't know
.. possibly some plant .. some (experimental) some (technique) ..

S'ee um

S'er - one thing you have to do .. is keep interested .. but you are
interested, (name)

S'ee - Yeah .. Yeah

S'er um .. finish up on this note of where I think you can improve
.. in communication .. you've got to be stronger in communication
.. we'll try and get you a chance to make a presentation ..
on how .. you think the work's going .. right?

S'ee um

S'er - in the meantime, you're responding to (colleague)
in the longer term, probably (colleague) .. but don't be
frightened to go and talk to people about the work ..
CASE STUDY FOUR

This assessment was by a Senior Research Scientist of a Junior Research Scientist.

The problem areas, as regards the introduction of personally relevant material by the supervisee, was concerned, from the pre-assessment interview were performance review (e.g. Case Four (a) "we'll talk over last year's work) and career development (e.g. Case Four (a) "I've put something down about ... further education"). The level of supervisee self-exploration in the work situation thus could be rated as high.

As regards the level of conditions offered to this particular supervisee, these were generally high - as indicated in Case Four (b) Supervisee concerns were included from the start (e.g. "Yes, this is mostly what I want to talk about, I think") and the eventual outcome of the discussion provided satisfactory solutions to the relative problems for both parties (see Case Four (c)).

Again, both parties were quite satisfied at the outcome of the interview. The supervisor, in this case, requested some informal feedback on how he had managed the interview.

I what .. what are you .. expecting to happen, with (supervisor)

S uhm .. well, we'll talk over last year's work .. where, the where the group, as a whole, could have done better .. where we did quite well .. where I could have done better .. I'll point out to him where he could have done better, occasionally!

I You what!

S - if I get the chance, yeah ..

I do you think he will offer you the chance?

S Yes .. I think he will, yes .. if he doesn't .. I propose to tell him anyway ..

I Yeah

S .. I guess I've got - now - my future to think about .. now that I've finally finished Tech .. I haven't thought much about it till I finished Tech -

I - very wise -

S - cross one bridge at a time ..

I Yeah ..
S and .. well, I guess I've got a few years left here .. if I wanted to stay .. and, then .. then I should have plenty of time to start thinking about .. what next ..

I So you'll bring this up

S well .. If I don't, (supervisor) will .. I've put something down about .. further education

Case Your (b)

I O.K. ... ... have you had any ideas on how we might play this interview? ... any ideas on format ...

S um .. well, after reading this .. you know, it's .. I wouldn't say that I'm very pleased with it ...

I .. Yeah ..

S .. There doesn't seem to be much we can talk about rather like last year .. I'd like to talk about the work .. but that isn't what we're here for is it ..

I um .. I don't know .. we can talk about last year's work - if you want to .. in your case .. it might be a bit hard to talk about the actual work content of it .. unless you wanted to go into it .. in some detail .. um .. I think we ought to set out some sort of agenda ..

S um

I - so we can check up as we go through .. you know .. see if we're on course ..

S - Yeah .. Yeah
I  uhm .. what I thought of doing was have something under
  headings like .. performance .. potential ..

S  -Yeah-

I  .. and future .. both short term and long term

S  - Yeah .. this is mostly what I want to talk about, I think

I  - uh-hum .. uhm .. now I don't mind which order we talk about
  these, really .. I just thought it might have been logical,
  like last year, to talk about them .. the present .. and the
  future

S  Yes .. Yes ..

I  .. So that's future .. short term .. longer term ... training,
  which may well be tied in with the future ..

S  - Yeah

S  .. And .. anything you like to talk about regarding our relationship

S  Yeah ..

I  - you know - uhm .. in other words .. a bit of assessment in
  reverse, if you like, .. because an opportunity for that, I
  think, should be given in these .. uhm .. I don't know really
  what we'd call that .. let's just call it 'ourselves'!

S  Yeah!

I  And that will at least give us some sort of scheme to stick
  to .. I suppose the best place to start as regards performance
  .. is these forms ..

S  uh huh

I  uhm .. now are there any points you want to bring up ..
  concerning what I've said about your performance in the
  present job? ..

S  .. uhm .. well, I'm very please with what you've said .. I'm
  glad to see that the weakness you pointed out .. last year ..
  has been remedied ..

I  uh huh .. Yes .. uhm =

S  - I guess this is just through a feeling of greater confidence
  .. greater experience

I  - Yeah -

S  it takes a long time to get accustomed to opening your mouth
  a lot .. I mean .. from when you're a lab assistant
S'er: I think I've got most of the key points down, here… under performance, the need for you to take on a bit more responsibility from me… seek ways of doing that… and we've mentioned patents… and reports… my – not planning two much detail… our need for – in terms of planning and review – although I see you and (colleague) informally, we could have a full work group meeting prior to (name) visits at frequent intervals.

S'ee: Yeah, yeah.

S'er: – Yes, and the comments we made about originality… your general knowledge of the job area… and what you can do… about those… in terms of my feeding you data… and requesting summaries of it…

S'ee: Yeah.

S'er: … uh… we've outlined the possibilities for the future… you've outlined your… possible desire… for plant manager job in the future… and –

S'ee: uh… yeah – that's just – one idea I fancy… there are other jobs about… that I know nothing about at the moment.

S'er: … Yes, alright… so there's a need for me to provide you with some information… about other job possibilities… and I can do this initially… through the CURV booklet that I've got –

S'ee: Yeah –

S'er: – which talk about the different functions – open to graduate staff… in the company.

S'ee: Yeah… yeah.

S'er: … the short term future – (project) – yes, you'll stay with it… when that's finished, you're quite happy to look at a broader spectrum of work…

S'ee: Yeah –

S'er: – within the group… we don't see any problem in the next 3 years in the group; but you've got to perform… well… and you've got to seek these opportunities… for Haslam 10… which may involve a move from the group.

S'ee: Yeah…

S'er: … and we're talking about Haslam 11 in six years as a minimum.
S'ee  uhm

S'er  ... uhm .. this then seems a reasonable course of action to
     you ... you then mentioned chemical engineering ... and we
     agreed the need to get some data on the open university
     particularly on that -

S'ee  - Yeah -

S'er  - and we say that as a better possibility than Bio-chemistry -

S'ee  - Yeah -

S'er  - at the moment ... Er ... and so that is the main action under
     training ... and that more or less summarizes the interview ...
     as I can see it ... I will go away and write this up ... and
     present the document to you ... for your comments

S'ee  Yeah .. O.K.

CASE STUDY FIVE

This assessment was by a Group Head of a Senior Research
Scientist.

The initial level of supervisee self-exploration in the pre-
assessment interview, in this case, was fairly low between levels two
and three. The exploration that is achieved is articulate (see
Case Five (a)), but it is generally mechanical or with little
voluntary attempt to explore issues. However, as Case Five (a)
suggests, this level of self-exploration may be due primarily to
contextual variables rather than researcher or supervisee variables.

The level of supervisor offered conditions tended to match these
low levels of supervisee exploration. For example, in Case Five (b)
"Yes .. but .. you want me to do something about these other things
.. don't you" was stated in an evasive tone of voice. Eventually,
the supervisor tries to confront the supervisee regarding the low
level of self-exploration - in Case Five (b) "I mean - this is a
statement", however, the communication is not very effective in
confronting the supervisee with his responsibility to manage the problem
himself.

Faced with what this supervisor regarded as a difficult
communication problem, the supervisor does attend to one particular
problem area with considerable attention, and action - if not facilitative
dimensions of behaviour, (see Case Five (c)), although he does pause
occasionallly to allow the supervisee an occasional - "Yes". As it happens, the supervisee, in this case, was satisfied that this met some of his prime needs ("now I see my horizons expanding again"). In this area of problem expression, the supervisee is fully and actively focusing upon himself.

When the researcher sought out the comments of either party subsequent to the assessment interview they were evasive and brief. Some problems had not been resolved satisfactorily for either party, but some had.

Case Five (a)

I What are you expecting to happen in this assessment?

S Nothing - the same as happened in last year's assessment.

I Is that as you'd like it?

S No really. I've got very little faith in the assessment system as a whole, to be quite honest. I can't really see what it achieves. A lot of the things that one puts down are never acted upon. Uhm... when all comes to all, I think its left to the individual an awful lot, as to what you actually want to do - as far as forward career planning - I don't think there's any mechanism, although they have started producing a vocational guidance system, I don't know a great deal about it. So I think that its a system where you have got to help yourself.

To be quite honest, managers who give you your assessments, they have got their own jobs to do, and I don't suppose they have got time to look after 14 or 15 T.O.'d career prospects, over the next few years. They just can't do it. So there's bound to be a lot of responsibility to get things off your chest - have a gripe. A manager who was worth his salt would never let it get that far. He would see things cropping up - as they came along, and solve them then and there, rather than waiting for a once a year blow-out! ... It solves some of the
problems I suppose ...

I  How would you change if you had the opportunity.

S  Well, first of all, I would have to ask do you need an assessment and once you have answered that question yes or no then you can go - have to find how you are going to do it, it depends. I find my own views are that some sort of assessment in order to clear out deadwood - whom, but I find, that most of the people, I know, are willing to work hard. And not everyone is given credit for some of the work they do. So, even the ideal assessment system, unless you have someone who is very technically competent, you may never be able to realize someone's capabilities, because Fred Smith down the corridor spent a year doing some brilliant research, but his project didn't quite make it. I think sometimes he is still thought upon as a failure. He didn't get the project to go. You're not talking about the chemistry any more, you're talking about the nature. It's no good waving a cross over a reaction flack cos it doesn't go, because it doesn't work, I'll tell you.

I  So, given there's a need for some form of feedback.

S  I would have a continuous system. It depends. It depends on the relationship between the manager and his ... the people underneath him, I think. I regard it as a continuing system, where you have a frank and open relationship with your manager, so that things which are problems can be discussed there and then. As to career guidance, which is a problem in this place, I would have that done separately by somebody else, with help and recommendations jointly put forward by the manager and supervisor. But as for getting things off your chest lads, once a year ...

I  Do you think you've got this sort of relationship with your present manager?

S  - a frank?

I  - and open -

S  - So, I don't think anyone can, reasonably frank, yes, you learn when you tell (x) something and when not to tell him. Play him 'cannily' as my wife says.

I  - as your wife says?

S  Yes, my wife - canny is a North-east word -

I  Yes - Yes, the sort of word a woman knows well about.

S  - Yes, probably a good way of handling a woman's problems.
I hah! .. Would you tell him you feel you are being exploited.

S .. if I felt that I was really being exploited, I think I would .. it's very difficult .. when you are organising a research department, it's very difficult to get new ideas, and get new areas of research going - without exploiting somebody .. it's very difficult for one person to think up an idea which involves bringing in information from all different angles - different fields, that are going without exploiting somebody .. I've got to go to a polymer chemist - pinch his ideas, and put them all together .. you just can't. No one man has got the technical capabilities to run a project through different boundaries - through different subjects .. so - exploitation is bound to occur.

But when it becomes 'blatant' exploitation, then I think it's a bit..

Case Five (b)

I So .. there are supervisors comments on your performance ..
creative chemist able to work in a variety of fields ..
including (chemistry) .. I agree with your self-assessment ..
you have achieved a considerable amount in the previous year ..
and have a natural ability as a research worker .. enthusiastic ..
always after something different .. I'll give you an 'A' ..
rating .. what you'll have to do now .. is to go through some of
these things .. because .. in your .. your self-assessment ..
you've taken the opportunity to say .. many more things than
your colleagues have .. umm .. umm .. we're very pleased with
some of the nice things you've said .. but let's not spend too
much time on that ..

S .. that's important

I Yes .. but .. you want me to do something about these other
things don't you

S Yes

I .. You would like to go to more conferences .. I think that's
something we can arrange .. I'm a bit surprised that I've
stopped you going to a conference

S You did one -
"I'm not satisfied with the training" .. "I could do with some development of extra skills" well we can deal with that .. I'll deal with that in a moment .. "I find myself becoming more sceptical about the abilities of mid-management in the research departments throughout ICO" .. phew .. sympathy - you know .. come cry on my shoulder .. but .. what are we going to do about it

S Yes - yes ..

I I mean - this is a statement ..

S I find it certainly affects the way I have to try and put things over -

I - where is this .. can you give examples?
Case Five (c)

S'ee .. it sounds very .. exciting ..

S'er - I've got £20,000 to spend on that .. and I really want you to make a start .. in the autumn ..

S'ee ... now I see my horizon's expanding, again ..

S'er - Now, we have a commitment to do something here .. - now, this is a real number one job, in my opinion .. because it would break ground in (chemistry) in a way .. shew .. - now, this is a job and a half .. - now if you want a target .. that would excite .. now this something that is out of all proportion to anything .. that we're doing at the moment .. now, a lot of people think -"oh, it's just being high follying" again .. trying to confuse us - getting us worked! - hah!

S'ee hah! = yes ..

S'er - and they're probably right! .. now it may still be an unsound area .. now, you're an (area) chemist .. you know about (chemistry) .. you know about (chemical technique) .. you've worked in this area .. you're probably all set to do this .. and that's what I really have in mind for you ..
CASE STUDY SIX

This assessment was conducted by a Group Head of a Senior Research Scientist.

The initial level of supervisee self-exploration achieved in the pre-assessment interview could be rated generally at level 4 (see Case Six (a)). The subject introduces personally relevant material, with some evidence of emotional proximity. The problem areas that were of concern this subject concerned performance appraisal ("it's always useful to have confirmation that one's on the right lines") and career development ("I ought to be leaving").

The initial levels of conditions offered by the supervisor were highly facilitative (Case Six (b)). However, these levels were difficult for the supervisor to maintain as the assessment progressed, (Case Six (c)). The supervisor, in this case, was unable to help the supervisee resolve a problem of performance appraisal, and the eventual outcome of this assessment interview was to undertake the interview again at a later occasion. The level of self-exploration in this problem area by the supervisee maintained a high level "I'm pretty much on the defensive" in Case Six (c) which, in fact, helped to highlight the real issue underlying the conflict "some guy is going to look at this and think I'm a clown". With this disclosure, the supervisor was able to offer some action oriented dimensions of behaviour that helped to resolve the issue.

Both parties later expressed to the researcher their agreement to continue the discussion. Eventually, an informal post assessment discussion was held between supervisee and researcher, informally, and generally around the problem area of career development.
Case Six (a)

I ... what are you expecting from the assessment? ... (with group head).

S ... umm ... well, I hmn ... well ... what am I expecting, yes ... you mean what am I expecting to get out of it, or ... what am I expecting him to say about my performance?

I ... can you say both?

S ... euh ... well ... I expect him to say it's been a reasonable performance ... I don't expect anything special ... on either side ... if my performance had been especially bad, I don't expect I'd be telling you ... er ... what am I expecting to get out of it ... well, er ... a commitment to helping me find a job ... within the next 6 months ... I feel that there's ... a slight double pull here ... because ... starting a new project, as I am, and in which I do actually have some faith in ... I'm a bit loathe to leave it ... so near the beginning ... but ... er ... I've made up my mind to go, I think ... so ... I'm hoping to persuade him that I ought to be leaving, too ... umm ... I always find - so far, anyway - that assessments tend to be a bit of a morale booster ... I'm not particularly hot on self-confidence ... er ... this time of year I'm usually especially low ... you come back from holiday, and think, christ - am I doing anything, really ... so one hopes that ... he's going to feel I've done a reasonable job ... do you get my meaning? It's always useful to have confirmation that one's on the right lines.

I Yeah.

S ... I ... would hope that he would pinpoint places where he thought my performance was weak ... I haven't found assessments too good, actually for that ... the group head's view - well, he actually doesn't see that much of you ... the first criticism ... that I got back ... was ... in my ... second assessment ... I was told I was inflexible ... I think I grumbled at the closing of the (project) my attitude being - bloody hell, what makes it less worth doing now than it was three or four years ago when you'd started the project ... I was a bit annoyed that I'd wasted 18 months ... I suppose that was a bit immature though ...

I why.

S ... well, there was no way of telling that it was worth doing or not ... it was worth doing, but not to be carried on as long as we did ...
Case Six (b)

S'ee have you got some more tapes just in case!!

S'ee Yes!!

S'ee o.k., well, let's start by deciding what we want to talk about. What's major and minor issues

S'ee Yeah.

S'ee What sort of things have popped up out of your system??

S'ee Well, thinking about it beforehand, I didn't think it was going to be very much, but, having read your think, I've sort of summed up quite a lot, the miniature things are well, the grading. I'm very disappointed with that. Apart from that, the major problem is leaving. You know, when should I leave? When is about the only thing to discuss, really, because I've made most of the other decisions.

S'ee Yeah, yeah.

S'ee That's it, that's all I've got under the major headings.

S'ee Was there anything in the training area?

S'ee No, I don't think so. Umm, I've thought about this and I thought there wasn't anything that I could justify in the training area, if I was considering leaving within say, the next 18 months.

S'ee The comments. I've got down one was three topics in a year, and what, what effect that has on performance. One was your odd comment about, about scribe and coordinator, which you know, I -

S'ee About the R.E.M. -

S'ee Yes. I thought you'd under-rated your value. Sort of thing, and I related that to comments about your self-confidence that I was saying there.

S'ee Umm.

S'ee You know, it jumped out of the page and hit me, your comment about scribe and coordinator as though it was a menial task. You did.

S'ee Yeah.

S'ee A comment about what future was there coming out of your self-assessment, which appeared to be a very major item.
S'ee - Yes ..

S'er .. and .. there are a couple of comments .. I've made ..
about self confidence .. and potential ..

S'ee um ..

S'er interpersonal skills .. where does that arise from. Well,
we'll come back to that .. alright .. so we've got various
items there .. do you want to take the past year first ..
and we'll get round to the other things later?

S'ee um .. yes

S'er - get that out of the way, first.

---

Case Six (c)

S'er .. we've not in any way tried to - .. we've got so bogged down
in arguing about last year .. we've not asked ourselves the
question - whatever you're rating this year .. what could
modify it .. next year

S'ee Yes .. yes .. well, .. I've got other questions on that but ..
perhaps we'd better have another session .. on that ..

S'er .. I don't know how far we need another session .. would we
need another session if I agreed with you? or .. if I stuck to
my guns ..

S'ee well .. well, if you have any definite thoughts on areas for -
or are capable of improvement ..then I'd like to know .. or ..
but my feeling is that .. at the moment .. I'm pretty much on
the defensive about this rating .. and I'm liable to counter
everything .. you say - with - I think I've done alright, there
.. just to defend my position

S'er um .. well, it would appear that the sensible thing for me to
do then is to .. rethink this .. and .. I don't know whether I
should talk about it again .. um .. which way would you like
it? ..
S'ee ... I don't know ... I'm genuinely worried about this ... I've got a feeling in the back of my mind that I'll be going for a job soon and some guy is going to look at this and think I'm a clown ... or something.

S'er No ... don't worry about that ... they wouldn't see this

S'ee wouldn't they?

S'er No ... the only thing seen outside is ... a rolled up summary

S'ee aah ... I didn't realise that ... umm ... well ... I don't think we need to write anything down ... let's talk about it ...

S'er I think the best way ... is probably ... to have another talk about last year ... that's the best way to do it.

S'ee O.K.

CASE STUDY SEVEN

This assessment was by a Senior Research Scientist (Project Leader) of a Junior Research Scientist. This assessment interview supplemented the initial performance appraisal by the immediate supervisor in the work situation.

The initial level of supervisee self-exploration achieved in the pre-assessment interview could be rated at between level 3 and 4. The subject introduces personally relevant material, with some evidence of emotional proximity, but with some difficulty in articulation, and effective exploration (see Case Seven (a)).

With this individual, the supervisor is able to offer high levels of conditions from the start of the assessment interview (see Case Seven (b)); for example "what points don't you understand, then" and "how do you feel we can help you".

Eventually, in Case Seven (c), these conditions are continued, e.g. "I should think (colleague's) job is an interesting job" although the level of specificity in the supervisor offered conditions may not be tested as far as the supervisee could manage, or benefit from. However, these high levels of conditions are continued into areas of career development, in an attempt to integrate the individual supervisee's particular life interests and goals with the development of future work plans.

Both parties expressed their satisfaction at the outcome of this assessment.
Case Seven (a)

I .. what are you expecting from the assessment?

S .. um .. I suppose .. to find if .. my box agrees .. with ..
well, I have to write an assessment of myself, and I hope that
the .. my idea of the work I've done agrees with his idea of
the work .. you know - performed .. or .. well .. I would ..
sort of - clarify what my future position is, because this year
is more important to me than other years, really .. because
I'm on my maximum .. so that .. it's quite important to find
out where I do go from here .. because if the job goes .. or
if the job doesn't go .. you know ..

Case Seven (b)

Ser - Assessment ... I've been through .. what you've written ..
I'm quite pleased with what you've written actually! it
was quite good .. it started getting a bit heavy, towards the
end .. this bit, here .. where -

See - I devoured it a bit

Ser devoured! .. Yes

See well .. I though .. while I've got the paper .. I might ..
as well write .. throw it all in ..

Ser Yeah ... ... well, let's review last year .. since you joined
the reason we got you in was that you were good with semi-
tech work .. you know .. previous experience .. and, you know,
I've always thought of you as a good, and careful, analytical
worker .. you've had a good year .. and .. you've done everything
you've been asked to do .. and, you've .. made progress .. so
... in terms of reviewing your performance .. we should review
in terms of .. past achievements .. and where we go from here ..
past achievements .. you've acquired new skills - without any
problems .. the one and you've been reasonably responsive ..
you've put yourself out - and you've got L.S.D. for it ... well
.. let's go through (supervisor's) comments ... um .. he's of
the same opinion I am .. "the works been of a hard and sustained
nature" ... "performance away has been good" .. from your last
assessment, I can't understand why it was so bad in certain areas. (Your Group Head) gave "comprehensive knowledge of (polyolefine) technology"...

See: Yeah... I think I've put that down myself.

Ser: Yes... you've put that down yourself... how do you feel?

See: Well... you know... obviously, with the work pressure, I just pick it up as I go along...

Ser: "uh huh"...

See: ... you know... unlike (supervisor) who's been at it 3 or 4 years, and... you know... I can pick up the process side of it... but the actual... polymer-technology...

Ser: What points don't you understand, then?...

See: It's not that I don't understand... it's all the... or... catalyst support work and... or... you see, that's new to me.

Ser: Is it.

See: And... er... these are things I just have to... er...

Ser: Well, how do you feel we can help you?
Case Study Seven (c)

Ser  I should think (colleague's) job is an interesting job

See  oh - yeah .. I'd prefer a job a little bit like (colleague's)
     where you've got .. to be on your toes, a little bit .. know
     the job inside out .. rather than -

Ser  - pressing buttons -

See  Yeah

Ser  .. well, that's reasonable, yeah .. so .. let's generalise a
     bit .. I mean, in terms of life .. what do you do outside of
     work .. what do you want of life, you know ..

See  - outside of work

Ser  uhm ..

See  ... well .. I want a good standard of living .. I've got quite
     a fairly good standard, now ..

Ser  - Yeah -

See  I like to - you know - I'd like to have a bit more time in the
     future .. I don't mind working now, because I'm working to set
     myself up, you know ..

Ser  - Yeah -

See  .. once I've set myself up over the next two or three years -

Ser  - you'll ease back

See  I'll ease back, yeah ..

Ser  Yeah

See  I think everyone's got to go fairly steadily - I mean, if they
     want anything, they've got to go for it ..

Ser  - Yeah ..

See  .. that's fair enough with me .. I think another three or four
     years should bring .. ease back a bit .. and getting a family

Ser  yeah .. family life's the - sort of - goal ..

See  uhm ..

Ser  ... have you got any interests, but you haven't developed them yet?

See  Not really .. er .. I used to be very sporty .. I like to play
     a bit of golf .. which I manage to do three or four times a week ..
Ser - you'd like to do a bit more of that?

See - I'd like to play a lot more .. yeah ..

Ser .. yeah .. well .. what I'm trying to get is a picture of what you want .. to make sure that the picture I've got, of what you want .. you've got to have some ideas of what somebody wants when you're planning

See - Yeah

Ser .. well .. I've got a reasonable idea ..

CASE STUDY EIGHT

This assessment was by a Senior Research Scientist (Project Leader) of a Junior Research Scientist. This assessment interview supplemented the initial performance appraisal by the immediate supervisor in the work situation.

The initial level of supervisee self exploration achieved in the pre assessment interview could be rated at between level 3 and 4. Personally relevant material was introduced, and with some emotional proximity such that relationships were in some danger of deterioration unless the supervisee received what he considered to be suitable supervisor behaviour in the situation (see Case Eight (a)).

The conditions offered by the supervisor, initially in the assessment interview were strongly oriented towards concreteness. The facilitative conditions offered were not high (see Case Eight (b)). Towards the conclusion of the assessment interview this pattern was continued. From the tone of voice, as well as the limited supervisee self-exploration (limited to successive "yes's" in Case Eight (c)), it was doubtful whether the issues that the supervisee would explore had been explored. Thus it was doubtful whether behaviour in the particular problem area would change either. Indeed, subsequent to the assessment interview, the supervisee gave an apathetic response of "don't care" about the situation. The supervisor may have been accurate in his own understanding of the need for the supervisee to change his behaviour, but this had not been communicated to the supervisee very effectively. The supervisor was satisfied with the outcome as shown in Case Eight (c).
Case Eight (a)

I .. what are you looking for from the assessment .. that's coming up? .. any ideas? .. have you thought about it beforehand?

S .. in terms of what? .. in terms of what sort of assessment, or ..

I .. yes ..

S .. it will be pretty much the same as last year, I think ..

I .. and what happened last year?

S .. oh .. quite a satisfactory assessment, I suppose .. I think the idea of assessments is wrong really .. management should already know you well enough without you having to tell them about .. yourself .. they should already know ..

I .. do you think somebody can know you well enough .. to make vital decisions about how .. you

S -well, you see .. the chappie directly above you should know you fairly well ..

I because .. he's got to work with you

S em .. and .. the results all go back to him ..

I and you should be judged on your results?

S - partly .. it depends on the difficulty of your work ..

I Yeah .. Yeah .. Yeah ..

S .. Really, I object to [supervisor's supervisor] doing my assessment because he's had very little contact with me .. in the last 12 months

I Yeah .. Yeah

S I know what he'll say this year .. the same as he said last year .. you know .. when .. you know, there's one column for weakness on the assessment

I - Yeah -

S - well .. he'll say - one "you can't communicate with people" .. and two - "your written work is weak" .. I know very well he hasn't seen any of my written work in the last 12 months .. and I intend to say so to him!

I hah!

S - he said that the last year .. and the year before that ..

I hah! .. would you tell him that
S I'll tell him this year, because I know definitely he hasn't seen any of my written work ... since he told me that I had difficulty communicating with people, I've taken notes ... and I don't really have any difficulty talking to people ...

I what do you think it means, then

S ... the only time I have difficulty communicating is when people don't listen ... he wanted to send me off on some training course, or something

I so you're not prepared to hammer people over the head ... with a message that you're trying to ... get through to them

S ... um, yes ... that's right

R when you want to stop it - just press that - O.K.?

Ser ok so it's going now

R Yes

Ser OK ... ... Right (christian name) ... well, you ... you've gone through this exercise before ...

See - yeah -

Ser - so you know ... some of the rules of the game ... whether you know all of them, I don't know ... just to put you in the picture about all these sheets of paper ... umm ... besides from these two which you've seen ... there's a section on career development ... umm ... which is necessary ... we can make certain recommendations about ...

See O.K.

Ser - depending whether you feel certain aspects of your job require further development ... and ... umm ... a section on ... describing the session today -

See - Yeah -
Ser  - summarising what you've written .. and what .. (supervisor) written .. and there's a front sheet .. which summarises .. the whole exercise .. OK?

See  - Yeah -

Ser  So .. probably the first thing we should do is discuss what (supervisor) has written .. and what you've written .. um .. about your .. essentially your performance since you came back from college last year .. well, first of all, have you seen (supervisor's) written copy? ..

See  No

Ser  well, here ... ... have you any comments on - that assessment?

See  .. I would have said it's pretty fair ...

Ser  ... how do your like working for (supervisor) ..

See  .. well, he's a good person to work for .. a very easy person to work for ..

Ser  this is the first time you've worked for him, isn't it

See  No .. I did a 12 months spell with him before I went to college -

Ser  - on the same type of work?

See  on (chemistry)

Ser  um .. so you've been doing the (chemistry) work for a year .. right?

See  Yeah

Ser  before that you worked on (other chemistry)

See  Yes

Ser  I just wondered if you can remember how many years you've spent on (chemistry) compared with how many years you've spent on (other chemistry)

See  .. the first year I spent in (chemistry) lab ...

Ser  .. The second six months I spent doing (chemistry)

Ser  Yeah .. you spent some time with me

See  Yes .. when I came back - after - college - I seemed - I didn't seem to do much at all for a couple of months .. just odd jobs here and there ..

Ser  Yeah
Case Eight (c)

S'ee "... Yeah, the other thing we haven't covered is this bit which almost got hidden by (supervisor). "Pleasant to work with... makes a good team member... projection of his ability would benefit if he was a little more aggressive."

S'ee "uhm..."

S'er "What have you got to say about that?"

S'ee "I think that's true... as well..."

S'er "Do you go rushing about the lab saying - 'I've made this, I've made that'?"

S'ee "No... It seems pointless to put forward... ideas... 'cos nobody listens... They take no notice - forget all about it... you know - about your ideas, to make sure they'll listen"

S'er "Yeah - you've probably got a lot to contribute, you seem but... or... if you stay quiet... you don't really do justice to yourself..."

S'ee "uhm... yeah..."
S'er you see .. you know quite a lot about (chemistry) .. you think what you're doing .. you work hard .. O.K. .. and -
er - there's probably a lot to be gained .. in your term .. if you do talk more about what you're doing

S'ee ... yeah ...

S'er you know - don't be afraid to say something even if you do feel it may be a bit ridiculous ... it might spark off an idea in somebody else ...

S'ee ... um

S'ee So, I think if you could be a bit more outward looking .. this would help a lot

S'ee um .. yeah ...

CASE STUDY NINE

This assessment was by a Senior Research Scientist (Project Leader) of a Junior Research Scientist. This assessment interview supplemented the initial performance appraisal by the immediate supervisor in the work situation.

The initial level of supervisee self-exploration achieved in the pre-assessment interview could be rated at between level 2 and 3. In this case, too, the supervisee is reluctant to introduce personally relevant material, although, eventually, in Case Nine (a), some is introduced - "now I've settled with education .. trying to think of a career." However, as the supervisee suggests, he does not see the assessment interview as potentially helpful - "I can't think of any that have been .. helpful .. at all".

The level of conditions offered by the supervisor was low. The procedure required by the system was put forward with little attempt to facilitate supervisee self-exploration (Case Nine (b)). Indeed, the supervisor discovers something on this occasion that could have beneficially been acted upon beforehand, "would you have preferred to have had a study topic".

Towards the conclusion of the assessment interview, this pattern of low facilitative conditions continues - e.g. Case Nine (c). The issue of the individual's future is mentioned, introduced by the
supervisor, and similarly dealt with by the supervisor "I know you haven't thought too much about this", and another topic is immediately introduced. Eventually, supervisee exploration seems to be totally undermined - in Case Nine (c) - "Dr .. I don't know .. of anything, really .... can't think of anything .." and the last statement is made with a very glum tone of voice, although the words politely conform to maintaining the supervisor's conclusion.

The supervisor was satisfied with this interview. The supervisee mentioned that he thought that it had gone "as he'd expected".

**Case Nine (a)**

I ...

.. what are you expecting from the assessment? ...

.. what are you expecting to .. or .. happen?

S ...

.. very little, really .. I don't know .. there doesn't seem to be much point in it .. much come from it .. perhaps .. er ...

.. well, you know now you're going throughout the year, really .. you know that .. you've done reasonable .. that I've done reasonable, because .. someone has .. told you so .. you don't wait for the full year .. basically, all I find that it discusses is .. what you have done for the full year, and you've already discussed it throughout the year .. so, I find there's no use in discussing it in this - set period - again

I ...

.. uh-huh .. so you'd do away with it?

S ...

virtually yes .. I mean .. I'm sure my supervisors could write the report without having the int - er - the assessment ..

I ...

Yeah .. Yeah .. and this has been the same with all .. past assessments ..

S ...

Yes .. Yes .. I can't think of any .. that have been .. helpful .. at all .. or .. earlier on .. I don't suppose it mattered .. really .. whether you got a good one .. or a bad one .. I suppose it does, now .. being .. semi qualified, anyway .. I don't know .. It might change, now I've settled with education .. trying
to think of a career ... rather than trying to think of exams
.. and such like ..

Case Nine (b)

Ser .. Right ... Right, well, the ... the procedures a bit
different from last year .. I don't know whether you know?

See I didn't know much about it last year .. I'd only been here
about three weeks ..

Ser I see .. who did your assessment last year?

See (name)

Ser did he? .. I see ..

See As I say .. I don't think I wrote one of those things last year ..

Ser oh .. OK .. well .. this year, you've written the usual self-
evaluation

See Yup

Ser and (immediate supervisor) has written the usual .. um ..
supervisors assessment ..

See Yeah
Ser now .. there's also the .. 'description of the interview'
which we've had in previous years

See - Yes -

Ser where I write something down while we're talking ..

See Yeah

Ser there are some recommendations which have got to be discussed
with staff department if you feel you want anything in the way
of career development ..

See - Yeah

Ser O.K.

See and there's a summary sheet .. on the front .. or .. which
summarises everything that's been discussed .. that includes
your .. grading .. any career development .. any salary revision
.. etc. etc.

See Yeah

Ser So the important things, really, are to discuss how you feel
you've performed this year .. to discuss what your supervisor
says about your performance .. OK ..

See Yeah

Ser .. to point out .. strengths and weaknesses .. and whether we
agree on strength and weaknesses .. OK ..

See Yeah ..

Ser .. if you've got strengths .. well, hopefully, you'll be able
to use these .. in your present job .. if you've got weaknesses
.. then we'll try and do something to improve the situation

See Yup ..

Ser .. alright?

See Yes ..

Ser .. Now .. I can't remember the exact timetable of things ..,
Have you read this, at all? because I got it before you went
off sick ..

See - I've read one - yeah .. that looks like it .. yeah ..

Ser .. have you got any comments on what (immediate supervisor) has
put down? .. about your performance .. over the past year ..

See .. No .. I find this .. about right ..
Ser  well .. let's take the first sentence first .. 'you've worked in a variety of areas .. now, this is something you've put in your self assessment .. you feel -

See  -yes -

Ser  - you've worked -

See  - in too many areas .. it's just .. as you get into the swing of one thing .. it changes .. then it takes a while to get going, you know

Ser  Yeah - Yeah

See  - then you're stopped again -

Ser  Yeah ..

See  .. Still .. it's a bit of interest .. sort of thing

Ser  .. Yeah .. would you have preferred .. since you've obviously only been here four days a week because of O.N.I.C. .. would you have preferred then to have had a study topic .. throughout the year .. rather than chopping and changing ..

See  a more steady topic

Ser  yes .. yes
S'erp O.K. .. well .. apart from what we've said .. there's not much we can say about your performance - for the past year .. you know .. I think, probably, if you'd been here .. on a 5 day week .. without the problems of exams .. health .. and switching topics .. then .. from what (supervisor) has said, I assume that he would have given you a 'B' ..

See   -   umm

S'erp  - because the pointers are all in your favour

S'erp  Yeah .. yeah

S'erp  .. Now .. I'll put this down, obviously .. now .. the other questions which we ought to discuss are .. how you see your future - I know you haven't thought too much about this .. whether there's anything we can try do do during the next year to try and improve your performance ..

S'erp  umm

S'erp  do you have much practice in report writing .. that's one suggestion ..

S'erp  .. No .. I haven't .. I have written some draft reports for (supervisor) .. he has been pretty keen on that

S'erp  oh .. I see ..

S'erp  So

S'erp  what other things would you like to have a go at which you haven't done - to date

S'erp  Er ... I don't know of anything, really ... can't think of anything ...

S'erp  are we in the position then of saying it's a year of consolidation .. that, um .. you've got some basic knowledge of (chemistry), (techniques), (chemistry) - not done a lot in them - just dabbled - really .. but, at the same time, what you're going to be doing next year is probably going to be relevant.

See  Yeah

S'erp  - to these areas .. therefore, now, you have accumulated the background knowledge you should be able to perform quite well ..

See  Yes .. I hope .. to have a .. good year .. yeah.
CASE STUDY TEN

This assessment was by a Group Head of a Senior Research Scientist.

The initial level of supervisee self-exploration achieved in the pre-assessment interview was high, it could be rated between level three to five. Exploration was greater in some areas than others. As regards the problem area of his career development, the individual is fully and actively focusing upon himself and his work (see Case Ten (a)). However, with other problem areas, the exploration is not so great, e.g. "we have a hell of a lot of conflict...too much, in fact".

As regards the initial conditions offered by the supervisor in the assessment interview, there is some minimal attempt at facilitation (e.g. Case Ten - (b)) - "you should feed back to me any information you think is relevant", but most of the emphasis is on more action oriented dimensions. Although the accuracy, or the relevance of the dimensions offered may not be relevant, and may be a response to the supervisee's attempt at confrontation "you're a bit like a paper division".

Eventually, towards the conclusion of the assessment interview, the supervisee is exploring more effectively the area of career development, and the conditions of behaviour offered by the supervisor are much more facilitative (Case Ten (c)) although the supervisor does not seem able to offer the conditions to help the individual with his concern about uncertainty, "the uncertainty is always there".

The supervisor, in this case expressed satisfaction with the outcome of the assessment interview. The supervisee, however, continued an informal discussion with the researcher on the general topic of career development.
Case Ten (a)

I  What do you look for from assessment?

S  mmm! um I'm I've that's complex that!

I  bah!

S  I think that's the hardest thing of all I'm not really sure what I want out of my assessment!

I  bah!

S  - well I'm not really sure what I want out of life um I used my ideas change every year um my life goals change every year um I thought I wanted er a top job I thought I wanted a lot of money, and now I've got more money, I realise that money is not an objective at all.

I  uh-bah...

S  The biggest objective with money in my life is my wife

I  Yeah

S  She provides all the stimulus for money. I could manage perfectly on what I get now the only pressure comes from her you know, she wants the kids to go to private school she wants more clothes she wants a bigger house she wants a bigger car for herself we have two cars all the stimulus comes from her

I  well, what do you want?

S  um I want a better job a bigger job at the moment lets look at say what it really is like doing what I'm doing now it's the best job I've ever had

I  Yeah

S  I like coming in to work on Monday morning

I  Can't be bad!

S  It's interesting each of my day I'm doing different things

I  Yes

S  I don't have any repetitive tasks at all the hardest bit that I've got to drive myself to is writing bring together all the reports write them that's a good discipline for me in fact I have to force myself to stop and clear my thoughts in order to write a good report now even though it takes more time, I've been getting others to write all the reports, and I've done the editing even though it
I've enjoyed finding a new task for myself... and I felt I'd achieved something with the people that I hadn't achieved before.

I: So that's how you're looking for a better job.

S: No... well... what... the job I'm looking for at the moment is supervisor's.

I: Bah!

S: and I tell him this...

I: and what does he say?

S: oh... it varies... sometimes he just sits there and says "You're not getting my bloody job"... we have a reasonable working relationship... which degenerates at times... but it's a lot better than many... we have a hell of a lot of conflict... too much, in fact.

I: Anyway... what are you looking for in your assessment this year...

S: oh... well... my problem is... my big problem at the moment is what my next job is...

I: mm
Case Ten (b)

S'er  .. umm ... well .. I'll read your assessment out now ..
      .. "outstanding work .. potential group manager .. give you
      biggest mark possible" .. I'm going to recommend you be a
      made up to Maxiam 15 .. Now let's .. the - umm .. crunch of
      the matter .. you should feed back to me any information
      you think is relevant to this assessment.

S'ee  .. Now, .. it's nice to have a nice assessment .. but .. when
      we've achieved as much as we have in one year, you're a bit
      like a party division. (name) and that leaves a fair bit of
      sweeping up to do .. Now I'd like to think I could improve
      my team motivation - get the most out of people ..

S'er  .. How do you accomplish that? ..

S'ee  - Not thousands of courses .. different jobs - work .. I'd like
      to help you with training the staff..

S'er  the most important thing is to show clearly what job is .. expected
      of them .. precise understanding of what is important .. what
      the order of importance is .. spell it out -

Case Ten (c)

S'ee  we have .. a pretty continuous dialogue .. and .. and I
      certainly appreciate having a lot of help about - all the
      time - you know

S'er  Yeah

S'ee  being able to come in - an open door -

S'er  - yes

S'ee  but where I do need help - sort of .. and where I look for help
      in an assessment .. is .. how other people see the future ..
      you know, how my own views .. you know, the biggest concern in
      my mind over the future .. is .. you know with the developments
      that have gone on over the past few years .. I got to - sort of -
      I've .. I've developed into the sort of person who now needs ..
      I need more responsibility ..

S'er  Yeah

S'ee  and you wonder where you're going to see it next .. you see a lot
      of people at my level .. devoit .. of responsibility .. and the
      one thing about these last two years .. has been .. they've been
      exciting .. they've given me a lot of freedom .. they've given me
      a lot of pain, also .. and a lot of hard work .. but, on the
      other hand - it's been .. rewarding .. and so .. what comes after
      that ..
... well .. it's very difficult in ICI .. as you know ..

jobs are .. promotion is hard to come by .. and all we really
can do .. is create our own jobs .. we've got to get our
projects through .. we've got to make them go .. and then ..
it's up to people like me to insist that the people who made
it possible get the jobs that go with it .. Now .. one of the
disadvantages about working with (Division) is that they are
setting out to neutralise this .. um .. but in the end, I think
this will work out .. (colleague) got his job .. now .. if we
continue aiguit with (project) .. and (project) .. I think it
is almost certain if it goes well .. that you're going to get
a job .. I don't know where it's going to be .. it may be in
Australia .. but you're going to move .. you can't stay in
one locality .. you may have to go to Europa, in the end .. to
get the job you want .. you have to weigh up .. you know - what
you like doing .. what you obviously enjoy doing; and what you
do very well, indeed .. against .. the inconvenience involved..
I mean .. I would much prefer to be doing this research in
(place) .. and not in this .. grotty northern .. what do you call
it .. bog, I think!!

S'ee perhaps it will look better in November .. but .. it's
not being able to see past four months ..

S'er This is life, I'm afraid .. all you've really got is yourself
in the end .. your own abilities .. your own knowledge .. this
is why you've got to keep yourself .. well-balanced ..
professionally .. I'm telling people .. I'm insisting people
publish papers .. become known .. I mean .. who would have said
2 years ago .. that the profits of Shell would have halved ..
the uncertainty is always there ..

See hah!

S'er - but there isn't ICI down in (place) ... ....

S'ee ... it's the uncertainty that's the main thing

S'er there has never been any certainty (same)
CASE STUDY ELEVEN

This assessment was by a Senior Research Scientist of a Junior Research Scientist.

This initial level of exploration of the supervisee in this case could be rated at level four. The individual is quite actively engaged in inward probing of his experiences although this is not fully demonstrated as being in relation to personally relevant material. Personally relevant material is introduced more hesitantly and vaguely, in Case Eleven (a) "I think.. I'm not altogether too happy with that - because it has a .. sort of .. school exams .. feeling .. about it".

The conditions initially offered by the supervisor are high as the facilitative side he discloses his concern about the effectiveness of the action oriented conditions he can offer - see Case Eleven (b). However, in effect, there is evidence of quite effective discussion of the situation, in action oriented terms, "so, get up towards Haslam 1-8 sort of work" and 'yes .. yes .. that's O.K. by me'. Various problems are discussed specifically and concretely, in such a manner, and the supervisee is keen to explore as much as possible - too much in some instances e.g. Case Eleven (c) "well .. don't take it .. too seriously." The generally high level of facilitative and action oriented conditions experienced by this supervisee generally, are then mentioned in Case Eleven (c).
Case Eleven (a)

I .. and what are you expecting this year?

S - you mean - am I expecting a good, bad or indifferent assessment?

I .. No ..

S or .. what am I expecting the assessment system to be this year ..

I No .. what would you expect to put into it .. and get out of it .. yourself ..

S well .. I don't really expect anything from it .. I don't think there's going to be much in the way of rise .. um .. I don't see that coming off this Christmas .. I think that it just places on record that you've been as good as, worse than or better than your .. previous year's performance .. I suppose from that point of view alone .. it's useful .. I suppose it's also useful .. to the person .. who's been assessed .. in that you may suddenly discover that you didn't make such a mess of it, after all .. you know, you may think, yourself, what a bad job you've made of something .. and you've doggedly struggled on .. and other people think, well, that's not bad .. that's fair enough .. it's a bit .. like a pat on the back, you know

I yeah .. have you found it .. useful .. in past interviews that you've had ..

S well .. I mean .. when .. in other times .. you had no knowledge of when the interview was about to take place, you had no knowledge that your supervisor had actually written anything about you ..

I - Yeah -

S - and then you were shown this piece of paper for about 3 to 5 minutes and expected to make some sense of it .. to gain from it .. and to comment usefully on it as well .. you know, it was ridiculous ..

I .. Yeah ..

S it was just that bad, it wasn't thinkable .. so, anything really .. any development from that is a definite improvement ..

I Yeah-yeah!

S you know .. I think the participation part is quite useful, now .. and also, that it should be as impartial as possible, now that the grading system has been brought in .. and .. I think I'm not altogether too happy with that - because - it has a sort of - school exam feeling about it ..

I yeah .. yeah ..
Case Eleven (b)

R  Right ... off you go ...

Ser  Oh God! ... o.k. ... where's your ...

See  here ...

Ser  ... oh, yeah ... I warn you - I've had a look at this thing today
- all this rubbish in the back, and quite honestly I don't know
how to fill it in ... and - er - I was going to see (group head)
about it today ... and then I realised it was this morning ... so
I'll go and see him, and get some idea on how to fill it in and
we'll have a go at it next week some time ...

See  O.K.

Ser  ... you see, I don't know what the hell this means, at all ...

See  ... I don't know ...

Ser  Anyway, we can discuss it ... and fit what we agree into there ...

See  ... yeah ... I think this is for ... um ... non ... day release types
... you know

Ser  ... yeah ... I think that goes on here ... you see, I don't know
what next job means ... present position ... next job ... really
... hah! ... we'll put in prime minister!

See  yeah!

Ser  ... ah well ...

See  I don't know ... career pattern?

Ser  hah! ... I want to get to Haslam 10 as quickly as possible!

See  Hah!

Ser  well, is there anything you want to raise ... talk about at all?
... so we don't forget it

See  uhmm ... there's only one thing that ... ought to be said ... I do
appreciate that I ought ... to be doing ... more writing up ...
and reports ... and library work etc. etc. ... but with our present
money problems ... I think it's out of the question ... because
there's really only me ... working at the bench ... you know,
you're busy in the office ... and the library - sort of ... it
would seem to be a bit wasteful of my effort if I was ... was to
try and cover some of the area that you were covering at the same
time ... you know ...
Ser ye-yeah .. uhm .. yeah, I know what you mean as far as library work is concerned .. I know what I've been trying to do - I don't know whether you think it's been worth it or not .. is to sort of, push all the literature your way .. so that you read it as I read it .. it's just that .. I don't know how comprehensive it is .. the stuff I give to you ..

See well, that's fair enough .. at least you pass me relevant stuff .. I honestly don't think I've got time at the moment to go down and find it for myself

Ser .. I quite agree with that, yes .. I wouldn't see you .. at this stage .. doing the literature work off your own bat .. I think that would be wasteful of effort .. what I'm more concerned with is .. well, with (name) lot they do all the report writing .. quarterly reports etc .. they just write it, and (name) just edits it .. they extract all the results .. it's that sort of thing that I see you doing more and more of in the future .. you know, I'd be doing less and less editing .. and eventually, it would be your report

See O.K. yeah .. yeah .. right

Ser is that OK with you?

See yes yes

Ser well, that was a point I wanted to bring up, anyway .. to decide what we're going to do about it .. I don't think it's in any way holding you back, but .. well, (group head) has said he likes to see JRG's taking more responsibility in the writing

See uhm ..

Ser like (name) has been doing .. you know .. and so get up towards Haslam 7-8 sort of work .. O.K.?

See Yes - Yes .. that's OK by me ..

Ser .. well, let's have a quick whip through this then .. I honestly don't think there's very much to say because you score very highly all the way through ..
Case Eleven (c)

S'er  .. at the moment, it just seems to be a matter of where we
      jump in!

S'ee  Yeah!

S'er  .. we'll have to try and get you down to (division) to meet
      these fellows, same time ..

S'ee  uh .. yeah ..

S'er  .. if we could raise several people we could go down by car ..

S'ee  yeah .. yeah ..

S'er  .. oh well .. I don't think there's anything else to say .. really

S'ee  .. any other .. er .. criticisms - well .. there's not much
      criticism, really .. you've just asked to do one or things I
      ought to do ..

S'er  well .. don't take it .. too seriously .. I reckon it must .. be
      much easier to do a bad assessment than a good one .. I've got
      nothing to - really - want to say on particular points of improve-
      ment .. I had to think a long time before I could put them down ..

S'ee  Yeah ..

S'er  .. have you .. have you got anything to say about .. the way
      we work together .. the way I treat you ..

S'ee  - No .. No, not really .. uh .. well .. I'm very happy to be
      working with you .. because you give me a lot more scope to
      develop than a lot of people .. I've not made a complete mess
      of what I've had to do ..

S'er  As far as I'm concerned .. you haven't .. yeah, I suppose I
      have given you a bit more latitude than .. most Haslam 6's have ..

S'ee  uhm

S'er  - but .. on the whole .. not all that much .. it's worried me
      more the other way .. you, obviously, should go and work on
      your own - because you're so capable of it .. I've .. been testing
      that way over the last year or so

S'ee  uhm

S'er  .. if there's any time you feel I'm not giving you enough
      information or direction .. then for goodness sake say so -
      .. you know what I mean

S'ee  - Yeah .. yeah .. O.K.

S'er  .. O.K. ..
SECONDARY OBJECTIVE: Other variables.

Again, it is not intended to present, here, detailed evidence concerning the development of the project's ability to manage other relevant variables, described by the Carkhuff model. However, some conclusions are summarised regarding some further significant aspects that arose during the achievement of the Primary Objective.

ENVIRONMENT: Part of the environment that was of special significance in this situation was the particular support given by ICI towards career development within the company. The company ran a list of internal vacancies which was circulated within the company, via the Personnel function. People, especially at the laboratory, were thus encouraged to keep an eye on the notice boards where vacancies were placed, as they occurred around the company, in various functions.
As mentioned, above, the reputation, and previous experiences of assessment seemed to influence — negatively the process movement obtained during the assessment interviews. Supervisors, privately and informally generally gave the impression that they wished the supervisees would get around and do more — especially take the advantages for exploration given by working in a large company yet supervisees, privately and informally gave the impression that supervisors discouraged and even prevented people from getting a varied experience that would facilitate development.

The laboratory, generally, allocated a comparatively large budget for direct financial support for training and development e.g. courses. Also, the size of the company meant many developmental opportunities lay merely a few phone calls away e.g. talking over what some kinds of non research jobs were like, finding an internally-run company course etc.

It could also be seen, from these observations that the supervisor was an important part of the context, and environment of the individual supervisee who could, or could not help the individual in matching the development of an individual's work responsibilities with the development of his skills. It will be important in any future helping programme to take note of this variable if it occurred in a particular problem situation.
The evidence of these observations suggested that helpee motivation was often directly affected by past experience of assessments. Generally, higher levels of exploration were achieved by the researcher than the supervisors, and the range of problem expression especially might have been very different in the supervisees had they thought them relevant. Supervisors showed reluctance to enter into discussions of areas they might not be able to manage. Generally there was not a high level of concern for the specific feelings of individuals. As such, supervisees did not introduce them in this context of "the work comes first".

During these observations, the researcher began to be seen more and more as a possible internal agent who could offer some form of "psychological" if not practical expertise on career problems. The more practical help was expected to come from managers and supervisors 'greater' experience of the company, or from the personnel function.

It became clear, from these observations, that the group of helpees that could benefit most from assistance were those qualified staff, who, after some years at the laboratory were beginning to think of a move, but not necessarily with a successful research project as it was being put into operation, or to another research job in a division, but possibly into the other functions in the company.
Staff of lesser experience, or who were still accumulating qualifications usually had clearer career options open to them, i.e. progress through the stages of qualifications, or Haslam Grades; (the Haslam system of job evaluation graded the jobs done in the laboratory.

Generally, the high levels of the personal skills required by this form of assessment system (e.g. self-assessment) were beginning to develop in the supervisees. It was becoming part of the supervisee set that their performance was their own responsibility, similarly career development, but that they could look for and expect as much help and encouragement from the company as was reasonably possible.

For example, what had become a normal part of working life, meetings and discussions on primarily technical matters had encouraged a high level of immediacy in the assessment situation. Discussions was usually kept - even if in some instances ineffectively - to what was considered to be the point of the discussion.
CONCLUSIONS

An important aspect of the results of these observations were the assessment interviews that were not volunteered for observation. Informal evidence regarding the reasons behind the refusal to participate have suggested the anxieties that existed regarding obtaining a useful interaction. This suggests that a significant proportion of assessment relationship were in danger of deterioration, as the initial evidence in chapter 2 suggested.

The observations that were conducted, at this stage of the project, provided a valuable opportunity for the examination and of the dimensions of supervisor behaviour relevant to the assessment situation in general, and the development of the various action oriented dimensions of behaviour relevant to the career development aspects of assessment in particular. Apart from information on the nature of career development problems, it was possible for the researcher to attempt behaviour relevant to particular problems that some supervisees brought to the attention of the researcher. Although this is not formally reported here, this enabled the development of specific plans for the eventual operation of a helping programme, (e.g. the use of a programme based on vocational guidance).

As regards the supervisor dimensions of behaviour that were observed, it was possible to draw various conclusions regarding the effectiveness or otherwise of their behaviour in relation to particular
supervisees. In terms of the Carkhuff model, it was possible to observe specific occasions where alternative behaviour might well have improved the development of helper behaviour. For example, in some instances, supervisors moved to action oriented dimensions of behaviour without facilitating the development of adequate self understanding in the supervisee.
PART THREE - THE OPERATION OF A HELPING PROGRAMME

Chapter ten

10.1. Purpose
10.2. Design
10.3. Results
10.4. Conclusions
10.1. **Purpose**

The purpose of this stage of the project may be described generally as the operation of a helping programme at the sponsoring organisation, the laboratory, in the context of the variables of helper, helpee, context and environment defined by the project in previous development work.

The helping programme, as defined earlier in ch. 7 was intended to offer improved conditions of interpersonal behaviour to a selection of laboratory staff, in the particular problem area of career development, and context of staff assessment at the laboratory.

Earlier observations, both informal and formally presented here, indicated that the cause of the dissatisfaction that had been presented to the project, as the problem for study, lay in inadequate Helpee self exploration. Furthermore, a prime means of developing this Helpee self exploration, of changing the effective behaviour, or performance of the staff lay in the use of effective interpersonal behaviour.

In terms of the Carkhuff model, the objectives of the work at this stage of the project may be defined as the operation of high levels of functioning of Helpee behaviour, in a particular problem and context, primarily to demonstrate the usefulness of the Carkhuff
model for its relevance to this problem situation, and secondarily to provide help to the members of staff concerned, with their particular problem.
10.2. **Design Short-term treatment**

As a result of conclusions achieved in ch. 9 the helpee group characteristics selected for the attempted operation of a helping programme concerned those with a career development problem - as highlighted by and in the staff assessment programme. This was chosen as a problem range due partially to the availability of suitable methods of treatment that could be used in this situation. Thus vocational guidance tests could be used as a simple basis for a helping programme that could be used and evaluated quickly and easily in this project situation. There had been evidence that the helpee population had a set which expected such help to be relevant to them. Also, such a helping programme could be implemented as a one off short term helping programme suitable to the constraints on the project of not interrupting normal work at the laboratory. Carkhuff (1969) suggests a detailed outline of the phases of activities relevant to short term treatment (see Table 9)

**Selection of Helpee group**

A survey of the laboratory's indicated career development needs with the help of the industrial supervisor (from recent assessment data), suggested an opportunity for the implementation of such a form of helping programme. This concerned the group who had opted out of the work done in section ch.9. This group was intending to merge with another work group in the laboratory, (the group head was leaving
the laboratory) and the departing group head was intending to give his assessment interviews closer to the dissolution date, and with special effort towards career development as most individuals would have to commence new work. It was expected that some of the individuals concerned would use this opportunity for wider assessments of their general career situation i.e. consider moving to alternative jobs within and even outside the company. The group head was approached with the proposal to involve the project in some way. This was accepted, and the plan outlined in Table 10 a was laid out.
In order to obtain a number of volunteers for the operation of this helping programme, a programme of Career Development Discussions was proposed to the group head, where the research student could lead or "chair" the discussion of present career development problems in small groups, (4 or 5 people per group) and offer the specialised service of vocational guidance to these group members who wanted to explore their career situation at greater length, and depth (see Table 10 (a); 10(b) and 10 (c)).

The Helping Programme. The helping programme was structured around the use of Kuder Aptitude tests as a basis for Vocational Guidance. The Kuder tests used were the Kuder Preference Records forms C (vocational) and AH (personal); (see Appendix 5). These tests were selected primarily due to the helpers previous experience in their use as opposed to other such tests e.g. Strong's Vocational Interest Inventory, (1943); and, also, such a detailed test as the Kuder forms was considered to be more appropriate due to the capacity of individuals at the laboratory to explore personal situations that had been experienced by the research student, and that some individuals had previously mentioned their experience of other, simpler interest inventories.
The Interviews

The pre-interview, held with each individual, was intended to identify the individual's needs and reason for undertaking the vocational guidance programme. After some general familiarisation of the individual's work situation, the initial statement by the individual of his expectations gave some indication of the nature and extent of helpee self-exploration, enabling the helper to orient behaviour accordingly.

In the case of the Helping Interviews, the interaction was designed to follow as fully as possible the theoretical model defined by Carkhuff (1969) and summarised earlier (ch. 6). The sequence of the various interactions involved is summarised in Table 10c.

As far as possible, a gap of one week or more was allowed between each interview held between helper and individual helpee.
Table 10 (a)

A Career Development Programme (see Appendix 7)

1. Each member of the group (4 in all) would be invited to participate in a small group discussion (four or five) on the topic of career development, in order to collect ideas on how to solve the various problems brought up.

2. The Research student would "chair" the discussion.

3. Each of the groups would be composed of a cross section of levels of staff involved (e.g. 2 JRS, 1 SRS and 2 LA's).

4. A project leader and the research student would organise and liaise on the undertaking.

5. The research student would offer vocational guidance as part of the available help to follow up discussions.
Table 10 (b)

The Design of the Interview Process used in the Operation of a Helping Programme

\( S_1 \)

i) Pre-interview with research student/helper

ii) Subject completes test in own time

iii) Interview 1, exploration of results of Kuder' Vocational' test.

iv) Interview 2, exploration of results of Kuder'Personal' test

\( S_2 \) etc.

\( S_N \) etc.
### Table 10 (c)

#### The Structure of the Interviews used in the Operation of a Helping Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Topic/Theme</th>
<th>Usual Question Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pre Interview</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>See Fig. 7 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Career History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>See Fig. 8 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>(&quot;what would you like to get from the test?&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The Helping Interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>introductory comments</td>
<td>&quot;how's life?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Test reaction to questionnaire or previous interview</td>
<td>&quot;any difficulties in completing the questionnaire?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test Expectations</td>
<td>(see above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Helpee rates himself</td>
<td>&quot;how would you rate yourself?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Feedback test score</td>
<td>&quot;here are the test scores&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Test for helpee reactions</td>
<td>&quot;any reactions?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Provide research feedback from classification of occupational interest profiles (see Appendix 5).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Provide helper feedback on practical interpretation of profile.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Relate data to present career problem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10.3. **Results**

The results of this set of interviews are analysed in relation to the description of the purpose in 10.1. The achievement of the purpose is assessed by relating the data to the Carkhuff model, i.e. by assessment of helpee process movement.

The interaction of the variables and their relation to Helpee process movement is demonstrated by selected samples of data demonstrating the functioning of the key variables, the Helper, the Helpee, and the helping process.

The analysis is presented by a case study of each Helpee subject:

A The analysis is presented of the total process and interview data involved (and another in appendix 6).

B With the other subjects, selected samples of key events are described.

Altogether 11 of the 40 groups members opted to take the aptitude testing and vocational guidance after the small group discussions.

Thirteen completed the planned interviews. One subject dropped out after the "vocational" test. The reason he gave was that "it was too deep".
One sample of the total helping programme offered to one subject is presented in this section. (Another sample is presented in Appendix 6). These interviews are analysed in Case Study II.

Further, in Appendix 6 a line by line analysis of the total interview process is presented.
INTERVIEW ONE
Right .. or .. well, how do you spend most of your time?

My time at work?

Yeah

Well, my time at work ... I spend all my time on the (K) project, spending a lot of time on testing .. recently I've been helping (Y) on a (machine) .. at the moment I'm working down in the basement on (C machine) .. which is a second generation machine, the first parts have gone to (place), so they've got the (C machine) going now .. it's the same sort of project coming out of that ..

I see .. what does that entail doing?

Well .. we're trying to get the (material) to run smoothly .. crinkle free .. that's sort of an engineering problem .. (K) and (S) are trying to solve that at the moment .. all I'm doing is standing by watching what's going on .. taking readings of gauge .. note the conditions .. and helping clean the (K machine) when the (material) tears, and there's quite a point to (round the material) but .. there's not much to do so it's going smoothly.

Yeah .. nice

That's about all, I think ..

Er .. what about the other .. the (project) and the testing?

- testing .. well .. I've been at it for about 10 months .. and we're exhausted all we can do usually on that .. and, er .. while I'm not doing practical work, I'm writing up .. trying to organise the results of what I've been doing over the last 10 months .. trying to get order out of chaos .. it's still chaotic, really .. it's hard to tell anyone just what I've found out from it .. trying to organise it into some readable form really ..

Kai!

- (project) .. (technical) on (chemicals) with other (chemicals) and that had been going on for about 4 years and not showing any good results .. and so it was axed ..

Yeah .. such is research .. what about before that? what projects? .. how long have you been in the Lab?

Ah! I've been in the Lab nearly eight years .. on (date) .. I've spent most of my time in (Group) .. I joined in (date) .. I've done most of my work on (chemical) although when I started, I worked on (chemical) .. in (tests) .. and studying (property) phenomena in (product) .. and I've also done (tests) on (materials) .. that was until we got 2 girls, and they now do it full time .. and I went to work on (machine) .. the laboratory scale (machine).

- What about the 4 years before?

- before that I was in (Group Head's) Group .. it was called (name) in those days .. I was doing the same kind of work I was doing in (Group) .. I was doing a lot of evaluation work .. there used to be a Group called (name), and they used to submit a lot of (chemicals) for evaluation .. I did various tests .. (type 1) .. (type 2) .. and (type 3) tests

- What's (type 3)?

- that's (material) .. in order to find (information) about the (chemical) .. I couldn't operate the machine - one of the Lab Assistants did .. I had as many as four Lab Assistants at any one time .. in the days when there were Lab Assistants to spare than there are now .. you usually had one or two in these days .. two or three even .. these days, you can't even get one .. dying breed ..

- yeah -

- another thing I did was a lot of work on (material) testing .. developed (machine) .. and all this consisted of doing was (testing) a (chemical) at different temperatures .. from (1) to (2) .. and measuring various (qualities) ..

Good God!

- it was rather a boring thing ..

- but - it was something?

Yes

Fine

Yes, I enjoyed it really.

Could you draw a pen picture of your career before then?

Yes, I'll have a go .. well, I graduated from (town) technical college in 1950 .. and then I went through a rather difficult phase of looking for a job .. I couldn't decide what I was going to do .. so I tried or less hung around at home .. reading .. and travelling around the country as a sort of representative .. until I found a job .. everybody kontakted me from the local school, and so I went to do teaching .. for 3 terms .. (School) term 1950 .. it was a private school .. in (town) .. teaching maths and physics up to O' level .. terribly bright - sort of - pupils, there .. a lot of (foreigners) - paying - fee paying school.

- Yes-

- and I didn't get exemption from National Service because it wasn't run by the Ministry of Education .. so my term of office wasn't renewed in the Autumn of 1950 .. so another period of unemployment before I was called up on November 5th 1950 ..

Good God!

cont'd ..
I was posted right to the other end of England, to (town) ... and did 10 weeks basic training in the - as they were then known (regiment) ... I survived that.

Hall!

- Fairly traumatic experience - but it was worth it, I think.

- Why? What was traumatic about it?

Hall ... well, I was with a very different type of person than I've been used to ... they were a fairly rough crowd - different accent - which I didn't understand ...

Hall!

- There was an ex-Birdie there ... and there were redundant miners ... theirs were no sort either amongst them, I don't think ... so they used to take the Mickey out of me a bit for my funny accent.

Hall!

- I got through it ... they softened me up from being a scruffy soldier in the first place. ... I earned a bit of collective discipline, I suppose ... a good thing ... so I was up ... I expressed a desire to go into the educational field ... I had fears I wouldn't get in ... I thought I would probably go to (overseas) like most of them ... but, a few lucky ones did join the educational field ...

So, I then got posted to (town) ... and did an 8 weeks instruction course at the (X) school of education. ... learnt various military subjects ... administration ... map reading ... teaching practice ... part of the course ... to get observers ... there was a period in the unit for criticism ... we also did a certain amount of drill and guard duties ... that wasn't very pleasant - all this training took place in winter!

Hall! Yeah ...

- ... and I passed out alright ... February 1954, and got a posting to (town) ... where I spent the rest of my approximately 10 months ... till I was demobilised in November 1955 ...

I was exonerated there as an instructor in basic engineering science ... which is very much the mechanical part of physics ... there were also other National Service instructors there, who gradually got demobilised, and so it went taking on more and more work ... taking over other people's teaching ... so it was getting a bit hectic by the time I left ... it was quite exhausting to begin with - I remember I had the whole of Thursday free!

I was promoted to Sergeant, and, as such enjoyed all the privileges of a Sergeant's mess, had a room to myself, though nowadays in the educational field, it's all offices ... as in the complaints ...

I guess there were a few other duties ... guard duty ... orderly duty ... once a week, was supervising the apprentices in the canteen ... and see that they were orderly there ... etc., we had good holidays - a little bit shorter than normal school holidays, but ..

cont'd ..

- what, about 8 weeks, were they?

- I think it was about 8 weeks, yes ... six weeks ...

Very nice ...

... in the summer of '56, I met my wife-to-be ... on leave ... and that same holiday, I started applying for jobs - only two ... (O) and (P) ... I was on holiday, and I never got a reply from them ... So, I went to (O) for an interview ... got accepted ... and, when I came out of the army in 1960, I went straight into (O) ... which was now a Division of (a firm) ... but it wasn't taken over in those days ...

I spent 10 months there till January 1960 ... as a Junior Physicist on (product) development work ... I think one of my main projects was development of an instrument ... I did other miscellaneous work on (electrical), varying heavily in time ... and measurements with (instrument) ... the (quality) of various (materials) ... then I decided I had to leave there as my wife was expecting a baby, and there was no prospect of getting indefinite extension in London, so, towards the end of 1960, I started looking round ... while today, it's very difficult to get an interview, I was off, and had interviews for most of them.

I wanted to go into the scientific civil service ... I went before to (O), but wasn't accepted for some reason ... I don't know what ... I thought the interview went alright ... but ... I might have been applying for too high a post - I applied for Scientific Officer ... if I had applied for Experimental Officer grade, I might have been more successful ... anyway ...

I finally got a job offered to me at (Firm) a Division of (Firm) - now (Firm) - I got that job through the Ministry of Labour as it was made in 1960 ... the Professional and Executive Register ... in my time with them, I was the only person there who was not a professional on the Register, ... after which I was getting fairly fed up with the job ... I wasn't getting any satisfaction - testing automotive bodies when nearly drove me mad ... I was outside the scientific environment ... I was the only scientist there, and felt a bit out of place ... so I started looking round again ...

P & P Lab were recruiting Experimental Officers like mad - trying to build up ... I got an interview, and got accepted ... quite an easy interview ... So, I started here in 1960 ...

Were there any other places you were interested in?

I did write off to some others ... I went to (O) for an interview - another interesting interview there - I wasn't accepted ... went to (P) in (town) ... I didn't get through that interview ... those were the only two I can remember off-hand.

Yeah ... fine ... what about the future, now, then?

The future now is I'm waiting the outcome of the interview I had last Friday at (location) ...

When do you get that?

I don't know when I get that ... I was told they had a few more people to interview ... I was hoping to hear by the end of this week ... if I get accepted, I shall certainly take it up ... if I'm not, I'm not too disappointed ... it means a wrench, going to London ... but, the other thing is I'm not wanting to get back to the South-East ... the longer I leave ...

cont'd ..
I'm getting now, which is ridiculous... but the job did sound something that would suit me, so I wrote off...

Good!

- they may decide to up the salary... it's a good firm... that's the reason I wrote to them really...

... um...

... I think you're as secure as anywhere in a firm like that... the employees own the company.

Yeah... well, well, well...

Another job I fancied was a Research Officer for (town)... mainly because I fancied living in (town)... because my parents live near... I would rather get closer to where my folk live... my wife's parents live in (town) and my folk live in (town)... they've retired now and I don't imagine they've got many more years left - perhaps another ten years or so... and one only gets to see them twice a year, living here...

Yeah... what sort of work are you interested in?

What sort of work - well, the job I've applied for at (location)... is as an Information Scientist... which will be quite... sounds different from the work I have been doing for the last... 3 years, I suppose... - fancy I could make a go of that...

Um-hum... what does it consist of doing?

Well... one of the jobs - a more routine job - consists of scanning various journals... I think about 100 a day... and keeping various people up-to-date with topics in their field... it's called EM = electronic dissemination of information...

The other part of the service is ad hoc enquiries... anybody, within the (firm)... it would involve looking through the reference to see whether there have been this sort of activity before... if not, it would then involve looking through the various journals... doing searches, in fact... so, it would be a job that would give me a lot of experience... I've been somewhat remarking to you... doing something similar to what you don't need to know anything in great detail... you could get to know a little about a lot of things... which, I think, is more helpful than knowing a lot about very little...

Ah!

As a specialist, you're more vulnerable... at least within ICI... the person who seems to get on in ICI is the enthusiastic amateur... who is not trained in any particular job... my personal management, but he's got a scientific qualification and can get a job... like someone did recently from here, who got a job in overseas pensions... so formal qualifications in accounting... merely some experience, and an interest in financial affairs... this was sufficient to get him a job there... ICI seems to be employing these types of people...

For the moment, I'm doing evening classes 3 nights a week... which isn't too hard going... one in structure of accounts... then the other night, I go to investment for beginners... learn a bit about the Stock Exchange... the various...
terms used in the financial papers.. 

1  Good

2  Hatt - it might be useful, I don't know .. (to the V.G. counsellor) thought it
    might be a good idea to learn something about accounting, so I took the
    kick from him .. the other thing I'm doing is Russian, on 'O' Level course.

3  Russian!!

4  - I've done this before; I'm only really going through what I know already ..
    I'm bricking up a bit on the oral Russian..

5  You .. fine .. has anyone at the Lab been of any use - like (the V.G.
    counsellor)?

6  Yes, he has been helpful .. He's been a sympathetic listener .. made the
    suggestion that I do accounting .. during the exam, I was rather content
    doing my job .. I wasn't doing anything else .. and (the V.G. counsellor) said
    to me - perhaps you ought to be thinking of doing something else .. and it
    occurred to me, by night, the more skills you've got, the more
    likely you are to be of use .. and, I realize that I haven't really got any
    other skills .. I have got some skills, I think, with languages .. a bit of
    Russian - Italian - German - even Polish! So I have some aptitude in languages -
    no French, knowledge .. but I'd be enthusiastic to have a go at picking up any
    language up - even Chinese ..

7  How did you select this (location) job?

8  The V.G. counsellor told me about the job .. he thought it might interest
   me .. he told (S) as well .. but he wasn't interested in it .. (T) wrote me
   quite a glowing reference - which got me the interview, I think ..

9  So you went down -

10 Yes .. and had quite a searching interview ..

11 Can you give me some idea of what sort of a searching interview it was?

12 They wanted to know how I'd react in various situations .. and asked me - very
    personal questions about myself .. they also asked me what I'd been doing here -
    and that didn't take very long .. one of the things I found difficult was to
    know whether to give the answer they wanted me to give .. the answer I thought
    they wanted me to give, or the answer I would honestly give ..

13 - huh!

14 - one of the questions he asked me was - "do you question what people tell you" -
    referring to scientific facts .. and I said if I knew what the answer should
    be, then, yes, I do query it .. yet, quite honestly, I don't tend to .. I tend
    to accept what they say .. lots of questions like this .. "Are you a busy person?"

15 Well, well .. and that went on for how long?

16 Well, (X) was this with, went on for .. say - 2 to 3 hours .. the rest of
    the time was taken up by - lunch - say 1 hour .. his subordinate (Y) took me
    to lunch, and to his office and explained the job to me .. and the Staff Officer
    told me about how difficult it was getting accommodation in London - so I had
    2 choices - in the west end, and another, later in the
    afternoon .. when I returned in the afternoon, another chap was there waiting
    to see me .. this (X) was quite an interesting person .. mildly eccentric, I

think!

17 - bah! .. how do you organise your work? .. when you're setting about
    problems?

18 Well, I'm working more or less under (T)'s supervision .. he usually makes
    the suggestions .. I agree or disagree .. and he generally leaves me to it ..

19 You .. well, how do you go about it? .. in what form does the suggestion
    come to you?

20 Well, he thinks about it before .. comes down to the Lab .. suggests trying
    those various things .. I'm usually a bit vague about .. I don't .. I can't
    initiate things, I need somebody to get me going on something .. suggest
    the ideas, and then I get on with them ..

21 Yeah ..

22 - so, I don't feel I'll go any further in research, because I don't seem to
    have this aptitude .. I'm not a prime mover .. I can only stay at the
    level I am .. I have reached the Malaysian 10-11 barrier .. I think, perhaps,
    if I go into information work, perhaps I can go a bit higher ..

23 Yeah .. well, how do you get on with it?

24 Er, what, with the work?

25 Yeah

26 Well .. what do you mean?

27 Well, how do you start - um - burying yourself ..

28 Oh - well, having agreed what we're going to do, I simply got on and do
    it .. with (the machine), I devise the experiments .. work out the results ..
    and attempt to analyze them .. get them into some sort of order - the results
    I've got .. draw up graphs .. try to draw conclusions .. the usual - sort of -
    scientific method ..

29 Is there any particular personal method that you've got for -

30 - any personal method - No, I don't think so.

31 Not that you're noticed?

32 - I've got a lot of patience, I think .. a lot of other people have wondered
    how I've stuck it as long, because, I suppose it is boring, really - the
    same motions .. but, the results aren't boring, you never know what you are
    going to get .. oh, I've had to develop little techniques for measuring things
    as we're doing .. nothing's been laid down before .. and you - sort of -
    find them out as you've gone along ..

33 Yeah .. you mentioned a mass of data - how do you get at that?

34 How do I organise it? - well, now I'm writing this report, and I get a bit
    of advice from Ian on this - summary - recommendations - description of
    apparatus - method of measurement .. the variables - there are about ten
    variables in this .. temperature; pressure; nature of the surface; speed
    of evaporation; index of (chemical); boiling point; boiling treatment; the
    thickness; all those various factors .. now isolate all

cont'd ..
Well, what I'd like to find out is exactly where my abilities lie. I'm not that certain. I mean, I don't think I know myself, as well as I'd like. One of the criticisms of me has been I've always underestimated my abilities. More than one supervisor has said this about me. I automatically have a bit of an inferiority complex, and my male superiors also would be better at this than I would, and just I've got abilities and I tend to under-rate these probably. Mostly - can be a weakness, especially when you go for interviews. I would like to know where my abilities really lie. (3) may design and execution of experiments, analysis and presentation of results is my strong point. I wouldn't have known this unless he's given me. I didn't consider myself particularly good in this respect, but he's thought I was good on this. He thought my work project was self-reliance, that is something I don't know you develop really. I don't really get the image of my scholarship. I can be easily replaced by somebody else. I don't think my work is out of anything. I think I'm more likely to be successful by other people. As I say, I've never really known where my abilities lie. You know, at school, I feel I could have done reasonably well if I'd gone on into this. I'm not really consider myself a scientist - any more than an artist. I did science because that was more in vain - in the time. My best subject at school were something like art, woodwork, biology and geography. I have the subject I did work at, at GCH, was physics, and then I did that for two years. It seemed easy. I was quite good at that. I was a sort of late developer. I basically got the hang of maths in the last year, but, then thought I wasn't academically inclined at school, and advised not to stay on at the sixth form, well, you don't seem to have done too badly. No, well, my parents are fairly liberal minded people. My mother's a Quaker. My father doesn't practice his religion. I'm an agnostic. I have Christian sympathies, but I'm not sold on the idea. Christian way of life, rather than Christian. I write the Christian way of life, but I can't honestly call myself a Christian. You know, I would like to be, but I'm not convinced. I would like to follow some religion, to give me an aim in life. I don't seem to have much aim. You don't have any aims. Well, I suppose I'm searching after clues, you know, and religion gives you a definite - I suppose we all want to be happy, basically, really. Well, that sounds very human. Yes, I suppose it is really. OK, well, you've given me some superb information. Yeah well. I've told you quite a lot about myself. I don't know whether I've missed anything out. No, no, that's ideal. Thanks very much. I had a chat with (c). I don't know whether you know. Oh! (?) Yeah, I told him quite a lot about myself.
... Yeah, and what - or... 
S - and he noticed, I'd been 3 years at boarding school and 2 years
in the army... and he - sort of - told me something I didn't really know
about myself... that I'd been rather conditioned - in the environment...
and nobody ever told me this... It never occurred to me... I'm somewhat
used to being told what to do...
I Yeah, yeah...
S - and this might be significant...
I Yeah... and then - did you go away and do something about it?
S Er... not actually, no... because I don't know what I can do about it,
really... I think the fact that I'm thinking a lot more seriously about
what I'm doing... I'm trying to be flexible - taking up different subjects
this term... I'm not actually being told to do it... I thought it up
myself...
I Yeah!
S - Perhaps I have over-reacted... but this came out of my assessment
interview in August with (S).
I Great!... great!
S - that I ought to be doing something.
I - not standing still?
S - that's right, you... I had rather forgotten about job seeking... I
was rather content with what I was doing... I was then invited into
another (join) thinking maybe things aren't that secure here... you
can't stay here forever... I'll have to be looking around now... because
of the policy here... I have not thought about it too much... I have
rather left it to other people - say (Group Head) when he was here... said
that if anything suitable came along, he would let me know... I haven't
been doing much for myself... but, since the assessment, I have been
actively doing... I have realized that, in the past, nobody has been doing
anything for me, really... letting me stagnate, in fact... it struck me
I ought to be doing something about it... I'm the only person that can help me...
nobody else can help me... - but, I am not as worried as I used to be...
I'm doing all I can, now, so... I realize my career hasn't been really
very varied up to now... if you have varied experience, it helps...
I - and you're going the right way about it, now - into a varied experience...
as you were saying, this (location)...
S - it is more different, yes... a bit of a change, yes.
I Let me show you what I was thinking might be of interest.... there are 2
different profiles here, which - it's a questionnaire - where you put down
answer to questions rather like these... just a single choice between
alternatives.
S - Oh yes
I - OK... these are the tests... and the results come out in this form... where
you rate yourself... where... according to your answers, you come out with a
figure that puts you as a percentage - in comparison with the rest of the
population.
Ahh?... yes...
I OK?
S Yes
I And, the dimensions are - on this one... these 5... and on that one... 10...
I - well, would you like me to have a look at this now?
S Well, I was just checking out whether this was the sort of thing you
were thinking of...
I I had no idea of... yes, this seems quite reasonable... perhaps the result
will come out that I'm doing the sort of job I can cut out for - you know,
I'm not expecting anything entirely novel to come out of this - that I'm
entirely in the wrong field... but, I'd like to get confirmation that I'm
on the right lines...
I Well, we should be able to say something about just where your abilities lie...
in some detail...
S Yes... so, this test... does it tell you where you fit on here?
I Yes, that's right... well, I've booked a room for 17th, so you can have a go
at the test then, if that's OK - then come back and we'll have another chat.
S Yes... are there any questions?
I Yes, there are, actually.
S I see... there's only one page, but there are stacks of them...
I OK... so, I'll see you on the 17th?
S Yes

cont'd...
INTERVIEW TWO
I. - who have you been hearing this from
S. Oh a chap called [X] ... he said: "have you seen (1)" and I said "oh, yes; that reminds me!"
I. Yeah, I've heard from anybody else
S. No, I just happened to see him ... about
I. I see ... what about jobs
S. Oh yes ... I've got onto the job at [location] ... at least secondment for 2 months anyway
I. - To see how you -
S. - Yes ... I think the chances are that I'll stay there
I. - that's really great! ... that's fantastic
S. ... do you think so?
I. Yeah!
S. I suppose it is fantastic being picked for it anyway ... considering I didn't know anything about it at the time ... in the meantime I can read up about it ... it's only a glorified (technician's) job as I see it anyway.
I. um!
S. - well, there's probably more to it than that
I. hah! ... You're at it again aren't you - underestimating your abilities
S. ... well the more I read about it the more it seems to make sense.
I. ... from what I know about it it's a very responsible job - with people relying on you a good deal.
S. oh yeah
I. and there's a hell of a lot of work to do ... it's not the sort of work that can be done by anybody either. It's got to be done by somebody with a particular -
S. -yes, they were quite concerned about this ... they don't seem to be able to find the right person for the job ... they've been looking for 3 or 4 months
I. that's right ... what was it you were saying about yourself - you seem to have a great deal of patience - much more than others ...
S. well ... a reasonable amount I suppose ... they said something about having to work under pressure ... well I've never really had to work under pressure before ...
I. never worked under pressure!
S. - well ... Maybe I have done ... but not that I've been aware of ... You know, I've never had to work to a deadline - put it that way
I. Oh! I see - that sort of pressure ... because everyone working at Corporate Laboratory at the moment is under pressure
S. ... Yes, I would say so ... Yes ... but I think most of the time I've been in Corporate Laboratory I haven't been under pressure ... there hasn't really been a time limit for jobs ... I think they were a little bit doubtful on this point. But I don't see why I shouldn't be able to cope with that.
I. Ah! that's what I like to hear! ... well, that's really fantastic ... have you accepted yet
S. Oh yes, I've accepted
I. - and are you going to commute every 2 months?
S. Commute at weekends and stay there in a hotel
I. commute at weekends - that will make a change for you anyway.
S. I think it will be, yes
I. ... great! ... OK, well let's ... blinky. Well ... what was your reaction to the questions in the ...
S. - well I'd seen the sort of questions before, and the sort of test ... and I just decided to start and go ahead
I. Yes ... did you have any difficulties, at all?
S. oh yes, there were some awkward ones ... when there is three - and you like doing all of them, it's very difficult to say which you prefer ... and, again, you might get 3 where you don't like doing one of them ... and you take rather a long time thinking up answers ... I did - er - prick every question
I. - you did!
S. Yes
I. Well ... thanks ... OK ...
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S. - also - I looked at the back of the sheet where the circles are joined by lines and saw where there was three dots in one circle - which is fairly negative information, I suppose you discount it don't you.

I. Yes

S. because, before, I had an awful feeling I was contradicting myself.

I. Well, we check for contradictions ... and lies etc ... there are all sort of ways we can check! ... that's fine ... did you react in a positive way to any of the questions?

S. oh No ... not really

I. ... Fine ... right ... let's go straight into the results then

S. if I did the test again, of course, I might come up in different places ... I don't think it would be very different but ...

I. Huh!

S. - I just don't know.

I. would you like to try an experiment and do another

S. I don't think it would be very different in my case

I. Well ... this is the scoresheet ... Now, what I'd like is for you to rate yourself along each of these - dimensions - that they put the score along ... OK ...

S. Yeah ... OK

I. how would you like you to do that is ... there are four quartiles worked out here, OK?

S. Yeah

I. these are the percentage scores ... and what the test means is that if there are 100 people standing outside in the corridor ... where would you go and rate yourself ... where would you go and place yourself in the queue in terms of your liking for doing this sort of activity ...

S. ... Yes ... in one of these quartiles?

I. Yes, you see these lines going across here, what I'd like you to do is mark yourself say - with a cross - whether you think you are in the top 25 per cent of interest ... or whether you are in - it really turns you off ... or whether it gives you considerable satisfaction ... or whether you can take it or leave it - which is in the middle quartiles, here.
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S. Yes ... is just one of these columns?

I. Yes - that's outdoor that one down here ... Eventually the test scores will come into this as numbers which you put down in the column ... which tells you what your standing is in each of these activities

S. Yes ... Right ... Well, obviously I must start with scientific ... I think

I. well, take them one by one - start with outdoor

S. outdoor?

I. who

S. ... I think probably in this quartile

I. - Right! OK

S. I don't know where - shall I just ...

I. - mark it in the middle

S. - just here ... yes, OK ... Mechanical, here ... Computational ... Scientific ... persuasive ... why? I think I'll put myself down here on that one!

I. huh!

S. - artistic, well, I'm not bothered ... literary, there ... musical ... I think here ... Social service ... here ... clerical ... about there ... OK

I. OK, would you ... just go through and check them through

S. well, quickly thinking about them, I think that's what about what I'd put

I. OK ... good ... so that's just above 50 for outdoor, mechanical computational and scientific ... just below 50 for artistic musical, social service and clerical, and below 25 for persuasive and literary ... OK let's see.

S. - persuasive, I imagine, would include things like selling, and I put myself well down on that

I. why?

S. ... well ... it's just my image of myself ... I know

I. - selling what sort of things? - going up to them and trying to persuade them - er - that they ought to do this, that their best interests are in doing this - you don't like talking in this way to people?

S. ... Oh, I enjoy talking to people ... I don't know that I would try and sell anything to them ... I have always tended to be middle of the road, you see ... I don't tend to have extreme views ... if I did then I expect I would try and persuade people
I. Fair enough ... in other words, you don't try and dominate their point of view

S. No, I listen to what they have got to say ... I don't really try and convert people to ... my way of thinking ... as I say, my way of thinking isn't extreme, so ...  

I. OK! Fine! well, what you're saying to me is that you don't like persuading people unless you think you've got a good justification for your point of view  

S. There are very few things that I get worked up about. I think that if I got worked up about it, then, I would  

I. Yeah ... Yeah  

S. I don't really get worked up about things ... I don't know why ...  

I. hah!  

S. but, I don't, so  

I. OK ... well, now take a biro and mark in the scores as I call them out ... The first one was 63 ... OK  

S. Yes  

I. the 2nd was 32 ... let's have a light on ... OK ...  

S. Yes  

I. the third one was 44 ... the 4th was 12 ... the 5th was 26 the 6th was 17 - that's literary ... the 7th was 14 ... number 8 was 41 ... and clerical was 53 ... OK ... now what reaction to that?  

S. ... uhm ... well, I've under-rated myself on 3 of these  

I. - which are -  

S. outdoor, computational and scientific  

I. Yes  

S. - and I've over-rated myself on mechanical ... under-rated on artistic, literary, and musical ability; I'm all right on social services ... and under-rated on clerical  

I. that's right ... you've under-rated yourself on eight and over-rated yourself on 2!  

S. hah!  

I. hah indeed  

S. - which proves - as I was saying before! ... but there's more to it than that, though, isn't there?  

I. What it says now is that you get your greatest satisfaction from doing things in this area here ... OK ... and you're not at all too happy about these things. Like ... you're not too happy if asked to play with a piece of machinery ... you like working very much with your head - as in the computational and scientific  

S. that outdoor, then is an odd one, is it?  

I. Well, it means that you like to get around and you don't like writing in an office all the time ... You like to be able to escape and get into various parts of the world about you - which I suppose is part of the job - you may have to get out and find things out.  

S. - Yes that's as I imagine it ... I may be wrong, but  

I. - You're probably very wrong! - you'll probably find yourself running around trying to find people! ... and, yes, with this down here, we've just been saying something about persuasive!  

S. - You couldn't - honestly - come to any conclusions, could you  

I. Yes!  

S. You could  

I. Well, what they provide with the test is an attempt to classify occupations according to interest patterns ... like ... let's take 04 - outdoor technical and persuasive, then you're probably OK for a professional engineer ... similarly, are 5 and 7 ... OK ...  

S. Yes  

I. Unfortunately, it doesn't say anything specific about an information scientist ... but if I was going to put it in here what I think an information scientist ought to have, it would be zero, 2 and 3.  

S. ... Yeah ... jolly good ...  

I. ... can you see why?  

S. ... well, in a word, and scientific, well you've got to have a logical and methodical way of thinking ... outdoor - I wouldn't have thought that would have counted ... but, as you say, it may be going to places, to searching for information ... Yeah, it might well ... It certainly would be better if it was that ... because one thing that did put me off was the thought of being sat at a desk all day long ... I would have to get up and walk about a bit but, you wouldn't be doing any work, then!  

I. You would have to make an excuse that you were doing some important thinking!  

S. ... my ideal job is one where you are sitting down half the time, and walking about half the time, really  

I. Great! do you have an ideal job like that?  

S. Well, the ideal job would be a job that would involve both scientific and a certain amount of field work as well as office work ... you go out and observe ... facts in the field ... and ... you write a report ... an account of what you've done ... something like that.
I. What sort of field are you thinking of - you're not thinking of a laboratory, are you?
S. Oh well, the world is a laboratory itself ... if you treat the universe as your laboratory.
I. Right!
S. I know I've probably got the wrong sort of training ... if I had my time again I'd probably do a different sort of training - not (subject) ... perhaps
I. ... Yeah ... you've really got a very wide interest, then?
S. Yeah, I suppose I have, yes...
I. Yes
S. I went to that lecture on (subject) ... that's the sort of thing I would like to find out about...
I. Yeah
S. ... go up to the peninsulas, do some observations, come back to the lab, try and correlate results ... would also be ideal
I. Great! ... Great! ... well! ... You'll certainly have in this job an opportunity for a wide view
S. Yeah! ... I think this is possibly where I'll be quite cut out for it.
I. Yeah
S. ... You need to have a wide view of things ... this is just the opposite of being a specialist.
I. That's right ... Yes ... it sounds as though in this job you have a chance to be both
S. ... I could be a specialist ... it wouldn't bother me to have to pay a great deal of attention to something ... I think I'd have the staying power
I. Yeah ... back to your patience...
S. Yeah!
I. Well well well ... I'm really tickled pink by the thought of you getting that job, because I really do believe that it's ideal
S. Yeah, you say ... you would be able to say that you couldn't see me doing a job like that ... you know me sufficiently well to be able to say - that I would be able to make a go of it.
I. Yeah ... when you say that you don't know yourself very well ... compared to how some people - know themselves - ... I think you do know yourself very well.
S. ... I think I've got to know myself a bit better recently
I. Recently?
S. Well, I think the last year or two
I. - with having to think about -
S. Well, as I told you, with having talks with (the personnel officer)
I. Yeah
S. He really probed into me, and got me thinking about myself!
I. Good! Good ... in what ways.
S. Well ... I wanted to know ... I went into it for vocational guidance ... that was as a counsellor ... he thought I might make a probation officer, but I thought, really, I'm not cut out for it ... that was the kind of conclusion he came to...
I. Yeah
S. I also went to the D.E.P. and their vocational guidance expert ... and he suggested factory inspectorate ... as an out and about job...
I. Yeah ... Yeah ... but that's still missing out some things like your scientific and computational talents
S. Well, I don't know, maybe that was included as well ... I suppose it was to a certain extent ... ah - mechanical comes into it as well
I. What, the H.M. factory inspectorate?
S. Um...
I. But you don't think you'd like that so much.
S. Um... I'm surprised it's come out like that ... I didn't think I'd ... answered questions so as to make me seem less ... it wasn't my least...
I. You weren't aware of it being least
S. Definitely not. No ... a lot of instances there were ... would you like to repair toys ... and this is a sort of thing I often do! - having to repair things at home
I. Uh huh
S. I definitely wasn't against doing these things ... they were things that I would like doing less than that
I. ... You think that's a mechanical type job?
S. ... Yes, I think so ... I mean, I mess about with the car and do my own service, and so I thought I have reasonable mechanical ability.
I. Yes ... Yes ... let's put it like this then ... if you are given
a choice between doing work with your head, and work with only
using your hands, then you prefer to use your head

S. - probably, yes ...

I. Like, even when you are working with tools, or working with the car,
you have to be thinking all the time

S. Yes

I. - it's not a matter of - having a job on a production line where
the task is very routine ... You are solving problems with the car -

S. - oh, I see, yes ...

I. OK there is a sort of difference ... the 'mechanical' here refers
to doing things with your hand which are well defined ... just like
using your hands ... a lot of the jobs in the laboratory are like
that - using your hands to do well defined and laid down procedures ...
bringing things together and building it up in front of you ... people
get a lot of satisfaction from that.

S. Yeah ... there are things I would prefer rather than - say - grinding
something on a lathe

I. Yeah, the mechanical here is like that.

S. Oh, yeah ... working something out does appeal to me more ...
or I hope this was the case ... if this wasn't the case I would be
in the wrong place ... I mean ... if I was rated highly on this
sort of thing, I would be out of place here - I should be an
apprentice or something like that

I. - in the lab? or as a craftsman?

S. Yes

I. this goes back to people always telling you that you had greater
potential than you actually believed in yourself ... I mean - look
at these two, you're in the 90's - in the top 10 per cent of
people who like using their heads in making calculations and in
understanding and looking at scientific things ... that's fairly
significant and important! ... because 90% of the rest - out there
like this sort of thing less than you do.

S. Yeah!

I. Do you get the message!

S. Yeah ... I'm just amazed, really ...

I. You'd better believe it!

S. I find it a bit hard to accept ... because I'm not turned on to
that extent I wouldn't have thought ...
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I. ... Perhaps you've been lucky ... or - rather - perhaps you've been
unlucky in not realizing how turned off you would have been in other
sorts of jobs ... like ... you know you wouldn't like to ... work on
a lathe ... you know you wouldn't like to ... bash other people with
your opinion.

S. Yeah

I. ... and you also rated yourself fairly well here

S. - not too much disagreement

I. No ... in this case - take it or leave it ... a bit higher on
musical - artistic ... these two are to do with expressing your
opinion ... and persuasive is 'needing' to get over your opinion
whereas these two are having an opinion to express ...

S. - ah! yes ...

I. So do you do have more of an opinion

S. - that's, er -

I. - in literary and artistic

S. - that - correlates somewhat

I. - as you thought you did

S. Er - Yes

I. You do have opinions!

S. ... Yes ...

I. - which it says here ... but, rightly so, you can keep your
opinions to yourself ...

S. Yes

I. ... whereas some people must ... have a job where their opinion
counts ... and the opinions you're interested in are the scientific
and computational ones ... would you like me to tell you some
bad things?

S. ... Some bad things ... yes - sure ...

I. hah! ... really - er -

S. - what are bad things?

I. It would be bad if you were going to a job which - wha - well,
those sorts of things - your interests - and personality -
clashed with what the job was going to be like

S. - Yeah
S. - mechanical, I would have thought.
I. Yes ... Yes ... but I don't know whether that would have met this high interest here for using your head ...
S. Say ... as if you were working in a car factory-on a production line
I. on a production line, yes ... I would also think that your interest would be in a more - roaming - brief
S. an outdoor, you take for roaming? - not necessarily in the field, but -
I. - well, not tied down to one spot - as on a production line
S. Yeah, that's true, Yeah
I. You like a bit of variety
S. - Yeah
I. and similarly in the factory inspectorate, you might be tied down to a set of rules and procedures which wouldn't give you as much scope as you would like ... in the scientific and computational fields
S. and probation officer?
I. probation ... well, social service isn't something which turns you on very much
S. - not too much, no ... and that's primarily what it would be
I. Even thought it would give you the outdoor
S. Yes ...
I. ... OK ... what reaction?
S. ... Well, Fine! ... got nothing to worry about!
I. huh!
S. I'm doing the right thing then
I. Yup!
S. I shouldn't be a square peg in a round hole, then
I. So ... well, it's dangerous for me to tell you that ... do you feel a bit better about it yourself?
S. - Yes, I think so ... I think it improves my self confidence, if I know that

I. - You do?
S. Yes
I. Good
S. well, it's going into something pretty new, really, where I haven't got much experience ...
I. Yes, Yes
S. ... As I say, I shall try to prepare myself by doing a bit of reading ...
I. Very Wise!
S. - it's a bit difficult, to start with, but it gets easier ... a bit more-inspiring though!
I. Yes
I. what else are you doing to prepare yourself?
S. well, I'm seeing $(x)$ and $(y)$ in the information section, and the library ...
I. Yeah
S. - find out a bit from them ... that's about all, I think ... read a couple of books ... and try and fit in what else I can ... As I told you, I'm going to evening classes 3 nights a week ...
I. that's right!
S. - to broaden my knowledge a bit -
I. (a foreign language) as well!
S. - and accounting ... just to broaden out a bit
I. Yeah! ... are you going to carry those on? ... when are you going to start?
S. No, I'm going to pack these up fairly soon
I. Fair enough
S. The problem's resolved itself, now that I've got the job
I. Yeah
S. I'm not too worried about going to night school, now
I. Decisions bring them left right and centre! bang - bang - bang - how's about that for decision making ability!
S. huh!
I. when are you going to start
S. 2nd (month) ... next Tuesday
I. Tuesday! You really do have it well mapped out!

S. Well, the list is going to be a holiday for everyone, now, isn't it?

I. Yes ... Well ... I mean ... should I add a cautionary note about ... it is still only temporary, so keep your antenna open, or do you feel ...?

S. Oh yes ... it will be a lot for me to catch onto in the two months.

I. It will.

S. Yes ...

I. ... and you can come back and start again if it doesn't.

S. Oh yes ... I'm not losing anything ... I hope it doesn't come to this ... I ... I shall think I've failed if I do come back here, but I hope that won't happen.

I. Well, that's a good enough attitude to go away with feeling you want to make a good thing of it.

S. Yeah.

I. OK ... what - er -

S. It's rather like going in to an exam, if you know your stuff well enough beforehand, you can accept it but ... with this, I knew nothing about it ... apart from what I found out during the interview, and from (B) beforehand ... because I didn't prepare myself at all for this interview ... I didn't read up anything in the library ... perhaps I should have done ... I might have made a better impact!

I. Ha! you couldn't have made a better impact.

S. Well ... no, as it happens ...

I. Out of all the people that they saw ... and they grilled you for 6 hours was it?

S. I was there for 6 hours, yes.

I. My God! What was your boss's reaction?

S. Who (2)? I don't know what he thought, really. He was pleased from my point of view, obviously, but I don't think he wanted to lose anybody ... I don't know what people think, really ...

I. ... Have you told anybody else?

S. Oh yes, I've told most people ... You don't really know what they think about it ... Some of them are a bit jealous, I suppose, ... just as I might feel ... if somebody managed to get a job outside here.

I. Well, you've put in a lot of effort.

S. Well ... I don't know really ... I've done something about it, yes ...

I. I was very, very complacent about a year and a half ago ... then I started questioning things a bit ... then I was complacent for a year ... until my assessment interview when I started really getting down to things ... I wrote off to 26 jobs ... some people have written off to 80, I think.

I. Who?

S. (B)

I. Good God!

S. What about the family?

I. Oh, they will welcome a move down South.

S. Great.

I. ... Yes ... well I hope the advantages will outweigh the disadvantages ... I sometimes feel like getting into the country - away from it all - like the highlands of Scotland ...

S. Well, you'll have outlets into Norfolk - where some others of your family are?

I. Yes ... it'll be quite useful ...

S. Great! I envy you! Because I have quite a lot of my family down South ...

I. And well, I've been away 10 years altogether, so it's about time ...

S. Yeah! OK ... well ... what a success story! ... what do I say, now? ...

I. Congratulations!

S. Yeah! Goodness gracious! ... do you want to do any of the other things I've got around, or ...

I. I don't know ... there's another form isn't there?

S. Yeah.

I. Well, what form does it take? ... What is it about?

S. Well, let's shall I'll go up and get it, shall I?

I. Yeah, OK, I'll run on ...

S. I'll just nip up and get it ...

I. What would you say from this - something I would be suitable for ... the other extreme ... trying to sell something -
I. in the social service field! ... at the moment. You only feel confident when you are dealing with people in this area - with this information ... I reckon in a year or two's time, this score would move higher ... When you get a bit more experience, because, here, you don't get the experience ... You like making surveys and writing reports ... but you haven't had the chance to test out many ways of getting things over to people ... too well
S. Yes
I. So, if you had to get things over to people based on ... more vague information, or social service - or clerical - or mechanical problems ... it would go against the grain of your scientific or computational interests, and you would probably have a clash ... OK?
S. sure ... can I keep that?
I. Yes - by all means ... Here's the other one - it brings things out on ... 3 ... different ...
S. ... Yes, I think I'll have a go at that
I. - You're going to have a go -
S. - Yes -
I. OK if I give it to you -
S. I don't know whether there's much time left, I'm going off on holiday soon - whether I could do it before then
I. Yes - I'll make a note ... what I'll do ... we'll go upstairs - now - I'll give you a copy - and an envelope ... and you can do it in your own time
S. oh well, that's OK
I. - and you can bring it back, and we'll have another chat about it
S. Yeah, OK ... fine ...
I. Right.
INTERVIEW THREE
Could you explain to me, first of all why ... the reason for playing the 
tape recorder prior to the tests ... I don't see ... where ...
where that comes in?

- No -
-I because ... when ... you know when I went through this profile sheet -
-S - Yes -
- with all of these dimensions -
-I - Yes -
-in order to make sure that you are getting the right interpretation - can 
you remember, I asked you questions like, "can you think of an example" .....
"in your actual work" -
-S - no -
-I - I wanted to make sure that the result that you got here related as closely 
as possible to your work ..
-S - Yes -
-I when I first see anybody in the lab, I haven't got much of a clue what they 
actually do ... even though you're very familiar with your work ... I just 
like a chance .. to .. find out what the person does ... in order to help 
interpret the results ... and also, to ensure that the test is relevant

Er, yes, one thing that you didn't tell me was about the scores .. this, 
here ... 
the 'V' score

Yes, what is that ..
this score, here, where it says that it must lay between 37 and 45 ... 

-S Yes -
-I what was your actual score, there .. I can probably find out what it was .. about 30 or 32 .. only that .. some of the questions are the same - only thinly disguised ..
-S who -
-I and they are intended to find out whether the person is behaving consistently - or thinking consistently ..
-S Yes -
I well -
S - only it annoys me that .. I got through that interview .. when I'm so low on this ..
I hmm!
S - this is enough to say you'll never get through any interview ..
I So .. wait a minute .. that doesn't necessarily say that you are bad at it .. just that you don't particularly like it
S ehh .. yes .. there's a difference isn't there
I You - people can often do things quite well, but they get no satisfaction out of it .. or they get no enjoyment out of doing it - and they'll do it at least as possible .. now if you got through that interview you must have been bloody good at it .. I mean .. being grilled for six hours .. to have merely stayed the course is quite an achievement ..
S Yes ..
I - and you obviously got yourself across or you wouldn't have been selected for the job -
S - was -
I but .. Yes .. it's something that you don't actually relish the idea of .. having to go and .. persuade somebody to .. do something ..
S - Yeah -
I - either for you or for them -
S - Yeah - but, as I say, I haven't really had much opportunities - so far in my career ..
I - Yeah -
S I mean .. this probably explains why I didn't carry on teaching .. you'd think .. if I was low on this .. the chances of succeeding as a teacher wouldn't be too good .. yes ..
I - Yes .. you have to be bloody tolerant to put up with .. some teaching situations ..
S - Yes .. well .. I did for nearly 2 years, and I didn't really enjoy it ..
I well, there you are ..
S - Yes -

I Besides, you've got a lot more talent, here .. and a lot more liking .. for jobs thingy .. these are the preferred activities - rather than the persuasive bit ..
S I've done the right thing anyway ..
I well, that happens to everybody, in their careers .. It doesn't start off in the right place .. it starts off going all over the place .. speaking for myself, I started off as an economist, and I've .. learnt .. economics isn't my strength .. you know, I don't really like that .. but I can find something which is much more to my liking .. by trying .. and you learn by experience .. by making mistakes .. and this happens to everybody .. and it also happens to everybody right up to and through their 27's .. which a lot of people at the lab seem to be a bit afraid of .. I think you also feel that it all ought to have been decided .. if you haven't got a career -
S - I wish I'd had one of these tests - you know - fifteen years ago .. twenty years ago, in fact.
I - You think that it would have made a good deal of difference
S - I don't know .. perhaps 35 years ago .. but not to wait until my thirties until I do one of these sort of tests .. I think everyone should do one of these sort of tests .. very early on in life .. you know, how things that they are not cut out for .. like this teaching .. teaching wasn't my cup of tea .. mind you, then I wouldn't have had the experience ..
I - well, you could have tried out - you wouldn't have committed yourself so completely .. you could have experimented with teaching .. and found out that you weren't very happy with doing that .. without .. taking it up for 2 years .. 2 years is a bit of a drastic experience .. which can put you off quite a lot I can imagine ..
S Yeah ..
I So you would recommend it for anybody else in the lab as well would you!
S Yes, definitely ..
I good!
S - as I say .. I've been trying to think of situations where I've been in this position .. now, I did a job in the holidays, once when I was about 22 .. just after I'd taken my degree .. I was a barman .. and I was in that kind of position then
I - Yeah
S I didn't enjoy what I was doing then, really ..
I Oh!
I'm trying to think of other positions where I've been in a persuasive position. I can only think of being a teacher and being a barman. But...

I'm not in the job at the moment.

Well, of course, you get this position in group meetings, for instance, when you have to sort of... defend yourself... and... I do tend to be... uncomfortable in this position...

I well, there you are... yes... have you any idea what it is that's making you feel uncomfortable?

I don't know really... or... I'd like to overcome this, though...

Yeah... well, what would it be... that you are being asked to do something that you are not quite sure you'll be able to do

Yes... it's... this has come out of my assessment... I was marked... you know we have this - what's various points system... and I didn't come out very high on self reliance... in fact, that was probably my weakest point...

I see...

I was marked about average... I wasn't low or anything... but it was my weakest point... I talked to my supervisor about it... he said he would mark me a little bit low on that one...

Is that the same thing as being... or... persuasive?

I think so... to be persuasive, you've got to be absolutely sure of yourself... and... or... if you lack self reliance, you can't really be persuasive...

I would have said you are fairly sure of yourself

I think so...

I... but you're not sure of your right to impose that on others...

No, I wouldn't say that... sometimes I'm not sure of the facts

I'm not sure of the facts...

I see...

It's very difficult for me at times to hold the facts in my mind... I have to refer to my notes... I have them down somewhere... I just haven't got them in my mind at the moment... I'm not going to stick my neck out because I don't know...

I was surprised... or... things have changed... I had a cold last week...

I

It sounds to me like you haven't done... you don't feel you've done... all your homework...

Yes... that's about it... Yes... you know, I can be caught unawares... I've been working... I've been doing what... I've been doing what I've been doing... and I haven't really worked things out entirely for myself... I've been working through. I'm in this uncomfortable position... really... you know... It's a bit hard for me to defend something where it's been something that (supervisor) has thought out, you see...

I see...

That's what I think anyway.

I haven't had all the facts...

I've been... assisting... in a lot of experiments... and I've been seeing the overall picture like he has... he can justify the results and I can... only see part of it...

Yeah - that sounds like it...

Yes

So what you do about it is to try and see... you know... the overall picture of what's going on...

Yes

And you'll be able to do... what you haven't been doing too well up to now...

I think so... I think I'll be in a better position... it should be good practice...

Absolutely...

Yeah... even if it doesn't work out... it won't be a wasted exercise... I shall have learned something...

Yeah... great...
S I hope to get it done, you've no particular wish to come back here. I don't know where I'm going to fit in if I do.
I Yeah.
S cos, the job will be kept open for me. But I don't know what I'll do. I'm not sorry to leave what I'm doing here.
I great, great.
S I'm just a pair of hands at the moment, you know. Helping out on this machine in the basement.
I which is a bit frustrating.
S this is not up my street, really, I don't mind doing it for a limited time.
I Yeah. O.K. we'll, shall we get on with the - er -
S Sure.
I well, the same thing would apply. Would you like to briefly write what you think you would be if we divide it up into quarters?
S Yes. . .
I have you got a pen?
S Yes. . . preference for being active in groups, ooh, somewhere down about there I should think.
I What are you thinking of? when you say that.
S well, not being on my own, working with a group. I suppose.
I sort of (same) group?
S Yes. rather than being left to do things on my own. I reasonably like working with other people. Although, as I say, what I'm doing at the moment, I'm not too keen on. Maybe, this is it. I don't like working as a member of a group of three. or a project. perhaps.
I Yeah. Yeah. Right.
S that's a bit vague. I'm not too sure about these. . . preference for familiar and stable situations. I suppose I'd put myself about here.
I Can you think of anything in the work which would be about that?

S well, knowing things are not going to change very much. you know where you stand, you know.
I You know what project you're going to be on. . . for the next . . . period.
S Yes. I think this way I think.
I And your role in it is fairly clear.
S Yeah, although, I say, there are opposing forces on the other side that disagree with that.
I O.K. - heh -
S I'm a bit of a split personality! . . . preference for working with ideas, that's a bit vague.
I well, what do you think that might mean in the job.
S trying out new ideas, rather than routine, I suppose.
I trying out 'new' ideas. . . or . . . you mean, if your supervisor said this, you'd be saying, 'what would it mean' . . . 'how would it apply' . . .
S (reading) 'high interest in this means you like working with ideas rather than things' - that goes back to my interest in computational scientific rather than mechanical. I suppose.
I Yes. . . like, you're working on a machine, at the moment, but.
S No, I find working on machines a bit soul destroying. I don't know what it is about it. but . . . I can't explain why it is I don't like it, really.
I because you're good at working with ideas?
S maybe.
I you enjoy it more?
S Yeah . . .
I does that make it more understandable. . . if you think.
S I've never considered myself that good at working with ideas. I know that I don't like working with machines, particularly.
I Yeah.
S I find it terribly soul destroying. I get that feeling of claustrophobia . .
I Let's say it's working indirectly. rather directly.
You do think you like to tend to avoid it? O.K. Is this something fundamental to a job, or is it something you'll put up with?

Oh... something I'll put up, yes... so somewhere in this middle bit, here...

O.K... yes... so... but its more avoid

Yes... I should say so... Preference for directing others... well... that ties up with the persuasive situation... so, I'll probably mark myself low... down here...

O.K. you don't do any directing... in any way

I do very little... I did have some lab assistants at one time... but I haven't had any assistants now for some years... so...

Yeah... fair enough... what about this next job?

I don't know, I'll probably be... I shan't have anybody under me. I wouldn't think... I'll have somebody over me, the only people "under" me will be clerical people I suppose... I'll be in much the same sort of position that I am now... in the hierarchy...

Right...

Still on the same grade... but I shall have a supervisor... presumably... I may be less supervised than I am now. I should think... more autonomous

Right... yes... sounds ideal... O.K...

So... if you'll call out the percentages

Could you call out where you've rated yourself, and I'll--

Yes... I put myself at 35... not particularly liking...

Your 'Y' score came out at 47

Oh... I'm alright on that, then

"Yeah... well you got 6 on 'A'

Well!!... well, well!

Hah! you are a bit of an autonomous type, aren't you!

Must be:

You like working on your own... like organizing the job according to your own ideas...
I ... just give him the materials, and he'll go away and do the job
S ... yeah...
I ... are you supervised?
S ... I am rather ... yes...
I ... is that way!
S ... yes, well, it suggests that I'm very much of a loner
I - No ... I think here we've got to look at the interpretation...
S Yes ... Yes ... maybe I ... Preference for being active in groups means that you want to meet people...
I ... meet new people all the time...
S Oh, yes
I - a tremendous appetite for meeting new people - saying hello, and goodbye...
S Yes
I - whereas, I should think you prefer to meet new ideas ... and deal with the same people ... and know where you are with the people...
S Yes...
I - it doesn't mean to say that you don't like people
S No ... I see what you mean, now...
I it also means that you must be the centre of attention
S ... Yes ... well that certainly doesn't apply in my case...
I Yeah ... O.K.
S Yes
I ... so it's not dismissing your ability to get on with people
S not - sort of - anti-social
I So ... in fact, you're extremely social - in a small circle...
S Yeah

but ... compared to how a lot of people ... and you must also remember this is an American test, and you know how much more - um - "groupy" they are in America
S aah ... Yes ...
I O.K. ... so, have we ...
S = Yes ... in fact, a lot of people in this country would tend to be a bit low on their score
I = Yes ... O.K. ... I don't want to shatter your confidence!
S Hah! ... yes
I O.K. ... next one ... where did you put yourself
S ... fairly high up about 54
I Oh... well, you got 53...
S Oh...
I spot on ... ... next
S ... quite highly ... 46
I 47
S oh! ... quite good
I next
S I put myself at 42
I = 40
S oh, I wasn't directing others, I put myself fairly low - 23
I uh-huh, 31...
S 31 ... oh ... do these numbers mean anything?
I No, not really, the meaning comes in the percentile ... when you carry them across...
S Yes ... so ... could you explain again ... if I'm in this bottom 25 ... what this exactly means ... out of a group of 100 people ... er ...
I: well, what its meaning is, if you think of the people who do jobs, naturally outside, of those 100 people.
S: a random selection of people.
I: - Yes, a typical 100 people, or a thousand or ten thousand... it's supposed to represent everybody... the people in the top quarter, above this line... well, they'll be far happier doing work... and far more effective doing work in these areas... because everybody else doesn't like doing that sort of work...
S: Yes.
I: - so they are highly competitive in doing that sort of work... O.K.? S: Yes.
I: whereas, down here, they are not going to be very satisfied on the job... they are not going to very keen to do work in these areas -
S: - ah, yes.
I: O.K.?
S: Yes.
I: and don't forget its the work as defined by these test dimensions here... O.K. which is a peculiar interpretation... the test has its own definitions... which is not to say that you'll turn off at working in a group... because what this test is saying is... your need to meet new people constantly is very low -
S: - Yes -
I: It's rather ignoring the typical situations at the lab...
S: so I'm not cut out to be an insurance salesman, or...
I: that's right, where you're going directly from person to person to person...
S: O.K. yes... so it... doesn't really prove anything.
I: it doesn't prove anything?
S: well... um... it shows what you think... if you didn't know already... and obviously I wasn't too sure on some of these things...
I: well, you knew yourself fairly well...
S: I was close on these three... not far out on that one... and way out on that one.
I: well... as well as to rate how well you know yourself it's also supposed to help to indicate the sort of jobs you should get involved in...
S:... yes... so, um... familiar and stable situations... working in a large company... you know, a cog in a large company, you're reasonably stable - in fact, the civil service... which was what I tried to get into originally...
I: well, there you are... great.
S: well, I missed the boat... but... ICI's the next best thing.
I: Yeah...
S: not that stable, these days... but it's as stable as any firm could be... its not likely to go crash is it...
I: well, I hope not...
S: well, others will go crash before ICI...
I: Yes...
S: So... obviously... I wouldn't like to be in a high risk situation such as a small shopkeeper... this would be absolutely out... as far as I'm concerned...
I: Yes...
S: I don't know whether I'd also have to be high here, dealing with people...
I: I should imagine so, yes...
S: this wouldn't have to apply... stable situation... I: No... I would say shopkeeper was absolutely out...
S: Yes... well... I'd have known that anyway.
I: hah! Yes!... well... can we evaluate this next job...
S: - in terms of this... yes...
I: You see... its very ironic, because... if - er - you hadn't got into this next job, we'd now be having to constructing the sort of job that would be best for you... and I'd be saying things like - Information scientist - would be ideal for you... and you'd be saying things like... um... do you think so? let's give it a try...
S: Oh!
I: But you've rather --
S: Jumped the gun.
I: Yes -- thank you! Just the expression I was looking for and -- bang -- your in -- and I should think that'll go just right for you -- it lies in so well -- you've got autonomy, you've got working with ideas -- it lies in well with computational and scientific -- and also, you'll be sort of expressing your own interpretation - fairly well.
S: Yes -- in fact, I could do with taking these scores along and showing them, and saying -- look, I'm just the chap you're looking for --
I: You've done that already -- because, I mean, you must have been fairly persuasive in some way.
S: Yeah --
I: Because you've certainly given them the right impression.
S: Yes -- because the guy who was doing the interview, knows a lot about people -- and they don't always, lets face it --
I: Yeah -- Yeah.
S: You've obviously learned a fair amount about people from doing this -- people in higher up positions probably don't know nearly as much as you do.
I: I like to think that.
S: Hah!
I: O.K. -- so -- what I suggest is -- go full of reassurance that you can make a real good job of this next thing.
S: Yes -- I could do that -- yes -- in the initial stages, yeah.
I: I wouldn't spend too much time thinking about what other sorts of jobs it would indicate -- that's something we could do -- but I'd spend time at the moment thinking out this one, because it's got all the components of the sort of job you really want.
S: Yes -- it's one of several, I can see that -- I should be interested to know at some time what the others are -- but I'll leave that to some other time -- you mean you can, from this, quite simply tell me what other --
Selected samples of key events in each helping programme are presented in this section in the form of a case study for each subject (in alphabetical order) demonstrating the development of Helpee Self-exploration.

The extracts, or samples, of interviews data are, in each case, usually taken from:

S1A  - the pre-assessment interview; expectation of guidance

S1B  - the results of the aptitude test/s (self ratings in 1st column; test rating in 2nd column.)

S1C  - the reactions of the individual to the test results as they compare with his self-ratings, on the 1st test.

S1D  - the outcome of the helping process towards the end of the discussion of the 1st test.

S1E  - the reactions of the individual to the test results as they compare with his self-ratings on the second test.

S1F  - the outcome of the helping process towards the end of the discussion of the second test.

(N.B. Some of the individuals only completed one of the tests).
The initial level of helpee self exploration in this case - from the extract (S1A) presented - was rated around level '13' (alternating from two to three). Information is volunteered with little obvious emotional quality, although the subject would probably become more involved in self exploration if he could begin to reach a more effective level of self-understanding.

However, both the intention and some facility to use the test towards exploring his own self understanding was demonstrated (see extract S1A). In fact, because self understanding was alleged to exist already in certain areas, the 'vocational' test was omitted, and the subject took the 'personal' test, (see S1B).

The development in helpee self exploration achieved by the presenters of the test results is demonstrated in extract S1B. Despite initial concern to avoid exploring discrepancies between his self evaluation (i.e. self understanding) and the test evaluation, the subject does move eventually to an area of understanding, a problem area that particularly interests him.

Eventually in the interview, (see extract S1B), after fully exploring the discrepancies, the subject moves on his own towards exploration of the implications for his present situation (emerging directionality). His problem is now presented in a more defined manner, and he achieves greater ability to explore himself, his self understanding, in a manner significantly different from some of his earlier expression. Eventually, in extract S1E, the session is brought to a conclusion, with the subject deciding on further action. In new, the subject declares more certainty and feeling in his expression, e.g. "I feel I can". In fact, several further talks were requested by the subject - formally and informally as he began to integrate the experience of exploration during this session with his present concerns.

Exploration during this later stage can be rated at level 5 (e.g. S1E).
I: What were you expecting to get from the test? .. or, didn't you have any expectations?

S: Oh .. I've no real expectations .. I can tell you what I'm looking for .. umm .. I have, what you might call .. one or two preconceived ideas .. of what would come out of this .. I shall be very surprised if I don't get a high rating in vocational terms .. a high rating on mechanical .. computational .. scientific .. and .. I'd be very surprised if that didn't come about. But I think I would like to try and get out of it - or - which is not on the list ... And, having .. decided .. I'm .. I'm not quite sure what I want to say ... I don't want .. I want to think carefully what to say .. when you replay this, you'll find that on a number of occasions I've stopped and gone back again .. on what I've said ..

I: well, that's fairly human!

S: Well, I think I do it more often than a lot of people .. umm ..

I: .. Do you think out loud? .. in other words, you have one attempt at thinking, and you'll .. just .. sort of .. say it .. and then, .. I'd rather sum it all up now by summarising it all like this? ..

S: Yeah! That's .. I think that's maybe it .. But, I don't .. I don't like to leave someone in the situation where what I'm saying might be misconstrued ..

Anyway, to get back, I'm fairly sure the vocational one will come out strongly in favour of mechanical, computational, and scientific .. This is what my interests and background are, you see .. whilst I didn't make a conscious effort to decide to go to university .. after leaving school .. I did make a conscious effort as to which area I was going into - mechanical engineering .. It could have been any other engineering .. I'm fairly fairly sure that was the right decision .. But, what I want to know .. what I'm looking for .. is the .. sort of .. second level activities .. For example, since I've applied for this post in Personnel .. I think I might have something that .. I've got an interest in people .. and I might have a sort of hidden talent .. which, at the moment .. is slightly submerged by the mechanical side of my knowledge .. and aptitude .. that sort of thing .. I'm not particularly looking for the latent composer, or anything like that .. because I don't think you'll find it .. But, I think you might find something on the social .. the social service side ..
## Vocational vs Personal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocational</th>
<th>Personal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Clerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reaction:

- **I:** Reactional

- **S:** "...well...you can't get closer than that!"

- **I:** - habi -

- **S:** "- if I...if I had done that as a physical experiment, and I'd got those answers...if I'd predicted..."

- **I:** - Yeah -

- **S:** "- that those answers were going to come out...and they hand come out...I'd have thought - Christ - you've proved your theory, man!

- **I:** - habi -

- **S:** "- well...honestly...if results in physical experiments came out as close to that...to predictions...there would be no need to do experiments...because...if your theory predicted things that closely...you would have been pretty - the only mistake in this one..."

- **I:** - so what you're saying is -
I - familiar and stable situations... so they...I'm saying - I think I'm... sorry... I'm saying that... as a result of that test... I'm saying that I prefer stable situations more than I thought I did...

S - at the time of taking the test... yes...

I - more than most people... the test says... that in comparison with the rest of the population -

S - I was about equal... about half way up the scale... talking to you, just now, I thought I was thrusting... looking for new ideas...

I - not only that you thought you were... but that you would like to feel... a bit more at home... than you actually are... what it's saying to me is that you've been having a bit of bad experience and therefore I tend to avoid it... therefore - when you're answering the questionnaire... and you're faced with an... exaggerated question... like... would you like to... jump over Niagara Falls in a bath... tub... you tend to avoid that... because you're well aware of reality...

S - mm, yes...
S: You see - umm... at the present time... I ought to be looking... for a job where I've got bags of opportunity to exercise 'E'
... this is the directing of others... I think... I'm itching to get more responsibility than I have at the moment... I mean... a section leader... a section leader in the present area that I'm in would suit me fine... umm... with the proviso that I've got to make the decision whether the area I'm in at the moment is right or wrong...

I: - Yeah -

S: I'm fairly sure that it's wrong, actually...

I: - Yah -

S: but...

I: why do you say that it's wrong...

S: 

I: I'm trying to help you do this.

S: - um - yeah -

I: - open...

S: - yeah... I'm going to have to... think... as to how I'm going to pursue that one... or even... but, that... that's the main one... that's come out of it... I'm going to think very hard how I'm going to pursue it... I feel I can...

I: - Yeah -

S: By - A - simply ringing this bloke up and saying... look, I'm interested in your advert... I know you can't give me a job... but, for Christ's sake, tell me what you do...

I: Right! Right... you've stirred a chord... you can tell me more...

S: and... maybe... maybe I'll come up with something... umm... within I.C.I... I don't know... as I say, I've also got this friend in (company)... have a chat with him and find out what he does...

I: Yeah...
The initial level of helpsee self-exploration in this case — from extract 52A was rated as around level 3 (alternating between three and four). Information of a personal nature is volunteered immediately but with little demonstration of feeling in the problem area as initially defined - "I should try to get some qualifications - sort of thing". However, the subject does demonstrate some emotional proximity in a related problem area - "I've already done one at university and made a mess at that".

Although the subject demonstrated little idea as to how the test might help, his attempts to explore were sufficiently advanced for him to take both the vocational and personal tests (see 52B).

Whereas some subjects (e.g. 51) demonstrated some self-understanding fairly immediately with respect to the broader dimensions, 52 was not confident about this approach to self-understanding. Although self-ratings (52B) were as effective as many subjects, there was a reluctance to risk too many judgments about himself (see 52C). His immediate reaction after the feedback of results was to attempt to obtain the helper's judgment. However, with encouragement he did begin to explore the areas of greatest concern; and, eventually (52D) he developed more and more ability and confidence in the attempt to develop self-understanding and see it relate to emerging directionality and action, e.g. "yes .. well .. obviously .. you know - particularly as I'm thinking about going back to do this course .. I mean .. if this had come out with mechanical at about 12 or something .. I'd have thought - something is wrong here! .. you know .."

The personal test and concepts of self understanding tended to be a little too much for the subject to explore with ease - although, it was by no means rejected (52E). The conclusions of the session (52F) thus reflected the differing attitude to the two tests; however, the subject continued to explore his difficulties in relation to the concepts of self understanding and his immediate concerns to arrive at a decision about his future career.

Helpsee self exploration at the conclusion of the sessions can be rated at level 5 (52F).
S ... the thing is - er ... I'm an engineering L.A. - sort of thing ... I was on a sandwich course ... I was at the university - taking my honours degree ...

I - Yeah -

S ... and I failed my first year -

I Right -

S - so I came back here as a lab assistant.

I - Right -

S ... Now ... people here want me to go back and do a degree again ... and I'm not really certain ...

I - Right -

S - whether it's the best thing to do or not ...

I - uh - huh -

S ... er ... I seem to get this feeling, that - er - I should try to some qualifications - sort of thing ...

I - Yeah -

S - actual degree course ... now, I'm not really certain whether it's the right way to go ... or even the right subject ...

I ... ah - hah - well!

S mahl ... I've already done one at (university) and made a mess at that ... -

I - Yeah

S - through various reasons -

I - Yeah

S - uhm ... I was ill at that time ... through nerves - sort of thing ... and I don't want to fail again -

I What would you like me to do?

S uhm ...

I ... are you clear on that?
S: ... not really ... because (supervisor) said you had some sort of analysis - or something ...

I: - Yes -

S: ... You know ... Which could show me my right - vocation - sort of thing ... uhm ... could we do something on those lines? ... or just give me a few ideas - or something?

I: - Yes ... sure ... Right ...
I: So.. what do you make of that?
S: Hah!.. what do you make of that?!

I: Well.. the biggest difference is this one isn't it.. the - er - social services one.. followed by music.. and..
S: Er.. yeah.. well, it depends how you look at it..
I: The biggest percentage difference was the social service one.. whereas, if I'd asked you a bit more about that one.. it might have..
S: Sorry.
I: Sorry.
S: It might have been.. you know.. that it went so high.. because.. you know.. you didn't want to appear a right - bastard - !

I: I think that's a very good choice of word.. it's a very difficult thing to put into words..
S: It is.. yeah.. er..
I: Can I help? -
S: Yeah

I: I think that's a very good choice of word.. it's a very difficult thing to put into words..
S: It is.. yeah.. er..
I: Can I help?
S: Yeah

I: I think that's a very good choice of word.. it's a very difficult thing to put into words..
S: It is.. yeah.. er..
I: Can I help? -
S: Yeah

I: I think that's a very good choice of word.. it's a very difficult thing to put into words..
S: It is.. yeah.. er..
I: Can I help? -
S  - as...

I  - and you might actually suggest to someone - I like being creative .. whereas I don't actually think you do that, at the moment.

S  - No -

I  You're a bit reticent about - being self confident .. about actually saying - I can do this better than anyone else .. I'm good at this .. when you say - solidify some ideas .. it's solidified some ideas you've had at the back of your mind - about this artistic - for example -

S  - us

I  - You know - am I really - or - is it wishful thinking

S  - Yeah - Yeah .. definitely ..

I  - so it's making out that it's really, not just wishful thinking

S  - Yes .. it's really .. well, you know - laying it down on a piece of paper .. what - you are - sort of thing.

I  which will - presumably be some help in -

S  - Yes - well .. obviously .. you know - particularly as I'm thinking about going back to do this course .. I mean .. if this had come out with mechanical at about 12 or something - I'd have thought - something is wrong here! .. you know ..

I  Right!

S  - And .. you know .. it's been quite reassuring that those things have come out there ..
... uh - hugh .. what are your comments then!

I  hal!.. well .. I take your reaction to be a little unsure .. and, a little surprised -

S  - Yes -

I  and a little at a loss to understand

S  Yes ..

I  Fair enough .. but, don't worry .. I've often found people with less job experience than - say - someone in their 30's - go a bit askew ..

S  oh ..

I  - your current life situation - I suppose - could also be .. described as a little .. unformed .. so, if we take .. 'E', first .. or .. you would 'like' to be in a position of authority much more than .. you dare admit .. and dare answer the questionnaire as -

S  - Yes - .. Yes
The initial level of helper self-exploration in this case was relatively low - see extract S3A - being rated at '2' (alternating between one and three). There is little expressed dissatisfaction with the subject's present life - career - situation, and a tendency to talk in the abstract rather than personally, e.g. "a person who believes he is right will 'expect' ... someone who is less self-confident about being right will 'hope' rather than 'expect' ...

This subject opted to omit the 'vocational' test and take the 'personal' one. Although the results 'surprised' the subject and created some reaction, the self-exploration that was achieved was not very effective. Some defensiveness was aroused (e.g. S3C 'So I don't like meeting people as I said - eh ...') which the helper was unable to overcome totally. Eventually, (see S3D) the subject reacted favourably ("it's certainly an acceptable sort of result, I think ...") but still inadequately in terms of process movement. In S3D, the subject is still unable to volunteer any concept of himself except in the abstract sense of the impersonal terms of "the jobs I've been making enquiries about".

At the conclusion of the session (S3E) the helper is still unable to effect any significant process movement to where the subject demonstrates any personal involvement -
or awareness of particular work activity that achieves feelings of satisfaction. The subject would probably remain unaffected by the limited self exploration achieved during the session.

Helper self exploration at the conclusion of the discussion (34b) can be rated at level 3.

I
What would you expect, then, from this - short - test.

5
You’re talking about the aptitude test ... oh boy! ... what would I expect from it ... I don't know ... I don’t think I really expect anything, you know ... there's no point, it seems to me, in expecting it to do something ...

I
Fair enough ...

5
... one hopes that ... it will confirm one’s own self analysis ... or ... reasonably well, otherwise, the self analysis is way off beam, you know, ... it might turn out to be a surprise ...

I
uh huh ...

5
... but as for expecting it to do something ... again, it's a personality thing isn't it ... a person who believes that he's right will 'expect' ... someone who is less self confident about being right will 'hope' rather than 'expect' ...

I
I quite agree ... yes ... so that says what you would like to get from it, does it?
S  well... perhaps it might help to point the way a little... help in thinking out what to do next... I've done a number of tests, and some of them point one way, and some another. I also believe someone told me that there's more than one way of interpreting the answers, which was an interesting point.

I  bah! when you say 'point the way a little' could you expand a bit on that.

S  well, yes... I just don't have any idea what might come out of this test... It might give me more idea of what I do have an aptitude for... or what I don't have an aptitude for, and that's got to be taken into account...

I  Yeah.

S  - as long as I choose to believe the results, of course.

I  bah!

S  - but I don't think I'm the type to completely discount what comes up...
S: Uhm, that's interesting isn't it ... they're not very accurate ...

I: Eh?

S: My shots don't look very accurate.

I: They don't?

S: Well ...

I: Which ones are you thinking of?

S: It depends how accurate is accurate in this sort of activity, really, you know. I'm obviously not miles out, but I don't know what you would regard as a normal degree of accuracy ... this is the worst one, the last one ...

I: Yeah ...

S: That's the one that seems to be ... give me a lot of trouble!

I: Hang yea ... what, in understanding?
I It's certainly an acceptable sort of result - I think ... I read somewhere, recently ... or ... an article on this kind of testing ... I don't know; a colour supplement or something ...  
S Yeah ...  
I Which said, that ... or ... the usual result was that people got fairly close to the answer ... because they tended to know themselves best in any case ...  
S Yes - Yeah ... well ... as I was saying, the object of the exercise was to do some thinking ... about ... jobs ... your ideal job ... and then, how it might apply ...  
I Yes ...  
S Presumably ... you would be able to have a better idea, now, of your ideal job - after thinking about it ... along these lines ... than before ...  
I Yes ... Well ... it might be interesting to compare it with the sorts of jobs I've been making enquiries about ...  
S O.K. ... Yeah ... Yeah ... which ...  
I Can I make a suggestion  
S - uhm -  
I I haven't heard any - er -  
S - well, there might be something I've left out ... I don't know ...  
I Well, there's one obvious gap ... like I.C.I. ...  
S Oh!  
I What kinds of jobs are there in I.C.I. ... what I was going to suggest was ...  
S Personnel, I'd forgotten that ... I mean I have tried applying for that ...  
I - put down ... go away and do a bit of thinking along these lines you suggested, and we'll take it up another time ...  
S ... Do a bit of thinking about what, though?
I well.. take down the various career paths.. like
technical service.. marketing.. personnel..
distribution.. finance.. and then rate them-
across here - on the 5 columns.. Ok?

S - uhm -

I - on the various definitions.. like you’ve done
that one

S - uhm -

I - and see what you come out with..

S - Yes.. that might be an interesting thing to try..
How do you spend your time - at the moment?

uhm .. very poorly ..

---

I think I tend to have a lot of drive .. and because .. at the moment .. the work is so up-hill and down-dale .. and I'm also dissatisfied with the career prospects .. and things .. I'm transferring a lot of my drive to keeping fit ..

---

I went to see (group head) at Christmas .. he wondered why - and I told him I'd come about my assessment .. I know .. I .. I expected to get a reasonable rise at Christmas .. when I found out - (group head) had given me a 'D' .. now, I'd expected at least a 'C' .. so .. I went bloody mad .. well .. he gave me a chronic rise .. and we had another argument .. so I got all the assessment out .. my supervisor gave me a good assessment .. he said - oh, I don't believe that .. so, I thought, right - I'm off .. I had another assessment .. there was an enormous row .. about things .. and I got hammered again .. I got hammered this time for being too diverse ..

before .. I'd been told I hadn't been doing enough for the group - and all this .. so .. this time .. I didn't exactly walk out .. but rather than sit around reading papers all day .. I went and got a job on the plant ..
I well .. what would you like to get from the test?

S well .. I'm really in the position where I want to explore every avenue .. check out whether I'm on the right track .. how do I get into a job where some sort of progress is possible ..
I: Any reactions?

S: Yeah, they are rather close together...

I: - what A and E? - are close together...

S: well... there's a lot... 'A' and 'E' are close together...

I: uhn... sorry... the scores you gave no... it's... close together for 'A'... it's close together for 'E'...

S: and, for this this one...

I: 'D'...

S: Yeah... 'D'... reasonably close... now, I don't know about those two... 'B' and 'C'... it suggests to me that I'm a bit mixed up!

I: hahl

S: either, that... or the test is no good!

I: hahl....

S: No... Not really...

I: well... what is it that's mixed up... uhn... let's look at 'C' first... 'C'... preference for working with ideas... the test says that you're a little higher than you rated yourself...

S: - Yeah -

I: - in other words, it's not something that turns you off... it's something that you can take or leave

S: - Yeah -

I: O.K.

S: Yeah

I: So that's right

S: That seems reasonable, yes...

I: so... you're much better able to cope with ideas than you think.
S: Well... at least... it seems that I'm on the right track... you know... I mean... I've decided what I want to be - or do, anyway.

I: What

S: become a sales rep. or a sales manager... or... something in production... production manager... you know - plants - and this kind of thing.

I: Yeah - Yeah... what would you have said this implied about the job you're going to be interviewed about tomorrow?

S: I would have said that it's spot on...

I: Yeah...

S: It's a lot of responsibility... it'll be challenging... the situation will be fairly stable... or... job wise... but not stable... idea-wise, because of the trouble-shooting... or... sounds like I'll meet a lot of people... have to advise people... on setting up plant and making sure the things runs properly... so... it should be quite good, actually...

The initial level of helper self exploration in this case was rated generally at '3' (alternating between 2 and 4). The subject's expression of his situation was a struggle. But it was a struggle that he was determined to undertake (SSA).

This subject opted to take both the 'vocational' and the 'personal' questionnaires, (SSB).

Eventually (SSC), the subject began to explore himself more effectively. A particular concern had been a fear of what he might find out about himself. Similarly, (SSD) after more detailed discussion of the test results, towards the conclusion of the first session, the subject declares his particular concern much more effectively. ('John... I'd already decided that... it was a question of what... really...') Also, the subject demonstrated some effectiveness in turning this self understanding towards the problem of action (SSE).

During the second session, the subject has difficulty in exploring understanding as effectively with the 'personal' test as with the vocational - (SSF); 'I'll take it back with me and look at it again'. But, despite this difficulty the subject continues as far as he can to explore (-SSG) the 'vague feelings' he has.

Helper self-exploration at the conclusion of the sessions (SSG) can be rated at level 4.
What do you expect to get from the test?

- Confused results.

- Possibly...

- Confused in that the test doesn't understand...
  isn't really a representation of you?

- No.. No... just - the impression - that if I am of
  a confused state of mind about what I really want
  to do...

- Yes...

- Then, presumably, the test would reflect that.

- Right... Yeah...

- Of course, if the test... I shall be interested
  to see if, what the test result is... whether it confirms
  my own feeling, or what...

- Yeah... Yeah... right...
S ... well ... there ... those ... that - that ... you know, I'm satisfied with that ... I'm satisfied with ... that ... I suppose I am satisfied with ... Yeah ... literary ... that's right ... uh ... that persuasive worry me ... er, that ... not too worried about that - scientific ... I rated that high because I was in this particular situation -

I - Yeah - Yeah

S ... computational ... that doesn't bother me, as well ... uh ... mechanical ... uh ... that worries me ... uh ... outdoor ... I don't know ... I don't think there's much to be feared there ... but those two ... particularly that one ...

I - Yeah -

S - as regards occupation -

I Yeah - Yeah

S looks a bit frightening ...
I well... I imagine it would benefit from as much as you could give it.

S Right... so we do... what do we do if we stop being a physicist.

I Right... yes... is there anything here which helps you answer that... can you see the sort of profile of activities that you like doing... that you are especially suited to doing..

S Yeah... or... I suppose so...

I Well, what's your reaction to that lot?

S Oh... I'll take it back with me and look at it again... it's not surprising, really... the first one, group activity, that's a bit low, what does that mean?

I That you can take or leave, working in groups... it doesn't particularly bother you...

S Uhm... I quite like meeting people
S: So we've helped in the decision about ... is it on to look outside pure physics ..

I: Uhm .. I'd already decided that .. it was a question of what - really ..

S: It was a question of what?

I: It was a question of what? ..

S: Not so much where .. or when .. so what, to do .. rather .. It was .. you know .. It wasn't a question of .. shall we look outside physics .. or shall we stay inside physics .. it was a question of what to do outside physics, really .. that's it ..

I: Yeah .. does this help you decide what to do outside physics?

S: Yeah, I think so .. really .. I .. I was thinking to get on .. one of those .. sort of .. or .. what do they call them .. er .. management mathematics - type of course .. or something

I: Very good!

S: But it might be better not to ..
1 Have you found that this has helped in any way?

S Yes... Yes... it has... it has - sort of - confirmed -
  vague feelings, if you like.

1 Yes

S I feel more confident about... certain vague feelings...

1 Right...

The initial level of helper self-exploration in
this case was rated generally at '2' (alternating between
one and three). During the initial interview, the subject
discussed himself, volunteering personal information but in a
predominantly mechanical manner. Statements of his situation
were made in terms of solutions that already existed. He was
unsure about what he could achieve from the session - and more
generally what it was he wanted in terms of assistance
(see 55A). However, it was possible to get some general
declaration of a problem - a dissatisfaction - at the level
of confusion.

There was an element of defensiveness regarding
the results of the test - fear of possible results tended
to overcome any interest in exploring discrepancies between
his present self-understanding and directionality. After
the test (56C), more exploration was achieved, new concerns
emerged, (lack of confidence) but the discussion never
achieved any really effective exploration of the concerns,
which were quickly hidden again.

Although this subject took the first test, with the
intention of taking the personal one as well, he changed his
mind after the vocational test (see 56D).

Helper self-exploration at the conclusion of the
session can be rated at level 4 (56C).
1 ... O.K. ... well, you've got a fairly good idea of what you're looking for ..

2 ... as ..

1 ... it's just a matter of getting to it!

2 ... as ... ... I don't know ... I do feel a bit confused sometimes ... even ... even now I wake up ... well, not wake up ... I suppose I go to bed confused ... but, er, not as confused as I was before ... but, sometimes I feel quite sure ... but then it seems a bit .. pretentious.
I What did you want to get out of .. what did you get out of .. this?

S Er .. a bit more confidence, I suppose .. I mean, that's not bad is it huh? .. that - one per cent out - well, less than one per cent, really ..

I Yeah .. it comes out that you do know yourself quite well .. in the important areas .. because, you've had quite a struggle .. to work against .. the career you first started in

S - Yeah - Yeah .. like, well .. it's more engrossing - sorting out people in London.

- Yeah ..

S This is the reason why I asked to take the test, really .. either to give me a bit of confidence .. or .. if I do fairly well, it will give me the confidence .. if I don't .. do well .. then I'll .. have to pull my socks up ..

Have decided as sufficiently satisfied, and too much self analysis may be harmful!
The initial level of helper’s self-exploration in this case was rated generally at level '3' (alternating between two and three). There was some initial reluctance to volunteer personally relevant information (see S7A).

When pressed, however, the subject did begin to state a situation that he was concerned to see changed, a question he was trying to answer about himself (e.g. S7A "What could I do").

In common with some other subjects, this subject opted to take the ‘personal’ questionnaire. The ‘vocational’ test was not considered as likely to increase his understanding in relation to his concern (S7A).

Immediately after the presentation of the test results (S7C) exploration was still hesitant. There was an awareness that a discrepancy was highlighted, but a reluctance to explore the implications for fear of the consequences, and because of the inability to really explore his self understanding in relation to the test areas.

Later on in the session, exploration began to improve (S7B), the problem or concern being better expressed in terms of self understanding (e.g. ‘I have this problem’).

However, the session was not able to lead the subject beyond the abstract generalisations (S7B) with which the subject was exploring his situation. Eventually, a conclusion was reached which demonstrated how the subject was concerned to examine his problem principally in terms of the mechanical concepts of ‘research or production’ rather than as personal activity which gave him greater or lesser satisfaction.

Helper’s self-exploration at the conclusion of the session (S7E) can be rated at level 4.
Q: What - or - would you like to get from this test?

A: ... Er, well, I've had one of these before actually, when I went through the university careers appointments boards procedures, I had one of these.

Q: Do you remember what it was?

A: Yeah, it was one of these things where it said ... you know, it had about 50 questions or ... they were all would you rather be this or this, and then someone came up with some graph which said - your scientific ability is off the chart and we can't - it's too high - we can't put it on the chart! and, you know, it was all joining points up and down. I think it was fairly accurate - fairly-predicted fairly accurately, but, you know, it wasn't specific, I mean, it just said, you are obviously good at science, and that's it. You know, I would hope that it might sort of point some areas ... in which I should look - well, it happens that I've looked at some of them already, but perhaps tell me some areas in which I could be good at - within - within science.

Q: - such as - what are you thinking of?

A: Well - I don't know really ...
I O.K., so what's your reaction to that?

S ... well .. it doesn't have to be too far out to pass, does it?

I hhmm

S ... what was 'B' .. preference for familiar and stable situations .. yes ...

I ... that's the one that you're sort wrong on ...

S ... it seems so ... uh .. well, perhaps it's right ...

I ... what do you think it means .. what do you think it's trying to say?

S ... those two seem to be consistent

I which ..

S .. preference for directing others .. and for dealing with ideas ..

I Yeah ....

S Yeah .. well, I suppose that figures alright ..
... Yes ... the low scores are also important ... ...
this suggests that you like challenging and new
situations, you like conflict.

Yeah ... I'm not worried about that one ... it doesn't
tell me anything new ... but I didn't think it was
that bad ...

... I quite like research, but ... I have this problem,
that ... after relatively short periods of time ... I
become ... a little ... I want a new situation ... which
in perhaps completely opposite to what I said earlier
about wanting a stable situation ...

I had

I want something new ... I feel that I know the area ...
and I know the work ... and there isn't anything
particularly new to learn ... and then I become
disinterested ... I mean, I think this rapidly happens
to me even in completely new research ... I mean, I'm
not at that stage yet ... I feel, now, that there's not
a lot more for me to learn without ... considerable ...
more effort ... over a long period of time ... I mean -
then - I would be interested ... but ... coming to the
end of my Ph.D course ... and presenting my thesis ...
there's not a lot more for me to learn from this
three years ...
Well any more reactions, now? .. like what does it all mean?

Yeah .. well, I was going to say .. it still seems pretty general

uh huh ..

Yeah .. it seems to assume .. or .. No - perhaps it doesn't .. perhaps it just comes out that I should be a manager and not a scientist ..

- it appears -

well - it - you know .. from .. what .. it says .. it appears that I should .. be in a management position .. you know, dealing with people .. and directing activities .. rather than .. being .. uh .. going completely the other way .. I mean, there's two direct routes you can go in I.C.I. .. you can stick completely to the research side .. and go on that way, to try and get up to senior research associate .. and whatever .. and that doesn't seem to come out, at all, does it ..

No .. that's very true .. here .. I'd say be careful about how you think jobs are - what they consist of ..
The initial level of helper self-exploration in this case was rated generally at level 3 (alternating between levels 2 and 4). The subject was initially a little reluctant to volunteer information regarding any personal dissatisfaction with his career situation. This expression did improve (S8a) when the helper requested. But, still, it was not expressed with such evidence of emotional proximity; although satisfaction was introduced by the subject as being important "I've enjoyed what I've done".

The subject opted to complete both the 'vocational' and 'personal' questionnaires.

Development in helper exploration was slow but steady throughout the two sessions that followed. In S8c attention is turned towards the discrepancies, but without such effective exploration of them. By the end of the first session with the 'vocational' results the subject was (S8a) able to explore the discrepancy, and relate them to his own understanding and needs - e.g. "I think it's a fair comparison .. I think you've hit the nail on the head".

Eventually, with the results of the 'personal' questionnaire (e.g. S8c) the subject begins to explore his needs at newer levels of description - "with experience and years, you carry on working up" (S8d) as he realises a need for some pattern or plan in relation to career.
I: What would you like to get from this?

S: Well... I... I've no idea of what I'd like to do - and be... I just wondered what - or - a sociologist's viewpoint of what... what I ought to be doing...

I: Right! O.K. ...

S: What I shall do if you come out with something different that I should be... a cowboy, or a chef or something... I don't know quite... what I'll do...

I: Hah! Right... that's alright - except that you haven't told me what you think you ought to do - or be... but... that's O.K. - you've told me something of it - in simple terms...

S: Well, it's just to work, basically... in engineering...

I: It is...

S: Yeah... I don't think I'm fitted to do... It's difficult to know really isn't it?... I'd like to travel, but er... with the job type of thing...

I: Yeah... O.K. ...

S: I don't think you can define what you are going to do... what you'd like to do... because you don't know whether you'd like it, anyhow...

I: - until you've tried it...

S: Yeah... I can say... with fair conviction... I've enjoyed what I've done... whether it's been fibres, or it's been manures... after a while, you get used to it... when you get into it, you commit yourself to it...

I: Right... Right... fair enough...

S: My viewpoint is... as long as it is serving a purpose...

I: Uh huh... ...

S: I'll do it...

I: Uh huh...

S: When it stops being... when I'm doing work to just fill in time - that's no good...
S 39

I 27

S umm..., I think that literary one, there... I said I wanted to be, didn't I...

I That's right, yes.

S Yes, that's what you wanted to know. 90 per cent of us wanted to be better at it than I was.

I uh huh...

S well, what do you conclude from that?

I oh... what do you mean? what do you conclude from that? there were lots of grunts and groans as those scores were coming out... what were the grunts and groans for?

S well... perhaps I'm over rating myself...

I - over rating your ability... your interests

S it looks like it... or my interest in it...
... well let me say... No... I don't think you are... it's more to make you think about it... it's more important to concentrate on the fact that you come above the line in 5... and 1... O.K... and with 0... 5... and 6 you rated yourself... over rated yourself.

S - the interest is not there perhaps... - I would regard that... outdoor scientific and literary would be my less important... interests...

I Yes... Yes

S as they are... and I would regard mechanical, artistic and... social service... are my interests, I suppose

I that's right... yes

S also computational... yes, well... oh... and persuasive... now that's right down, isn't it...

I - it doesn't mean to say you're bad at it - it means that... probably you've got other things to do

S Yes... that's right... I... yes... I think it all comes out... it's funny really... I didn't really expect it!

I hah!
I: Well, how do you feel about the result?

S: .. I think it's a fair .. comparison .. I think you've hit the nail on the head.

I: encouraged?

S: Quite pleased, yes.

I: .. Do you want to do the other one?

S: Which one's that?

I: .. What you're doing now that might take you away from our main purpose.

S: My interpretation of that is .. do you remember the first test .. the artistic thing came out on .. a high score .. which to me refers to someone who likes to get on with their own thing.

S: Yeah .. oh, I see ..
S: uhm .. jolly good .. uhm .. it plans out, doesn't it ..
I: it plans out? .. what, the pattern?
S: Yes .. you can see the pattern..
I: Can you see a pattern that you can put into words ..
S: well .. just that .. you come in as a junior .. and, with - generally - experience and years, you carry on working .. working up .. without actually going for promotion and this sort of thing .. you tend to .. I suppose .. with more experience and more knowledge, sort of thing; you gain more respect in the group; you're working with..
I: - uh - huh -
S: whereas .. when you're just new they don't take any notice of you, at all ..
I: Yes .. Yeah
S: - especially if you come with no experience and - feel for how they are working ..
The initial level of helper self-exploration in this case was rated generally at level 3 (alternating between levels 3 and 4). Although a great deal of material is volunteered about a dissatisfactory personal situation, the manner of the expression is disjointed, and ranges - mechanically - over various areas without attempting specific exploration to any great extent. There is evidence of some emotional proximity - S94: "I have been somewhat fed up."

This subject opted to complete both the 'vocational' and 'personal' questionnaires. However, after the discussion of the 'vocational' results, events moved in a way such that the subject considered that the reason for taking vocational guidance no longer existed (she was offered and she accepted a new job).

The immediate reaction to the conclusions and discrepancies, highlighted by the 'vocational' results was notably one of feeling. In this case, self-understanding needed confirmation rather than alteration (S90). As the session continued, exploration of the subject's concern became more effective (S90) and eventually this understanding was applied to the situation in terms of action to change the dissatisfactory work situation (S90).

Helper self-exploration at the conclusion of the session (S95) can be rated at level 5.

5

Why are you taking the test?

S

... well, for a while, I have been somewhat fed up with the job. and position. Umm, many reasons.

there's not much scope for a person of my level... and a lot of it - particularly the job. I'm doing at the moment - is very routine... you're carrying out part of a job, and then nobody else completes it... Umm... and also the type of work that you're doing means that it doesn't really fill your day as you would like it... to be filled... Umm, you've probably got time on your hands, and really there is nothing to fill the time with... you could probably rush through a lot more than you do... I could fit more in, but it would be a waste of my time, anyway... the particular group I'm in isn't particularly good to be in, for prospects... or even an interesting job... I'm sure I could get more out of the job - even more out of a job in chemistry - being placed somewhere else, perhaps... you know... which I think... because I'm so fed up with the particular job I'm in, it tends to put me off chemistry altogether...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocational</th>
<th>Personal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Unskilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artistic</td>
<td>Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Speaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Clerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales, Sales Mgmt</td>
<td>Amongst Conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Directing Ability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Any reactions?

S  |  |

S | hai .. I find it amusing to come as high .. as that

I | amusing? .. like you weren't expecting it?

S | er |

I | - or it's a funny combination

S | - No .. No .. it's funny because .. uhm .. I think of me .. uhm .. I'd enjoy working with people .. and using that side .. but .. there's always a bit of ..

I | - hesitancy

S | - Yes, hesitancy .. and confidence .. and it's come out like that .. I find it amusing ..

I | hai .. well .. in fact .. it's saying that you're in the top 5% of the most .. uhm .. of people who like dealing with people .. of the most persuasive and the most social ..

S | uhm |

I | socially concerned .. sensitive ..

S | uhm .. yeah .. I wipe the floor with some people - sometimes ..

I | hai .. yes .. I can imagine ..
I What impact... do you think the test has had? Has it helped in any way?

S I think it helped to confirm my own thoughts... because... once... I thought I knew my own mind... and I'm the type of person... who... used to underestimate... and... I think... you know... now... I'm sure I know my own mind... is it just because... you know... because I'm fed up, or is it... you know... well, that is more of a true picture...

I Yeah... Yeah... and it helps you convince yourself that... you're not just... trying to swim against the tide... that is the real 'me'.

S Yeah... Yeah...

I and... do you feel more assured... that...

S I'm not being fed up with certain things... for the sake of it, really... you tend to think... as I just making it appear... as I must being stupid...

I You know... know more certainly what's upsetting...

S Yes
Well ... there's a vacancy in a (group) ... This would include a job of one's own ... and it would include administration as well ... because everyone would be taking their fair share ...

Right

and I've been asked to think about it ... there was nothing definite ... just to keep it in mind ... and have a chat again about it ... and ... from what I could see ... I would certainly be better off doing something like that ... 

... why?

... it was connected to a field I was interested in ... there would be more involvement - because of the way the group is run ... and there would probably be more outside contact, as well ... short of leaving I.C.I. ... and doing something entirely different ... that seemed to me ... one of the best solutions ... you know - I thought - well, I could do a good job ... my days weren't going to lumbered in doing chemistry as such ... I clearly needed something more in a job ... which as I'm doing now could be seen as boring ... anyway ...

Yes ...
The subject's difficulty in applying his self-understanding to his particular circumstances is further evidenced in S105, the voice quality of his exploration is less enthusiastic, and his ideas are less spontaneous or probing - e.g. "So ... I don't think so ... it doesn't really have ... you know ... this idea, thing." (S105). However, there is enough evidence of the subject's willingness to explore to suggest that his achievement of more effective behaviour will develop, given time for the subject to fully probe his emerging ideas about himself and his world, e.g. "O.K. ... it's got the stability ... which is quite something ... it's got this ... conflict bit ... it's got this directing others bit ... but it hasn't got this idea bit ..." (S105).

Helper self exploration at the conclusion of the session can be rated at level 3.

S104

I What would you like to get from ... the ... aptitude inventory?

S ... Er ... well ... I don't really know much about it ... I don't know what ... I don't know what the object is ... I suppose the object of it is ... that ... let me tell you first, I suppose that's what you want me to do ... and the object of it is to tell me where my specific strengths and weaknesses are ... or ... I think that's really ... that's what I expect out of it ... I would like to get ... I would like it to be ... I would like the impossible ... I would like it to tell me what job I would most enjoy doing ...

I ... what job would I most enjoy doing?

S Yeah!

I Why? - is that impossible.

S ... Because I don't think you know ... you know ... enough about the job ... to make that possible ... to know about all the jobs in all the different circumstances ... I think ... it's an infinite problem ... an infinite combination of circumstances ... it's not just the job ... it ... it's the environment you're in ... the way you live ...
S: well... I would think that was impossible!

I: OK.

S: ... You might... I mean... you might be able to take in isolation — say — a job somewhere... a "job spec." in an attempt to make a fit... But, that's not going to tell you whether you're going to be happy in your job...
I O.K. .. any reactions?

S or ... I think the musical one's a very good one ...

I uh-huh ..

S I can see that ... and .. it's not really a surprise at the others .. musical is fairly high .. mechanical is fairly low .. computational - fairly high - but not dominant .. scientific .. I'm not particularly surprised. I had trouble with the interpretation; here .. because I wanted to interpret it in a very specific rather than general way.

I - problem .. rather than - 'physics' ..

S Yeah .. It's a very good picture, yes .. very good .. fantastic, yes .. artistic .. discrepancy, there .. I put myself low, because of the interpretation ..

I - messing around with hands -

S Yes - but in fact it came out a little higher because I saw things as more .. creative.

I - expressive -

S Yes ... literary was .. quite good .. musical .. yes .. social service .. yes .. I think we solved these problems .. yes .. quite acceptable ..

I Yeah.

S quite surprised .. yes!

I hah!

S .. I was a bit too confident I think .. about predicting then .. Now, it was the other test you mentioned .. the other headings .. where it was more - feelings .. that should be interesting!

I Right! .. O.K. ..

S well .. I derive a certain amount of pleasure out of doing it .. It's helped me .. see .. things a little bit more clearly .. sort of strengths - etc .. I'm not sure how to use it ..

I Yeah .. sure .. well, as a proviso .. if you can construct a job centred around the things that you scored highly on here .. and keep away from the jobs consisting of things where you scored low .. you yourself wanted a job .. in scientific .. and literary .. whereas the actual score suggested 6 .. 7 .. and 8 ..
Have you had any thoughts on the previous one?

Sr - I have, but ... I ... well, not so much on the previous one, but ... what ... there were things that ... after I last spoke to you ... which I thought was a ... yeah, in those sessions ... we talk entirely about me ... that's great, you know ... well, I turn round and say what are your expectations, and what do you want, and ... it's a little unfair in a sense ... it's all centred ... the discussion is centred around myself ... and that's partly it ... I enjoyed the last session, because I thought I ... I recognised ... things ... about myself, which I'd ... only ... thought about, or only suspected ... only thought about in a hazy way ...

- good!

- it, sort of, crystallized one or two things out ...

- great ... you can't remember what they were? - it doesn't matter if you can't.

- I can't - but at the same time, I went away, and a day or two after it, I thought ... well ... not so much about ... well, I should have told you, that fact about me, or another, because without that, you wouldn't understand ... I can't for the life of me think what they were, but they were - sort of general facts - that could have added more to the conversation.
I: Any reactions?

S: Let's see... oh... preference for working with ideas is very high... well - obviously. I would expect that - yeah... and 'b' preference for avoiding conflict... ahh, yes... yes, that's good... yes... I would... I think... I probably underestimated it, actually.

I: Yeah?

S: Yes... I think I did.

I: Especially... and this is the most important one... the conflict between... what you are doing... and what other people expect of you...

S: Yeah.

I: Those are the conflicts you don't like...

S: Yes... Yes...

I: And we discussed that, also, under familiar and stable situations...

S: Yes... we did... that's true... yes, that's very true... yes... that in a conflict, I... well, when you say it's avoidance, or... yes... yes... I do see it... because I suppose I am avoiding it... in a sense, by not doing anything... recognizing... and not doing anything about it... uh... although... I'd like to do something about it...

I: Uh-huh...

S: So... so I would agree with the... analysis... in that case... yes, preference for avoiding conflict situations is higher... than I said it was... The other thing that's higher is... preference for directing others... uh... that's very good that...

I: Compared with... the average...

S: Well... I'm not sure whether it's very good... in fact... I have wondered... whether... it's something I do enjoy it... or it... it's something I'd like to do... and I'll do it well... uh...

I: May I suggest?

S: Uh-huh...

I: That it's... you enjoy putting in the thinking... behind... presenting a problem to someone... in a way... which... they will then feel... they can... proceed with...
I: it's very much behind the scenes working.

S: yeah, that's what you thought it was going to tell you.

I: Well, how are you going to apply this to I.C.I.

S: hm.

I: that's what you thought I was going to tell you.

S: ha. yes, well, I did ask you that question a few minutes ago, in a sense.

I: well, would you like me to, or.

S: it's very difficult isn't it, to apply anything like this to I.C.I.

I: Unless you're trained.

S: well, unless people are totally aware of this sort of thing, you know, people will accept this in the sense that the job situation is not very good at the moment, one can only really hope to move from one job to a slightly better job in this respect.

I: uh huh.

S: one wouldn't make giant strides, I don't think, but unless people, well - say - who are selecting people want, want to use this as a method. . . .
S: for finding out about people ... about people's suitability for the jobs ...

I: uh-huh

S: if they did what - that would change ... the situation

I: er ...

S: You know ... if I was going for a job in L.C.I. ... and ... most of the things that we've done here ... I tend to agree with ...

I: uh-huh

S: You know, I can see why I've scored high in some places and low in others ... now, if I was going for a job ... in L.C.I. ... and the people who were going to employ me could recognise all of this ... and relate all of my ... strengths and weaknesses ... to the job ... then that would be very good.

I: yeah ... you don't think they do?

S: well ... my impression is they don't ... they don't think very deeply about these ... sort of ... aptitudes ... when they're thinking about putting a person into a job.
S:  ... I don't think so ... it doesn't really have ... you know ... this ideas, thing
I:    Yes, well, ... a lot of the time you have to ... I
S:    ... O.K., ... it's got the stability ... which is quite something ... it's got this ... conflict bit ... it's got this directing others bit ... but it hasn't got this ideas bit ...
I:    ... Yeah ...
S:    ... and sometimes.
I:    Yeah, and what is ... 
S:    Well, I think it's quite a lot about you.
I:    Yeah, I think so.
S:    ... and, it's not the sort of thing that you're really looking for
I:    ... for stimulus, though.
The initial level of helper self-exploration in this case was rated, generally, at level 4. A great deal of personally relevant material is volunteered, but with much tendency towards inward probing towards new attitudes that could alter an unsatisfactory state of the subject's career (S11A).

This subject chose to complete both the 'vocational' and 'personal' questionnaires.

The development of the subject's capacity to use his exploration for developing effective courses of action depended primarily on the helper offering conditions relevant to confirming much of the helper's self understanding (S11C). The subject became ready to evaluate courses of action spontaneously (S11B) - "so I'm not cut out to be an insurance salesman". However, the principal concern of this subject was to evaluate the appropriateness of a course of action he was presently undertaking (he had applied for a new job, not in research).

During the second results session, this concern became the primary focus of attention (S11D) and, eventually, the subject begins to apply the new capacity for self understanding towards other relevant concerns (S11F).

The level of helper self-exploration at the conclusion of the session can be rated at level 5.

G.K., well, you've given me some superb information.

S Yeah, well. I've told you quite a lot about myself. I don't know whether I've missed anything out.

G No. No. That's ideal. Thanks very much.

S I had a chat with [personnel officer]. I don't know whether you know.

G oh! [personnel officer]

S Yeah. I told him quite a lot about myself.

G Yeah, and what - or...

S and he noticed that I'd been five years at boarding school and two years in the army. And he - sort of - told me something. I didn't really know about myself. that I'd been rather conditioned - in the environment - and nobody ever told me this. It never occurred to me. I'm somewhat used to being told what to do...

G Yeah, yeah...

S - and this might be significant...
I: Yeah ... and then - did you go away and do something about it?

S: Er ... not actually, No ... because I don't know actually what I can do about it, really ... I think the fact that I'm thinking a lot more seriously about what I'm doing ... I am trying to be flexible - taking up different subjects this term ... I'm not actually being told to do it ... I thought it up myself ...

I: Yeah!

S: Perhaps I have over reacted ... but this came out of my assessment interview in August with (group head).

I: Great! Great!

S: - that I ought to be doing something ...

I: - not standing still ...

S: - that's right, yes ... I had rather forgotten about job searching ... I was rather content with what I was doing ... I was then stirred into action, again ... thinking maybe things aren't that secure here ... you can't stay here forever ... I'll have to be looking around, soon ... because of the policy here ... I have not thought about it too much ... I have rather left it to other people - say (group head), when he was here ... he said that if anything suitable came along, he would let me know ... I haven't been doing much for myself ... but, since the assessment, I have been actively doing ... I have realised that, in the past, nobody has been doing anything for me, really ... letting me stagnate, in fact ... it struck me I ought to do something about it ... I'm the only person that can help me ... nobody else can help me ... but, I am not as worried as I used to be ... I'm doing all I can, now ... I realise my career hasn't really been very varied up to now ... if you have varied experience, it helps ...

I: - and you're going the right way about it, now ... into a varied experience ... as you were saying, this (job application).

S: - it is more different, yes ... a bit of a change, yes ...

I: .. let me show you what I was thinking might be of interest ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOCATIONAL</th>
<th>PERSONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**I**  
Now, what reaction to that

**S**  
*uhm.. well*, I've under rated myself on three of these

**I**  
*which are*

**S**  
outdoor, computational, and scientific

**I**  
Yes

**S**  
... and I've over rated myself on mechanical... and under rated on artistic, literary and musical ability... I'm alright on social services... and under rated on clerical...

**I**  
... that's right... you've under rated on six and over rated yourself on two

**S**  
*hah!*

**I**  
*hah! indeed...*

**S**  
... which proves... as I was saying before... but, there's more to it than that, though... isn't there
S: .. so I'm not cut out to be an insurance salesman, or ..

I: that's right, where you're going directly from person to person to person ..

S: O.K. .. Yes .. so it .. doesn't really prove anything

I: it doesn't prove anything?

S: well .. who .. it shows what you think .. if you didn't know already .. and obviously I wasn't too sure on some of these things ..

I: well, you know yourself fairly well

S: I was close on these three .. not far out on that one .. and way out on that one ..

I: O.K. .. what reaction?

S: .. well, final .. got nothing to worry about!

I: hah!

S: I'm doing the right thing, then ..

I: Yup

S: I shouldn't be a square peg in a round hole, then ..

I: No .. well .. it's a bit dangerous for me to tell you that .. do you feel a bit better about it yourself?

S: - Yes, I think so .. I think it improves my self confidence .. if I know that ..
The initial level of helper self-exploration in this case was rated, generally, at level 4. Personally relevant information is introduced spontaneously and with considerable emotional proximity but with little achievement of any probing to discover new or alternative courses of action relevant to career concerns (12A).

This subject opted to complete both the 'vocational' and 'personal' questionnaires.

The development of exploration in the case of this subject depended - again - on confirmation of such recent self understanding. The subject only began to relate understanding to directionality and action in the latter session with the 'personal' results. Reaction to the 'vocational' results was still exploration at a fairly high level (12B). However, there was a tendency to avoid any direct expression of concern at this stage.

By the beginning of the second session (12B) the subject had developed fairly effective self understanding in these areas and had related them to personal concerns. The results of the 'personal' questionnaire were now approached with greater confidence, and exploration now achieved higher and more effective levels (12C).

The level of helper self-exploration at the conclusion of the sessions can be rated at level 5 (12E).
I What would you like to get from the test?

S Yes... well... really... I think... what I would like to get out of it... I think... I mean... I know there's this slight conflict between arts and science... but that's... I can... can accept that... treat the arts side of it as a hobby...

I uh huh...

S what I wanted... was that... was there anything else that was there... so I would know... whether there was another area... as well... which would be... because... I sort of... know... that, obviously, one can't... just sort of... take off on an art's career... just like that... one's got to create a hobby... I mean... one could be lucky... and in 20 years, someone might actually buy something...

I huh

S one other possibility, though, was that there was some other possibility... that I could actually move... from science... towards... something like... design... or advertising... this was... another area... I think... that was... the idea...

I Right...
I O.K. well what's your reaction...

S well other than this one... which was a slight surprise... I mean, I can understand this one... it's pretty obvious... I could you know... I think... I think that's probably... the... you know... surprise... I'm slightly surprised that that one is... at least... not near the boundary...

I uh huh...

S and... or... this one I think... you know... I accept those two... really... I mean... I've had to round here... do you know that there are some people here who haven't been to a cinema for over two years...

I Really!

S Yeah... and what were the things?

I Yeah... and what were the things?

S well you know... it's very nice to know that you've got this ability... you can enjoy... in another field... a different thing altogether... but it's difficult to drop everything immediately and go to that job... and it's also very difficult to plan to get there immediately... you know... because one's towards a peak in one profession... a scientific one... it's very difficult to drop everything... start from right down... and climb back up in another one...

I Yeah... Yeah

S the other possibility... I suppose... is to go sideways... and slightly down... in I.C.I... and change the... sort of thinking
I: what - the emphasis on the job that you're doing?

S: Yes - from this emphasis on long term research to more involvement with, you know - things like writing, and...

I: - using your ability to express yourself.

S: ... I'm nothing...

I: - what do you mean, you're nothing?

S: ... well, I'm right in the middle - I don't know what I'm doing!

I: heh!

S: well - this one's slightly up - B - does that mean I've low interest then?

I: it means that you like things to be happening all the time - you don't to have the same situation.

S: ... I suppose that's true - you like being on staff committee - Yeah.
The initial level of helper self-exploration in this case was rated, generally, at level 2. This subject did not volunteer personal information very easily, and seemed detached from any personal involvement in the session. Initial exploration (I3A) bordered on evasiveness ("should I go on the sole") and even further into the session, any personal information was presented reluctantly and tentatively ("no ambitions ... just that - er - I obviously want more responsibility - eventually").

This subject opted initially to complete both the 'vocational' and 'personal' questionnaires. However, after completing the session on 'vocational' results, and taking away the 'personal' questionnaire, the 'personal' questionnaire was not returned to the researcher. The subject, informally, mentioned on various occasions that he was still "getting round to finishing it."

The reactions to the results of the vocational test show hesitant attempts to relate the results to his own self-understanding (I3B). The subject, at this stage, has not directly expressed any concern about his career situation and thus is not sure why he is interested in the test results.

Towards the conclusion of the session, however, (I3D) one concern does emerge more clearly - "yeah, pace

exams and that "which is not explored at any depth".

The level of helper self-exploration at the conclusion of the session can be rated (I3B) at level 2.
I: What would you like to get from the - er - aptitude test?

S: ... uh ... to see if I'm suited to the job, perhaps ... to see if I'm suited to any other job ... whether I should go on the dole ... ... that's about it ...

I: What?

S: I think that's about it

I: huh? would you fancy going on the dole?

S: I don't know, I've never tried it ...

I: It's got some good parts about it.

S: Yeah ...

I: Fair enough ...

S: ... not so bad to get paid for doing nothing.

I: Yeah! ... ... do you have anything of a career plan?

S: ... No ambitions ... just that - er - I obviously want more responsibility - eventually ...
I Any reaction?

S ... this is supposed to be a comparison of what I think of in general, in comparison to what I score in actual - in those areas.

I well ... it's saying that you have a preference for this activity compared to the rest of the population - in general, at this level.

S - Yeah, that's what the scores are supposed to mean, that's my - or -

I ... that's where you put yourself - so on those scores, you were fairly accurate - but like, what do you like about music?

S well, you know, it's fairly creative, um, that's why I chose that.

I creative, in what way?

S well, you can play, pleasing tunes, you can create things, out of an instrument.
I: Yeah .. Yeah .. any other reactions?

S: well .. computational .. that's a bit .. strange ..

I: well .. what do you like about .. computational .. sort of activity ..

S: Yeah .. well .. when I finish doing something like that .. there's a sense of satisfaction .. it is .. exactly correct and pleasing to look at when it's finished ..

I: Right .. Yeah ..

S: But the actual starting to do it is much less fun ..

I: Yeah .. Yeah ..

S: .. .. no, what's your view?

I: my view .. well, I was still asking you yours .. let's go through them then, one by one ..

I: it's not for me to analyse .. it's not for me to come out with a - you ought to be this .. 

S: Yeah:

I: it's for you to look at it and say - well, I know myself pretty well, already ..

S: and this is to help me make sure that I do ..

I: Yeah .. and .. if you like .. what it would be for, then .. in to say .. well, O.K., in 5 years' time what are you going to be doing .. what would you like to be doing ..

S: no .. yeah .. that's what I was thinking, you know .. there's no .. there's not .. there's no advancement, I don't think ..

I: what? in O.G.1?

S: - not in the job I'm in .. there are people doing the same job as I'm doing, at a higher level .. and earning a lot more money ..

I: Yeah .. Yeah .. but you've got to get a lot of basic background, haven't you ..
Yeah ... pass exams and that ...

... and how is that getting on?

... oh ... I treat it as a challenge ... you know ... rather than as for their usefulness ...

1) treat it as a challenge?

2) well ... you know ... a challenge to the system ... I'll pass those bloody exams ... you know ... whatever use they are or not ...

1) do you find the knowledge of any use to the job?

2) None whatsoever.

1) Do you think it might be of some use, eventually?

2) Only passing the exam ... I suppose it is a bit ... only I think most people forget.

The initial level of helper's self exploration in this case was rated generally at level 3. Personally relevant material was introduced quite freely, but without much demonstration of emotional proximity or inward probing. In fact, the subject suggests that he merely requires confirmation of present constructs, although there is also some evidence here that the voice quality is less confident than the expression - e.g. S14A - "but ... really ... I suppose I wanted you to wave a magic wand and tell me I'm ideal for it".

Although the first interview facilitated some degree of exploration in the subject, the subject only achieved some inward probing of his constructs slowly and hesitantly, and with some considerable direction by the helper. However, at the conclusion of this first interview the subject responded - for the first time with some evidence of emotional proximity, e.g. S14C "Yeah ... I quite like the idea of science and social service".

The subject's difficulty in overt expression of new insights continues during the second interview. However, high levels of empathy help to develop the subject's self understanding, e.g. S14D and S11F. Eventually (S14F), the subject responds enthusiastically towards a specific action suggested by the helper that is seen and experienced
by the helper as most usefully related to his present circumstances "Yup .. Yup - that would be very good .. quite useful .. so I'll get a list of past vacancies .."

(S143).

Helper self exploration at the conclusion of the sessions can be rated at between level 3 and 4.

---

I What would you like to get from the aptitude test?

S uhm .. well, the .. the biggest disadvantage with my experience at the moment is that it's very limited .. I've got no experience at all outside of life in the university and life in the - Junoorn - and all of that has been scientific ... uhm .. basic to work ... I suppose I've had very limited experience of administration - just a few odd things tossed your way ... so, the biggest uncertainty is I'm not .. I can't be sure of how I'd fit in with the whole wide range of opportunities that are available ..

I Good ... yeah ...

S now, if .. it occurred to me that .. the dynamic seems to be towards progression into management .. in the laboratory, or it certainly was .. and I didn't see .. that I wouldn't fit in with this .. general progression .. because I didn't mind the administrative side ..

I .. Yeah ..

S but .. really .. I suppose I wanted you to wave a magic wand and tell me I'm ideal for it.
1. huh! at least you're honest! yes, fair enough...
   so, you'd like to get some idea of what sort of
   slots - out there - you would best fit in?

2. uh huh...

3. Yeah... from a point of view of your interests...
   what would your interest fit in with... Yeah...
   that's very expansive and clear...

4. Yeah?... good... you see, I can understand what a
   manager's job is in research... I can understand
   what (group heads) type of job is... um... I could
   see myself fitting into that sort of job... but, a
   manager in another sort of environment, it's not so
   clear...

5. Yeah... right... O.K... uh, that'll do...
   let's leave it at that then...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocational</th>
<th>Personal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>Corporative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>Persuasive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Literary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical</td>
<td>Social Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Clerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Skills</td>
<td>Vocational Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Activity</td>
<td>Business Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dating, Others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I: well, any reaction?

S: uh .. chemical .. computational .. scientific .. well .. persuasive still comes down doesn't it ..

I: don't forget the test is not absolute .. but I would interpret this discrepancy as probably meaning that you are not very confident .. if you rate yourself higher than you score .. like, you are probably interested in those activities .. but you didn't have the confidence to choose them in the test.

S: - Yeah ..

I: - because you do a lot of it at home, O.K. ..

S: - Yeah -

I: - You take a look at those ratings here .. 5, 6 and 7 .. that's a bit suspicious, as well .. because from what you've said earlier .. you've got a greater desire to be expressive in your job than you've actually come out at .. therefore one wouldn't go too much by these results .. well .. with other people, one would say .. well, let's say with clerical .. one would say, don't go for a job which is predominantly clerical .. when you are thinking of a job - think in terms of activities that it requires me to do' .. like .. personnel work .. a lot of it can be clerical .. so, you say to yourself .. I like a lot about personnel work - I like the social service bit .. but unfortunately it's got clerical .. so let's take a closer look .. what are its good points .. what are its bad points ..
I: What does a personnel officer do ... most of his day he may spend being persuasive -- persuading people -- and you can actually then rate a job in terms of -- well, it's got a lot of bad things about it -- or one or two good things -- whereas this other job has four or five things that I really care for --

S: -- Yeah -- Yeah

3: -- How do you feel about the -- results so far?

5: Yeah -- I quite like the idea of science and social service --

I: -- Fine -- O.K. -- we'll see what we can do for you next time,

S: -- well

5: -- the biggest one was 'B', my preference for stable situations -- so that I have a very high preference -- compared to other people -- that means -- Yeah --

I: -- what does that mean -- that you probably like a particular type of work compared to other people -- people who don't like to be tied down to a particular line -- or job -- they are much more changeable -- they like -- being -- given opportunity to change and change -- according to their whim and fancy --

S: -- uh-huh --

I: -- whereas you're liable to say -- well, I can do what's to be done -- and I don't mind committing myself -- getting stuck in to actually doing it.

S: -- Yeah --

I: -- does that make sense?

5: -- Yeah -- I think so -- Yeah --
I ... because - er - it means that you like in a job that you can take a fairly deep view ... and know that all the work you are doing is relevant to one main aim, or objective ... yes? ...

S ... Yes ...

I ... What about any other reactions?

S ... Well ... I'm high on this one, of course ...

I ... Yeah ... and as you said, you haven't really had much experience.

S ... well, do you think that ties in with the other one in any way?

I ... O.K. ... well, any surprises?

S ... uh ...

I ... or does it confirm?

S ... No ... not a lot really ... I think that's - er - ... that would ... I would be reasonably happy with that - er - picture ... as a picture of ... my ... self.
I: Have you been putting any ideas to a career plan of any sort?

S: -- Er ... not a lot, No ... I'd decided that I would -- this year -- take much more of an interest in the vacancies ... to see what would come along ...

I: Would you like to have a go at actually putting the picture we've got so far ... together, and seeing how they go with some of the jobs on the notice board ... and seeing how they ... might ... fit in?

S: - Yes ... Yes, that seems fair ... Yes ...

I: -- Well, a practical idea might be to go along to (the personnel officer) and ask for a list of the past -- when -- jobs that have come up -- sift through them and get a wider view of what comes up.

S: -- Yes -- Yes ...

I: -- if you wanted to discuss -- and perhaps apply these ... you would have a better idea in future when something does come up ... You'll be able to have something to latch on to.

S: -- Yup ... Yup -- that would be very good ... quite useful ... so I'll get a list of past vacancies ...
CONCLUSIONS

In general, the helping programme was operated successfully, the success can be measured from various points of view. The individuals who took part generally undertook to complete the programme (the tests) and were personally well satisfied with it, and some continued to seek help beyond this (e.g. Case Study 4). Subsequent to this helping programme and the results observed by the organisation, the organisation suggested to other individuals that they might benefit from undertaking the helping programme that had been constructed - when their particular problem situation suited this. These results are not formally recorded here. Furthermore, the helping programme was a success in terms of usefulness for demonstrating the operation of the principles and model of therapeutic psychology, and the helping programme was a success in terms of these principles, i.e. the interpersonal behaviour built up in the researcher during the initial stages of the project, which lead to effective changes in helper behaviour as a result of the operation of the helping programme.

The particular aspect of helper behaviour that had been most needed during the helping programme was specificity - especially in relation to the development of self understanding. Although individuals' self ratings on the aptitude test dimensions were generally quite accurate, apart from one or two gross blind spots, this self-rating was usually "initiative", and the individual had not formed a clear understanding of his preferred activities in order to construct effective
actions towards undertaking them.

The aptitude tests, (Kuder) also proved to be an appropriate instrument for the development of a method of treatment for the particular helpee population that had been selected. The tests were sufficiently complex to supplement other vocational guidance based on simpler test instruments that were usually used by other, external agencies. For example, the 'vocational test' used ten dimensions, which are also well defined. Furthermore, the 'Personal' test enabled a deeper investigation of the helpee's personality as and when possible - something that an instrument which is overtly a personality test might not have enabled, due to some fear of self-analysis in many of the subjects.

The Carkhuff model of effective interpersonal relations proved to be very useful and appropriate to this problem situation. This eclectic model included elements that would have hindered any helping programme that omitted them. Focusing on the client, via responding initially to his level of self-exploration proved an effective means of developing the effectiveness of the relationship. However, the Carkhuff model does not emphasise enough the variance in client self exploration that may occur from one instant to the next (e.g. Figure 9). For example, the rating scales suggest that a level of behaviour is a stable phenomenon. It was found that the stability of this behaviour - self exploration - depended considerably on the
facilitative behaviour offered by the helper, which built up a level of trust. This is particularly demonstrated in Case Study S12 by the difference in the stability of response from the one interview to the next.

Similarly, the action oriented dimensions were well suited to the particular environment in which helping took place. A crucial factor in behaviour change is the feedback that change is necessary. In an industrial environment, where the consequences of ineffective actions are usually quickly brought to the attention of those responsible, this provides an environment of considerable attention to and information about alternative causes of action. In the case, however, of this helpee population, it was suspected that this feedback had been avoided for some period of time, i.e. that supervisors had avoided giving information regarding the ineffectiveness of some behaviour, especially perhaps, because of the lack of human relations skills in being able to feed back such information in a constructive rather than deteriorative manner.

Also, the industrial environment, in this case, a large and well organised company, provided a plentiful, and well supported range of actions that were not necessarily as demanding as applying formally for a new job in order to maintain career development. Many of the actions that resulted from the helping programme were, apart from stimulating continued thought on the particular problem by the individual, to continue to seek to discuss the problem with others in the organisation.
For example, for many of the graduate staff at the organisation, there was considerable ignorance regarding the work environment, and thus suitability for career development, of functions other than research. There was considerable opportunity, in this environment, for a helpee to initiate contact with a job holder in another function in order to gain some insight into opportunities and suitability for his particular talents.

Finally, the Carkhuff model, is especially valuable in providing a means of allocating priorities among helpee populations. The concept of self exploration, and the respective levels of exploration was useful, in indicating those individuals who benefited most from helping. The higher the level of self exploration, the greater the effective development of the individual.
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Chapter Eleven

Conclusions Regarding the Research Undertaken by the Project

"The helper .. (in effective human relations) .. does not know that he has been a helper until he has made inquiries into the helping process" (Carkhuff 1969). When the inquiries ignore human experiences they can lead away from effective functioning - the pragmatic criteria by which formulations must be measured, are tangible human benefits. The helpee will not maintain his voluntary involvement at a cost of time, energy and money, in the helping relationship unless he feels he is benfitted in some way. However, the measurement of the effects of helping has often been too subtle for available research methods to identify satisfactorily.

The work presented here has been an attempt to implement a particular theoretical model of helping, in a particular organisational situation. Although various criteria were adopted and used at various stages of the project, the research presented here consists primarily of the development and use of a rating scale (Helpee Self-exploration) as defined by Carkhuff (1969).

Other approaches to the objective measurement of helpee change were considered and in some instances used - informally (i.e. no systematic record was maintained for the purpose of later reporting). However, the circumstances of the project suggested that a criterion related as far as possible to tangible helpee (subject) benefit would be necessary. The techniques of measurement that were considered during the project may be summarised as follows:-
Second Person Self-reports: It proved difficult in the laboratory to persuade staff to undertake to complete detailed satisfaction inventories or other objective (projective) tests. However, as often as possible, the research student requested a verbal indication of helpee personal satisfaction. This is shown in some of the case study excerpts (e.g. Case Study 14).

First Person Reports of Second Person Functioning: (These indices would include both gross and systematic assessments of process and outcome by the helpers within and without the process e.g. the immediate supervisor of the helpee). Again, such reports were sought, informally, in various cases, but, this was not undertaken comprehensively as the judgements or helper level of functioning of some supervisors was limited.

Objective Assessments of Second Person Functioning: (Such indices as discharge or promotion rates, measures of creativity and productivity). Again, scattered, informal evidence was gathered on various of these indices. However, the need to focus on the interpersonal index as the primary objective for the project, and the danger of disturbance to the normal working and tolerance of the organisation prevented more extensive use of such measures.

Third Person Reports of Second Person Functioning: (Opinions of 'significant' others in the helpee's life e.g. spouse, friend, colleague). Use of these measures was not practicable in the situation.
In order to develop the use of the Carkhuff rating scales by the research student, the project was designed so to systematically develop the operationalisation of the constructs; i.e. to enable the research student to discriminate and communicate the appropriate behavioural cues relative to the particular graduate scientist population at this research laboratory, in the particular context of career development relative to their staff assessment environment.

Traditional research design currently employed in research into helping can be summarised as in Table 11. The design used in this project was adopted primarily in order to enable the development of helper behaviour by the research student, and to examine this development and its effects on selected samples of the laboratory staff.

The procedures recommended by Carkhuff concerning the operation of the helping model, and the rating scales are summarised in Table 12 and 13. These procedures have proved to be both relevant and helpful to the problem situation encountered by this project. Thus:-

The excerpting undertaken for the presentation of these results, and the testing of this model of effective interpersonal processes has been carried out largely in accordance with these rules:-

1 (a) As mentioned previously, the recording medium was a SONY TC800 Tape recorder. The scale employed in the determination of helper behaviour was the index of helpee self-exploration, which also served as the principle index of helpee change during the interaction with the helper/research student.
Table 11: Schematic Representation of Research in the Helping Process.
A Summary of Recommendation Concerning the Excerpting of Counselling Excerpts for Rating Purposes. (Carkhuff 1969)

The excerpting process may be divided into two phases, (1) the preparatory stage and (2) the excerpting proper.

(1) In the preparatory stages of excerpting extensive efforts should be made to assess the relationship of the following:
(a) the scale employed and the recording media involved.
(b) the population of relevant variables samples and the population to which it is wished to generalise the results of the assessments.
(c) the construct involved and the source of excerpts being studied.
(d) the independent and dependent variables.
(e) the content and intensity of the excerpts and counselor and counsellor styles of functioning.

(2) Once the relationships of the preparatory excerpting phase have been ascertained, in excerpting proper, the following procedures may be followed.
(a) It is usually most efficient to employ samples of the briefest duration (approximately 2 minutes).
(b) Random and, or predesignated means of sampling, (for example, random selections within designated periods) will increase the probability of securing representative excerpts.

(c) Excerpts from late within the individual session as well as from later sessions within the total counselling program should be included if at all possible.
(d) Excerpts should include at a minimum a helper-helper-helper interaction.
(e) Divergence between content and intensity of different helpers or style, was not considered to be significant. Emphasis on the control of a common problem, and a common environment and context in this problem situation helped to emphasise that any differences in interpersonal processes was probably due to different levels of helper functioning.
1. The rating scales employed are largely a function of the stage of exploration of the dimensions involved.

(a) Usually during the early phases of investigation, the constructs created and developed by the clinician researcher are clinically meaningful but often able to make only very gross discriminations.

(b) Having achieved some degree of predictive validity, it is imperative that the procedures of rigorous research be employed in an attempt to further refine and make operational these constructs in order to generate more accurate discriminations and predictions.

2. The rating process followed will be largely a function of the development of the dimensions involved.

(a) If the concern of the study is to develop new, clinically meaningful learnings simultaneous ratings on multiple scales by multiple persons may be warranted.

(b) If the principal concern of the study is replication of earlier findings, rigorous methods of coding and rating in isolation are essential.

(c) Due to the inadequacies of the present scales in assessing all aspects of helper-helper interactions, the model means of assessing both individual ratings and summarising ratings appear most appropriate.
(b) The population relevant to the study was previously defined as 'graduate scientists', specifically the technical staff of graduate status at the sponsoring organisation. Different samples of this population were drawn at different stages of the project, in order to provide suitable experience for generalisation. Thus, in ch. 8 the sample was drawn to represent the (3) principle levels of experience of the technical staff. In ch. 9 the sample was drawn to represent the nature of the assessment relationships at the laboratory. again, at various levels. An in 10, the sample was drawn to represent the extent of potential career development and vocational guidance needs in a typical work group.

(c) The construct involved at each stage was helper behaviour although the source of excerpts relevant to the construct varied between research student/helper, supervisor/helper and the helpees, or subjects themselves.

(d) At each stage of the project, the dependent variable has been the subject being interviewed, observed, or helped. Supervisor, helper, research student variable has been viewed as independent.

2 (a) Samples presented here, although usually brief, have been selected according to the structure of the interaction rather than a simple time criterion. The ability of this population to think constructively usually meant that a point, once brought up, was dealt with to the greatest possible extent, and then left for another point. It was possible to return to the point later in the interview.
The use of this structuring is demonstrated in ch. 8. In later interviews, the subjects maintained a high degree of this ability to structure exploration. This had aided the selection of excerpts.

(b) As with (a), it was possible to predesignate the majority of excerpting according to the structured nature of the interaction. Although some excerpts of helpee self-exploration that occurred at odd occasions, but which are relevant to the demonstration of the effect of the interaction, are also included.

(c) Part of the structure of the research has been to highlight the excerpts from the developed relationship between helper/research student and helpee, (e.g. in ch 10) As regards excerpting of supervisors, the commencement of the assessment interview may be viewed, in fact, as an excerpt from well within the established relationship between supervisor and supervisee which has developed in the time before the assessment occasion.

(d) In all cases, the sequence of helpee-helper-helpee interaction is presented, in order to demonstrate the pattern of interaction as an operationisation of the Carkhuff model.

Similarly, the procedures recommended concerning the rating process, shown in Table 13, proved a useful indication of how to approach the problem of operationalising the Carkhuff model.

Thus:

1 (a) Ratings in section ch 10 are made on very general evidence, not necessarily related to specific problems relevant to each individual. Comparisons between subjects are thus possible on the basis of their ability to explore and articulate their understanding of themselves in work contexts.
In Chapter 9, ratings of supervisee self-exploration are still gross, in that the interaction still is not necessary in the context of helping. Ratings are thus in relation to the supervisee's apparent disposition for self exploration in his assessment context.

In Chapter 10 ratings are based on much finer discriminations of helpee behaviour enabled by the focus of interaction bearing wholly on the world and problem situation of the helpee. Initial levels of exploration are deliberately treated with appropriate helper facilitative and action oriented behaviour during the helping programme, and the individual is able to put his maximum attention into exploration. Ratings may thus be made by the research student based on finer details of sponteity and expression.

(b) The plan of research is deliberately intended to obtain more and more accurate discriminations of helpee characteristics in this staff population. Early interactions sought primarily to understand, obtain information the working environment. Chapter 9 obtained information primarily about the interpersonal and personal environments and in Chapter 10 the research was intended to provide opportunities to communicate all the relevant information to subjects (e.g. concerning self-understanding).

2 (a) The earlier stages of the study (e.g. ch.9 were indeed primarily concerned with the development of clinical learnings for the research student - helper. In order to provide confirmatory
data on early research student ratings, the data presented in ch. 9 was informally discussed with the management group at the laboratory. Although comments and discussion at this occasion was not articulate (in terms of their ratings or scales employed), enough agreement was found between research student and management ratings to encourage the further development of the project work in stage ch. 10.

(b) An important aspect of the Carkhuff (1969) model concerns the attempt of the model to identify the "core conditions of effective interpersonal behaviour". As the problem situation was defined in terms of inadequate conditions of 'interpersonal behaviour', a primary aim of the project has been to demonstrate how the operation of these core conditions may be achieved. Thus a lengthy and rigorous system of coding and rating in relation to the critical variables of helper, helpee, and the helping process has been undertaken in order to demonstrate the interaction of these core conditions in this problem situation.

(c) Due to the relatively short duration of the helping programme operated by the project it has been possible to achieve ratings based on a pre and post testing basis - particular sections of the total interview process before and after high levels of functioning of the helper dimensions of behaviour.
A SUMMARY OF THE CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE RESEARCH CARRIED OUT BY THE PROJECT

1. The Carkhuff model is a suitable 'general' model of counselling effectiveness.

Apart from the practical constraints and objectives of the Project, the environment, context, and helpee were also different from these variables in the majority of previous research into counselling effectiveness, (see Chapter 4). For example, the helpee population were not "distressed" or otherwise ineffective in their behaviour to a point where they would consider seeking help from a clinic, or other helping institution. Similarly, the environment, and context of this helping situation required understanding of the particular situation, an industrial organisation, before help would be effective. Other models of counselling effectiveness make little, if any, effort to isolate and manage these factors (e.g. trait and factor approach).

2. The Carkhuff model provides an effective means of measuring help.

Research into the helping process has been difficult due to the problem of understanding systematic enquiry. Whereas favourable helpee conclusions as regards the effectiveness of the helping programme may be sufficient for the organisation, systematic research must demonstrate the objective use of functionally meaningful indices, pre and post testing on these indices, and the use of controls. The detailed process of excerpting and rating tape recordings, (outlined in Tables 12 and 13) ensures systematic analysis of data, and that the subjective evaluation of the helpees, and organisation are corroborated by 'objective' measures, (see Results Table 'A').

3. The Carkhuff model provides an effective means of undertaking Research into effective helping.

The use of the Carkhuff approach enabled various constraints on project work to be overcome. It provided a research design that provided practical and meaningful help to the organisation, and individual members of staff, by enabling such factors as the helpee population's sensitivity to 'social science' and 'psychological techniques' to be overcome; further, highly confidential and sensitive research situation concerning the content of the data. As a large part of the interviews are included in the body of the thesis, further rechecking or analysis of the conclusions can be made on the basis of this data. Similarly, the lack of project resources, such as trained raters, was overcome by adopting the Carkhuff model for the purpose of developing helping and rating skills in the Research student.
RESULTS TABLE A

A Summary of the Results Achieved by the Operation of the Helping Programme

A demonstration of the development in Second Person self-exploration achieved by the operation of the Helping Programme

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

SUBJECT

- Second person self exploration at start of helping programme
- Second person self exploration at finish of helping programme

- No Change
Conclusions Regarding the Problem Investigated by the Project

Carkhuff (1969) describes the purpose of research in human relations as "to shed light on the ingredients of effective processes in the following:

(a) Analysis of the effects of what is going on in a given area of practice.
(b) Discernment of those dimensions that are most closely related to desired effects.
(c) The conducting of pilot, experimental studies of the effects of these dimensions.
(d) The application in training programmes of those dimensions that demonstrate their relevance to the desired effects.
(e) The analysis of the effects of the training programme upon the trainee/s."

The work presented here is analysed according to these headings in order to develop conclusions regarding the work in relation to the problem being investigated.

(a) Analysis of the Effects of What is Going on in a Given Area of Practice.

During the initial stage of the project, evidence was collected from various sources in order to identify the particular effects of what was going on in practice, that would constitute the area for project work.
Initially, analyses highlighted "the relevance of higher education to (chemical) industry". This suggested that the training received by graduates in higher education was in some ways unsuitable for the performance of graduate staff in (chemical) industry. When the sponsoring organisation became the P and P Laboratory, the analysis of the particular effects that were the problem were defined in forms suggesting inadequacies in the organisation of the Laboratory — especially concerning methods of selecting and appraising 'creative potential'.

An initial survey of the problems of organisation in the selection and appraisal (assessment) of creativity emphasised further the inadequacies of areas of the present organisation. In particular, this sample of staff responsible for the problem situation mentioned conflict between work functions, inadequate staff assessment practices, and anxieties concerning careers.

A survey of available research literature provided an analysis of these effects of current practice in terms of an inadequate interpersonal environment for the supervisees — staff in the organisation. Later project work confirmed this analysis of the interpersonal origins of those behaviour problems.

(b) Discernment of Those Dimensions that are Most Closely Related to Desired Effects.

The 'desired effects' in the situation, the 'creative' changes in behaviour, and in particular improved cooperation between work functions, improved staff assessment practices, and improved career
situations were interpreted initially as dependent on the improved conditions of interpersonal behaviour as outlined in a theoretical model by Carkhuff (1969). In particular, 'helper' conditions, i.e. improvements in the 'helper' dimensions of interpersonal behaviour were considered to be the most important dimensions for obtaining the desired effects.

Project work was consequently organised in order to examine the effects of helper (supervisor) levels of functioning on respective helpee (supervisee) self exploration. This examination was limited to the problem of career development of staff in the staff assessment context.

The analysis of the effects of various helper conditions on particular levels of helpee self exploration was undertaken by the use of rating scales that are outlined in the theoretical model by Carkhuff (1969). The use of the rating scales enabled the development and operation of a helping programme where the project (research student) was able to offer improved conditions of interpersonal behaviour and evaluate the consequences of these conditions on helpee self-exploration.

(c) The Conducting of Pilot, Experimental Studies of the Effects of These Dimensions.

The study of the effects of helper dimensions of behaviour on helper self exploration was organised into two parts, one, the development of the levels of functioning of helper dimensions of behaviour by the research student, and, two, the operation of a helping programme by
the research student.

In the first part of the study, a representative sample of staff at the laboratory were interviewed for basic information (e.g. to enable minimum levels of empathy) and to examine the effects of other variables in the potential helping situation. In order to complete the first part of this study, a further representative sample of staff assessment interviews were observed to provide basic information on the nature of action oriented dimensions of behaviour. It was also possible to test the effects of higher levels of helper facilitative dimensions of behaviour with the subjects in this second sample.

In the second part of the study, a helping (vocational Guidance) programme was offered by the research student as part of a career development programme in one of the work groups. The effects of helper (research student) facilitative and action oriented dimensions of behaviour offered to the sample of staff, who asked for help, were examined in relation to the model outlined by Carkhuff (1969). The predictions of this model, that helpee level of functioning, helper level of functioning and the nature of helping process are critical to developments in helpee self exploration, e.g. changes in helpee behaviour, were generally confirmed.

(d) The Application in Training Programmes of those dimensions demonstrate their relevance to the desired effects.

The training of helper (research student) levels of functioning in the dimensions of helper behaviour was undertaken by a series of
interviews with selected samples of staff.

Interviews with the first sample (ch. 8) were designed to examine the effects of minimum levels of the facilitative dimensions of helper behaviour, and the relevance of other variables of helpee, context and environment, on levels of subject (helpee) self exploration. The interviews were designed to avoid the voluntary introduction of personally relevant material by the subject, except insofar as this was relevant to the series of questions put to him by the helper. Developments in helper behaviour were thus made according to the developments insubject self exploration in these limited areas.

Interviews with the second sample (in particular the pre-assessment interviews (in ch. 9) were designed to examine the effects of the operation of higher levels of facilitative dimensions of helper (research student) behaviour, of the action oriented dimensions of behaviour offered by supervisors in the career development area of staff assessment, and of other relevant variables of helpee, context and environment. The interviews with this sample, by the research student, were designed to obtain the voluntary introduction of personally relevant material by subjects. Developments in helpee self exploration in relation to the dimensions of behaviour offered by the research student were assessed on helpee expression concerning the intended staff assessment interview.

Finally, the operation of a helping programme offered the opportunity for the development of high levels of functioning of helper dimensions
of behaviour relevant to the problems of a sample of staff with career development.

(e) Analysis of the Effects of the Training Programme upon the Trainee.

The progress of the study is reported here to demonstrate the development and operation of high levels of functioning in helper (research student) dimensions of behaviour in relation to career development problems in a staff assessment system.

Developments in helper behaviour are recorded for the particular stages of the study. Samples of interactions between helper (research student) and subjects are presented for each stage, and analysed according to the guidelines of a theoretical model outlined by Garkhuff (1969). Although the primary purpose of the study was defined as to offer improved conditions of interpersonal behaviour, the analysis presented here has focused on the particular conditions relevant to each subject and context, as the interaction developed.

The effects of the stages of development and operation of helper behaviour have been analysed according to a rating scale of helpee self exploration. Subject self exploration, and thus the necessary helper dimensions of behaviour required to help, was developed from one stage of the project to the next. Thus, the first stage (ch. 8) demonstrates helper (trainee) behaviour related to a limited self exploration (particular helper questions). The second stage (ch. 9) demonstrates helper (trainee) behaviour related to subject self exploration in relation to the staff assessment exercise. And
finally, in chapter 10, the operation of a helping programme demonstrates the levels of functioning achieved by the helper (trainee) in relation to career development problems of staff in the staff assessment context.

The final conclusion to the project work consisted of a decision by the personnel group to suggest that various supervisees from other work groups contact the research student for vocational guidance related to their career development situation. A further fifteen people were helped by the project, in the remaining months of its duration.
CONCLUSIONS presented to the Sponsor

Results, conclusions and recommendations were presented to the sponsoring organisation – either industrial supervisor, the personnel staff, laboratory management, or laboratory staff at various occasions throughout the project, both formally and informally.

The participation of the industrial supervisor (Personnel Officer) in the supervision of the project, and the day to day, week by week, discussions that were thus possible (e.g. on research student visits to the laboratory) provided an especially valuable means of testing the results, conclusions and recommendations relevant to the sponsoring organisation, at every stage of project work.

At the conclusion of the first stage of project work (development of helper facilitative dimensions of behaviour) a presentation of results and conclusions was made to laboratory management. The purpose of the presentation was both publicity (to provide information about the project in order to facilitate further opportunities for developing the work) and evaluation.

The results presented in chapter 8 were presented to the group of laboratory senior management for the purposes of obtaining their subjective reaction and opinions as to the potential value of the results. A discussion with the group, the industrial supervisor and the research student, took place where the management were able to ask questions about the project, these early results, and what further work was intended. As far as conclusions and recommendations
were concerned, at this early stage, the project was only able to report on the development of a potentially successful research strategy. Indeed, the results of the interviews at this stage lead to similarly encouraging reactions and comments by the management. For example, 'getting people to relax and talk about themselves freely', and 'making sure that you (the supervisor in the assessment situation) don't rush people into things without any real commitment' were the typical observations of the management, during this discussion, on the quality of the interview samples presented. The other frequent comment by management on the results of this stage was 'it's all very well getting people relaxed and chatty, but what do you do with them then'.

During the second stage of project work, (development of helper action oriented dimensions of behaviour), the results, conclusions and recommendations arising from the project work took place informally with the individual supervisors, supervisees or other interested parties in the laboratory, (e.g. a supervisor who had heard about the work but who was not in the sample who were tape recorded).

During the observation of the process of assessment, either party would often ask the research student for an opinion or some help. The specific comments made by the research student were often made informally and thus no collective, or formal recording was feasible. However, the overall conclusion that the helper (research student) was able to effectively help in certain assessment situations lead directly
to the opportunity for undertaking the third and final stage of project work, a group's particular need for a helping programme was suggested as the right opportunity for the operation and evaluation (formally) of a helping programme.

The results, conclusions and recommendations arising from the third stage of project work (the operation of a helping programme) were written and presented formally to the industrial supervisor in the form of a short report (see appendix 8).

Although this completed the original purpose of the project, (stated in chapter seven) during the several months remaining (and during subsequent employment of the research by the sponsoring organisation), the helping programme designed and operated for the group in the third stage of the project was offered to other individuals across the laboratory (fifteen during the next three months), at the recommendations of the personnel group and industrial supervisor.
APPENDIX 1

(a) ICI Statement of Minimum Practice concerning Performance Appraisal

(b) The Organisation of the Staff Assessment System at Corporate Laboratory
APPENDIX 1 (a)

STATEMENT OF MINIMUM PRACTICE - PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

1. Everyone is entitled to a discussion at least once a year with his Manager about his performance. The discussion should recognise the areas in which the individual's performance is good and enable the individual to agree with his Manager the action needed to make it better.

2. The Line Manager is responsible for seeing that this is done.

3. Practice may vary from Division to Division but the following minimum standard will be met:-

   i) The discussion will be between the individual and his Manager and will take place annually.

   ii) In preparation for the interview the individual and/or his manager (with another Assessor if at all possible) shall write out their comments and these will be available to both parties.

   iii) The conclusions of the Manager after the interview shall be written on the form and the individual shall have the opportunity to add his written comments if he wishes.
iv) Either then or soon after they shall agree a limited number of important targets or areas of work on which both parties wish to see progress during the coming year. This agreement should include a time table and an indication of the progress that should be made. This will form a basis for part of the next year's appraisal.
Appendix 1 (b)

ICI CORPORATE LABORATORY - BUDDING

STAFF ASSESSMENT 1973

Note for all Members of Staff

Objectives of the staff assessment scheme are:

1) To provide staff with a means of reviewing their own performance and
   of discussing this with their immediate supervisor and/or Group Head.
   (The interview with the Group Head is optional on the part of staff.
   However, every individual may have an assessment interview with his
   Group Head if he wishes.) Discussions should cover performance during
   the past year, individuals' own needs for development and training,
   together with work planned for the coming year.

2) A report of the discussions will provide data for Group Heads when
   making decisions or recommendations concerning training or rewards.

3) To help provide a method for monitoring the effectiveness of personnel
   policy, including selection, training and rewards.

For your part in the annual appraisal we would, as usual, like you to prepare a
written self-appraisal on the attached sheet, Section 1. Guidelines are given,
but you may find it helpful to complete this section in the form of 3 columns,
headed 'Helps' and 'Hindrances'.

This section will eventually form part of an Assessment 1972 'package' together
with a Supervisor's Assessment (where relevant) and Group Head's assessment.

Also attached is a form (Form 1) whose completion is entirely optional but
which may be useful in helping to structure ideas. You may wish to complete it
jointly with your supervisor or independently; the important point to remember
is that it is intended to provide a basis for discussion only, and will be
returned to you.

Supervisor's Assessments

If you are involved in writing a supervisor's assessment (Section 2, which will
be given to you by your Group Head) please make sure the completed form is
discussed with the individual before his assessment interview with the Group Head.
This also applies where the optional large Form 1 is completed.

This year supervisors are asked to indicate a performance rating for each person
which will serve as a guide for Group Heads. However, the ultimate responsibility
for an overall performance rating belongs to the Group Head.

Self-appraisal and supervisors' assessments (where appropriate) should be
prepared in time for the assessment interview.

S. C. Carman

Section 1

NAME:                      GROUP:

This self-assessment should describe (1) the progress of your work in the
last twelve months (or since you joined the Laboratory if within the past
twelve months), (2) any environmental factors which have helped or
hindered your work and (3) any personal factors in the same way; remember
that this will help in the planning of your career development.

Please try to keep your comments within the space available below and
overleaf. If this is not possible add further sheets as necessary.
Please review the performance of your subordinate during the past year, paying particular attention to any factors which were discussed during assessment last year. Remember that the most important single function of assessment is as a help in personal development: your information can be a most important guide as to his or her strengths and weaknesses. You should consider, for example, his knowledge of the job, his practical ability, and ability to produce clear, ability to express himself verbally and in writing, ability to plan and organise his work, ability to work independently and with others, ability to gain maximum performance from his subordinates.

PERFORMANCE IN PRESENT JOB:

1. Overall Appraisal
   Ring appropriate performance:
   A  Standard greatly exceeded  D  Below standard
   B  Standard exceeded  E  Very much below standard
   C  Standard met  Unproved

2. Career Development: Summary of Actions

3. Considerations for Salary Revision
   (Company Agreement, Continued Good Service Bonus, change in grade)

RATING PURSUED BY SUPERVISOR:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Standard greatly exceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Standard exceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Standard met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Below standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Very much below standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unproved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signature of Group Head: __________________________ Date: __________________________

*As per ICI Corporate Lab. (Huncorn) definition.
The interview is normally carried out by the Group Head. Any member of staff has, however, the right to ask for further discussion at a higher level.

Career Development

The likely career pattern and prospects should be discussed with the individual during the interview or subsequently with the Group Head and a member of Personnel Department and summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present Position</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Specify</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>By Whom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Job</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training Needs

The following have been identified (and agreed with the individual and the Personnel Department) as a result of discussion and consideration of career development needs:

1. Induction
2. Technical
3. Management/Developmental
4. Others

Comments by individual having read the assessment and above comments:

Signed: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Name: ____________________________ Group: __________________________

(This Section to be returned to Personnel Group)
FORM 1 – ASSESSMENT OF PAST YEAR’S PERFORMANCE

(to be completed by head Assessor and individual to be assessed. Please tick appropriate box.)

NOTE – These Factors should be considered internal standards expected in existing JOBS and GRADE. These may be added to or subtracted from the sum total – please ensure A against those issued in those areas not available to others for comparison of work.
Please feel free to qualify A/B at those grades by suitable insertions.

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| 1. Professional Ability in Job Trade or Profession | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 |

1. Has displayed exceptionally work through and up-to-date knowledge of his job.
2. Has been exceptionally good at experimental/practical work.
3. Has produced new and good ideas.
5. Oral – clear and concise.
6. Written – clear and concise.
7. Open and flexible in putting over his views.
8. Has shown excellent judgment and foresight.
9. Has shown outstanding planning and organizing ability.
10. Has obtained maximum performance from himself and colleagues.
11. Lends to suggestions and helps with presenting them as well as possible.
12. Has established excellent working relations with others.
13. Has been keen, energetic and thorough.

15. A. Professional Ability in General Professional Knowledge
16. B. Experimental/Practical Ability
17. C. Originality
18. D. Technical Judgment
19. E. Powers of Expression
20. F. Powers of Persuasion

16. A. Administrative/Managerial Ability
17. B. Judgment
18. C. Planning and Organizing ability
19. D. Man Management/Supervision
20. E. Acceptance of Others’ Views

17. A. Personal Qualities
18. B. Ability to work with others when he is in frequent contact
19. C. As above, but when the contacts are less frequent eg in other departments or with outsiders
20. D. Enthusiasm
21. E. Self Reliance

Signature

Date
Appendix 2.

SCALES FOR ASSESSMENT OF INTERPERSONAL FUNCTIONING.
## Levels of Communication of Respect to Interpersonal Process

### Level 1

The verbal and behavioral expressions of the first person communicate a clear lack of respect (or negative regard) for the second person(s).

**Example:** The first person communicates to the second person that the second person's feelings and experiences are not worthy of consideration or that the second person is not capable of acting constructively. The first person may become the sole focus of evaluation.

In summary, in many ways the first person communicates a total lack of respect for the feelings, experiences, and potentials of the second person.

### Level 2

The first person responds to the second person in such a way as to communicate a lack of respect for the feelings, experiences, and potentials of the second person.

**Example:** The first person may respond mechanically or passively, or ignore many of the feelings of the second person.

In summary, in many ways the first person displays a lack of respect or concern for the second person's feelings, experiences, and potentials.

### Level 3

The first person communicates a positive respect and concern for the second person's feelings, experiences, and potentials.

**Example:** The first person communicates respect and concern for the second person's ability to express himself and to deal constructively with his life situation.

In summary, in many ways the first person communicates that the second person is valid and important as an individual.

### Level 4

The facilitator clearly communicates a very deep respect and concern for the first person.

**Example:** The facilitator's responses enable the second person to feel free to be himself and to experience being valued as an individual.

In summary, the facilitator communicates a very deep caring for the feelings, experiences, and potentials of the second person.

### Level 5

The facilitator communicates the very deepest respect for the second person's worth as a person and his potential as a human being.

**Example:** The facilitator cares very deeply for the human potentials of the second person.

In summary, the facilitator is committed to the value of the other person as a human being.
LEVELS OF FACILITATIVE INTERPERSONAL FUNCTIONING

Level 1
The first person's verbalizations are clearly unrelated to what he is feeling at the moment, or his only genuine responses are negative in regard to the second person(s) and appear to have a totally destructive effect upon the second person.

Example: The first person may be defensive in his interaction with the second person(s) and this defensiveness may be demonstrated in the content of his words or his voice quality. Where he is defensive he does not employ his reactions as a basis for potentially valuable inquiry into the relationship.

In summary, there is evidence of a considerable discrepancy between the inner experiencing of the first person(s) and his outward verbalizations. Where there is no discrepancy, the first person(s)' reactions are employed solely in a destructive fashion.

Level 2
The first person's verbalizations are slightly unrelated to what he is feeling at the moment, or when his responses are genuine they are negative in regard to the second person(s); the first person does not appear to know how to employ his reactive reactions constructively as a basis for inquiry into the relationship.

Example: The first person may respond to the second person(s) in a "professional" manner that has a restrained or artificial quality concerning the way a helper "should" respond in that situation.

In summary, the first person is usually responding according to his prescribed role rather than expressing what he personally feels or means. When he is genuine his responses are negative and he is unable to employ them as a basis for further inquiry.

Level 3
The first person provides some "negative" cues between what he says and what he feels, but he provides no positive cues to indicate a real genuine response to the second person(s).

Example: The first person may listen and follow the second person(s) but remain totally uninvolved. The first person appears to make inappropriate responses that do not even imply that he does not feel any real involvement either. Level 3 constitutes the minimal level of facilitative interpersonal functioning.

Level 4
The facilitator presents some positive cues indicating a genuine response (whether positive or negative) in a noninvasive manner to the second person(s).

Example: The facilitator's expressions are congruent with his feelings, although he may be somewhat hesitant about expressing them fully.

In summary, the facilitator responds with many of his own feelings, and there is no doubt as to whether he really means what he says. He is able to employ his responses, whatever their emotional content, as a basis for further inquiry into the relationship.

Level 5
The facilitator is freely and deeply himself in a noninvasive relationship with the second person(s).

Example: The facilitator is completely spontaneous in his interaction and open to experiencing all types, both pleasant and hurtful. In the event of hurtful responses the facilitator's comments are employed constructively to open a further area of inquiry for both the facilitator and the second person.

In summary, the facilitator is clearly being himself and yet employing his own genuine responses constructively.
Levels of Personal Relevancy in Interpersonal Processes

Level 1
The first person leads or allows all discussion with the second person(s) to deal only with vague and anonymous generalities.

Example: The first person and the second person discuss everything on strictly an abstract and highly intellectual level.

In summary, the first person makes no attempt to lead the discussion into the realm of personally relevant specific situations and feelings.

Level 2
The first person frequently leads or allows even discussions of material personally relevant to the second person(s) to be dealt with at a vague and abstract level.

Example: The first person and the second person may discuss the "real" feelings but they do so at an abstract, intellectualized level.

In summary, the first person does not elicit discussion of most personally relevant feelings and experiences in specific and concrete terms.

Level 3
The first person at times enables the second person(s) to discuss personally relevant material in specific and concrete terminology.

Example: The first person will allow for discussion with the second person(s) to centre directly around topics that are personally important to the second person(s), although there will continue to be some not dealt with concretely and in which the second person does not develop fully in specificity.

In summary, the first person occasionally guides the discussion into consideration of personally relevant specific and concrete instances, but these are not always fully developed. Level 3 constitutes the minimal level of facilitative functioning.

Level 4
The facilitator is frequently helpful in enabling the second person(s) to fully develop in concrete and specific terms about all matters of concern.

Example: The facilitator is able to guide the discussion to specific feelings and experiences of personally meaningful material.

In summary, the facilitator is very helpful in enabling the discussion to centre around specific and concrete instances of most important and personally relevant feelings and experiences.

Level 5
The facilitator is always helpful in guiding the discussion, so that the second person(s) may discuss fluently, directly and completely specific feelings and experiences.

Example: The first person involves the second person in discussion of specific feelings, situations, and events, regardless of their emotional content.

In summary, the facilitator facilitates a direct expression of all personally relevant feelings and experiences in concrete and specific terms.

Levels of Confrontation in Interpersonal Processes

Level 1
The verbal and behavioural expressions of the helper disregard the discrepancies in the helper's behaviour (ideal versus real self, insight versus action, helper versus helper's experience).

Example: The helper may simply ignore all helper discrepancies by passively accepting them.

In summary, the helper simply disregards all of those discrepancies in the helper's behaviour that might be fruitful areas for consideration.

Level 2
The verbal and behavioural expressions of the helper disregard the discrepancies in the helper's behaviour.

Example: The helper, although not explicitly accepting these discrepancies, may simply remain silent concerning most of them.

In summary, the helper disregards the discrepancies in the helper's behaviour, and thus, potentially important areas of inquiry.

Level 3
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper, while open to discrepancies in the helper's behaviour, do not relate directly and specifically to these discrepancies.

Example: The helper may simply raise questions without pointing out the diverging directions of the possible answers.

In summary, while the helper does not disregard discrepancies in the helper's behaviour, he does not point out the directions of these discrepancies. Level 3 constitutes the minimal level of facilitative Interpersonal functioning.

Level 4
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper attend directly and specifically to the discrepancies in the helper's behaviour.

Example: The helper confronts the helper directly and explicitly with discrepancies in the helper's behaviour.

In summary, the helper specifically addresses himself to discrepancies in the helper's behaviour.

Level 5
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper are keenly and continually attuned to the discrepancies in the helper's behaviour.

Example: The helper confronts the helper with helper discrepancies in a sensitive and perceptive manner whenever they appear.

In summary, the helper does not neglect any potentially fruitful inquiry into the discrepancies in the helper's behaviour.
LEVELS OF IMPATIENCE IN INTERPERSONAL PROCESSES

Level 1
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper disregard the context and affect of the helper's expressions that have the potential for relating to the helper.
Example: The helper may simply ignore all helper communications, whether direct or indirect, that deal with the helper-helper relationship.
In summary, the helper simply disregards all of these helper messages that are related to the helper.

Level 2
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper disregard most of the helper expressions that have the potential for relating to the helper.
Example: Even if the helper is talking about helping persons in general, the helper may, in general, remain silent or just not relate the context to himself.
In summary, the helper appears to choose to disregard most of those helper messages that are related to the helper.

Level 3
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper, while open to interpretations of immediate, do not relate what the helper is saying to what is going on between the helper and the helper in the immediate moment.
Example: The helper may make literal responses or reflections on the helper's expressions or otherwise open-ended responses that refer to no one specifically but that might refer to the helper.
In summary, while the helper does not extend the helper's expressions to immediacy, he is not closed to such interpretations. Level 3 constitutes the minimum level of facilitative interpersonal continuing.

Level 4
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper appear cautiously to relate the helper's expressions directly to the helper-helper relationship.
Example: The helper attempts to relate the helper's responses to himself, but he does so in a tentative manner.
In summary, the helper relates the helper's responses to himself in an open cautious manner.

Level 5
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper relate the helper's expressions directly to the helper-helper relationship.
Example: The helper in a direct and explicit manner relates the helper's expressions to himself.
In summary, the helper is not hesitant in making explicit interpretations of the helper-helper relationship.
APPENDIX 3

An additional transcript of an interview used in facilitative dimensions of establishing necessary levels of HELPER behaviour.

A Transcript of the Total Interview of Subject 8

With this subject, the interviewer has to provide considerable facilitation in order to help the subject articulate a response to the question topics. Thus, after the initial questions on 'Time', (page 1), and career history, (page 2), the interviewer helps the subject to talk about the various aspects of his working environment. Eventually, (page 7) this leads to the disclosure of some dissatisfaction with it, and the intention to leave. Despite these feelings, the subject is eventually re-directed (page 7) to the topics of the first interview, notably 'output', and significant individuals in his working environment (supervisor).

In the second interview, similarly held approximately one week later, after initial empathy, the interviewer commences with a question of 'magic wand', in order to build the subject's expression first in an area where he is most likely to be able to articulate a response. In this case, some feeling of dissatisfaction with his situation has been suggested, and this had been suggested again at the start of this second interview. However, the interviewer quickly reverted to the other topics (most valued experience) as the individual did not seem to want to express much in relation to the wand question. By page 3, the
question of 'method' is introduced. By page 5, the question of 'future' is introduced. Eventually, (page 6) the interviewer returns to probe more specific information regarding the response to the 'wand' question. By page 7, the topic of 'criticism' is introduced, and 'hobbies' by page 8. Finally, the subject is given a chance to ask any questions of the interviewer.
Ahh, right ... what I want to ask about is ... the sort of situation you are faced with ... at the laboratory - normal work - routine ... OK?

So ... how do you spend your time? ... can you divide it up into a segmentation of any sort?

... I'm not sure that I can ...

Take a typical day for example ... a typical week, or a typical month.

... what sort of categories of division do you want?

Can I say ... that which occurs to you easiest.

Well ... I presume ... I'm not going to be able to say 100% this - 100% that ... but ... basically, the particular project which I'm on is one that relies very heavily ... on one particular piece of equipment ... and ... I spend quite a bit of time ... just from day to day ... umm with that ... trying to sort ... sort out problems which occur on it ... with the guy that runs it ... umm ... and ... having ... actually produced something on it ... which may ... it very rarely anyway ... goes to plan ... or ... I'll then ... the next person along the line ... to do the next process to the fibres - which we've produced ... This will be another process in the ... graduation or growth of the fibres we have. And then having gone through the next process, will test them, and I'll organise someone on the - testing procedure. And then all the results basically come back to me, ... and I'll try to interpret them ... as best I can. And - you know - I'll try and decide ... in consultation with the other chap on the project ... what we do next. Umm ... but the project - running as it is ... not very well ... you know - our planning, although we try planning long term, our planning is really day to day planning ...

Yeah ... have ... how long have you been on this project?

All the time

2 years!

Is this with 'X' Group?

No, its with 'Y' Group.

I see ... What was the nature of your specialisation before you came to the Laboratory?

Well, I was a physicist ... the ... in solid state physics

ahh - a bit electronic - although not really electronics - electrical properties of solids ... umm ... using a 'X' technique to investigate this ... nothing to do with what I'm doing now, at all.

(cont'd ...)

... had So ... how ... why do you find yourself here?

Umm ... well, I see myself as a physicist, using a general physicist training ... more concerned with physical processes than chemical processes ...

... Can I ask - you came here straight from a PhD?

Now did you choose P & M?

At the time I was looking round for jobs ... I applied to quite a few places ... and ... you know, out of the interviews, this was the one that seemed probably the best ... or ... from a day's visit, this was the one that would suit me ...

There was a certain amount of Lab work ... there was a certain amount of ... sitting in your office ... contact with quite a few people, especially Divisions ... and generally ... it seemed somewhat varied than some of the other places that I saw ... Many of the others were somewhat more routine.

Oh! ... It's not routine here?

Well, in this particular project, it has turned out to be ...

Could you go into the nature of this routine? ... and how the project became routine?

Well, yeah, from what I described initially ... the routine nature of the thing is that we are trying to solve day to day problems all the time ... mainly engineering type problems. Umm ... we ... we haven't really been able to plan ... and really get to grips with the problem in hand ...

Do you know why this is ... is it the nature of the problem or ...

the nature of the equipment, I think...

the nature of the equipment, oh .... Can I ask why ... why are you a physicist?

... Umm ... well it presumably stems back from school, when I was good at - well, reasonable, at physics ... or ... and not so good at maths ... I found physics easier ... so I preferred physics ... I found it easier than chemistry - less memory work involved ... things were much more obvious than they were in chemistry ... there didn't seem to be any ... or .. logic or any theory. I'm sure there was. In aspects of it there wasn't. It just seemed to be less memory, whereas in Physics it was very much more logical ... well, to an anyway.

Yeah ... Yeah ... OK ... um ... So, you're sitting in your office ... can you divide how much time you spend between lab and office?

... 50% of the time, plus or minus 10% ... I suppose.

The rest of the time is in the Lab?

Yeah

What about the Library and things like that?

Well, I include the Library as being in the office.

Yeah, fine ... what about getting out?

Going to Divisions, I suppose we have a trip ... I suppose it averages out about once a month.

(cont'd ...
That's for the day.

Yeah, for the day... It may require staying overnight.

What sort of meetings do you have at Divisions?

These range from formal - what we call - Liaison meetings with top management - 'X' research department at 'Y' down to informal meetings with people at the same level as myself, about... more specific aspects of our work.

... uh huh... how long does such a meeting last?

... an hour, I suppose, but there are various other things to see to, perhaps pieces of equipment... ancillary to the main...

What about conferences and things like that?

I haven't been to many conferences... I've been to about a couple in my first year, but I haven't been to any since then... you know, basically, one person in a group will go to a conference and see if there's anything relevant...

OK, what about meeting people - in the lab... Do you go to other meetings? Are there group meetings? Or is it merely informal?

... There are formal group meetings - normally, once a month, but they are less frequent than that... it's probably 2 months since we've had one now... but, our particular group is fairly small... everyone can keep in touch with what everyone else is doing fairly easily... or... or... as far as the other groups are concerned... we have contact with... or... or... a few other people... and then we can talk in conjunction with what they are doing... you know, this is very important... there are no formal meetings with other groups - unless it's really important, in which case we would probably be invited along... but this... this rarely happens at all.

What about informal meetings with people? Things like the grapevine?

Do you have any discussions about things?

Yeah... over lunch, or... you happen to meet someone in the corridor...

- uh huh -

Or, you drop into someone's office and talk... sometimes you talk about something specific, sometimes not.

How far will you... go for advice yourself?

How far - what?

Would you go to the research specialists about anything or are you fairly self-operating?

Well, I think, probably the sphere of influence is mainly the rest of the group, and the group head...

The rest of the group

In the group - the people at my level... Occasionally there may be specific problems that come up, and if I think somebody else might help, then I'll go to them... or go to Divisions for help. In many respects, we have had to go to

Divisions - particularly with the equipment problems.

Fine... How much reading do you do?... In terms of current Journals, for example?

Well, a lot of current journals come round - on circulation. Um, probably too many, which means that - you tend to skip through them and you don't really read them. You just read titles and not much more... unless something really takes your interest. There are lots of things which are not really that interesting or pertinent to what you're doing at the time. Yeah, there are quite a few of the things that come round which are completely irrelevant, and you have to sort through them.

Yeah, can I ask what of these are - Journals which aren't - or -

I'm talking specifically now - I think - now of various abstracted... systems... which are... put out by textile institute... Plastics Division puts them out, Fibres Division puts them out.

They are Company reports.

Yeah... and there are the patent surveys which are put out by the Lab...

I suppose - really - to get the information you want you've got to look at all of these, and it just takes a lot of time... and there probably isn't any other way of sorting it other than sorting it yourself.

What sort of things are you looking for?

... Er... I'm particularly looking for things relating to the project I'm on - i.e., patents relating to the work... that we're doing, and fibres and polymer science in general... basically the project that we're on is a technological project... um... so we could get lost reading just technological articles... but, its more reading for general interest, and scientific articles as well.

Yeah... fine... how far do you keep up with your old academic background?

Well, up until this time last year, very much, because I was still writing up my thesis... um... since then, I haven't looked very much at the journals... you know, I've seen one or two articles, but... I try to keep... in touch with physics in general.

Yeah... how much have you had to learn... new information, new knowledge since you've been here?

A lot - a lot -

Can you - sort of - specify a few of the things?

Well, first of all, the basis of most of the work is polymers of some sort... before I came here, I didn't even know what a polymer was, let alone a property and its characteristics... there's this sort of thing... there's various methods of characterising... and then there's this kind of technology of production of fibres, fibre properties etc... you know, the whole thing was something new... something I knew nothing about...

Uh-huh... how easy was it to find out about these sorts of things?
Well... it's fairly straightforward... there are lots of books, reviews, articles on these things... it's just a matter of trying to sift out the relevant information - as quickly as you can - and this is the problem. There's a lot of information, and a lot of it isn't necessary.

I: Now... do you... is any of the sifting done for you, or are you just left to go into it from cold?
S: Well, I found I was faced with... nothing... just the Library! Just the shelves... before I arrived, I had asked if there were any books or review articles I could usefully read, and I was told not to bother.
I: Not to bother to read anything?
S: Uh huh
I: And do you find it is necessary?
S: Yeah!
I: Why is that?... Can you say why?
S: Uh... well, I knew absolutely nothing about the topic and... or... I found it difficult to converse with people... uh... on the topic... without reading something. It's a completely new - science - to me.
I: Do they know anything about physics?
S: Uh... well, some of them do... well, presumably everybody here has done physics - at school - at least. Most of them will have done physics at University, and... so they will have some knowledge of the fundamentals.
I: Yeah... what sorts of things do you have to talk about?... with chemists, for example... what sorts of things would you have to have knowledge about?
S: Uh... well, polymers... and their general physical and chemical characteristics.
I: For whatever specific job?
S: Yeah
I: At whatever... work generally?
S: Yeah
I: Just find something to do?
S: Yeah
I: How did you take to this... how easy was it?

cont'd...

Well... well, I was put on to this particular project... uh... well, a fairly open-ended project... uh... no particular goals... except... we want to improve nylon fibres to terylene fibres... uh... and... this was probably one of the difficulties... there were, in fact, no goals, and so we had to look for our own goals, and uh... then try and solve them...
I: ... was this just you personally?
S: No, there was myself, and another guy at my level - initially. No, left, and then somebody else came; so there were two of us basically, all the time.
I: How did you go about this... How did you initially do about this with the other guy... or did it just happen?
S: Well, initially, the other guy was more concerned with - "let's try mixing A with B... try all the A's and all the B's and see what happens"... And, uh, you know, OK, we can do that... fairly quickly... but, you know, if you don't know what you're for, you're not going to see it... uh... and... you know, even if you did know what you're looking for, the chances of finding it first time, are probably fairly slight... because there are lots of conditions you can vary... to produce those fibres... and, uh, the chances are... you wouldn't get this right first time... and... uh... I think the Group Head had been - he thought this approach was a good idea... we thought... well... some of the things that he found looked quite promising - before we chased them up further... but... you know... we eventually came round to the conclusion that we needed goals, and then when we got goals, we could think of ways of solving it, and then we could really try to tackle these particular systems that we wanted to look at... and vary things systematically and try to understand what was going on... and try to improve... the... properties.
I: So, did you actually set about setting the goals with this first blow, or did he disappear before...
S: He disappeared... first... you know, the problem wasn't really too bad at first... because... he was really looking at everything... and I just picked out one or two systems to look at... in a bit more detail... with no objectives... but just to look at... but this is where we found the equipment problems... uh... you know, we couldn't get consistent results, because of the equipment... we couldn't really characterise what we were producing, because of this... uh... and then... the project had almost gone on for quite a bit - even before I arrived - and it just wasn't getting anywhere because of these problems... it was then that we really started to set some goals and find out where we were going rather than just looking... and hoping... but, you know, the equipment was still not working so that project is... dying.
I: Yeah... How would you set the goals? How did you go about this?
S: Well, we tried to decide what was lacking... what the defects of nylon and terylene were...
I: This was restating the problem - sort of thing?
S: Yeah... And then we took one specific problem, and tried to see if we could solve this using our techniques. And when we thought we could, we talked to the Group Head about it, and he said OK... so, you know, for the past year, we've - perhaps a bit less than that - we've been looking at one specific problem which after a few months and one of the formal liaison meetings where we had a very lukewarm reception, some shelved it for a bit,
until the last liaison meeting we got a very warm reception for it -

- You know whether that's our fault or the project itself, I'm not sure. 'T' Division have been working on this for ages and, and they are scraping it as well, because they haven't got anything out of it. So I think it was the best return of those bandwagons.

A few years ago there seemed to be a lot of patents appearing about mixing polymer A' with polymer B' and we were probably a little bit behind and haven't been able to produce anything. Neither have 'T' Division. So where the trouble really lies is, I find it difficult to assess. Um... report wise... Oh, I've written one report and I've a few more to write but just how valuable they are I don't know... probably not. One of them may be of use, it's a bit more scientific than producing a commercial product at the end of it.

- What about the future? You know you said this project's dying. Have you looked to the next project?

S: I'm leaving I'm leaving!

I: You're leaving? I see where you are going?

S: 'X' Polytechnic 'X' Polytechnic?

I: 'X' Polytechnic?

S: Why

I: So you are going back into academic?

S: Yeah

I: Do you find that industry doesn't attract you very much?

S: Well, from my experiences in here, I haven't been particularly happy, um... but I've been on a project which had, moved and got somewhere, then I probably would have stayed longer, anyway. I think I would have gone back into teaching capacity at sometime... um... it's just the time factor. Which has probably changed that... um, I've felt that... with this particular project... you know, it's never really been important... you know, we are all stuck in a great big wheel, and this particular cog was never one of the more important ones... or... nobody would have missed it. Sort of thing. Um... you know, I think it's a fairly difficult area to find new work in... I think the group's finding that now. There are a couple of projects that are on the rocks. There are quite a few people who are a bit dispirited at the moment... um... there's not really much else to do in this area... at least we can't think of anything... um...

I: Fine... what would you say was your output over your period here?

S: Not very much, I would think.

I: What would you say it was?

S: In what sort of terms?

I: Well... apart from the evaluation of it, what did it actually consist of? In terms of written words you have talked to people and written reports.

S: Well, one of the techniques that we developed has been extensively used by 'X' Division over at 'Y', who have sent some stuff over to us on a couple of occasions... to evaluate... patent work, because they had said something about their system and... the opposite was true... as we were able to show and similarly 'T' have done the same. As far as anything really coming out of the project such as, I think very little has come out of the project itself.

- You know whether that's our fault, the equipment's fault, or the project itself, I'm not sure... 'T' Division have been working on this for ages and... they are scraping it as well, because they haven't got anything out of it... So I think it was one of those bandwagons.

A few years ago there seemed to be a lot of patents appearing about mixing polymer A' with polymer B' and we were probably a little bit behind... and haven't been able to produce anything... neither have 'T' Division... So where the trouble really lies, I find it difficult to assess... um... report wise... Oh, I've written one report... and I've a few more to write... but just how valuable they are I don't know... probably not. One of them may be of use... it's a bit more scientific than producing a commercial product at the end of it.
OK... um... a typical problem with the machine that you've had... can you say a bit more about that?

Well, basically what we're trying to do is feed polymers down a 'B' - at exactly the number of revs - and mix two polymer streams together. Well, the problems come right at the beginning because we can't feed them properly. This is all... largely screw design... which we've never overcome. The screws were copied from a machine at 'X'... and, er... the guy that designed it knew that 'B' feeding systems were a bit dubious... to the way that they worked, so he copied this exactly from 'X'. But... and, as... a matter of filling round with 'Y'... some modifications were made... but there wasn't to be some factor which we haven't hit on yet. We got to the stage where we've solved it and it's feeding perfectly, and then one week later, we'll get going with it all exactly the same, and it won't work... it gets rather frustrating.

And there's nowhere you can go to try and solve this?

... the... as I say, they've got a machine similar to this at 'X'; we've had a few of their couple come over here... a couple of times for days... and... when he comes over, as you may guess, it works... and er...

... that's life, unfortunately...

Um

Oh dear...

It gets a bit frustrating!

Yeah... How do you get on with the Group head... who is presumably your immediate superior?

No... He's a nice guy... a nice friendly guy... who... socially... anyway... Work-wise... he doesn't apply a great deal of pressure... he leaves you very much to yourself... and... um... you know, he gives the impression of not being particularly interested... a lot of the time... um... and... you know, I think there's some... you know, with other projects I think he does show a bit more interest... with projects that seem to be going. Possibly because this has never really got going he's never really shown the interest.

I have... How much do you... How much feedback do you get?... You were just saying that you got very little.

- from him?

- from him as regards your own performance.

Very little

Very little - do you think this helps?

I'm sure it doesn't help.

It doesn't?

No... uh... I think, had he said this project's not getting anywhere... and why not... let's give ourselves a few months more, and really try and sort it out... but if it doesn't get anywhere we'll scrap it... We get the impression - whether it's an accurate impression or not we don't know - but that if any decisions are made, we put the words into his mouth and then he feeds them back to us.

Hrm!

Um... and... Well, I feel that he's a bit unhappy about the project, but he doesn't really come out with it at all...

What about your own individual performance - your own personal performance as opposed to project performance?

Um... well, the only feedback we've had in this respect is assessment time - once a year...

Uh huh.

And, er... this wasn't... particularly good.

In what way?

Well, you know, as an individual, I've produced very little goods... just... why... I'm not sure... I have my individual... I think I've lacked the incentive... I've never... um... quite... got enthusiastic about the job. I feel that I've got very little job satisfaction... you know... I feel that those are all intrinsic factors...

Would you know what you would like?... in order to generate some enthusiasm?... what have you got enthusiastic over in the past?

Um... well... when... I was at university at the end of my years there, I had an assistant lecture ship, and - um... I got pretty enthusiastic there about... helping people... and talking to people... well... just lecturing... and that really why I've gone back... this was something that I'd really enjoyed... I think I enjoyed that more than the research I was doing at the time... even though I was only doing this for a short period of time... and... er... actually passing information on to people... gave me a kick, anyway...

Yeah.

It made me feel as though I was doing something - worthwhile.

Yeah... yeah...

Do you think you might come back to industry, or are you well and truly put off?

... I don't know... um... when I first came here, my idea was... that I didn't want to stay in research - for ever, anyway. Because, research is a bit too far away from reality, um... I thought I wanted to go into production - more into the production side of... industry... um, but having been in industry, I've never actually been in contact with the production side, but just looking at one of the problems that... they have... they seem very trivial problems. As far as reality is concerned, they don't appear to me to be any closer to reality than research... and... they haven't got the interest content that research has got... so... um... I think I'm put off industry.

Um!

You know, and I think I see people as being the ultimate in reality.

Yeah... like it!... definitely... Yeah... is there anything you think I missed regarding the work... that you are faced with?

cont'd...
... probably .. but I can't think of anything.

I OK .. if I can leave it there .. and take it up next time - another time .. and grab you - for another interview. As I said, I'll say more about what it's all about - behind it - later - if you're interested. But, I don't want to influence your answers too much. It may seem all a bit funny but I assure you it's all relevant - to me .. Is there anything that I might be able to answer now?

S ... uhm .. probably not .. but .. I'm just interested in what you're doing, but you'll probably tell me that .. after.

I Er - yeah!

S .. when do you want to see me next time?

I .. there's your diary - I suppose we could fix a date - next week?

S Yeah

I Friday afternoon?

S Er .. yeah .. I'll let you know if I have anything on.

I OK - we'll assume 2 o'clock.

S OK

I Would you like to just come along; I'll hang on here - OK?

S Yeah, OK

I Fine .. see you .. next Friday.
INTERVIEW TWO
Hello ... How are you doing at the Lab ... still ticking over?

- writing reports -

- before you disappear?

- hopefully, yeah

- huh .. you're still disappearing .. off into the - eastern sky?

- yeah

- good ... right .. well, this time I want to range a little wider ..
  as a matter of fact, it might appear to be so wide as to be disappearing
  off the edge of the earth.

- huh?

- um .. yeah, OK .. what would you do if you were given a magic wand?

- ... that's a good question! ..

- it's a nice - glossily wrapped magic wand, all ready for use.

- I can do anything with it at all?

- yes - yes

- um .. I would do something about the world population problem.

- uh huh .. what about personally?

- uh .. I don't think I would do anything with it personally ..

- would you do anything with it at the lab?

- I would get the piece of equipment going that I'm working on.

- huh! .. yeah .. very well .. OK .. what do you think, in your experience
to date, has been of most value to you .. especially with regard to the
work you're doing?

- the work I'm doing at the moment?

- yeah

- um .. probably by PhD .. not in the actual subject matter, but in that I
  had difficulties - and frustrations there .. which eventually turned out OK
  and .. it's probably only that which has kept me going for so long .. these
  were nothing to do with science at all .. there were just general frustrations
  that ..

- working something out?

- yeah - worked out in the end.

- this was a particular problem of work?

- yeah

- and it was a matter of working out the way to do it?

- yeah

- um - yes

- well, I don't think any particular subject matter .. has been .. too much
  use. But I'm sure that the general principle, as a whole .. have obviously
  been of use .. it's difficult to pin down - 'that part of the course has
  been valuable' - 'that part of the course hasn't' .. I think it's something
  of use .. as a whole ..

- what about the other things - apart from actual subject matter?

- um .. for working in an environment like this - the actual laboratory work -
  that you do - is very useful. Probably - more useful than the actual subject
  matter itself - you know, using your hands, getting familiar with the apparatus
  and doing something useful with it .. this does, in fact, only take up a small
  part of .. er .. courses.

- yeah .. this laboratory work was part of your work at University?

- yeah

- was there any particular sort of way which you had to pass exams? .. any
  sort of - particular strategy you had to work out? .. I'm thinking - like -
  some people have different examination techniques .. some people go away on
  holiday for the week before!

- my exam technique .. was to read .. and digest all my notes .. just once
  - slowly - before the exam .. er .. I suppose, in the last week, just read
  quickly through everything .. you know.

- you've got a good memory, then?

- I don't think I have .. um .. I have to work things out - slowly .. and
  fairly logically .. um .. I think if .. in an exam question, I have to go
to first principles and then logically work through it .. OK, I was able to
  do this, but if someone asked me - point blank - was it the answer to this,
  I couldn't do it, even if I had actually read it .. you know, my memory was
  trying to sift out the relevant pieces .. and then hopefully I would add them
together later.

- yeah .. yeah

- but - occasionally I got to the stage of - I ought to be able to answer that
  question - but I had no idea what I was going to write - I would slowly work
  through it.

- yeah .. with the PhD, was this a matter of taking the responsibility to do the
  work yourself?

- yeah .. well, initially the PhD work was a formal course - an MSc course, which
  was .. a first degree and after that, it was a matter of taking responsibility
  for it yourself - I was given a problem .. a very specific problem, and you
  know .. try and solve it as best as you can ..

- I know the feeling!

- yeah
I know the frustration too .. if you had to do it again would you do it the same way?

S .. If I had to do the PhD again?

I Yeah

S .. I would probably be able to do what I did in a month of two! .. having care tackled the problem, and knowing where to go .. you know, the actual work I was doing was done in a very short space of time - once I had got sorted out .. it was mostly a sorting out procedure.

I - of - various ways to various products?

S .. of experimental techniques .. sort of .. the initial part, anyway, was just trying to learn a bit about the products. It was a topic completely new to be .. it was a topic completely new to my supervisor, so we were both in the dark .. it was a matter of finding out something about it first of all .. and, without being able to talk to anyone at all - with any expertise ..

I And how easy was this? .. in comparison with the situation you find at P & P?

S .. I wouldn’t say it was easy, but it was a challenge.

I Would you say that the work you’re doing at P & P is similar to what you were doing then?

S In many respects, it’s similar, yes .. the problem at the end is somewhat more open-ended. I don’t think it’s clear what the problem is .. although there’s a general problem .. you know .. within a certain context, we can invent our own problem .. but .. we haven’t been able to get into the position of putting everything to work and get to the real problem at hand .. this is largely the main difference.

I .. Are you given a much more intractable situation in P & P?

S I don’t think it’s intractable .. I think the difference is .. um .. basically, you must do something that is useful for the company in the end .. br .. a PhD is no use to anybody, really -

I Huh!

S It certainly wouldn’t have made any money for anybody - which appears to be the all important factor here .. whatever you do must be worth - so many pounds in the market place ..

I Fine .. you say you had any particular style of working - any routine of working - now?

S .. I think I try to work very slowly, and methodically .. slowly; hopefully - it’s methodically;

I Can you put words as to what the method is?

S Br .. I’m trying to get it fairly clear in my mind what it is I’m trying to do .. and then .. trying to do .. experiments .. which will .. give me as much information as possible about the system .. and hopefully being able to tie all this together, and .. come down to a final answer at the end .. hopefully.

cont'd ...
necessary to stretch it, and break it. And how much goes back when you let it go. You can measure these on the machine.

I OK ... what about your days at school -- before University -- did you get anything useful from that, do you think, apart from just a generally useful background?

S Um ... with school, generally, I was interested in science -- more than any of the other subjects -- I suppose all subjects to some extent were forced down your throat ... and, um, it happened that the more scientifically based ones appealed to me ... to the detriment of much of the others ... um ... but ... I think, now, I am more interested now in other aspects -- history, literature -- than I was then. So they were really not something I cared for ... at that particular time.

I Yeah ... yeah ... what about your future career? Is it nice and carefully planned out?

S Nah!

I You have got one more now?

S Yeah ... what comes after that I don't know ... at this point in time, I'd like to stay in ... well, physics education -- or science education -- rather than being a professional research worker or going out into some other field. You know, I feel at the moment that I'd like to stay in education in some form or other.

I Where does this -- er -- come from? Any ideas?

S ... um ... I think it probably all stems from the assistant lecturership that I had ... in University, which I thoroughly enjoyed ... and, or, I think that's probably the main criteria in deciding.

I Ploy ... are there any sort of -- bits of training that you would -- ideally like?

S -- that I think I need? -- or -- that I've had which have been useful.

I The last one -- that has been useful ... this is presumably at P & P.

S ... Well, I've been on a public speaking course, at the beginning of this year, which I found extremely useful ... it was only a very short course -- 3 days. I benefited a tremendous amount from that -- particularly when considering the amount of time we spent on it. um ... I've been on a spinning and weaving course -- how to produce fibres -- the raw materials and the whole process ... which was quite useful it was interesting. Similarly, I've been on a weaving and knitting course which has been useful -- as well as interesting ... but, again, possibly not useful in the job context but as a general -- education -- which was very interesting ... all about trousers and how they're made up.

I Yeah ... yeah ... that's something I know absolutely nothing about ...

S Well, the more you know, the more you realize you don't know.

I Ha! ... Yeah ... OK, so, would you like more of these sorts of things?

S ... Um ... Yeah ... I think the public speaking course was extremely useful both from the personal point of view and the company point of view ... probably ...
survivors, but the whole of present culture and technology would be lost. If it carried on... the way it's going at the moment... I feel this is the over-riding problem of the world at the moment...

What sort of effects does it have on the culture and technology?

Well, at the moment, I'm not sure, that it's having any... if the world were destroyed by this process, then all the cultures would be lost... because most of it - I think - would be destroyed in the latter stages, and there wouldn't be much evidence left for anyone... that's the way it seems to be going at the moment.

Yeah... what do you think are the signs? You know, can you... I can agree with you, to a large extent.

Um... well, I think perhaps I'm the cause of the whole problem!

Yeah...

Um... I'm sure there are some signs which are useful in that they produce a better living... but also there are some with the adverse effect... you know, problems do tend to get overemphasised... like the pollution problem, because it's the population problem basically.

Yeah... have you thought about the population aspect? It seems to sum up a lot of problems to you.

Yeah... um... I see this as the over-riding... rather than fresh air, or an ice age in the next years or not producing quite as much smoke from this chimney.

An ice age in 10 years time! Wow!

(laughter)

I was just getting worried...

No... no...

OK... what about Northern Ireland?

It's a problem... but... I'm not sure what the solution is to that one, or - there's a basic conflict there - but it's between a minority of people... it just get's blown up... um... but, you know, I haven't a clue what anyone can do about it... I'm sure that force isn't having the desired effect... I think the situation would probably be easier if they moved out... but... you know... it's certainly an unstable situation... and... so it remains... the Protestants could be moved out... but that isn't really a solution...

What about a magic wand? Would that...

Yes, you could wield a magic wand, and say all these people will live happily together... um... if you could do that... OK... but...

Fine... what's your reaction to criticism?

-Criticism to me?

cont'd...

Yeah...

Um... I think it depends on how it's done... I think if it's completely... knocking criticism... with no... other effort than to just knock you down... then, you know, it's a bit hard to take, but probably still valuable... um... but, if it is constructive in any way then it's easy to take - or easier... and, or... of more value.

Fine... can I ask a bit about how you spend your spare time... what sort of hobbies and interests?

Well... at the moment I've got two kids!

Ha!

One is two years old, and the other a few months... so... you know... it's a bad time, recently... you know... I spend most of the evening trying to decide what happened to it.

Ha!

Since... since I got a house... and a garden, I've developed an interest in... gardening... to a certain extent... to the extent that I would like a larger garden - for growing flowers and the like... and I suppose, do-it-yourself... mainly for the good of the house... or... I like reading... although I don't seem to find time to do any of those things... um... I'm interested in lots of sports... not many of which I actively participate in... I play tennis, and squash, and, if I had the time, I would still like to play football - which I used to play.

Yeah... what about the ones of your youth? Have a lot of them died away... because you don't have any spare time?

Well, I used to do a lot of athletics... which I would like to do now... to a certain extent... certainly as a means of keeping fit... I've been promising myself for the past year that I would start running in the streets... just to keep fit... but... um... you know, that's something you can do fairly easily, because you can do it on your own. With football, you need to get the rest of your team round you... Yup... it won't fit easily into tight schedules... similarly basketball.

What about reading?

Um... you know, I don't get as much time for reading as I would like to... When I run out... it's mainly fiction... or, I suppose, social type novels - as a broad classification...

Uh-huh

Uh... Steinbeck is probably my most read author... um... I suppose - science fiction - to some extent...

Um... what do you like in them?

Um... well, people - and their reactions to situations... I suppose.

Uh-huh... do you find that... you can translate the insights into real life situations here?

... um... occasionally... not always... I think it depends - sometimes -

cont'd...
how you are reading the book ... which sometimes may be for more serious reasons, where you ... than some ... where you read as a light relaxation ...

I

Yeah, yeah, Fine .. OK, I've had my go at you, are there any questions you would like to ask me?
Appendix 4.

The interviews presented here are chosen as representative of the typical interview.

4 (a) A pre-assessment interview with a supervisor (relevant to Case Study 9, in chapter 9).

After a concise description of the way time is spent, the interview moves on to career history, (page 1), enjoyment (page 3), and magic wand (page 5). Although assessment intentions is introduced on page 8, much of the rest of the interview seeks to elaborate on earlier answers to the questions about enjoyment (e.g. page 6) and magic wand (e.g. page 12).

The supervisor's description of his intentions in the assessment interview (e.g. page 11) demonstrates the sort of problems that require his attention, e.g. performance appraisal, career development, and a decision on a merit award.
Right, how do you spend your time?

S - how - weekly -- monthly ...

I Ah, a selection -- yearly

S Yearly! um ... I would say about 20% of the time doing odd jobs for the group head ... well, 30% was 50% -- 50% running the (x) project, and, er ... 20% doing my own research within that project ...

I How does that differ -- say -- day by day, and week by week?

S um ... the 20% probably goes by the board some weeks ...

I ... Yes, I imagine so ... yet, at other times, it might take up most of a week -

S - Yes -

I How long have you been working like this? - how has it developed?

S Well the history is you've probably heard of the group trainee scheme?

I - yes

S - well, I was one of the group trainees ... um ... and that occupied, I should think, 20% of one's time. In actual fact in group head's group, which is one of the largest in the laboratory, one gets over the trivia or odd jobs. He does delegate a lot more than other group heads. He's a scientific group head rather than a managerial group head. He's interested in what people are doing scientifically, in that way rather than being the perfect manager.

I Oh, huh ...

S - he's interested in what's going on.

I see - How long have you been at the lab?

S Almost 5 years

I What were you doing when you first came

S Well, it was entirely research when I first came ... And I had a couple of assistants to look after, and this ... er ... 3 years I was just doing research ... my only goal, if you like ... My fourth year, I was doing research for half of the time; 20% of the time I was doing odd jobs for the group ... just before I finished, I assumed control of the (x) team ... which is 3 Ph.D.s ... and their junior staff.

I What are you going to do now?

S I am supposed to have 1/2 of the time off -- between January and March. I think I was only in the lab about 3 days a week while working on this committee ... which is why the administration has increased.

I You mentioned you've finished - what sort of thing are you going to do now?

S I've had an offer from (2) university ... in chemistry.

I well, well, well! how did you pull that one off?

S I ... I've had a training in chemistry) - I'm quite old - I was 28 when I came ... so I did two separate post docs after doing my Ph.D. ... and I did both my post docs in chemistry ... and a lot of the research I've done here, has been based on that training ... At (2) they are setting up a combined honours degree in chemistry and (chemistry), and, the job entails initially - preparing lectures and practical classes, for the students who want to take this option. This means teaching (chemistry) to 1st, 2nd and 3rd year undergraduates ... This is a subject that has been very neglected - at undergraduate level ... by universities and not all universities have research schools.

I (2) has research interests

S Well, they've already got one member of staff who is interested in (chemistry). But, primarily they want someone to teach at undergraduate level.

I Fine!

S - as well as that, I'll do research in my spare time.

I Yeah .. are you severing all contacts with industry?

S Well, initially .. you never know how it may develop .. but certainly initially, it involves setting up a new course, a new degree - really, I love to devote all my efforts to this initially, but, as things settle down, I shall be more able to use what contacts I have.

I Yeah .. why are you a chemist? - or a (2) sorry!

S Well, I'm a (x) by training. I did an undergraduate degree in chemistry ... um ... it's a difficult question, why I chose chemistry ... I wasn't one of those people who picked up a test tube at the age of 11 and decided this is for me.

I - You weren't?

S No ... I think, really, it was my chemistry master at school ... I think ... being not practically minded, I was fairly good at maths - I'm sure that was my best subject.

I Not being practically minded
I didn't really approach mathematics in the way most people, or the school, did... Most people treat mathematics as a subject in its own right; well, I treat it as the language of science... So, I could only see myself if I did mathematics as a subservient member of the scientific community... and really to do some form of chemistry and physics properly... you've got to know a lot of mathematics... I wanted to do something more practical, where you could see the fruits of your labours... I've never been biologically, or radically oriented... so that was why chemistry... and having chosen chemistry... my reason for choosing (X) was... well, at that stage knowing I was going to go into industry, (X) at that stage was a growth area... and so I chose that.

I - This was what you did your post-doc work in both M.D. and post-doc... then I came here, P & P Laboratory.
S - 'Corporate' Laboratory?
I - Oh no, not really.
S - Why not?
I - Well, I prefer to be a scientist!
S - I see... well, have you enjoyed your stay here?
I - Oh, yes, very much, yes.
S - Tell me, what do you enjoy most about your work?
I - Well, I'm curious... I like to be creative... I like to understand what's happening - behaviour - not making things, if you understand the difference.
S - I see... I've managed to make a bit of money for the Company... I've had a very enjoyable 3 years here... I've just published 1 or 2 papers in the external literature...
S - and now he's buzzing off to lecture... Is there any particular method you adopt when you tackling a problem?
I - Br... Yes... that's a nasty question that isn't it.
I - Is it?
S - Yes, well, IDI sends you away on courses on that you see.
I - Oh, I see...
S - You get all this - knowledge - pushed down your throat about this way, that way, and the other way.
I - which way do - which course
S - The problem solving course at (P) where you critically examine this and network that, and etc etc... and even so, I still tend to disregard all this information and go at the problem in the way I always go at it.
I - which is...
S - Trial and error, I suppose, as much as anything... using... using, well, using some thought as well, obviously... I think... research is bound to be probing into the unknown to some extent, and you've got to play hunches... and that final hunch is on - or - experience and... how things have happened in the past. So you work on previous experience... And, or, you learn from the people you work with... and the people you work for... and how they approach different things...
I - I have worked for 3 different professors and these worked in 3 different ways.
S - What was the difference?
I - Well, the last one was very conservative, and obviously in industry you don't have that choice... you have to work on what's going... he was - is - of all - very practically minded...
S - My second professor was... both theoretical and experimental... he approached things from a theoretical... working out various theories... and then trying to confirm them from experiments...
I - How did the experimental one differ from the more practical...
S - Well, the last one would go through results and say: "this looks interesting... that looks interesting..." - OK... and then say: "do this experiment... which will tell us this" - amigo... and the other one would put all that on his head... or on paper, and "we will get this result..." and if we get that result, it was quite an interesting experiment... The 3rd one - very enthusiastic - always full of bright ideas - always bow in and expected - not necessarily a theoretical approach... just hunches and say "this looks interesting... let's try and do this... It may or not work..."
I - I don't know whether these represent anything like a broad spectrum of approaches... at all... I think the majority fit into these categories... although there are probably other categories as well... I - there are other categories as well?
S - there probably are... yes...
I - What - or - are you thinking of?
S - Well, I can't think of one on the spur of the moment...
I - Can you think of any other people... who differ in approach?
Yes, I suppose the other difference is that these people were all very knowledgeable in their subject. The other approach is that some people can move very quickly with a small amount of knowledge — in the subject — and other people seem to take much longer to figure out what the important experiment would be.

I: Yeah ... Yeah ... What did you learn from these approaches?
S: Well, in any particular problem, one might be able to use any one of these rules, depending on what the problem is.

I: So you're fairly eclectic?
S: Huh?
I: Eclectic?
S: Eclectic? I'm afraid I'm just a narrow-minded scientist!
I: You can use various approaches, and ways of tackling a problem.
S: I would hope so ... I think this is also a point about these problem solving courses. You go away and learn about various things, but you never apply these things in a conscious way.
I: No.
S: Now, maybe because of the environment you live in, you don't have time to apply them. The pressure is so great that you can't say - choose from various approaches — I'll try number 18, now.
I: Yeah - do you take any of your work home?
S: Yes.
I: In what way?
S: Well ... a lot of the papers I've written for publication have all been written at home.
I: Why's this?
S: Well, well, 2 main reasons. I find it impossible to write things properly here. Because of the office arrangement, it's too noisy. All you do is talk all day. That's one reason. I suppose, in the case of publications for the outside world, we are new objective of one's being here anyway. The main objective is to do research relevant to the company, and that's not necessarily compatible.
I: - No. Indeed ... I know ... what would you do with a magic wand?
S: In this place?
I: Well, no. I was thinking more widely ... perhaps you would like to use it on this place?
S: You mean myself - list of all?
I don't know about the problems, but I think the method of approaching them is - or rather - non-scientific...  
I: huh! do go on! - he said - knowingly.  
S: well, obviously, there's great need, or a great rush to demonstrate whether a particular product - or process - is going to satisfy the business people - right?  
I: yeah
S: now, it's quite easy to set up a grid saying we do several experiments, varying several different parameters, now, if you go away and do this, and do your CS experiments... but on the other hand, if you haven't done things from the start, and you haven't monitored things as you go along... you haven't learnt anything, and... at the end of the day if everything's failed, you haven't learnt anything to form a new series of experiments...  
I: and you think that some people tend to take the experiments for granted?... is that it?... saying there's no need to go through that long list...  
S: oh yes... there's always the person who believes he knows the truth...  
I: or she?  
S: or she; yes...  
I: - i imagine you wouldn't subscribe to the method used by (Y) for example  
S: no. I wouldn't subscribe to her method... I would hope you could combine her method with a more academic method... which learns at every step... but i think in industry, you've got to do a bit of both, because with just academic methods, you'll never get there quickly enough... this is where the "hunch" approach, obviously, is helpful...  
I: how do you get your hunches  
S: well, I find that I get mine away from work believe it or not...  
I: huh! put-out!... what in the bath!  
S: in the bath - or rowing the lawn, or out on the cricket field... strange, yes - or where I'm doing something else where I probably don't have to concentrate very hard... you sort of - tick over, and, boh-your-uncle, you've got a hunch that something might work...  
I: do you ever say at work, 'i want a hunch, right now'?  
S: no. no...  
I: you normally find they come when you leave the treadmill?... you can't sort of machine one...

Well, I think I go through the mechanism of doing certain things in work time, between say 0300 and 0500 o'clock if you like... there are certain things you have to do, right... i don't think the atmosphere is very conducive to hunches, unless you can... well, it's things are necessary for hunches... either you are on your own, or alternately talking to people... and i prefer the solitary - monastic - approach, rather than talking to people in the laboratory...  
I: Fine... the monastic approach being doing something in order to relax?  
S: yes...  
I: some hobby or...  
S: yes. yes... where the concentration is minimal... this is where the new ideas come from, on the other hand, new approaches to the problem in hand usually come from talking to other people in the laboratory - or in the same office...  
I: but the new problems, often come from the mind wandering - at rest...  
S: - or reading in the literature... which i never find sufficient time for...  
I: yes... yes... oh, what about assessment... you've had some experience in staff assessment already?  
S: I've sat on both sides of the fence, if you like!  
I: huh!... do you have any particular approach to assessment... when you're doing it rather than being it...  
S: well - uh - I hope i try and be systematic about it... or... do you mind if I...  
I: no fine.  
S: yes, i explain to the man what it's all about... interviewing him on his own performance... what his strengths and weaknesses are... so that - if there are any courses he can follow in the coming year... what his rise should be - what his grade should be - if he's at the top of his mark... that's what i'm involved... and i still in the details as appropriate... you'll never find 2 cases exactly alike.  
I: heaven forbid!... what do you mean exactly - you're surprised at the twists and turns that can happen...  
S: well... i wasn't say twists and turns... i think it's my philosophy that no 2 human beings are identical...  
I: yeow! what do you think that's important, as far as people are concerned - when it comes to assessment...  
S: - you mean - assessment in the job here?  
I: yes - yes...
It varies, depending on what level you're talking to... Below five, then I regard the most important factor as passing examinations... uh... I emphasise to the laboratory assistants, that this should be their prime target, and providing they do a reasonable job here, and don't fail down on the job, then fine... You don't expect miracles, but if they can pass examinations, O.K., uh... above five, I think, if they still want to go on taking examinations, fine... it's always said you can progress to the main board... without further qualifications, providing you've got something like ISC... to, the surest important requirement is that they should do a job that they enjoy - Do a job which they are good at... I think about what the future holds for them... do they aspire to a permanent career in a laboratory such as this, or to something closer to making money... If it's closer to making money, then maybe they should think about whether they are getting the right sort of experience in the branch that they are in... might it be worth wile to get experience of a different part of the laboratory... which might ease the transition from laboratory to somewhere...

I think the important thing is to stress that, although one can't plan your career exactly, one can get some idea of what's going on, and maybe, offer some advice on what they should do...

Yeah... what are the typical strengths and weaknesses? How do you find them out?

Well... perhaps the last person I deal with has got lots of drive - is enthusiastic, he gets on with his fellows... or he may be a bit of a loner... um... whether he can talk ad infinitum about his work... or what job he's doing... whether he can write reports quickly or whether he has trouble writing reports... whether he should stay in chemistry or perhaps branch into something like radio science...

Would you consider it part of your job to help them come to some decision as to what they are suited for...

You mean that they came to a decision during the actual assessment interview?

I think I would probably give advice from my own personal experience, and my own knowledge of the company... I don't think the final decision must be their own decision... but they know what they want out of life... I don't...

Yes... Yes... Do you find they need sort of encouragement to look into this area...

Yes... I think it's so easy to drift... at certain stages in life, it's very easy to drift... starting a family can easily see 5 years pass by...

So, what would you do to...

- Well, I suppose I try and ask pertinent questions... like, if he was 25, what will he be doing when he's 30... if I get a blank expression, then... I'll go into the problem... very often, you do get a blank expression...

heh!... Yes... what do you do then?

Well, I suppose... if the system was correct, you would have some sort of mechanism where you would talk to people more than once a year... not necessarily assessment interviews... I don't know whether this is possible... but, it seems to be, that if the man comes round a second year with the same blank expression on his face... then either he's got no drive, and is not interested in what he's going to do during the next 10 years... or, alternatively, he's been knocking on the door of the system, but the system hasn't responded...

What do you do then? Can you think of an example...

Yes... now - production, type jobs were circulated a couple of years ago; various people around Baslan 10 showed interest... but... nothing ever happened as far as people in the lab were concerned... certainly no-one in our group moved as a result of this, despite their interest...

How do you recognise someone who has been knocking on the door, but the systems hasn't responded...

- In my own immediate research area, by talking to them... Now, I'm probably going to assess people who aren't in my immediate research area... if this sort of conversation cropped up during the course of the interview, I would make it my business to check out... say - once a month, for a few months to see if anything is happening... If not, then I might knock on the (personnel officer's) door... the chap may be aspiring too high... which is always possible of course... or... he may be qualified, but there are not the jobs available... I think you have to recognise... one always fears blowing up the problem out of all proportion - this happened in the past to some extent... people think too... or... there's a place waiting all the time for them, and it may be difficult to bring them back to earth...

Now... what do you actually look for in such a case?

Well... I don't look for anything... I don't look to see whether he's got the hair parted on the right hand side - or...

- Well, he must show it somehow...

- Well, I think this is very dangerous... because one is always very good at picking characteristics in a chap which you have... saying... bringing someone down on some characteristic, which you are probably not too high on yourself...

Yeah... Yeah... How would you bring someone down?
How would I bring someone down... well, if I wanted to do it, I would probably confront him with a problem, which I know from previous experience, that he probably couldn't solve...

I: Have you actually done this?
S: I don't think I've consciously done it...

I: Uh huh... hah... ...
S: ... it depends - what do you want to bring his down for? can I ask you that question?
I: Er... what do you want to bring him down for...
S: If he's got a good characteristic then there's no point in bringing him down... if he talks a lot, he may be just communicating a great deal, then that's fine... but if he talks incessantly... I think you should point out to him, but why bring him down?
I: Yes... I suppose... what one really wants to do is to check out how high he is capable of flying.
S: Yes, I suppose if you've got to put him in some sort of job, you would ask him "what would you do in these circumstances...?"
I: Yes, yes... Can you think of any example where you might have done this...
S: Well... that's going back a bit in history... well... yeah it depends on the person... with some people you can really be blunt with... if you like, they are thick-skinned, and you know that no harm will come from saying what you think... um... other people, if they are a bit more sensitive, then, obviously you have to be a bit more careful... how you say what you want to put to them... now, the point is that I'll be assessing more people that I don't know at all well, and which approach do you use?
I: Yeah! Do you have an idea where you want to get to in the assessment interview?
S: I think I want to do three things... the first is to find out how the chap has performed during the year... and list of all find out whether the supervisor's view bears any resemblance to that of the assessor himself... so first of all one tries to obtain a realistic view as to his performance... having satisfied oneself on that - and it may take quite a bit of probing actually to find out what the real situation is... um... of course, taking in all this very conducive... will he work with people... or does he need popping up...
I: Any others?
S: Technically... is he competent technically... does he work too slow... does he work too fast... um... all these... sorts of... characteristics... is he capable of moving on to a job that will stretch him even further...
4(b) a pre assessment interview with a supervisee
(relevant to Case Study Three, in chapter 9).

After a brief description of the way he spends his time (page 1) the subject moves towards a description of his career history (page 1) which discloses significant personal information - "I've had a few setbacks" (page 2). Assessment intentions are introduced in page 3, (in order to discover if the assessment system are viewed as possibly helping this unsatisfactory career situation).

Enjoyment is introduced on page 4, after the subject mentions his interest, (i.e. high level of exploration,) in research. Further discussion on assessment expectations (pages 4, 5 and 6) leads to further development of the subject's self exploration of enjoyment (page 7). Method of working is introduced on page 7, and magic wand on page 9. These questions lead to further expression by subject of high levels of self exploration concerning his career situation (page 10). Although the interviewer offers action oriented conditions in relation to the subject's developing self-understanding, (page 10) no attempt, in this interview, is made to offer more comprehensive helping conditions.
Right... how do you spend your time?

Er - mainly practical work.

Uh-huh... can you go into a bit more detail?

Well, at the moment I’m running the batch reactor pot... which polymerizes ethylene... using organosiloxane type catalysts... and, at the moment, it’s repetitive... but... you’re just casting catalysts all the time with the same piece of equipment... there’s quite a degree of flexibility in it because... each catalyst is different, and, or... sometimes you get nothing, and, or, sometimes you get a good product... each time you have to screen each catalyst... testing the polymer... 

- You do the testing afterwards?

Yes, we do simple testing on it...

- You make it, then pass it on to someone else?

No, I do some of it... there are a lot of tests which are carried out by (X) and people.

I see... how long have you been doing this?

Well, actually, I’ve only been on this particular job a couple of months...

But about beforehand?

Before that... I was up in (a) laboratory... setting catalysts up and testing them... and, or, I’ve been up in the lab - maybe 12 months... before that, I was over at (location) for a couple of months.

And before that?

Before that, I was back in (the same laboratory) preparing catalysts... it’s basically the same overall project.

How long have you been at P & P?

(month) 1968...

My God! (the laboratory) - basically (the laboratory), and (group head's) group

So you’ve been here (X) years?

Yeah

And on the same project?

The same project, yeah

So, it’s going well?

Yeah... well there’s still a lot to be done.

I see... what about yourself... could you give us a picture of your career to date?

Uhmm... well, I’ve had a few setbacks... academically... uhmm...

I actually went to (Y) University before I came here... I left school in (year) with 3 'A' Levels... I went to (Y) University but I didn’t have much success there so I had to leave.

What, this was the last year exam, was it?

Yeah... let your exams...

- In what?

In Chemistry

Yeah

So I came here, and started an ENG course at (Z) College, and... for 3 years on the trot I didn’t have much success with that... last year was the final year of the course...

So this year, you...

- This year I’m not doing anything... just training water...

- What does training water consist of doing?

Well, I’m not quite sure... whether I want to carry on in chemistry - in which case I would have to do something like Open University... another course... ummm...

- Yeah... OK

Yeah... well... I’m a bit lost - so to speak... a bit frustrated... not getting anywhere... and, or, without ENG, I’m not making any progress...

- By chemistry?

- By did I start chemistry?... that’s interesting... Er, it’s a thing that you do at school.

- Why not anything else - like physics?

Well, I was interested in physics and chemistry.

Physics and chemistry?

Lots of other subjects as well.

This is 'A' Level?

Yeah

What - physics, maths and chemistry?
"Uh huh.

- of actual work. I mean, you can work for years on something and never get anywhere, and somebody can come along, have a stroke of luck, and out of the blue, suddenly find something. It's not all luck, there's an element of planning...

- Uh huh. Do you like research?

- Yes. There's always some interest in it...

- My God! - you actually like it?

- Yes - it's - er...

- What is it you enjoy about it?

- Uh, well, you could say you're on the frontier of science, I suppose. Something like that. Uh... it's just the investigation. I think you'll know nothing about something, and then after an investigation you begin to get an idea how these particular systems work...

- And that's the interest?

- And also the development of a catalyst system... and developing it... developing it into a commercially viable entity...

- I think this is essentially... development of a new process.

- Do you actually see anything of the project?

- Yes... quite a bit... uh...

- How do you get this information? - meetings?

- Yes, we have meetings... on Monday mornings.

- Are you allowed to ask questions?

- Well, I provide most of the data, actually!

- I see... What's happened in past assessments... that you've suffered... or had in the past?

- Well, basically... it's just a précis of your past year's performance... I think this is basically what it is for Lab Assistants...

- Yeah... Yeah... what form does the précis take?

- Well, you just say what you've been doing for the last 12 months...

- Then what happens? What does he say to you?

- Right! I'll have to remember, now... Well, the assessor asks you if you're happy in the job you're in or if you're fed up and want another job... usually in the same group... and... because the usual procedure is to swap people around... for example, (3) is now doing my job, and I'm doing his... every so often, 6 months or 12 months, we swap round... and this gives everyone a fuller understanding of the project, as well as... or - a new insight..."
So it's a bit more than just a change?

Yes, I do think people can get bored, just doing the same job...

Yes, do you say anything else, do you ask him anything else?

Um... um, a lot of people usually ask about salary grades...

Do you?

Well, I can't really do anything about that... I think for Lab Assistants, it's usually settled by age... I think it would have more relevance for Research Scientists and higher grades.

OK... Yeah, do you bring anything else up?

... career development

- Yes

- especially in my case... and with other Lab Assistants...

- examinations... or... I think I'm on grade (A)... but I can't make any progress to grade (A+1) until I get RMG...

or equivalent?

uh huh, or equivalent...

Well... how have you brought up career development, the past?

Well, the natural progression of the Lab Assistant is to pass RMG... or RMG - become a Research Scientist.

Well, presumably - when you have difficulty in passing RMG... was this brought up in the assessment anywhere?

Um... this year, it's become important to me, because I'm no longer at college... last year, it was just a case of carrying on... with RMG.

You didn't discuss the actual exam, or what you were doing or how you were doing it... or...

Um... No, we didn't actually... it's just... it was mentioned, he would like me to pass it.

Who did you see?

Last time, I saw (A) I think.

This time?

It could be (F) or (C).

How do you get on with them?

Quite well...

cont'd...

Yeah... I've never had an assessment with (the group head).

Would you like to?

I don't know, really, because (the group head) doesn't know many people in the group very well... he knows some of the senior TLL's... but we don't have much contact with him... he seems quite busy... mainly with people outside LCI - working our project outside.

Yeah... yeah...

I think it's useful to have an assessment because you then understand exactly what's going on.

With someone you work with?

Well, the Research Scientist... I've had an assessment by (B) and he's given me quite a good one.

This year?

Yeah... I think an interesting thing is that a lot of group heads do assess everyone in the group... I think (his) is the only exception... he doesn't consider it essential.

Is there anything you'd like to say to him?

I don't really know him... he did come up to me one day and said... "Oh, yes, you're (somebody else) aren't you?"

Huh!

52 - (G) worked for him for 5 years before he found out who he was...

Huh!... can you bring him into the assessment?

Well... I've been treading water... so I'm not really sure...

I've come to the stage now where I've got to take a decision, I think...

Have you had any ideas?

There's two alternatives, I think... either have another attack at some other academic qualification in chemistry... perhaps the Open University... or... slide into some other profession... there is another, a third alternative, which is just carry on here...

Yeah... yeah... have you had any idea about what other thing you might slide into?

Well, there are so many things aren't there?

Are there? Usually people complain of there being no few!

I'll probably stay where I am.

You have thought that you could enjoy working at something else?

cont'd...
I think anyone shouldn't spend their whole life doing on particular thing...  
S Yeah, yeah... time... what do you enjoy most about your work?  
I Uh... er... that's a good question, that... it's... I'm trying to pin it down... versatility, I think, is the... one of the main points... and, er... the scope is...  
S Uh huh...  
I It's... it appears to be the same job from day to day but I think there's a great deal of change in it... especially as the project develops...  
S Uh huh...  
I I think... it's the fact that one is doing different things... from week to week, and month to month... learning new skills... and gaining more insight into the project...  
S But about dislikes?  
I Dislikes - uh... there's a few I think... uh... I can't pin it down!  
S Can you think of any examples?  
I Sometimes you get fed up... you like to do something else...  
S It can't be that easy going, surely!  
I Very minor things, really... I suppose everybody dislikes coming to work, that's one thing...  
S What, getting up in the morning?  
I Yes, well, that's one thing...  
S Yeah, yeah... do you try and organise your work in any way?  
I Yes - er - it's mainly organised for me, at the moment... I think that's general for all Lab Assistants... I'm given a catalyst to test, and I test it... (K) and (V) are actually responsible for the planning of the project... but, the actual practical part, I organise myself...  
S Is there any particular pattern - or way you go about it?  
I Yes... there's... the actual practical side to it... there's a way of doing things which I quite important, really.  
S Can you say a bit more?  
I Handling of catalysts  
S But, you do it one way rather than another?  
I Well, it's just sensitive usually... well, at one possible moment... you have to organise things to happen at the right time of the day...  
S Er - putting things on at a certain time... getting things ready... preparing - hypo... syringes etc and other small items, so there are ready at the right time...  
I So, it's a sort of planning exercise?  
S Yes, yes... for example, when the (reaction) is at a stage where it can be left, you usually pop off and do something else.  
I Uh huh... how far ahead can you plan?  
S Uhm... usually, you can plan first thing in the morning - what's going to happen during the day... sometimes various things do happen... you might run out of hypo, or solvent or something... the whole set-up is disrupted then.  
S What, when you come in in the morning, you sit at your desk and sort of work out your day, or what?  
S So, I usually know the day before... I get the (reaction) ready... (V) usually makes the catalyst... I'm getting the (apparatus) ready.  
S Yeah... can we turn to your exams... is there any particular way you go about this?  
S Uhm... yeah, I think... probably the major upset was doing the thing part-time... especially with a full-time job, finding time to do it is difficult... sometimes, I was very very good at exams, I don't know why...  
S Why do you say that?  
I I could never do... I tried, but remembering... I could remember chunks of it... but when it came to the exam, the various questions, I must have made blunders in the... groups or something...  
S Have you tried to work out what it was you were doing wrong?  
S Possibly, I didn't know what really was needed in the exams... I think there really is a great deal of determination needed for chemistry exams... because the subject is quite large... I think for CSC possibly 2-3 or 4 hours a day.  
S Did you ever get down to doing that?  
S Uhm... yes, yes, I think it wasn't sufficient... I think one of the main factors was that I'd done 'A' Levels which were theoretical, with very little practical background... this was a mistake to do on to CSC... because CSC follows naturally from CSC, and er... it was like jumping from a bicycle to a motor bicycle... it was inescapable.  
S In what way? It was too practical?  
S So, I think it was more modern, really.  
S Now modern?  
S Yes... I don't think the 'A' Levels we did were up to the standard.
I might have been better to do OMC before UGC.

S: Fairly well. I got three; one C and 2 D's. I think, not brilliant, but...

I: I'm glad you've got a job at Liverpool?

S: Yes, it probably wasn't mature enough for the course at the time, it was a big jump from school. I didn't know what I was in for...

I: What are you in for?

S: Mainly books, and just working on my own. But some lectures were just like a sermon.

I: Yeah... when you say books, and your own way, can you give me an example?

S: Well, a set piece - probably like the Open University projects.

I: Do you often work on lectures?

S: Well, I'd like to find out more about it... I know a chap who's doing one...

I: I see... how do you spend your er...

S: Nowadays... well, I've started to take up ballet, dancing actually...

I: Great!

S: Yeah... I was getting to the stage of getting a bit of a belly on... I was getting out of shape, and I had to do something.

I: Great!... do you do any reading?

S: Not a great deal.

I: OK... what would you do if you had a magic wand?

S: What would I do?... Oh! I don't know... I'd er... probably produce a million pounds and, or... Yeah! And what about the end of it, or then what would you do?

S: Transport myself to the Bahamas, or... I don't think there's any chance of getting a magic wand.

I: Well... what would you do when there's just sit around and while away your days?

cont'd...
I suppose if one looked for it, one could find it.. there's a certain amount of design in people's jobs.
I was thinking more of some form of chemistry or chemistry.
Oh yes - waa - fibres - clothes and things.
Um.. what about non-research jobs? like technical services?
Yes, I think this applies more.. especially in fibres and paints.. especially in design and marketing.. I don't think there's much aesthetic in a lamp of polythene.
Um.. Are there any people that you admire?
Admire?
Yeah...
Oh yes, quite a few people.
Could you say who they are?
Um.. let me see now.. well, in our group, there's (C), he's a great planner.. he's one of those chaps who likes to plan everything instead of rushing in.. there's (D)...
What do you admire him for?
He's a fantastic for getting everything exactly right - leaves no stone unturned.. which is very important in research.. I think.. um...
What about in the world at large?
It's difficult to say...
Or history at large...
Um.. there's no many people, it's hard to say.. each.. has different.. particular features...
Yeah, yeah.. what about Picasso?
Picasso, yes; now Picasso has this brilliant ability to illustrate form with just a few lines.. with just a few squiggles, he can convey a complete concept.. oh yes, I admire the beetles and people like that.. one's music is very.. I'm not a musician.
You admire their music because of what?
Um
You like it!
Yes, I like it, yes.. very very talented.. cont'd...
4 (c) An Assessment interview between a group head and a Senior Research Scientist.

For Analysis, see Case Study 5, in chapter 9.
S'ee So. these are supervisors comments on your performance - creative chemist able to work in a variety of fields including chemistry. I agree with your self assessment. you have achieved a commendable amount in the previous year and have natural ability as a research worker. enthusiastic always after something different. I'll give you an 'A' rating. what you'll have to do now is to go through some of these things because in your self assessment you've taken the opportunity to say many more things than your colleagues have. umm. uh. we're very pleased with some of the nice things you've said but let's not spend too much too much time on that.

S'ee That's important.

S'ee Yes. but you want me to do something about these other things don't you.

S'ee Yes.

S'er You would like to go to more conferences. I think that's something we can arrange. I'm a bit surprised that I've stopped going to conferences.

S'ee You did once.

S'er When was this?

S'ee When we were busy recently.

S'er Ah. yes. well. you should have come back to me. There are some I want to discuss but I don't think I want to discourage you. right.

S'ee Yes.

S'er "I'm not satisfied with the training. " I could do with some development of extra skills. " will be can deal with that. I'll deal with that in a moment. " I find myself becoming more sceptical about the abilities of all-management in the research departments throughout ICT. " please. sympathy. you know. come crying on my shoulder. but what are we going to do about it.

S'ee Yes. Yes.

S'er I mean this is a statement.

S'ee I find it certainly affects the way I have to try and put things over.

S'er Where is this. can you give me some examples?

S'ee This has happened a few times. In (division) regarding fluorine chemistry. and - er - to be quite honest. these people didn't know what they were talking about.

S'er Yeah. Yeah.

S'ee It's very difficult to put over your ideas when you're automatically questioning their validity to receive the ideas.

S'ee Yes. Yes. well. um. this is a serious problem but we can't say this is stupid. and go away and leave it at it. one of the things that scientists in the future all scientists. have got to do is learn how to talk to people who know less about what they are doing than they do themselves. scientists are on top. rather than on top is because of this.

S'ee Well.

S'er People in laboratories doing something. perhaps quite spectacular but nobody knows about it. there's nothing you can do about it.

S'ee Yeah.

S'er We really have to learn how to sell ourselves people complain about me. in this. as well. you see. people in commercial department. gogs 102.000 tons of sodium carbonate. and takes two years. he beats the drum. everyone is on holiday sixteen but scientists. you know. It's just pure projection. you've really got to learn to talk to these middle managers. in such a way that you get your point over.

S'ee Well. now. the trouble is.

S'er There's a mechanism for doing this. what you should have done with this character in (division) is. when you weren't getting through. is to come and see someone like me and ask. how do I have to put it. you know. and really concentrate on the communication aspect.

S'ee Yes. It's probably a lot of the problem on my part. in getting through these sorts of people. My basic problem is. that I sometimes have no time for them.

S'er Sure. you can take that view. if it happens to be the chairman of (division) you're in dire trouble. mate.

S'ee Hah. Yes...

S'er How do you deal with the (director) for example.

S'ee Well. I have terrible trouble with him. yes.

S'er Yes. well. we all did at some time. you have to find the things that you can say. and there are certain things that you just don't bother to deal with him about.

S'ee Well.

S'ee Umm.
S'er: You know, he's not right up to the coalface, he knows we need a new chemical, but it's no use saying to him you've just found a new nickel three times complex, he won't know what you're on about.

S'er: umm, yes...

S'er: ... What I suggest you do, (name) is to look at this communication exercise as you would an experiment in the laboratory. umm... you get information, if it's unsuccessful, you redesign the experiment in the hope that you'll get it successful. the next time... and if you fail again, as one usually does, you go on again... until you've found a method. whereby you could achieve your experimental objective, with people. you want to... yet... the discussion, the main parts of the discussion usually matter... the main... concepts... then put yourself in a no-knowledge situation.

S'er: - Yes -

S'er: You see, we sometimes forget to give people the context... rather than just get true... try and analyze why it went wrong... it sounds a strange thing to do... but unless we scientists learn to do it... we're going to get pushed off... pushed out...

S'er: Yes, this is a new experiment for me.

S'er: And its vital.

S'er: Oh, I know its vital.

S'er: Its so vital, we ought to have special courses on it at universities.

S'er: umm... I know... but at times you get so frustrated... perhaps I'm over emphasizing the problem, but, the problem's there... and I don't think it's just a problem I have... I think it's a universal problem...

S'er: Inc. let's take something else... I think we've dealt with it as such as we can... umm... I think it's genuinely true... that there is less opportunity in IOI, now... the chemical industry is in a protected state... and I would think for the average person, a career... wholly within the company... is something he shouldn't buck on...

S'er: umm...

S'er: But in your case... (name) its slightly different... my view about research laboratories is that... the only way we're going to succeed in the future is by having people... who genuinely have a talent for it... who not only have the scientific and educational background... but a rapport... with exploratory research... these are very few in number... But... if you equip your group with a number of these... you can have quite a small group... and be extremely effective...

S'er: umm...

S'er: Now... it is still probably a little early to say... but... you're one of the few people in my group... with the signs of this natural ability...

S'er: - um -

S'er: Mainly because you have... a talent for chemistry... and it doesn't really matter, the kind... what form the chemistry comes at you... now... its got to be married to a few other things... but I think you are one of the better qualified people to stay in the research environment... with the majority of the people in this group, I would not suggest that they stayed in a research environment... even, here among the group heads, we haven't got... in my opinion... very many... and it's the only way these laboratories are going to survive... if one of these people... and keep... some of them... not all of them... you see, a lot of people can do a good team job... or a good management job... or an extrapolation job... very few people... can get up to this trick of doing something really original... and... I think you show signs of it... I don't think I've given you enough scope... yet... and that's what I'm hoping to do... if we can get us out of one or two of the messes we've got ourselves in...

S'er: I think that's what's important... a scope...

S'er: Yes... I think that's having a damping effect on me, too... and I would be the last to suggest that you look for your career... wholly... in IOI... our people seem to get university posts quite easily... for example... (name) and I strongly suggest... in fact, I'll beat the bloody day out of you if you don't do it... you have to write... papers...

S'er: um...

S'er: Publish papers... so that when the time comes... to examine your career... you'll have the opportunity to... choose.

S'er: umm...

S'er: and that's what you must preserve to yourself... we have no trade union... all we have... is our natural ability... and we have to record it... and the only way we have to record it is... by what we do within the company... and what we publish... in journals outside... so... I insist... that everyone in this group... should publish... at least one paper a year... so that after five years... he will have something like ten papers... to his credit... some on his own... some in collaboration... this is an insurance policy...

S'er: umm... You must think you have a pretty depressing outlook.

S'er: No, I do not have a depressing outlook... because I don't think... that you know what you want to do... in five years time... right?

S'er: Yes...
S'er .. and I do not know that people change their mind about what they do .. and you will then have the option of staying within the company, or going outside of it .. also .. I think we have to do this .. I'm keen to get recognition of the bloody good chemistry we've got going on here .. I'm keen to get recognition for the laboratory .. I'm keen to show people, outside that basic research, in industry, can be exciting .. can be meaningful .. can be profitable .. because, unless somebody does it .. it's going to disappear completely .. we're having to re-plunge basic research in industry; these days, it's a fact .. this is the last laboratory of its kind .. to be working .. and if we can make it work, then perhaps people will go back and have another look at the idea.

S'er .. So .. from what you say .. I'm sound common sense

S'er .. several people have done it .. the company's not .. unhappy that people speed .. five .. eight years in it and then go off .. to university .. maybe, they might come back again .. let's see if we .. can deal with this one .. let me just .. er .. let's take a look at .. this business of your future .. we'll try and structure this, in a minute ..

S'er .. um ..

S'er um .. oh! .. 'I've been involved in several jobs in the laboratory - safety committee .. lab steward liaison committee etc .. and I feel that the use of these is not considered .. um .. oh, I see, .. what form do you think this consideration should take ..

S'er .. well .. I think that during your stay in the laboratory, more training should be given than just .. training for the job you're doing ..

S'er .. um ..

S'er .. Sitting in on these sorts of committees I've found has been exceptionally helpful ..

S'er um ..

S'er um .. I think sometimes .. e.g. with safety committee, it can take up a lot of time ..

S'er .. and I said why don't you make it your job?

S'er Yes

S'er Huh!

S'er As if you were saying .. don't you think you could spend your time better in the laboratory .. but I was getting something out of that

S'er .. I think .. we have to make a choice .. here .. how we divide our time up .. between the many different things we would like to do .. and the many things we have to do .. um .. I usually .. do these things once .. just to get to know what they're about .. for example .. I was chairman of (committee) .. I did this for eighteen months .. to begin with it was rather a nuisance .. but I wanted to change the work, there .. in fact I've probably, now, eliminated the (committee) .. but, running this group is .. it's a question of priorities .. I think you should do these things to find out the structure .. of a job .. but .. because I'm relying on you for other things .. I can't replace you .. very easily .. for certain things .. e.g. (chemistry) .. so .. I'm jealous .. of that .. so .. when you list your priorities, I would consider that your prime work .. it's a question of balancing things out .. you'll have to make up your own mind, yourself, in the end, how you're going to distribute these priorities .. um ..

S'er Yes

S'er .. If you feel genuinely attracted ..

S'er - oh no -

S'er - to this kind .. of laboratory administration, rather than laboratory research .. um .. you know .. maybe we ought to do something about it .. you know .. many people can do the administration ..

S'er Well .. I found those committees very useful .. I've sat in on very few .. and a group of people trying to produce a report .. experience I found very useful ..

S'er Yeah .. Yeah

S'er St was just a fact of getting a group of people to work together - organise a committee .. this sort of thing I've never had to do .. I've done it in small numbers .. when we've all been talking science .. but, not with other things ..

S'er - Yeah -

S'er I thought it very useful ..

S'er Well .. what I suggest you do, then, is keep one of these things going .. and then change every year, or so .. Right.

S'er - I notice the difference, now, when I go to meetings .. I'm sure I can put forward my ideas a lot better.

S'er Yeah .. Yeah

S'er without having always to be asked ..

S'er So .. which

S'er the safety angle .. I'm very interested in
S'er well .. can't talk with that, then ..

S'ee um ..

S'er .. "The higher management of the Corporate Laboratory is so project oriented .. that research - speculative work is very difficult to do .. unless it is within the remit of the project" .. well, this is really unanswerable, you know .. we have a research R.M.S. .. now .. we're in a central position here, and now in danger of getting clogged up with our projects ..

S'ee  Yeah ..

S'er but, we cannot walk away from (project) .. (project) is settled .. um .. the projects that .. we're working on .. are in a crunch position ..

S'ee  Yeah

S'er we really have to determine .. between now and Christmas how good these (chemicals) are .. if we can solve this (project) then it will get better .. what we are trying to do .. is to really solve how much control we can have .. over what these (chemicals) do .. when we've done that .. I'm determined to go back and look at things in a very fundamental way .. e.g. these equilibrium constants we want to measure ..

S'ee  Yes ..

S'er - or the relationship - we were talking about of the structure of the surface .. we want to look at solubility equivalence ..

S'ee  Yes

S'er and I want to go back .. and take a year .. to put what we've been doing over the past 18 months .. back into a scientific jacket .. I think everyone agrees that this is what we want to do ..

S'ee  Yes .. that's important ..

S'er but, at the moment .. if we attempted to do it .. and the (project) collapse .. and (project) collapses .. we would be exposed .. if they go through .. then we can spend money to do these basic studies .. so .. the criticism is in many ways justified .. but .. because of the way I run this group .. which is different from everybody else .. who .. I will turn the criticism back to you, and say, .. if I can get these projects going, then I can do what I like on the research side .. I will have .. earned my keep ..

S'ee  Yes .. Yes

S'er what I've been trying to do over the past four years, is to create this base .. on which the research will stand .. and it's been harder than I thought .. I mean, in (group) they've got virtually no projects going .. and they're still doing - just fundamental research ..

S'ee  Yes .. it gets very frustrating ..

S'er there's method in the approach .. you need it for security you see .. when (colleague) goes along to a resource allocation meeting .. they tend to think, well, you're not getting anywhere, and you get .. a bit .. exposed ..

S'ee  Yeah ..

S'er well, is there anything else (name) you want to bring up?

S'ee  well .. I'm rather concerned about my position in the group .. there are so many .. rumours .. that I'm no longer going to be concerned .. in certain bits of work .. it really makes me wonder that I'm going to be doing ..

S'er  oh .. what are these rumours, then?

S'ee  well .. I know you want to take (chemical) work away ..

S'er  I don't want to take it away .. No ..

S'ee  er -

S'er No .. quite wrong .. I would like to get it set up .. and administered as a .. kind of service .. within the group .. um .. it is true that you've broken the ground .. I'd like it to be something we can do a lot more of .. therefore .. I'm inclined to have someone like (colleague) who's a physical chemist ..

S'ee  um -

S'er and can only do physical chemistry .. and he'll be quite happy .. and we can use him, you see .. to do what we want to do .. but for you to be always worrying about how (operations) .. I don't think this is right and proper ..

S'ee  um .. No .. it's just that I -

S'er  But -

S'ee  it's just that I'm the sort of person (name) who likes .. to have .. ideas in the future ..

S'er  Yeah ..

S'er  Now, I've always got lots of work I like to do ..

S'ee  Yeah ..

S'er my horizons coming in ..

S'ee  I see ..
S'ee... it's... I can see it, now, and that's bad... you know, the (chemical) work is disappearing... things are contracting around me... so what I mean?

S'er... yes... well, what... they're not really... you're a bit like a squirrel with nuts, you see... having produced this, you want to hang on to it!

S'ee... hah!... yeah... it's not quite that bad, actually...

S'er... well... with that work... it's only a part... like in the wall... sort of thing.

S'ee... oh, it's been very hard work...

S'er... it's obviously very valuable, you know... it's obviously going to be terribly important... to us... and, instead of having you... part-time with (colleague) as an assistant... I want you to go... improve the status of that kind of work... now, you're essentially an initiated... you're good at starting things off... the fact that (colleague) is going to take over... and you're not going to be all that involved in it... means that you're just going to allow (colleague) to turn the hurdle... churn out the results... you will want the information from this...

S'ee... oh yes... its valuable information...

S'er... you see, (smile) I think what I really have in mind for you... part of your horizon's contracting... I have really made up my mind that the job I want you to take on is the (chemistry)...

S'ee uhm...

S'er... now... we have a commitment to do something here... now, this is a real number one job, in my opinion... because it would break ground in (chemical) in a way... phew... now, this is a job and a half...

S'ee... if you want a target... that would exist... now, this is something that is out of all proportion to... anything... that we're doing at the moment... now... a lot of people think... oh, it's just being high-flying again... trying to confuse us... getting us worried... huh!

S'ee uhm...

S'er... and they're probably right... now, it may still be an unsound area... now, you're an area chemist... you know about (chemistry), you know about (chemical technique)... you've worked in this area... you're probably all set to do this... and that's what I really have in mind for you...

S'ee... it sounds very... exciting...

S'er... I've got £20,000 to spend on that... and I really want you to make a start... in the autumn...

S'ee... how do I see my horizon expanding again...

S'er... well, you see... you don't... you don't come and ask me, you see... you sit and sulk...

S'ee... mmm... I know... it's a good way of getting ideas out of me, you see!

S'er... huh... but, um... you're about the only one I know who could tackle this... and if you make any headway, at all it would be terrific... it's as big as (chemistry)... it's that same kind of principle, operating... So, that's really what your kind of jobs going to be in autumn...

S'ee... uhm...

S'er... and (Division) isn't going to put me off, either!

S'ee uhm...

S'er... uh... so... it really is fun... if we could do that, you know...

S'ee uhm...

S'er (Chemistry) is the horizon I've got for you.

S'ee... you see... I don't want to go too far towards the (branch) chemistry... and lose (chemistry) altogether.

S'er... no... no... what we're really after doing... is building this... control...

S'ee uhm...

S'er... is that way we could... dominate... the whole (chemical) side of... IC...

S'ee... we certainly have the basis for doing this...

S'er... we have the building blocks... can we put them together... to meet targets set in the company... but... (colleague) would take over... the (chemical) work... he would build it up... and it would be a service for the rest of the work... to supply us with the basic information to build the (chemical)... that's what we want to do... so... or... um... well... we've been talking for... nearly an hour... let's just see whether I can finish off this... interview description, here... oh... here's what I've said... "problems with communication to middle managers... will attempt to study the problem of conveying scientific ideas, to outsiders"... right?
"S'er will publish his research, where possible, and try and keep his options open for future employment... considered, however, talented enough to stay in CCL... known to a wide range of people outside the group... as regards future plans... will work on (chemistry)... much happier... to continue work on safety committee... "Would you... would you make any... any comments about that?"

"S'er... you're 38 now aren't you... let's just see if we can do this then... research scientist... you've been in the lab... what 2 years..."

"S'er... three years this April..."

"S'er... right... let's say you'll be here another four... another four years... so... it's now... until about 1976... I think... training... right... let's get this training settled... what is it that you want to do here... (name)?"

"S'er... I want to go on... I want to go on a course to do with the acquisition and storage of data... I don't know how or what form this would take..."

"S'er... do you know of such a course anywhere?"

"S'er... I've talked to people... but... I'm sure this must be a common problem..."

"S'er... it might be something... then... do we do within the lab... like at Bødbyn..."

"S'er... information retrieval is one of my big problems..."

"S'er... why don't you try and organise something then... with the Bødbyn people... give lectures or something... they must know something about this... do you know anyone at Bødbyn?"

"S'er... I don't... actually... No..."

"S'er... why don't you get in touch with... um... (name)"

"S'er... (name) he's one of the group managers... there... I know he's sympathetic... and he'll be able to put you in touch with someone who knows about this... but if you think... I know... that there's no way of doing this... go and talk to (colleague)..."

"S'er... yes... I've already had an interesting talk with (colleague)... I'm all in favour of some of (colleague's)... ideas actually..."

"S'er... why don't we...

"S'er... storing information and getting hold of it..."
4 (d) An assessment interview between a senior research scientist and a junior research scientist.
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S'er - Assessment ... I've been through ... what you've written ... I'm quite pleased with what you've written actually! ... it was quite good ... it started getting a bit heavy, towards the end ... this bit, here ... where ...

S'ee - I devoured it, a bit
S'er devoured! ... Yes!

S'ee well ... I thought ... while I've got the paper ... I might as well write ... throw it all in!

S'er Yeah ... well, let's review last year ... since you joined ... the reason we got you in was that you were good with semi-tech work ... you know ... previous experience ... and, you know, I've always thought of you as a good, and careful, analytical worker ... You've had a good year ... and ... you've done everything you've been asked to do ... and, you've made progress ... so ... in terms of reviewing your performance ... we should review in terms of past achievements ... and where we go from here ... past achievements ... you've acquired new skills - without any problems ... the one ... and you've been reasonably responsive ... you've put yourself out - and you've got 1.5D. for it ... well ... let's go through (supervisor's) accounts ... you ... he's of the same opinion I am ... the work's been of a hard and sustained nature ... performance way has been good ... from your last assessment, I can't understand why it was so bad in certain areas ... (your group head) gave you a bad rating ... I don't know who wrote it ...

S'ee I think it was (previous supervisor)
S'er oh ... well ... I think you're the opposite of what he says ... I think you're reasonably tidy ... compared with the lads ...

S'ee - well, it depends on your definition of tidiness
S'er Yes ... Yes ... well, there was obviously a bit of conflict there ... um ... you can't rationalise it ... equate things when people are in conflict ... ... there's not much more to say about the historical side ... you know ... you've had a good year ... in terms of classification ... of your performance ... I would say that it's ... class B ... which is - standard exceeded ...

S'ee Yeah

S'er ... um ... Now let's talk about it in terms of where it needs improvement ... remember, we're talking about performance, now ... the other aspect well have to cover is career ...

S'ee um

S'er Career ... career development ... if there is such a word these days ... um ... I think the view ... yeah let's go through what (immediate supervisor) has put down, first ... he says ... you're not yet acquainted ... a comprehensive knowledge of polyolefine technology ...

S'ee Yeah ... I think I've put that down myself

S'er Yeah ... I think I've put that down myself
S'ee Yes ... you've put that down yourself ... how do you feel
S'er Well ... you know ... obviously, with the work pressure, I just pick it up as I go along ...

S'ee - um ...

S'ee ... you know ... unlike (supervisor) who's been at it 3 or 4 years ... but the actual ... polymer technology ...
S'er - what points don't you understand, then?
S'ee - it's not that I don't understand ... it's all the ... or ... catalyst support work and ... or ... you see, that's new to me
S'er is it
S'ee and - or - these are things I just have to ... or ...

S'er - well, how do you feel we can help you?
S'ee - ... well, it just depends on whether I need to know the knowledge quick or not ... to me ... with the work I'm doing ... it only limits me in the - or - suggestion area ... a little there, like
S'er how do you mean?
S'ee well ... like with ... molecular weight distribution ... what do you think causes this ... yes, if you don't know much about the theory ... the polymer technology ... then you're a little bit lost for really good suggestions, you know ...

S'er um ... do you ... do you feel curiosity motivates you at all?
S'ee - ... well ... when I started on this rig it was quite new to me ... the work of using a - pot - was quite new to me ...

S'er - Yeah - Yeah

S'ee You know ... I'd never even worked in there before ... and within two days I was running a batch - you know - and I thought - well it's a start, anyway ...

S'er Yeah ...

S'ee um ...

S'er - Curiosity is ... well, what I'm getting at is ... you make a polymer ... and you make different polymers ... and you find the parameters vary ... at this end ... do you find you're curious about why they differ ... and why we're doing it? and what happens to them
oh, I think I understand a bit about ... varying temperatures and all
that ... I think I understand that - kinetic side ... It's this - or -
the basic - theory ... behind it - like ... you know, to take this
molecular weight distribution side ... I wouldn't really know, straight
away, what field to look in
well ... how do you think we can improve it? ... can we get (colleague)
to ... give a few talks ... you know - effectively - do some schooling
on it ...
Yeah ... Yeah ...
would that help?
I could do it quicker that way ... you know, I pick it up ... as a
meeting goes along ...
Yeah ... Yeah ...
and we say - let's look at this ... and I see the logic behind that ...
but I wonder if ... well, let's say two things, here are ... should
we do it by taking time off from work - taking you off the reactor ...
or, should we - stop reacting for a while ... should we take off one
day a week ...
well, we already have monday and tuesday free really ... as far as the
reactor not going ...
so how do you think people would take it if I said ... from
2 to 6.30 on a monday afternoon ... for a few mondays ...

oh ... well this is individual, isn't it ...
how will you feel about it
well ... I accept that ... as a personal opinion although I don't think, as
a whole ...
every monday afternoon ... if we had a teaching seminar to teach you
the aspects of the polymer side of it
uh huh ... I think it's important if you expect a contribution from
me towards solving problems ...

I think there is a need, here ... although every time
I've tried approaching the other lads ... you know ... pressure or
work ... there's been little interest anyway ...
well ... people say quite often it's a job that's that ...
well ... that's that aspect ... let's move onto another I'll
go through then as I see that, and you let me know anything you'd
like to bring up ... ... hassle eight at the moment ...

Yeah ...

we've got to build a structure for that ... we've got to build two
things ... one ... something that will fit in with the pattern of
employment ... and secondly, what you want ...

Yeah
those two things have to be bought together
Yeah
So, I'll put it in terms of what the job looks like in the lab ... for
you ... if this project goes ahead ... when you'll be working at
Harrington ... and that could then go on for about 5 to 7 years

that long?

Yes ... and then there will be commissions and nice plants ... as well
as pilot plants ... in terms of the structure for the pilot plant, the
trial will take ... fourteen months ... yours will be one of them ...
we haven't decided on others yet ... in terms of running the system ...
we should use the same system ... in terms of ... you know - job
enlargement ... job enrichment ... more interest - more stimulation ...
if ... if there was so progress made ... in terms of understanding what
the whole project's about ... and improving your own facilities for ...
reporting ... then the job's not going to have much future after the
first year ...

- whm -
in terms of ... interest ... unless we can develop a commitment ... so
you can get involved in the whole ... the whole production ... I men
you might find yourself coming back here ... and you'll be back making
simple bloody measurements on a small scale again - you know ...
you've got to get involved on the whole

oh - yeah -

So ... it'll be a large learning programme ... in the next few months
we've got to use it as a learning time ... so ... we can help here ...
but ... in terms of your personal position on this ... I am prepared to
have you on the project ... as the team leader I'm quite happy about
S'ee: I've got one left...
S'er: you've got one, have you... have you got the figures?
S'ee: Yes... 2022... is the present
S'er: Yes
S'ee: 2225... is the max... now I don't know what you consider... a general rise... it would depend on the general rise whether I got two out of that or not - wouldn't it?
S'er: Yeah... it would depend how large the rises are... the messages coming through are... that could well be two rises... or 1 rise?
S'ee: Yeah... I wouldn't see it as a total - one - at the moment, I don't think...
S'er: but the main concern is that you're going to be on your max next year... a better way to look at it is that... Haslam nice is two rises...
S'ee: Yeah...
S'er: to get to your Haslam 9 max, you've probably got four rises... right?
S'ee: what's a Haslam grade? - 200
S'er: oh no... over 300 add... and in terms of about... rises... of 110 a year that would be about 4... we're thinking in terms of planning, here... we've said we've got to look for a job for you... you know... a development job for you... and we've 4 years to do the developing in...
S'ee: uh... huh...
S'er: that would... you know... substantially, you would have had experience on plants... running pilot plants... and then semi-tech units...
S'ee: - Yeah -
S'er: so the time scale is not wrong... only with some people it is... uh... the time scale isn't wrong... so that's the position in terms of work... we see it coming like that... now... that's 4 years... this job might be what you want... there's one alternative... let's structure to it if you like... in terms of... one... what the ambition is... difficult one... that... I always find...
S'ee: Yeah... well, I've gone a little bit off... bench work... and the... analytical side... which I've always been doing a lot of... I like semi-tech work...
S'er: uh-huh...
S'er... you know, shift manager, by the time you're Haslam 9...

S'ee... you know.

S'er... do you see much difference between working on a small plant and working on a large plant?

S'ee... oh yeah... I think there's far more in a job that on a main plant... even on a small plant... it's often a case of maintenance job... the plant runs itself really... you just have a control panel... and all you really need is...

S'er... well, would you see different problems in management - you know...

S'ee... um... I think there's far easier looking after the main plant than the pilot plant...

S'er... yes.

S'ee... everything is so automated.

S'er... do you think (colleague) relied on his subordinates more than the guys on the main plant did?

S'ee... yes... he relied on their technical skills more than they would on the main plant, yes...

S'er... he's got to assume that they've got a certain degree of competence.

S'ee... he's got to assume, yes... they've got to know the job well... all they've got to know in these modern plants is when light 'A' comes on, you press button 'B'...

S'er... yeah - yeah...

S'ee... whereas... you know... they got something going on down at the pilot plant... and then you've got to say... quick, lets get down there...

S'er... you've got to know what to do.

S'ee... you've got to know what to do... yeah...

S'er... I should think (colleague's) job is an interesting job...

S'ee... oh... yeah... I'd prefer a job a little bit like (colleague's) where you've got to be on your toes, a little bit... know the job inside out... rather than...

S'er... pressing buttons...

S'ee... yeah...

S'er... well, that's reasonably, yeah... so... let's generalize a bit... I mean, in terms of life... what do you do outside of work... what do you want of life, you know...

S'ee... outside of work.

S'er... um...

S'ee... well... I want a good standard of living... I've got quite a fairly good standard, now...

S'er... yeah...

S'ee... I like to - you know - I'd like to have a bit more time in the future... I don't mind working now, because I'm working to set myself up you know...

S'er... yeah...

S'ee... once I've set myself up over the next two or three years...

S'er... you'll ease back...

S'ee... I'll ease back, yeah...

S'er... yeah.

S'ee... I think everyone's got to go fairly steadily - I mean, if they want anything, they've got to go for it...

S'er... yeah...

S'ee... that's fair enough with me... I think another three or four years should bring... ease back a bit... and getting a family...

S'er... yeah... family life's the - sort of - goal...

S'ee... um...

S'er... have you any interests that you've got, but that you haven't developed, yet?

S'ee... not really... or... I used to be very sporty... I like to play a bit of golf... which I manage to do three or four times a week...

S'er... you'd like to do a bit more of that?

S'ee... I'd like to play a lot more... yeah...

S'er... yeah... well... what I'm trying to get is a picture of what you want... to make sure that the picture I've got of what you want... you've got to have some idea of what somebody wants when your planning...
S'ee - Yeah
S'er - well .. I've got a reasonable idea ...
S'ee - I think it would be difficult to get out of P & F at the moment ...
S'er - at the moment .. it will be
S'ee - but .. at the moment, the job I'm in is going my way ... sort of thing ...
S'er - Yeah .. you're not under pressure .. I mean .. there's no chance of you being made redundant for instance .. in the present company environment .. you know .. if they start chopping, I wouldn't see you as being .. one of the first .. as .. I could perhaps see you as being one of the last .. you're in that position .. but things change .. your price is too high at the moment
S'er - Yeah
S'er - so .. we see no conflict, at the moment .. I'm just trying to think of what to put down on the bloody form .. we seem to have completed some idea of what you want
S'ee - well .. the way ahead .. seems quite satisfactory .. as far as I'm concerned .. as it stands ..
S'er - let's just tidy it up with the way we see the training needs in the future .. because .. with this - sort of quiet period coming up in September and October -
S'ee - Yeah -
S'er - I'm hoping to get a fair number of training courses in ...
S'ee - Yeah .. well, of course -
S'er - One -
S'ee - Writing up ..
S'er - well .. this is mainly, of course, to be able to express yourself ..
S'ee - Yeah
S'er - it's not just English .. I don't think your English is that bad ..
S'ee - Yeah
S'er - but .. to learn how to organize your thoughts, first ..
S'er - Yeah .. well, I can understand because .. I can honestly say I've never read a book in my life ..
S'er - do you find difficulty in reading books?
S'ee - Yeah .. this is why I had difficulty with .. am .. whenever he read through anything, I never understood it like this ..
S'er - Yeah -
S'ee - and when it comes to sitting down and reading
S'er - there's a barrier ..
S'ee - Yeah .. there's a barrier
S'er - You'd rather be taught
S'ee - Yeah .. if someone gives me a book and says - Read it - there's not much chance of it being done in a short time ..
S'er - Yeah .. the .. well .. the two years where I think it's important .. of where you're going to come into more and more contact .. it is one .. how to handle dem. in plants ..
S'er - Yeah -
S'er - there's the procedure .. that's learning the rules ..
S'ee - Yeah
S'er - and the example of that was that thing at Wilton .. that was all that was about .. and the second thing is - your organisation and expression ..
S'ee - um
S'er - in other words .. how you gather things together .. how you analyse a problem .. and how you communicate
S'er - Huh -
S'er - and I think - you know - there's (name), (name) and (name) that I think we want to try .. and get .. on this ..
S'ee - Yeah
S'er - well .. let's try and summarise what we've got on this .. I don't intend to write this down now .. I'll write it out this afternoon ..
S'ee - Yeah .. fair enough
S'er - I'll write the description of the interview .. now, this series number three says .. career development .. I'll fill this in .. then I'll come back .. and see if you've got any comments .. Right
APPENDIX 5

The Kuder 'Aptitude' Tests

The function of the Kuder Records in the Project was to serve as a basis for the operation of a helping programme in Part 3 of the Project. After the initial interview between research student and subject, establishing the subject's need for vocational guidance as an aid to his career development, either one or both Kuder preference records were provided to the subject to be completed in his own time and convenience, (i.e. not supervised). The test results were interpreted in relation to the subject's own, present self understanding for his preferences for a particular dimension of activity, (i.e. a self-rating), in subsequent interviews. The profile that emerged was then used as a basis for choosing relevant actions for the purposes of the subject's career development, (e.g. look for a job in functions other than research).

Purpose of Tests: (reference Science Research Associates Ltd.) for career guidance, selection, placement, development and counselling.

Author: G. Frederick Kuder, presently editor of Educational and Psychological Measurement. Formerly Professor of Duke University.

Description:

1) Kuder Vocational Preference Record: Form C/E:

This edition (U.K. revision 1972) was prepared by the independent Assessment and Research Centre to serve the same purpose in the U.K. as Forms C and E in the U.S.A.
Widespread use of the U.S. editions of the records have enabled revisions to be kept as near as possible to the original.

The Test assesses interest in activities associated with ten broad occupational areas: outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive, artistic, literary, social service, and clerical. The grouping of the items, requiring the examinee to choose most-and-least preferred activities encourages honest responses, although a verification scale is included in the test.

**Age Range**: the full range of secondary students and adults.

**Test Time**: No limit. Usually takes 30 - 40 minutes.

**Format**: Questionnaire, answer sheet, blackboards and punch pins. Two profiles are provided (for either over 18 years or under 18 years) for males and for females. An introduction and instructions for completing the test are also provided.

2. **Kuder Personal Survey**: Form A:

The test measures preferences for the following types of social relationships that might influence choice of vocation: participation in group activities; familiar and stable situations; working with ideas; avoiding conflict and directing and influencing others:
Age Range : 13 to 17 years and adult
Test Time : 30 to 40 minutes
Format : Questionnaire, answer sheet, blackboards and punch pins. Two profiles are provided (for either over 18 years or under 18 years) for males and females. An introduction and instructions for completing the test are also provided.

A copy of the test instruction page and profile leaflet is included here.
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Appendix 6.

An additional transcript of interviews used in the operation of the Helping Programme; (for analysis see Case Study 14, in chapter 10.)
INTERVIEW ONE
Right. How do you spend your time.

S: At the moment? At work?

1: Yeah

S: I've just come back into the lab and I'm starting a new project - so - new to me. So, up to the present time most of the time has been spent reading - background information to the project and deciding the 1st stage of my study... Some of the time has been spent - in getting familiar with the sort of experimental techniques that will be used... that's about it up to the present time.

1: Fair enough... what did you do before?

S: I was in the (X) lab at (town). So I would be doing... some... limited amount of experimental work... mainly evaluation of results, and reporting the results - presenting those results, sort of thing.

1: Yeah... and how long were you at (X) lab?

S: 2 years.

1: 2 years... and before?

S: I was here for one year in (X) group, where I spent - well - about 1/3 my time doing experimental work - no - cross that out, a quarter of my time doing experimental work. Half my time, analysing experimental results; and the other half - the remaining bit - the preparing presentations and such like. As a rough... you know.

1: Yeah - fair enough... can you go back to where it all began?

S: In reverse order? or

1: whichever is easier.

S: Well... after I got my A levels I went to (X) college, London. And did a B.Sc. in physics. And at the end of 3 years, I went round different firms... to ICI - one of the places being here, and they said we'll take you on; you go away and do 3 years PhD which is what I did. I then went on to do 3 years PhD at (X) university - Polymer physics... then joined the lab, and...

1: That's where you are now.

S: Uhm.

1: How come polymer physics?

S: En... I suppose to be honest, I wanted to do a PhD, because I wanted the... I wanted to go as far as I could in getting academic qualifications... (Initial introductions had been completed prior to the tape recorder being switched on, e.g., the Helper readily agreed to the tape recording of the conversation.) Helper response in the first area of conversation was comparatively easy and relaxed, with signs of level 3 Rec SE (Helper self-exploration).

1: The Helper introduces the idea of the career (a correct of events) sequence into the conversation.

S: Helper response is still at level 3 Rec SE, although there is not yet any evidence - or disclosure of his concerns about his work experiences (e.g., emotional proximity).

1: The Helper introduces the more specific area of his previous work experience.

S: The Helper offers higher conditions of facilitative conditions (positive feelings about being at CLF). However, Helper response is still mechanical (level 3 Rec SE).

1: The Helper continues the conversation in a mechanical way (level 3 facilitative conditions).
this seemed necessary at the time... It's useful still... the offer from here was a very good way of getting a PhD at the time. So, I was better than being on a grant... there wasn't any strong desire to do polymers. I did have other ideas, where I could have done a similar type of system - you know - doing research, in university for a higher degree, and being paid by a firm... this was the area which was... sound of the most interest of those offered, and, at that stage, I was primarily interested in physics... and... you know... some science... when... there's not - and of the others that come along this seemed one of the most interesting areas.

Can you remember why you thought it was interesting?

I think, to be honest, a lot of it was competitive - between the other things I was offered - to that type of... position. One thing I did like - appealed to me - was... the simple type of approach associated with polymers... rather than the more theoretical type of approach... in some other areas - you know - quantum mechanics and that sort of thing... polymers tends to be.

When you say 'simple' type of approach, can you say what that is?

Then, well, the theory of polymers... involves basically the theory of statistical mechanics.

Right, fair enough.

I'm talking about reasons at the time; of course!

It's changed now has it?

Well... well, I'm very interested in science; but I don't necessarily see that my future will be... will remain in science.

Yeah... any idea where will it go?... what about the future?

Uncertainty - really, as far as I... I have some fuzzy-vague sort of ideas about management-type of positions. I would be quite happy, I think, doing the administrative side - associated with a lot of management jobs.

Yeah... very good... fair enough... what or - do you enjoy most about work?

I think I like organising, actually... I seem to have a tendency to start writing lists - left, right and centre... I quite enjoy organising. I have - enjoyed - some of the administrative types of small jobs that I have had to do... in... I got some sort of satisfaction when they're finished... completing a number of small steps, I get satisfaction as they progress... what was the question again?

What do you enjoy?

Although Helpee response is still mechanical, there is a start of increased involvement and interest in the conversation. Further, the Helpee introduces ideas concerned with feelings although still remotely.

Helper attempts to encourage the introduction of particularly personally relevant material where self exploration may be highest.

The Helpee shows some first signs of higher levels of SE in emotional proximity of his statements about his career.

The Helpee states, albeit at a low level of self exploration, an area of personal concern in the career area.

The Helper encourages SE in this area.

The Helpee introduces personally relevant material about this issue of his career future.

The Helper continues to encourage the Helpee in exploring the background to his request for help.
Uhm... at the moment, I've just come into this new area, which I haven't any experience of before. I've enjoyed tackling that... coming in - reading the background literature; reading the background work that's been done here; and trying to decide - to carry out - an experimental... experimental side... so I suppose that's organizing work.

... uh huh... when you say 'complete a number of small steps', can you give me an example you're thinking of.

... uh huh... well, I've been given a number of... during my stay at the (X) lab, I was given a number of small jobs at various meetings. You know, do this, do that; write this, write that; sort documents for him, write a letter to somebody else explaining the results, and I... I think I enjoyed writing a list of all the things I had to do, and crossing them off as I did them!

Great! very satisfying - I know... there are times when I deliberately get myself into such a mess that I have to make a list, and I can then think - good lord, have I done all that!

Yeah!

Is there anything you dislike.

... I've found that I'm happy when I'm doing a job well... and I'm unhappy when I'm not sure that I'm doing a job well... or, when I feel that this - when work isn't really worth doing... in some of the projects which I've been working on, towards the end of the project, it's been fairly obvious that things... are not - are not thought to be successful. Or, you know... I've convinced myself that things are not that successful. In that case, I've found I'm not that happy working on - when I don't feel that I'm doing the job very well. There was an instance, I think, when I first came here, when I didn't... I didn't think that I was doing the job as well as I should have been... what I was doing didn't feel that I was doing the job very well, so I wasn't very happy doing it, doing. I probably wasn't... and in that case, I wasn't very happy doing it, doing.

What do you think you do well?

Well.......

Well, what do you feel proud of - of what you've done since you've been here?
S I feel happy with my capability of analysing results, and - er - converting a mass of results into a form that other people can understand - tabulating, drawing graphs and that sort of thing.

I Yeah, Yeah.

S I think I'm happy with my analysis of those results, and interpretation. Lately, I've been happy with my communication - I think I can write a good report - given time, and in terms of presenting them orally. Providing I have a lot of time to prepare. Uhm, which is an improvement on when I first came. And, the other things I like doing... is organizing and...

I getting it done.

S - getting things done - yeah.

I Is there any particular way you like to settle down with a problem.

S uhm...

I any particular method of work.

S I suppose I tend to write - a fair number of notes - while I'm reading... If in fact, I prefer... I suppose it all depends on what you are trying to do really... one more method of work is writing a list?

I uhh... it depends on the work you are trying to do?

S Yeah

I Like?

S Well, I can sit down and read a book - if it's purely to collect background, and take in most of the relevant material, without writing anything... and I'll remember the sort - roughly - of contents... After reading it through once, if I was going to do any work based on that paper, I would read it through twice - more than once - once to get a general sort of - impression, and second, making notes as I did it. I'd probably... I don't know whether I'm answering your question.

I - that's OK... fair enough... what about when you are tackling the more abstract problems...

S Such as?

I Where there aren't any immediate answers as to how to go about it... like - thinking up an experimental programme?
S  Yeah, well, I try and see some logical way of going about it - or something. I'm thinking of an experimental programme at the moment - so we ... what I have tried to do is, amass the background. I don't know when ideas arise as to likely evens ...
I suggest I tend to list these, rather than keep everything in my head. I write everything down on paper. I like to with this sort of problem of getting - setting up an experimental programme, I like to familiarise myself with the actual techniques involved - the ways we are trying to aim for ... I suppose that should come earlier, actually! (laughing) make sure that I understand the techniques, I suppose is the first thing actually ... it just sort of happens then.

I  Yeah, right ... how do you set about getting the objectives clear?

S  ... I usually find that this is the sort of thing which is obvious ... when.

I  - Fair enough ... O.K.

S  Would you like to get from the aptitude test?

I  What would you like to get from the aptitude test?

S  uhmm ... well, the ... the biggest disadvantage with my experience at the moment is that it's very limited ... I've got no experience at all outside of life in a university and life in - Wrexham and all of that has been with scientific ... uhmm, boards to the work ... I suppose they had very very limited experience of - administrative - just a few odd things to add your way ... so, the biggest uncertainty is I'm not I can't be sure how I fit in with the whole wide range of opportunities that are available.

I  Good ... yeah.

S  Now if ... it occurred to me that ... the emphasis seems to be towards progression into management ... in the laboratory, or, or certainty now ... and I didn't see that I wouldn't fit in with this - general progression. Because I didn't mind this administrative side.

I  Yeah.

S  But really, I suppose I wanted you to wave a magic wand and tell me you're ideal for it.

I  ... ah! ... at least you're honest! Yes, fair enough. So, you'd like to get some idea of what sort of slots - out there - you would best fit in?

S  uh huh!

I  Yeah! - from a point of view of your interests. What would your interests fit in with. Yeah, that's very expressive and clear.

The Helper continues to ask for greater specificity. However, the Helpsee has little further to offer in terms of the helping relationship as it presently stands.

The Helper turns (immediacy) to the purpose of the helping relationship being created.

Helpsee voluntarily introduces personally relevant material, but in a mechanical manner. Feelings are only stated rationality (uncertainty).

The Helper responds "genuinely" at a high level to the Helpsee's attempts at self exploration.

Thus encouraged, the Helpsee continues, some evidence of emotional proximity (e.g. "I didn't mind")

The Helper continues to offer high levels of facilitative conditions - genuine interest.

Helpsee self exploration increases (level 4) with a distinct tendency to inward probing.

Helper response is at a high facilitative level, including empathy.

Helpsee response continues enthusiastically.
S Yeah? .. good .. You see, I can understand a manager's job is in research .. I can understand what (group head's) type of job is .. uhm .. I could see myself fitting into that sort of job .. but, a manager in another sort of environment, I'm not so clear ..

I Yeah .. Right .. OK, uhm, that'll do, let's leave it at that then.

S OK, what happens now then?

I I'll arrange a room, a place and a time, for a group of you and some of the others .. I'll say .. clock - here you are, it's just a simple questionnaire, where you have a choice of three .. you-

S So the eleven-plus over again is it? -

I Yeah .. its easier than the eleven plus! .. You've got a pin, and you then have to say out of the three activities there, which you would be most interested in and which you would be least interested in, and you have to go through lots of these little boxes, and then I'll put a horrid, and then we'll have a chat afterwards .. it takes about 3/4 hour and there's lots of prick-prick-prick .. and then I'll come and find you with my diary and we'll make another appointment to see what happened, and take it from there. OK?

S Very good.

I Thanks very much, (A).

The Helper is now satisfied that the purpose of the first interview has been achieved (achievement of sufficient self-exploration in a relevant problem area) and proceeds to arrange the administration of the aptitude test, and a further meeting.
INTerview two
S - 'Hell what was covered by the course we've... we had a certain amount of
input where they were discussing the various philosophies and the models
that have been put forward - the Blake-merger grid type of approach -
just to attitude, and life's... whereas the needs of the task, group, and
individual, and now they all intermesh... type of theory I suppose.

Then there was a certain amount of tasks - and problems, when we were
working in groups, we each had a chance to be a leader, yet a bit of
experience in managing a group, I suppose.

1 - What sort of task was that?
S - A number of tasks, one of them was optimizing profit in the construction
of a tower - you've probably heard of it - with the lego.

1 - That was first. Others were more a list of relevant skills - management
skills - qualities in a subordinate and so forth. And, there's a certain
element of... in most of the problems, at the time, we all found it
difficult to define the goal. You tend to get sidetracked onto what appears
to be the goal, but, when you're finished, we almost always, you've
realized that it wasn't the goal! At the end of the problem, actions,
and what have you learned - we've always been careful we have defined
the problem properly, you go into the next problem, and you do exactly the
same thing - you know?

1 - Yeah, Yeah,
S - Except that they have changed the problem, so that, you... it's surprising.

1 - Right... ok... that's interesting... Let's, meanwhile, get on with what
we're here for.

S - Right.

1 - That's how it's going to come out... What I'd like to do to begin with
is to get you to rate yourself on how you think you've come out in these
dimensions here,... outdoor, mechanical, computational, scientific,
persuasive, artistic, literary, musical, social service, and clerical.

S - ... And I rate myself on 0 to 9, right?

1 - Yes, those are the percentiles, Yeah, that's right... and those columns,
one is for male, and other is for female, ok... and scores come out to
be put in there - like after you've rated yourself, I'll chart out some-
thing like this, and it'll come out there if it's 19 in that dimension or
there if it's 16 in that dimension... if you imagine but people in the
corridor outside, the test purports to show how you stand -

S - I see -
I - In comparison with everybody else's liking for that particular activity...
ok?
S - Yeah... so what do I do again? If you say clerical, I give you... a
measure of my interest in clerical work in terms of percentage involvement.
- 2 -

1 - Let's do it in terms of four quarters. It'll make it easier . . . OK?

S - In 4 quarters, so I say from 0 to 25, 25 to 50, 50 to 75; I see, Yeah.

1 - And also view it in terms of -- about 75, it's one of the things which you really want in a job -- its the thing -- that turns you on -- you like doing it. Below 25, it's -- you would do it as often as possible, and -- or -- it's really something you don't like doing, OK?

S - Yeah.

1 - And in the middle, you -- sort of -- you can take it or leave it. You can do it, but it's not the sort of thing you would immediately look to do. You would do it if it enabled you to do something else you really like doing -- or -- you know, 'Well, I'd like to get rid of it but I'll go on doing it' -- that sort of a feeling.

S - Yeah.

1 - Uh.

S - Yes. So, do you just want me to start, then?

1 - Yes.

S - 50 to 75.

1 - Uh, so you want to put / in there.

S - There shall / mark it, in there.

1 - Yeah ... Can you give me an idea -- in terms of your present job of what you're thinking of -- in clerical things.

S - General written work -- perhaps of a more routine nature. That is my -- general definition of clerical.

1 - Or that means writing up experiments?

S - I would think of things like writing agendas for meetings, that sort of thing.

1 - Yeah. Uh, well, over the page, have a look at their definition and see how that ties in ...

S - That might not tie in with the example I've given ... but, I've given ... I can't think of any other example ... I suppose report writing might come in there; but that contains a lot more -- of --

1 - Personal!

S - Yeah -- personal -- inventive type of thing than I get the impression from clerical. So I can't see that I have any examples of clerical at the present time, but I would still put it in the same area.

1 - Even if it's that work.

S - Even -- yes . . .
1. If you were constructing your ideal job, would you say that that was one of the elements you would like to see in it?

S: ... You're discouraging me!

(laughter)

1: I would certainly be prepared to tolerate it, but I think you're pushing me this way.

S: I can see there's an element of clerical type work in what you've described to me. It's difficult to see where it would come in the other categories.

1: Yeah ... I would perhaps put it down to the middle line. I mean, is it critical whether it's above or below the line?

S: ... It could be, but I'll tell you what, just put an arrow going down, OK?

1: Yeah.

S: UK ... social service.

1: ... I think that would be a valuable asset to a job.

S: Does it happen in your job at the moment in any way?

1: I'm becoming involved - or - my job is becoming more - yes I have been involved here at least. My job previously has been seeing whether their job, they're doing, is fulfilling their training needs, and their assessment. So I like to consider the well-being of the people over whom I have some authority - control ... that ... In fact, I wonder whether I might be ultimately more interested in being involved with people rather than technical work...

1: Do you know what sort of involvement?

S: uh ... ...

1: Don't think too hard about it! It's not that important!

S: Top ... So, I think I would rate ... I'm not too sure because I feel I've not had the experience to back up with conviction putting it in this region ... so ... if I were to put it in this region (75 to 100), I would be guessing, I think.

1: But you don't feel that it's down there (0 to 25)?

S: I would put it ... I feel I'm a bit indecisive, because I'm not sure whether it's at all essential for my job. I was going to do, if I were settling the job ... I would certainly put it high in the things I would like to do,

1: Right ok.

S: I think that's probably the best place for it ... just under.

1: Right.

S: Absolute essential ...
I - Yeah, yeah.

S - ... Musical... I think I'll put that down at zero without any doubt...
Yes, I'll put this at zero, I'm afraid.

I - Right?.. Do you listen to any music at all?

S - Yes, I do listen to music, but not with any great interest. I
quite like having background music, for example, when I'm driving, or,
in a car, I'm more interested in the light music than the classical
music. I'd be more interested in pop music or jazz than classics. Even
at my age.

I - ... Don't be unfair to yourself! Right, let's move on.

S - Literary... I think there's a bit of a conflict. I'm not
sufficiently interested in general books, to have made a continuous
effort at reading... I've read an odd book when something's caught
my eye, but... and I'm not certainly interested in writing from the
point of view of a novelist... I find... I like writing... as part of a
job when it is basically getting facts down an point.

I - Yeah... OK... so how do you think you compare with the rest of the
population?

S - ... Well, I feel at a bit of a... a bit of a conflict. On the reading...
I suppose I do tend to separate it into work and non-work - reading on
the non-work side and writing in an artistic way, I would go very low...
about as low as my music!... but on the work side... I would go above
average. I would probably be happier always writing reports or minutes of
meetings than the average in this job, I feel.

I - Yeah... tricky... Is it an element you would like to see in your job?

S - New form of writing?... Yes... I suppose that is the aspect of it
I had partly included in clerical - to some extent... So...

I - The difference - really - between literary and clerical is that in
literary you are putting your own expression into what you think other
people ought to know... and you are listening to other people saying they
think this is important... whereas, clerical is more of a routine,
following laid down lines... Does that help.

S - Yeah..... I think I'll put it up there.

I - Right... Uh... Fair enough.

S - Artistic... let's see what they put about it... ... No I don't think
I do anything... eye appeal... creative work with eye appeal, I
think I go right down... so I'll probably rate here.

I - Do you think there's anything in your job at the moment where you are
called upon to do that sort of work?... or would you like to do that
sort of thing.

S - ....Ehm....

The Helper continues to offer the facilitative and action oriented
conditions relevant to achieving adequate self ratings.

Helper responsiveness is similarly higher - more confronting.

Helpsee level of self exploration has now reached high levels (5) for
the test dimensions concerned.
... admittedly, it's difficult to mess around with your hands in this sort of...

- looking at it again, I suppose I've a set image in my mind - artistic as painting and sculpture, whereas that's not what is implied here... I could... You could include presentation of results in a more artistic manner.

- huh! Yes...

- and, I would probably enjoy that task. I might even enjoy that as a major part of the work - presenting results in an artistic manner - but, you know, I think there's got to be some content in it - a vague... or...

- something in the trying to get out type of think.

- perhaps that comes into the next one.

- Yeah... Persuasion. Yes, well that obviously does, doesn't it... Yes, I would... I think that certainly I would like that. Those are the aspects of the job that I... in the context of the job I'm in now, or...

- the persuasive aspect I like... I can imagine some parts of the persuasive area... some persuasive jobs I wouldn't like...

- such as...

- Such as in a car salesman, for example... I feel... I don't know whether these are pre-set ideas in my head.

- Why would you imagine that?

- Yeah... possibly not acting in the interests of the individual you are dealing with... A selfish type attitude.

- ... therefore, if I do... persuading an individual from a position of authority - where you're trying to persuade the individual what is for his own good, and with some belief in it, like...

- Yes, if I had some belief in it = the product... or...

- ... which is very difficult... at times.

- well the sort of persuasion I like... is the sort of persuasion where I can come to a decision, yes or no, that is based on my own reading of the situation... and I have that choice... and I then can go out and present that result... those results to other people...

- Yes... Yes.

- whereas if I was another type of salesman, I wouldn't have that choice... I might not be... I imagine that most salesmen aren't committed either way.

- aren't committed... fair enough.

- with regard to the product.

- Yeah... fair enough... what sort of persuasive stuff do you do in the job at the moment? can you give me an example?

- in... presenting results... when persuading people that the work is useful... persuading them to believe it.
One of the dimensions (persuasive) however requires longer discussion. The helper does disclose that he is not sure he has any evidence, yet he is keen to maintain a particular self-righting. The laughter, on the part of the helper, indicates some nervousness with this particular subject. The self-exploration becomes more mechanical, focused probing less spontaneous and emotionally positive. (The tone of voice becomes strained).

Helper response, and self-exploration seems to have stopped.
S - Yeah
I - OK.
S - ... scientific...
I - Ah!
S - Now this if one should be right at the top of, as its the job I'm doing ... means 'you like to discover new facts and solve problems'... well, I think I like to solve problems. ... Yes, I think ... in the definition there, which is different to the general definition of-you know-scientists maths and chemistry, I think I'd score high. I think ... I think solving problems in particular - would go almost as an essential part ...
I - Yeah. Yeah.
S - Even if it's solving the problems of how I should talk to people...
I - Therefore, as I said, in general terms, it's a fascination with asking questions about things rather than a fascination with chemistry - or - a fascination with physics.
S - Yes, Yes.
I - OK, so it's more general.
S - Yes, a general solving problems, I think.
I - Yeah, Yeah.
S - ... So, well,
I - That's another one you would like definitely to have in your job.
S - Yes
I - Right ... OK ...
S - computational ... ... I think,uhh - I would put that to the high side of the desirable.
I - That is also something you would definitely like as part of your job?
S - Not definitely, but towards the high side of something I would like.
I - Right ... OK...
S - Er... I've got a feeling this is going to come out rather differently to the way I put my pin in the ...
I - Do you!
S - ... I'll wait and see ...
I - What are you thinking of under computational.

The Helper is satisfied, although his tone of voice suggests less anti-infection than with his other self ratings. Helper response is similarly limited, and the Helper decides not to confront the Helper with a potentially sensitive problem at this stage. The Helper senses that the Helper is on more familiar ground. The Helper, indeed, reacts with some relief.

S - ... computational ...
I - That is also something you would definitely like as part of your job?
S - Yes
I - Right ... OK...
S - Er... I've got a feeling this is going to come out rather differently to the way I put my pin in the ...
I - Do you!
S - ... I'll wait and see ...
I - What are you thinking of under computational.

Helper self exploration is again at a high level.

The Helper declares some inward probing concerning the consistency of his process of self understanding.

The Helper responds with high levels of facilitative conditions but the Helper's exploration of this does not continue.
The helper continues the process of self rating.

- S - Making things quantitative. I wouldn't say that was an essential part of the job. But, I would say I was happy dealing with - er - numbers, and - mathematical equations. I'm not happy simply doing them up. But I'm happy managing numbers, I think.

- I - Fair enough... and that again distinguishes from the clerical.

- S - Yeah...

- I - Fine, let's go back and

- S - ... Mechanical? Yes I think I like that... certainly, at home. I enjoy doing a lot of jobs around the house, working on the car... I think there is a sense of achievement - in doing that sort of thing.

- I - Right

- S - ... I enjoy doing it as work as well...

- I - Such as

- S - Well I actually enjoy... I enjoy going into the Lab and doing some experiments now and again... or there is an element of having a change to some extent. Because, especially lately, I've been involved with a lot of theory work... and I found it was a real relief to get into the Lab and start pulling a few things around... I think perhaps it might only be desirable though, in a job.

- I - Not formally necessary.

- S - Not formally necessary - in my leisure time I'm bound to do that sort of activity anyway. I wouldn't want to do that sort of activity all the time.

- I - Right. O.K.

- S - So I think I'll put that... on the credit side - a bit - not essential... Outdoor... I'd like a job that took me outdoors some of the time. I wouldn't like one that took me outdoors most of the time.

- I - O.K.

- S - Er... I think probably... I would that in the undesirable, but not...

- I - O.K. What outdoor sort of thing are you thinking of?

- S - Er... I was thinking in terms of... anything that took me outdoors...

- I - Is there anything at work that does?

- S - No... Nothing at the moment.

- I - Nothing at all... You don't do anything... other people in the divisions, or...

- S - Oh - er - well... well I have... this says outside. I didn't interpret it as that, when I go and see other people in Divisions I interpret that as indoors really.
I - OK, OK... OK well, I was thinking just as you find getting into the lab, a bit of a relief... out of the office - even though you end up in another somewhere else... some people regard it as a change.

S - ... Yes... rather than being in one particular - behind one desk all day?
I - Yes... if you were constrained to one desk all day, would that bug you?
S - ... I don't think it would... I don't think so.
I - Right!... as long as you meet people.
S - ... as long as there's a change... I think I would be alright sitting at my desk.
I - So you wouldn't mind if... or... sitting there while all the problems were brought into the 'IN' tray at a vast rate of knots.
S - No, I don't think so.
I - Would you like to sit at a desk where you had to manufacture your own problem, and make your own contacts?
S - I think that's right, yeah.
I - OK!... Right, well if you shout out the number you rated yourself, I'll shout out the score.
S - This 50 you mean.
I - Yeah... OK, so
S - Well, what.... 50.
I - 37... make a cross - or a line in the column... this is the actual score in the test... each one of these numbers can be marked in the column, and checked against the percentile - ranking you in comparison with everybody else's score for interest in the activity... OK?
S - So - what exactly do these numbers....
I - Well, the test, being statistical, compares your scores with everybody else's scores, and compares you with average.
S - Ah! - there's an average distribution for each of these?
I - That's right....
S - and you're going to .... 37 refers to this number, and tells me I'm in the bottom quarter of the population.
I - That's right - so 3/4 of the population are much better at it!
S - I see... good
I - So make a line across... that's male that's female
S - I see.

The Helper continues to facilitate the process of self rating.

The Helper has rushed the last few self ratings. Self exploration has gradually become somewhat superficial.

The Helper recognizes the Help's concern about the coming confrontations (of test ratings and self ratings) and moves on quickly. If the Help is interested to consider the implications of the test results, then that would be a more important area to explore. Furthermore, the Help may understand better the relevance of fuller exploration of self ratings.

The Helper provides some further (concrete) instructions regarding the interpretation of the test results.
I - so what's next?
S - 50
I - 51
S - Oh ... oh! that's 76.
I - next = musical
S - zero
I - You got 4 on that ... literary
S - 23
I - You got 12 ... artistic
S - 19
I - You got 12 again --- persuasive
S - 42
I - You got 33
S - Oh dear!
I - There's a discrepancy in that!
S - 58
I - 49 ....
S - computational = 32
I - - 34
S - 51 = chemical -
I - 56
S - and 39 = for outdoor
I - and 54 .... well, any reaction ...
S - um ... = chemical ... computational ... scientific ... well, persuasive still comes down doesn't it ...
I - Don't forget the test is not absolute ... but I would interpret this discrepancy as probably meaning that you are not very confident ... if you rate yourself higher than you score. Like you are probably interested in those activities, but you didn't have the confidence to choose them in the test.
S - Yeah.
I - ... there's an interesting bit of development going on there ....
S - Yeah.

The subject of the persuasive dimension reoccurs when the test rating suggests a confrontation of the Helper's self understanding in this area.

The Helper rapidly offers facilitative dimensions of behaviour to help maintain Helper self explanation, and self understanding of the discrepancy between the test and his own rating.

The Helper continues to emphasize with the Helper's difficulty, and tries to be both empathetic and concrete in helping him arrive at a satisfactory understanding.
I - OK ... it's not absolute - saying for all time. At the moment - when you took the test - you might have just had a bad experience trying to persuade somebody, and you've gone right off-piste.

S - Yeah ... oh, that's quite interesting ... what do we get out of that then?

I - Well, ... how you go from here is to take the one's here, which is mechanical, scientific and social service - oh, that's 1, 3 and 8 - with a provision on one actually, because you said, as an activity you like it, but - or - in a job, you're not necessarily very keen on it -

S - Yeah.

I - Because you do a lot of it at home, OK?

S - Yeah.

I - You take a look at these things here - 5 - 6 and 7. That's a bit suspicious as well, because from what you said earlier, you have a greater desire to be more expressive in your job than you've actually come out at - therefore you wouldn't go too much by those results ... Well, with other people, one would say, well - let's say with clerical, one would say don't go for a job which is predominantly clerical, when you are thinking of a job - think in terms of what activities does it actually require me to do? - like - personnel work - a lot of it can be clerical, but - so you say to yourself, I like a lot about personnel work - I like the social service bit, but unfortunately it's got clerical, so let's take a closer look ... what are its good points and its bad points...

S - Yeah ....

I - What does a personnel officer do ... most of his day he may spend being persuasive - persuading people. And you can actually then rate a job in terms of - well it's got a lot of bad things about it - or one of two good things, whereas this other job has 4 or 5 of the things I really look for.

S - Yeah - Yeah!

I - I do have a manual ... one is given a manual, which goes with the test... and it has a rough classification of occupations according to major interest... so, it says for each of the dimensions, so, if you score highest on 8 - have a look at these types of careers ......

S - Yeah....

I - It's also American!

S - Yeah. Uh, I see....

I - Just to give you an idea ... And they also do a double one. Like they combine 6 and 8; 7 and 9; 6 and 8.

S - Yeah.

I - Now, the two you combined were 8 and 3 weren't they. Let's see ... 3 - 8 ... scientific - social service .... and they suggest things like that ... which isn't immediately helpful to you sitting here in '71!

S - Yeah!

The Helper has been listening carefully, and although his tone of voice suggests that he is convinced of his possible interest in exploring this further: he feels somewhat shocked.

The Helper decides that the Helper would not benefit from further exploration of the discrepancy in the persuasive area at this stage, and turns to a different area.

The Helper begins the process of interpreting an interest profile and relating this to the choice of career and its development.

The Helper makes a specific and concrete attempt to relate the test interpretation to the Helper's area of self exploration - his career.

The Helper responds with a high level of emotional proximity to the reintroduction of this area of concern.
...but if gives you a flavour!

...consulting and guiding psychologist!

Yes!

... hah!

that's a bit surprising.

... Yeah! ...

... but what we can do, is to think about all the jobs around us in ICI which actually have these activities as their predominant ones.

Yeah ... Yeah...

... but what - if these have given you an idea so far, what I suggest is - have a go at the sister test of this which does it from a different point of view - 5 dimensions, and these 5 activities - OK? It's rather the same idea - just a different list of questions...

... well ... what do you want me to do? - take this away and have a go at it!

... The booklet and the pin - take it away - home, have a go at it...

Let me have it back, and we'll chat and discuss that... There's also a manual for this one - and the ideas about jobs will probably be more relevant - to ICI and your position here now - rather than latest factories and things.

Yeah, OK....

... that will be very useful, because we've started, and got a good base - 3 and 6 and perhaps a bit of two... we'll then get both together and have a think about how it might affect you - OK.

Yeah! very good... so I'll leave that with you, then.

Yeah - fine ... I'll bring it along for next time... how do you feel about... the results so far?

I quite like the idea of science and social service ... ...

Yeah... Fine, OK, we'll see what we can do for you next time.

Despite Helper interest, and exploration tending towards a particular item of interest, the Helper offers high level concrete conditions towards Helper action in his problem area.

The Helper continues to respond with indications of a high level of self exploration of the problem.

The Helper arranges to continue the helping process further.

Finally, the Helper inquires directly about the effect of the helping process so far. Some re-formulating and re-emphasis of necessary self understanding and direction is occurring. The Helper is demonstrating level 4 self exploration of his problem.
INTERVIEW THREE
The interaction commences, here, with the helper offering facilitative conditions towards the helper's obvious (observed non-verbal) behaviour of interest in the status of the surroundings (his boss's office).

The next subject introduced by the helper turns, at a general level, to the helper's work situation.

Helper response is adequate but mechanical.

Helper response is genuine, but at a level which lacks enthusiasm.

The helper seeks to contribute more to his explanation.

The helper's response becomes more interested (higher level 'genuine' response).
S: Yeah.. we're finally stuck into it
I: Well, well, do you remember this piece of - bit of patching that you did?

S: Yeah - Yeah -
I: How do you feel about it? ... what were your reactions? ... when you were going through it, can you remember whether -
S: Oh, I can't remember any particular reaction at the time. No.
I: Well, what about the other one - that we went through. Can you remember if -
S: the other one that we went through?
I: Yeah,
S: Similar to this?
I: That's right
S: Well, I felt the results of that were quite fair - really - I was quite happy with the sort of picture that emerged ... I wasn't ... I wasn't to sure whether that would tie in - with the results - of that one ...
I: Of this one?
S: Of the tests ... of the computer tests. You know, the original punching thing
I: Yeah - the one where you had to imagine what you were ... first - rate yourself.
S: The one with the pin, going through the booklet
I: Yeah - Yeah
S: Yeah ... I don't think the results will tie in ... I was happy with the results you gave me there ... but I don't know about the other one, so much ...
I: Yeah .. O.K. ... can you tell me a bit about how you were happy about the other one ... didn't I hear you say something about ... picking two of the dimensions and saying those seemed to be a good combination?
S: Well, what were we .. what, social science, were we ..
I: Social service -

The Helper offers level 4 conditions of empathy concerning the Helper's work issue. The Helper responds with some attitude of confidence about this. The Helper moves the conversation towards the purpose of the meeting - gradually, offering higher conditions of immediacy and specificity as the Helper responds improves in this area.

The Helper is responding with a high level of self exploration (level 4).

The Helper seeks more specific information about the present self exploration.
- 3 -

S: Social service ... and scientific ... the other one was mechanical ... but I was happy doing that in my spare time, I think.

I: Yeah ... fine ... so you get something fairly concrete out of that ... that you could identify?

S: Yeah ... I think so. Yeah ... it ties in with my ideas ... and allows me to ... really, I suppose it gets my ideas straight in a clearer perspective than they were before, I suppose.

I: Yeah ... that's what it's supposed to do ... Yeah ...

S: Yeah.

I: Fair enough ... let's turn to this one ... this one has got five dimensions ... so can we ...

S: O.K. ...

I: Go through them one by one ... draw these four quarters, and ask you where you think you would stand in each ... have a read of them first.

S: Four?

I: Five.

S: Yeah ... ...

I: Click!

S: Yeah ... no what do I have to do?

I: Well, let's draw ... can I borrow your pencil?

S: Yeah ...

I: ... one at 30 ... one at 25 ... and one at 75 ... if you take the first one - preferences for being active in groups, could you think of how that I would apply to your job ... either now, or the one that you would like ... and say whether it's something which is a vital component of the one you want, or is not ... or if it's one which gets in the way ... or, it's one which you can take it or leave it - you'll do it ...

S: Yeah.

I: And what sort of thing are you thinking of ...

S: I don't think it's a vital ... um ... part ... of the job I'm working in now ... who ... it's certainly not undesirable ... so I've really got to put it ... ... I think probably ... it's A ... probably about here ...

I: O.K. ... make your mark ...
S: Yeah
I: What sort of thing are you thinking of?
S: Oh... well, it's rather a general sort of thing... um... I'm... I don't... I quite like being... working along with other people... working in groups on the training courses you go on... you know, this group... um... solving a problem... but that's more or less the same, really... but... um... I'm not so... I don't really feel a need to meet new people...
I: Yeah.
S: And I don't really feel a strong need... that I've got to be working with people all the time... doing the job... so I'd probably put it down...
I: When you're working along with other people... what does that entail?
S: At the present time?
I: Uh...
S: Or... working... I'm getting some help on the experimental side... so I suppose working with some... junior... people... I do have contact with... I don't have a lot of contact in the work with... or... people at the same level... there's nobody else at the same level, or higher, involved in the same type of work... although I work in the group in some extra topic or area... that would be in the new ideas group... ideas... in a group... something new ideas in areas... so that is the limit of my contact at the moment...
I: Fair enough... right... what about the next one...
S: Similar and stable situations... well, I like... I think like most people, I have a liking for a stable situation... but... uh... on the other hand... I've enjoyed the change... of work... or environment, perhaps... that I've had at five-year intervals... something like that, you know... uh... so I don't know what you'd rate that...
I: What sort of thing = situation = at the job would that be?
S: Well, in the lab, I worked just over one year, there... then I went to Manchester = joint lab - for just over two years... came back here... so that I have had this change... both in the work... and in the surroundings... oh... I've found that kept my interest... wherever if I'd been working in the same area I would have been less interested... on the other hand, I do tend to actually stick with what I know... I don't tend to rush into the future... new situation... eagerly...
I: Very natural!
S: Uh... I really... I think I'd have to put it down here... I definitely wouldn't want to stay in the same stable environment for the next twenty years... so...
I Right... what about in comparison with the rest of the population, you know this mythical hundred...

S Yes.......

I or does that complicate matters?

S Yes.. it does rather.. I'll put it down there...

I O.K... Fine... dealing with ideas...

S well, I quite like working with ideas, but I wouldn't want to say I'd like to work with ideas to the exclusion of things... does that necessarily...

I mean, it tends to imply one at the expense of others... am I saying ideas up here... things down here?

S what is the difference, to you, between ideas and things... what sort of things are ideas... and what sort of things are... things...

S oh... I see... um... well, the picture I had in mind was that... at the end... I'm... or... I'm doing a certain amount of ideas... formulating what I think we should be working with... I'm also... doing a little bit of the... producing some of the materials... which... I suppose is working with things... testing some of the things...

I what other... people... are they ideas or things?

S oh! I didn't include... I didn't see people as being... do you want me to include thinking of people?

I well... not necessarily... but it struck as possibly being part of the job...

S it sounds as though it's something you can take or leave... you're not strongly one way or the other...

S Yeah... that's right...

I O.K. Well...

S well, I'll put it up here, then...

I Right... yeah.

S avoid conflict... um... yes... I think I've got a strong preference for avoiding conflict...

I in what way... how does that show up in the job?

S um...

I you don't tell (group head) what you think of him?

S or... yes... I mean... um... I have a tendency to avoid conflict anyway...

I - Yeah -
S - I definitely prefer pleasant social situations, rather than bringing out conflict. I don't think I would tend to - or - drift. I wouldn't let that dictate matter, though. Oh, under all circumstances, though. I wouldn't be totally avoiding conflict, because, obviously, it's necessary isn't it.

I - Yes.

S - In fact, it's probably necessary - desirable - to bring things out rather than smooth over the edges. But, um, that really is one way of avoiding conflict, if you can bring conflict out earlier.

I - Yes.

S - Um, I think I'm willing to make considerable effort to preserve friendly relations.

I - Can you think of an example?

S - Um, well, I think it's very important to speak to people, in a lot of cases, where I'm going to say things that - or - which will - or, should hurt them. Or make them feel, or, dissatisfied. I'd take quite a lot of time to think about how I'm going to present things, so I'm making sure it just presents things as they come into my head. I think I would put quite a lot of thought into how I'm going to present things, so I think I would put that very seriously. So, I think, I would try to put that somewhere up here.

I - Yes.

S - No.

I - Right.

S - Yeah, well, I think I do. I haven't had much experience but I definitely want to like being in a position where I can influence the thoughts and activities of others.

I - What sort of experience have you had?

S - Well, over the past two years, I felt really that I have had this chance, to do research. Working in the lab, I was, we were, really responsible for, defining the work, and keeping it going. I and myself, and there were three other people from the university, but, generally, they weren't as familiar with the work. We, they were more inclined to actually doing the work, preparing the chemicals, going thinking about the long-term way the experiments were going. So, I think we did have the chance to do, and to do, to take more of a planning position.

I - And you found that was definitely a good thing?
well ... I ... yes ... I - I enjoyed that, yeah ... but ... the chances for
doing that in the lab, here, are rather limited ... of course, you
know ... there's a lot of people at my level, and above ... and not a lot
below really!
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the biggest one was 'B' — my preference for stable situations ... so that I have a very keen preference, compared to other people ... that means ... Yeah. .

I think that means ... that you probably like a particular type of work associated to other people ... people who don't like to be tied down to a particular kind of job ... they are much more changeable ... they like being given opportunity to develop and change ... according to their whim and fancy ...

— ch h h —

I think you're liable to say, well, I can do what's to be done, and I don't find exciting myself — getting stuck in to actually doing it ...

C Yeah ...

I don't think that makes sense.

C Yeah, I think so ... Yeah ...

I mean — or — it means that you like in a job that you can take a totally new view ... and know that all the work you are doing is relevant to the main aim, or objective ... Yes ...

S Yes ...

I don't have any other reactions.

S Well ... I'm high on this one, of course ...

I Yeah, and as you said, you haven't really had much experience.

S So ... on the lower side there's A, and C ... I suppose they are really right in the middle, aren't they.

I It's a bit unfair to call them low, really ...

S Yes ...

I well, do you think that ties in with the other one in any way?

S I don't know ...

I O.K. ... well, my surprise?

S am ...

I or, does it confirm ...

C No, not a lot really ... I think that's — or — that would ... I would be reasonably happy with that — er I picture me myself ...

I Yeah! ... what about this gap here ... or B ...

As with the first results, in the previous interview, the Helper has reacted to a confrontation of his own self understanding. The test indicates that he is not as interested in more activities as he would like to understand himself to be. The self exploration in this area is low.

The Helper offers high levels of facilitative behavior in an attempt to provide the Helper with some self understanding.

As Helper confidence and new self understanding builds up, he response indicates a greater willingness to explore the area. However, the Helper suggests other areas, for the meantime.

The Helper explores the implications of other results.

The Helper attempts to help the Helper to explore his reactions more openly ...

The Helper is reluctant to explore his feelings further ...

... and the Helper contains himself with one part of the possible conclusions that could be drawn.

The Helper confronts, more directly, the helper with one of the discrepancies between self understanding and test rating.
The Helper now accepts this new understanding of himself.

The Helper relates this new self understanding to the implications for decisions and actions on career.

The Helper confronts the Helper with the need to look at other implications to be drawn from the test.

The Helper suggests discussion of another related area concerned with the overall purpose of vocational guidance. Although this problem area was not directly brought up by the Helper, his response shows itself to be very much a present concern. The Helper does not pursue the confrontation further, but directs the discussion towards the implications of this exercise of self understanding towards the career problem. Helper self exploration in the career plan area returns to level 3, although the response is quite mechanical and hesitant.

Helper self exploration becomes more definite.
I: Yes
S: I think I would probably find it very difficult to... get the same sort of opportunities outside as I would get inside.
I: I think I would probably find it very difficult to... get the same sort of opportunities outside as I would get inside.
S: Would you like to have a go at actually using the picture we've got as far together and seeing how they go with some of the jobs on the notice board and seeing how they might fit in...
I: Yes. Yes. That seems fair, yes.
S: Have you noticed any on the notice boards?
I: I've really... during the sort of time that I've actually been looking I haven't really seen anything with my picture of the job which really fits in with what... or... would be feasible for me... really.
S: Well, a practical idea might be to go along to (the personnel office) and ask for a list of the past... use... jobs that have come up... sift through them... and get a wider view of what comes up.
I: Yes. Yes.
S: Yes. Yes. If you then wanted to discuss... and perhaps apply these... you would have a better idea in future when something does come up... you'll be able to have something to latch on to.
I: Yes—up—that would be very good... quite useful... so I'll get a list of past vacancies...
S: Yes. I'll get the actual form... plus any job descriptions... so you'll have a bit of meat to actually look into.
I: Yeah. Yeah.
S: For a whole range of jobs.
I: So I want... job descriptions.
S: And be sure to look into those that seem... at first glance... totally unsuitable... they may actually have some surprising points of interest to them.
I: Yeah. Yeah.
S: O.K. so would you like to leave it at that... come back if you want any chance to discuss any points that come up...
I: Yeah. Alright then.
APPENDIX 7

CAREER DEVELOPMENT DISCUSSION

As mentioned in 3.2, in order to obtain subjects for the operation of a helping programme, the research student took up an opportunity to become involved in a programme of career development discussions in one of the work groups in the laboratory that was being discontinued.

A Senior Project Leader in the group was appointed to coordinate the discussions, and with the help of the research student, a proposal for the programme of discussions was constructed and circulated to each group member. The proposal was presented as:-

"It is now proposed to bring the group members together in groups of four to five people to discuss the problem of career development and exchange views. In this way it is intended that everyone who is willing to join in will be helped to think constructively about:-

1. Where his career stands at present?
2. How he hopes it will develop?
3. What action he needs to take to attain the desired development?
4. What are the obstacles to development?
5. What are the alternative pathways if the planned development is impossible?
6. How does his view of the situation mesh with the Company's?
7. What specifically should the Laboratory management and Personnel Department etc. be doing to help?
8. What specifically might he be doing himself?
Jeremy Ridge has expressed a willingness to help with these discussion groups and to use his experience in discussing these issues with many people in the laboratory itself, and in the Company as a whole. For your information, Jeremy's expertise lies in the field of assisting people to make the best use of their training and qualifications in an industrial situation."

Forty of the forty-six group members volunteered to participate in the small group discussions. The research student acted as the chairman or discussion leader for each group.

Each group discussion was structured according to four main headings, and ideas generated concerning each were recorded on flip charts. Each group's product was later collected and assimilated into a final report. The four headings were:-

1. State what you feel are the problems or concerns
2. What ideas do you have that might help these problems
3. What lessons have you learned in your career to date (that you would pass on to your children).
4. What do you consider to be the most important immediate action for you personally.

A typical example of the end product of one of the groups is presented here, under the headings of 'concern', 'ideas' and 'lessons'
1 (a) CONCERNS

A What jobs suit what qualifications - in ICI and outside ICI.
B What to do when job/qualifications match not possible.
C CL-R experience not necessarily useful in getting on in ICI.
D CL-R offers a small range of experience only.
E Any standing still in one's career appears to be dangerous these days.
F The Haslam system appears to provide ceilings through which progress is difficult.
G Moving to another job may require new or different experience.
H There is such irresistible pressure to move at present.
I People may be pressurised into taking a job they don't really want.
J Doubt about ICI's genuine interest in people making a life-long career in the Company.
K Very little information is available.
L It would be important to get information on what job suits a particular individual.
M What questions should we be asking.
N "Unofficial" efforts are discouraged, yet the official system seems of limited value.
O Old solutions to career problems don't seem to work with new problems.
P The official system (eg. ICI "internal" job applications) needs to be worked very carefully if it is to be effective - wrong impressions happen easy.
Q Jobs are too specialised - narrow at CL-R.
R Much of the "personal development programmes that are done are of little value in C.I.D. - eg. SDP.
S There are so many people trying to change jobs at present that competition is great.
T There always appear to be people with more suitable qualifications/experience for any vacancy.
U Some jobs are ignored as possibilities - through not understanding what they actually entail. They may be very suitable.
It may be difficult to leave a job at CLR for a considerably lower salary, eg. if retraining is necessary.
(b) *Ideas* (on how to meet concerns)

1. Start a "situations wanted" system in ICI, eg. circulate an indiv C.V.
2. Encourage Divisions to create the desired job.
3. Make CL-R more a part of ICI eg. people are seconded, eg. split CL-R up.
4. Write to Divisions as a "member of the public".
5. Cultivate contacts with Divisions.
6. Cultivate a reputation with Divisions.
7. Choose the right Division eg. their form/a good part of the UK.
8. Contact people formerly concerned with CL-R, for a possible sympathetic ear.
9. Eric Howells - choose the approach 'I want this job for this man' rather that 'how about a job'.
10. Let it be widely know - what you would like.
11. Try a 'skills' - 'job' matching approach (NB. less valuable where job depends on experience)
12. Read G Meacock's report.
13. D.E.P. professional register (NB. for jobs up to approx. £2,000 pa).
14. Get things moving *yourself* - don't rely or wait on others - the system.
15. Be able to present a good image of yourself, eg. learns quickly.
16. Be ready to be clear about what you are 'selling' to a prospective employer.
17. Get actual experience of possible career paths as soon as possible.
18. Appreciate how awake to our problems we are in comparison with a lot of other job hunters (eg. university graduates)
19. Read widely about various techniques that may come in useful (eg. value analysis).
20. Try to undertake some spare time courses.
21. Be careful to present the appropriate information to potential employers.
22. Make sure you have thought of all your skills, that may be applicable to a new job.
Contact people in CI-R with outside contacts, eg. with universities eg. Prof Allen.

Try your old university appointments board's current list.

Newspapers - especially D. Telegraph and Sunday Times.

Some Group Heads have had special training in helping people in career development decisions.

Could Group Head be encouraged to be involved at an earlier stage than "when your mind is made up".

Some Group Heads have special interest in helping people in C.D. eg. Jim Bland.

Could the Personnel Group circulate more information on 'availableICI jobs'.

Adopt a speculative attitude, go for a job interview even if you don't expect to get the job - you may hear of others coming up.

The VG counsellours can offer constructive advice.

Petrochemicals circulates a 'job abstraction bulletin' from newspapers.

WHAT LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM YOUR CAREER SO FAR

(How would you advise your son if he was starting out on his career)

1. Decisions are made for you (being good in subjects at school) you get into a career before you realise it. (Be broad minded in thinking about areas you could go in to).
2. Think clearly and early about life (his) in 20 years time.
3. Take no notice of careers masters.
4. Listen to experience of real situation (in the discipline).
5. Realise you may need to change your profession, don't get tied to a discipline that may restrict your career.
7. Don't choose 1st appointment on salary size. Be sure of where it leads you.
8. Look hard at yourself and be honest about your personality.
9. Be prepared for the shock of facing new situations.
10. Recognise that working environments differ.
11. Recognise that you are working with people not sums/exams.
12. Don't expect to get "right" answer in your job - answers depend on opinions.

LESSONS

13. Don't be afraid of sampling new things, but don't change for the sake of it.
14. Get some confidence by jumping into deep end somewhere.
15. Do your homework - know your subject so that you don't get caught out at a wrong time.
APPENDIX C

A report on PhD work into the problems of effective interpersonal relationships in the staff assessment situation.

SECTION 1 - Summary

(i) A summary of the project work

(a) Initial discussions with laboratory officials indicated a general need to stimulate more creative behaviour by the (graduate) staff.

(b) A subsequent survey of particular problems that were considered important by key laboratory staff (both management and technical) emphasised unsatisfactory co-operation between staff (e.g. commercial and technical); unsatisfactory relationships between hierarchical levels (e.g. between supervisor and supervisee in the staff assessment situation) and dissatisfaction with the career development of graduate staff.

(c) The major cause of these problems, chosen for the particular attention of the project, was defined as inadequate conditions of interpersonal behaviour in the relationship between members of staff, particularly between manager/supervisor and supervisee in the staff assessment situation.

(d) A programme of research was carried out in order to test and apply the conditions of effective interpersonal relationships indicated by recent developments in the social sciences.

(e) The results of this research are presented in a PhD thesis in order to show clearly the improvements in staff activity gained by the work of the project.

(ii) The conclusions of the project

(a) The origins of many organisation problems can be traced to the inadequate relationships between members of the organisation.

(b) The formal relationship between manager/supervisor and supervisee in the staff assessment system provides a good opportunity for systematic development and maintenance of effective work relationships.

(c) Developments in the understanding and measurement of the basic dimensions of effective (interpersonal) relationships now provide valuable guidelines for the evaluation and training of the work relationships in organisations.

(iii) Recommendations for further action

(a) That the organisation should take steps to increase the awareness and appreciation by staff of the importance of effective work relationships between members.

(b) That the organisation should take steps to increase awareness and appreciation of the tools that are now available for ensuring effective work relationships.

cont'd .....
SECTION II - Details of the Research

(i) The theory of effective relationships

The purpose of an organizational relationship can be defined as the exchange of information relevant to the need for action to be taken by either or both of the parties. The variables that determine the effectiveness of the relationship can be defined, generally, as:

(a) FIRST PERSON (the 'more knowing' party)
(b) SECOND PERSON (the 'less' knowing party)
(c) THE CONTEXT (the circumstances of the actual meeting)
(d) THE ENVIRONMENT (the circumstances surrounding the need for action)

Furthermore, the variables that will most frequently be critical to the outcome will be the FIRST PERSON behaviour in relation to the SECOND PERSON's behaviour during the process of their interaction.

The core dimensions of FIRST PERSON behaviour that determine the effectiveness of a relationship are:

A facilitative category

(a) empathy
(b) specificity
(c) genuineness
(d) respect

and,

An action oriented category

(a) concreteness
(b) immediacy
(c) confrontation
(d) self-disclosure

The effectiveness of a relationship (or ineffectiveness) will depend on the effective operation of these dimensions of behaviour by the FIRST PERSON in relation to the SECOND PERSON.

(ii) The application of the theory

In order to apply this theory to the problem of the organization, the researcher developed the behaviour necessary to the FIRST PERSON role in the area of Vocational Guidance, relevant to career development problems of graduate staff arising from the operation of the staff assessment system.

Various samples of staff (eg actual assessment interviews) were used by the researcher to develop, firstly, effective facilitative skills of behaviour, and secondly, effective action oriented skills of behaviour. Finally, a sample of staff with career development problems was offered a programme of help based on these researcher skills.

(iii) The results of the research

A Case Study examination of the tape recorded interviews made during the research programme provide a clear demonstration of the interaction of FIRST PERSON variables (facilitative and action oriented behaviour) with SECOND PERSON variables (help in self-exploration). These results are summarized in Figure 1. Figure 2 summarizes the scale of second person self-exploration used in the analysis of the results.
Figure 1: A demonstration of the development in Second Person self-exploration achieved by the operation of the helping programme.

LEVEL OF SECOND PERSON SELF-EXPLORATION

LEVEL 5
LEVEL 4
LEVEL 3
LEVEL 2
LEVEL 1

Subject

[Diagram showing levels of Second Person self-exploration]

LEVEL 1: The person admits the existence of a problem but avoids all discussion of his responsibility to act in order to change the circumstances.

LEVEL 2: The person discusses the problem but as though it belongs, is caused by, is the responsibility of others.

LEVEL 3: The person attempts to explore the problem constructively, but his attempts are often limited to restatements of previous, ineffective, attempts to solve it.

LEVEL 4: The person begins to express his concerns clearly, developing and creating new insights that helps him to attempt different actions for overcoming the problem.

LEVEL 5: The person is fully, and actively, involved in probing towards a progressive understanding of the problem and the actions required for overcoming it.

(iv) The conclusions of the project

(a) The origin of many organisation problems can be traced to the inadequate relationships between members of the organisation.

The effectiveness of the Corporate Laboratory depends to a considerable measure upon the effectiveness of the relationships established by its members of staff - either within the laboratory, or between the laboratory and other organisations (eg IOI Divisions). The success of other organisations may depend on the specific directions of authority, or technical, even physical/mechanical relationships between parts of the organisation. However, where the encouragement of risk taking and the development of the attitudes of staff in the organisation are a priority, the human

cont'd .....
relationships are a significant part of the effective organisation.

The project found evidence of relationships with widely diverging levels of effectiveness during the investigation. For example, some assessors had established excellent relationships with some assesses, and not with others, and, in some cases, the relationship had deteriorated to a point where the work itself deteriorated.

(b) The formal relationship between supervisor (manager) and supervisee in the staff assessment system provides a good opportunity for systematic development and maintenance of effective work relationships.

The purpose of the staff assessment system is to formalise, and help, the supervisor/manager exercise his responsibility for the effective organisation of the supervisee. The system in use at the Laboratory reflects the various areas of this responsibility (e.g., performance, career development). The 'personnel' systems used in the Company provide many of the elements for the system (e.g., job evaluation categories). However, the operation of various of the elements of the staff assessment system depend on the relationship between assessor and assessee.

In general, the project found that staff expected formal evaluation and development of their relationship with the organisation (e.g., feedback on performance) is an essential part of the development of effective work practice. However, different areas of assessment received varying attention, according to the individual manager's supervisor's prerogative. Although the more experienced assessors usually coped well, there was much scope for ensuring thorough attention to all aspects of assessment, and thus more effective relationships between key relationships in the organisation (for example, performance appraisal, career development).

(c) Developments in the understanding and measurement of the basic dimensions of effective (interpersonal) relationships now provide valuable guidelines for the evaluation and training of the work relationships in organisations.

The professional study of effective human relationships has developed considerably in recent decades, and has been undertaken in various settings, e.g., clinical, as well as organisational. These developments have now reached a point where technical standards of operation can be set up and evaluated, rather than continuing a reliance on 'years of experience'.

The project was able to identify considerable variation in the effective operation of the core dimensions by supervisors/managers. Some were excessively facilitative, and others were excessively action oriented in relation to assesses. Although these personal 'styles' received little effective feedback concerning the consequences on the assessee, the supervisor/manager was quite often sensitive to the deteriorative effects, and willing to consider different approaches if some specific indication was given by the researcher.

(v) Recommendations for further action

(a) That the organisation should take steps to increase the awareness and appreciation by staff of the importance of effective work relationships between members.

At present, the Company statement of minimum practice for performance appraisal lays down a set of simple standards for the operation of the relationship between supervisor and supervisee in this area.

cont'd ....
However, the generality of the statement and standards does not provide a recipe for ensuring an effective relationship. The Corporate Laboratory has developed a staff assessment system, based on the guidelines of the statement of minimum practice, that has attempted to improve the guidelines for supervisory relationships. In order to continue this development, the Personnel Group in the Laboratory, has undertaken annual reviews, in consultation with staff (eg staff committee) and proposed various further developments (eg changes in format of documentation).

Although these developments have resulted in useful formulations of the general areas relevant to the supervisory relationships in the laboratory, these general areas have sometimes lacked the conditions necessary for effective attention to them in the assessment relationship. For example, the rating scales provided for the assessment of performance did not ensure its proper or effective use in the assessment system. The operation of the staff assessment system could be improved by ensuring that future reviews gave more attention to the need to develop standards of performance in the operation of the system.

(b) That the organisation should take steps to increase awareness and appreciation of the tools that are now available for ensuring effective work relationships.

The intention, and achievement, of this project was the successful demonstration of the factors critical to effective work relationships in organisation. As the researcher, I have been able to provide detailed evidence of the levels of discrimination and communication required to help solve certain staff problems in career development. During my experience of doing the work for this project, I have realised that the constructs and methods that have been applied, here, to a small area, have a considerable relevance to many other areas concerned in work relationships between staff (eg other areas of the assessment relationship such as objective setting). Further applications could be direct (eg use of my own levels of effective skills with other suitable problems) or indirect (eg by the design of programmes to develop the effectiveness of other staff with responsibility for effective relationships).
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"The difference between 'popular' and 'philosophical' is the amount of time a thing takes. Ask a man: do you know this, or do you not know it - if he answers immediately then the answer is popular, he is an undergraduate. If it takes ten years for the answer to come, and if it comes in the form of a system, if it is not quite clear whether he knows it or not: then it is a philosophical answer and the man a professor of philosophy - at least that is what he ought to be".

Soren Kierkegaard.